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Abstract 

This thesis explores the economist Walter W. Heller’s career and maps the rise, 

ascendancy, and eclipse of Keynesian liberalism in the United States. Heller served as 

chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers to Presidents John F. Kennedy and 

Lyndon B. Johnson. He successfully persuaded both to deploy Keynesian policies to 

underwrite the liberal expansion of the 1960s. Consequently, Heller was one of the 

most significant and influential political economists in US history. However, 

historians have curiously overlooked him.  

This thesis reasserts Heller’s importance to the making of modern America. It 

shows that Heller was a more significant figure in the rise of Keynesianism than 

existing scholarship has appreciated and demonstrates how he educated two 

presidents in the merits of Keynesian ideas. It illuminates the role Heller played in the 

formulation of the Great Society and explores how he adapted his Keynesian views 

during the more conservative times of the 1970s and 1980s. Through examining 

Heller’s career, this thesis assesses how Keynesianism interacted with liberalism in 

the United States. It illustrates how both merged in the 1930s, demonstrates how 

liberals utilised Keynesian thinking during World War II, and shows how Keynesian 

ideas intersected with liberal policies during the post-war period. In doing so, this 

thesis adds to recent scholarship that argues liberalism was a much stronger force in 

post-war American politics than assumed, especially since the scholarly ‘rediscovery’ 

of conservatism in the 1990s. 

A positive appraisal of Heller emerges from this thesis. It also provides an 

overview of the rise and decline of Keynesianism in the United States, breaking new 

ground in explaining the significance of a presidential adviser who has not hitherto 

been the subject of specialist study. 
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Introduction 

Walter W. Heller: A Keynesian Liberal 

“Few economists…influence significantly and positively the events and public 

policies of their time. Few academicians earn intellectual renown in their professions 

mainly by contributions incident to policy-making in government service. Walter 

Heller did both.”1  

- James Tobin (CEA Member, 1961-62 and Nobel Laureate), 1996 

 

“Walter Heller was a marvellous [CEA] chairman, the Stan Musial of CEA 

chairmen...[He]knew just how to insinuate our ideas into the White House mill. That 

does not mean that we won all the battles…But we always felt we had a chance.”2  

-  Robert Solow, (CEA Staff Member, 1961-62 and Nobel Laureate), 1997 

 

When Barack Obama took office in January 2009, he inherited the most severe 

economic crisis since the 1930s. In the final quarter of 2008, output contracted by 8.2 

percent and unemployment stood at 7.3 percent.3 Although George W. Bush acted to 

revive the banking sector, the source of the crisis, the broader economy was on the 

brink of a depression when his successor took office. Obama enacted a Keynesian 

stimulus package to get America moving again. Known as the American Recovery 

and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), this pumped $787 billion into the economy over a 

three-year period. Around 60 percent of ARRA consisted of increased spending on 

public works, interstate highway improvements, school enhancements, and aid to the 

states. To secure Republican support for the measure, tax cuts formed the final 40 

percent. “With this act,” Obama declared, “we begin the process of restoring the 

                                                           
1 James Tobin, Essays in Economics: National and International, Volume 4 (Cambridge, MA, 1996), 

747. 
2 Robert Solow, ‘It Ain’t the Things You Don’t Know That Hurt You, It’s the Things You Know That 

Ain’t So,’ American Economic Review 87:2 (May. 1997), 107. 
3 Jared Bernstein, ‘The Economies Inherited by Obama and Trump are as Different as Night and Day,’ 

Washington Post-Blogs, 2 December 2016. Online at ProQuest Central [Henceforth PQC]    
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economy and making America a stronger and more prosperous nation.”4 However, 

not everyone supported the president’s plan, especially two of the nation’s most 

eminent Keynesian economists. In January 2009, Princeton’s Paul Krugman said he 

would “make the stimulus 50 percent larger…I’m not sure if the $800 billion stimulus 

plan is adequate to the problem. We’re facing one hell of a crisis and we’ll need more 

than a band-aid.”5 At best, Columbia’s Joseph Stiglitz added, ARRA might prevent 

the recession from deepening, but it would far from revive the economy.6 

Not only did the size of ARRA dismay Krugman and Stiglitz, so did its 

composition and timing. With almost 40 percent set aside for tax cuts, both 

complained that debt-burdened consumers would save rather than spend such an 

increase in their disposable income.7 Each acknowledged that ARRA amounted to the 

largest job-creation bill in American history, but a sizeable proportion of its spending 

measures consisted of funds to extend unemployment benefits, sustain Medicaid, and 

offset a lack of revenues for the states. “Only a fairly small piece,” Krugman said, 

was “for the kind of spending – building and fixing roads, and so on – that we 

normally think of when we talk of stimulus.”8 Unsurprisingly, Stiglitz claimed in 

August 2009 that ARRA had “not been enough,” especially as only a quarter of its 

spending measures came into effect during its first year. “[W]hat is needed now, is 

another dose of fiscal stimulus. If that does not happen, we can look forward to an 

even longer period in which the economy operates below capacity, with high 

                                                           
4 Barack Obama, ‘Statement on Signing the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,’ 17 February 

2009. Online at the American Presidency Project Website [Henceforth APP] 
5 Cited in No Name [Henceforth n.n.,], ‘Bailout Not Adequate,’ Targeted News Service, 30 January 

2009. PQC.  
6 Cited in n.n., ‘Can Obama Stimulus Plan Create Jobs?’ Weekend All Things Considered, 10 January 

2009. PQC. 
7 Ibid; Paul Krugman cited in n.n. ‘Economists Offer Two Takes on Obama Stimulus Plan,’ All Things 

Considered, 21 January 2009. PQC. 
8 Krugman, End This Depression Now (New York, 2013), 109, 121. 
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unemployment.”9 

Obama did implement a second stimulus. In 2010, the president agreed to 

extend tax cuts passed by Bush in both 2001 and 2003.10 Yet, the American economy 

continued to experience a sluggish recovery, leading Krugman and Stiglitz to call in 

vain for a more activist response to the Great Recession. “America is still an economy 

in depression,” Krugman said, “and the rules of depression economics still apply: 

what we need, above all, is more spending, to put unemployed workers and idle 

productive capacity back to work.”11 Krugman may have wished his influence was 

akin to that enjoyed by Keynesians almost half-a-century earlier. In the 1960s, 

Keynesians held important positions in government, had the president’s ear, and saw 

tax cuts (rather than spending increases) as the panacea for a strong and robust 

economy. From the 1940s through the 1960s, liberal politicians relied on Keynesian 

advisers to expand the New Deal legacy. For them, Keynesianism ensured job 

creation, underwrote higher standards of living, and fuelled enhanced growth that 

produced the wherewithal to fund social programmes and public-sector 

improvements. In short, Keynesianism facilitated “a broad-based prosperity that 

obviated the need for liberalism to engage in a politically costly struggle to 

redistribute wealth and generated the revenue to fund the expansion of federal 

programs without incurring huge budget deficits.”12    

I 

Walter Wolfgang Heller served at the centre of policymaking circles when 

Keynesian liberalism reached its peak in America. An economist from the University 

                                                           
9 Joseph Stiglitz, ‘Stimulus or Bust,’ The Guardian, 10 August 2009. Available at: 

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/cifamerica/2009/aug/10/economy-stimulus-bailout 

[Accessed M.06/D.28/Y.2015] 
10 Krugman, End This Depression Now, xvi. 
11 Ibid, xvii. 

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/cifamerica/2009/aug/10/economy-stimulus-bailout
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of Minnesota, Heller served as chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) 

between 1961 and 1964. He helped persuade Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon 

B. Johnson to use Keynesian ideas to undergird the liberal state’s expansion during 

the 1960s. As the quotations at the beginning of this thesis highlight, this was the 

highpoint of his career. Indeed, Heller wrote in 1966, “Economics has come of age in 

the 1960’s.”13 Keynesian ideas had put at the president’s “disposal, as nothing else 

can, the resources needed to achieve great societies at home and grand designs 

abroad.”14 To achieve this, Heller and his colleagues had adapted Keynesianism since 

the doctrine’s emergence in America. Conceived by British economist John Maynard 

Keynes to revive the stagnant economy of the 1930s, Keynesianism was “attenuated 

greatly by both economists and politicians” in the more abundant post-war era.15 

Keynes described his ideas as “‘moderately conservative,’” but as the “Keynesian 

revolution” evolved in the United States his theory mostly became “identified with 

left-wing liberalism and the Democratic party.”16 Heller’s tenure as CEA chairman 

saw Keynesian ideas expressed in their most expansive form, leading his 

contemporaries to credit him for fully installing the “new economics” as the dominant 

orthodoxy in public policy. In doing so, the CEA chairman paved the way for 

policymakers to engage in liberal reform. 

This study explores the career of Walter Heller. No individual offers a better 

lens through which to assess and understand Keynesian liberalism. Heller was at the 

centre of policymaking circles when Keynesian liberalism enjoyed its heyday in 

                                                                                                                                                                      
12 Iwan Morgan, ‘Hubert Humphrey’s Last Hurrah: The 1977 Senate Leadership Election and the 

Decline of the New Deal Tradition,’ Mid-America: An Historical Review, 79:3 (Fall 1997), 288. 
13 Walter Heller, New Dimensions of Political Economy (Cambridge, MA, 1966), 1. 
14 Ibid, 11. 
15 Charles David Shreve, ‘A Precarious and Uncertain Liberalism: Lyndon Johnson and the New 

Economics,’ PhD Thesis, Louisiana State University (1995), 5. Online at ProQuest Dissertations and 

Theses [Henceforth PQDT]. 
16 Ibid, 6. 
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America, but also acted as an important agent of Keynesian and liberal ideas before 

and after this period. As a public service-orientated economist, Heller worked in 

government throughout his pre-CEA career. There, he applied Keynesian political 

economy and honed his views about how it could advance liberal aims. Though 

conservative doctrines rose to the fore after he left his position as CEA chairman, 

Heller was an important figure in the defence of Keynesian liberalism when 

American politics and political economy turned rightward in the 1970s and 1980s. 

His career offers both a valuable insight into how Keynesian economists worked in 

government during liberalism’s heyday and gives an important perspective onto how 

they reacted to the eclipse of their doctrine during a more conservative era. Despite 

this, historians who have explored post-war Keynesian liberalism have overlooked 

Heller, choosing instead to focus on the role of other Keynesian economists. The 

recipient of greatest attention is Leon Keyserling, a former New Deal adviser who 

served as CEA chairman under Harry Truman. Keyserling has been the subject of two 

biographies and countless studies of post-war growth economics, so undoubtedly 

offers an important lens onto the development of Keynesian liberalism.17 Yet, he had 

a limited influence on public policy compared to Heller.  

Harvard’s John Kenneth Galbraith has also attracted much attention.18 Though 

Galbraith served as an important campaign adviser for many Democratic politicians, 

his ideas also gained little traction in policymaking circles. The same is true for other 

Keynesians. MIT’s Paul Samuelson, famous for penning the nation’s leading post-

                                                           
17 W. Robert Brazelton, Designing US Economic Policy: An Analytical Biography of Leon H. 

Keyserling (Basingstoke, 2001); Donald Pickens, Leon H. Keyserling: A Progressive Economist 

(Lanham, MD, 2009); Robert Sobel, The Worldly Economists (London, 1980), 10-37; Alonzo Hamby, 

Beyond the New Deal: Harry S. Truman and American Liberalism (New York, 1973), 293-310. 
18 Sobel, The Worldly Economists, 65-92; Richard Parker, John Kenneth Galbraith: His Life, His 

Politics, His Economics (Chicago, IL, 2005). 
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war textbook on Keynesian economics, has been the subject of many book chapters.19 

Yale economist James Tobin, best known as the monetary expert in the Keynesian 

profession, has been the subject of one monograph.20 No doubt, these individuals 

deserve recognition, but none influenced public policy as much as Walter Heller did. 

True, each served in an advisory capacity to various political figures, but Heller 

tutored Kennedy and Johnson in the virtues of Keynesian economics. Galbraith once 

said that no “study of Keynesian economics should ever be written without giving 

nearly equal credit to the scholars who took Keynes out of the realm of theory and 

into the real world.”21 Heller’s career gives the most important insight in this respect. 

This study reasserts Heller’s significance vis-à-vis his contemporaries and shows how 

Keynesian economics reached the zenith of its influence in the 1960s.  

Through doing so, this thesis reaffirms Heller’s importance as an influential 

presidential adviser. Whereas biographies exist of Harry Hopkins, Robert McNamara, 

Walt Rostow, and Henry Kissinger, Heller has not been the subject of detailed 

study.22 This is surprising, especially because he struck up an intimate relationship 

with Kennedy and Johnson and advised more presidents and presidential aspirants 

than any other economist during his lifetime.23 Unsurprisingly, Heller appears in most 

of the historiography on US public policy in the 1960s, but only as a secondary 

actor.24 Amy Elisabeth Davis and David Shreve both provided coverage of Heller’s 

                                                           
19 Sobel, The Worldly Economists, 93-118; and William Breit and Roger L. Ransom, The Academic 

Scribblers (New York, 1982), 107-137. 
20 Robert Dimand, James Tobin (London, 2014). 
21 John Kenneth Galbraith, Interview in David Colander and Harry Landreth (eds.) The Coming of 

Keynesianism to America (Cheltenham, 1996), 141. 
22 See, for example, George T. McJimsey, Harry Hopkins: Ally of the Poor and Defender of 

Democracy (Cambridge, MA, 1987); Deborah Shapley, Promise and Power: The Life and Times of 

Robert McNamara (New York, 1993); David Milne, America’s Rasputin: Walt Rostow and the 

Vietnam War (New York, 2008); and Walter Isaacson, Kissinger: A Biography (London, 1992). 
23 See n.n., ‘Walter Heller: Presidential Persuader,’ New York Times, 21 June 1987, F1. Online at 

ProQuest Historical Newspapers [Henceforth PQHN] 
24 For important texts other than those listed in this paragraph see Irving Bernstein, Promises Kept: 

John F. Kennedy’s New Frontier (New York, 1991), 118-157; Guns or Butter: The Presidency of 
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tenure as CEA chairman in their 1988 and 1995 PhD theses, but though both 

demonstrated how Keynesianism reached its highpoint in the 1960s, neither 

illuminated just how important Heller was.25 Similarly, both Robert Collins and 

Andrew Yarrow have written important studies of post-war growth economics, yet 

neither afforded Heller the recognition he deserves.26 Why might this be the case? 

Partly, it stems from the relative neglect of Kennedy’s economic policies, which have 

not been the subject of a published monograph.27 It is further attributable to the fact 

Heller’s influence took place behind-the-scenes. He was also unfortunate in that soon 

after he rose to prominence conservative economic doctrines eclipsed Keynesianism, 

resulting in diminished interest in Heller and his ideas. 

II 

Historians have neglected Heller to their cost. Not only does he provide an 

important lens onto the history of American Keynesianism, but examination of his 

career also challenges conventional scholarly assumptions about the intersection of 

Keynesian ideas and liberal politics. One is that, in the late 1940s, liberals adopted a 

watered-down Keynesianism, to the extent that they embraced and implemented a 

conservative form of the doctrine up to the mid-1960s. To put this argument into 

perspective, it is necessary to explain how liberals came to focus upon economic 

ideas. As noted by Gary Gerstle, the “primacy of political economy…established 

                                                                                                                                                                      
Lyndon Johnson (New York, 1996), 27-43, 82-117; Allen Matusow, The Unraveling of America: A 

History of Liberalism in the 1960s (New York, 1984), 1-60, 97-131, 153-180; Edward Flash, 

Economic Advice and Presidential Leadership: The Council of Economic Advisers (New York, 1965), 

173-275; Seymour Harris, Economics of the Kennedy Years (New York, 1965), 23; Hobart Rowen, The 

Free Enterprisers: Kennedy, Johnson and the Business Establishment (New York, 1964), 153-182; E. 

Ray Canterbery, Economics on a New Frontier (Belmont, CA, 1968), 11-13, 139-152, 263-270, 298-

301. 
25 Amy Elisabeth Davis, ‘Politics of Prosperity: The Kennedy Presidency and Economic Policy,’ PhD 

Thesis, Columbia University (1988). PQDT; Shreve, ‘A Precarious and Uncertain Liberalism.’ 
26 Robert Collins, More: The Politics of Economic Growth in Post-War America (New York, 2000); 

Andrew Yarrow, Measuring America: How Economic Growth Came to Define American Greatness in 

the late Twentieth Century (Amherst, MA, 2010). 
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itself in liberal circles in the prosperous 1920s.”28 Prior to that, early twentieth 

century progressives prioritised social and cultural issues. However, following the 

exclusion of “a mass socialist or labor party from serious electoral competition from 

World War I,” 1920s liberals refocused their efforts on “banish[ing] poverty, 

unemployment, excessive concentrations of economic power, and other ills associated 

with industrial capitalism.”29  

The Great Depression magnified this. Accordingly, liberals developed potent 

economic ideas, emphasising the need to regulate capital, labour, and consumer 

markets extensively to stimulate the economy and promote a fair society.30 For 

Gerstle, however, Hitler’s rise to power toned down economic liberalism. By the 

early 1940s, the Nazi regime had caused liberals to question whether “the taming of 

capitalism was the preeminent problem confronting industrial societies.”31 It also 

forced liberals to grapple more directly with “issues of racial and ethnic 

discrimination.”32 Previously, liberals believed resolving class conflict via economic 

reform would indirectly improve racial and ethnic problems. Yet, as the 1940s 

progressed, they began to see social activism issues as rational.33 The impact of 

World War II also revived the economy, so by the end of that conflict liberals 

committed themselves to promoting a rights-based and consumer-orientated 

liberalism far different from the powerful economic liberalism of the interwar years. 

Keynesian ideas proved central to achieving this. As Gerstle, Steve Fraser, and Alan 

Brinkley have argued, a strong “social Keynesianism” emerged in America during the 

                                                                                                                                                                      
27 See Morgan, ‘Promoting Prosperity: John F. Kennedy and the New Economics,’ Conference Paper. 

British Library. 4 November 2013. Author’s copy. 
28 Gary Gerstle, ‘The Protean Character of American Liberalism,’ American Historical Review, 99:4 

(Oct. 1994), 1045. 
29 Ibid, 1045. 
30 Ibid, 1068. 
31 Ibid, 1070. 
32 Ibid, 1070. 
33 Ibid, 1071. 
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late 1930s thanks to economist Alvin Hansen. This emphasised the need for 

permanent deficit spending, buffered by increased social welfare provision, to ensure 

prosperity and achieve social justice. However, wartime economic growth brought a 

renewed faith in capitalism.34 For Brinkley, liberals thus adopted a less statist 

Keynesianism, one that deprioritised redistributing wealth. Instead, it was “committed 

above all to a newer vision of a consumer-driven economy.”35  

According to Gerstle, Fraser, and Brinkley, the need to promote a consumer-

orientated liberalism precipitated the development of a “more conservative” 

Keynesianism in post-war America.36 This primarily involved the use of 

automatically-induced deficits to ensure a stable rate of non-inflationary growth. 

When a more activist approach was necessary, this came through the revenue side of 

the budget. Conservatives, newly ascendant at the end of the war, accepted the use of 

Keynesian ideas to prevent another Depression, but succeeded in convincing liberals 

to adopt this much-diluted Keynesianism compared to the late 1930s. Several 

scholars have accepted this narrative. They have claimed liberals were “on the 

defensive” in the late 1940s so abandoned the powerful economic liberalism of the 

interwar years.37 Against the backdrop of the Cold War, liberals embraced the “vital 

center” of the political-economic spectrum.38 Coined by liberal historian Arthur 

Schlesinger Jr in 1947, the vital center mandated the use of Keynesian ideas both to 

promote stable levels of consumption and to prevent economic breakdown.39 Liberals 

accepted a conservative Keynesianism to achieve this, to the point whereby it found 

                                                           
34 Gerstle and Steve Fraser, ‘Introduction,’ and Alan Brinkley, ‘The New Deal and the Idea of the 

State,’ in Gerstle and Fraser (eds.) The Rise and Fall of the New Deal Order, 1930-1980 (Guildford, 

1989), xiii-xv, 85-121.   
35 Brinkley, The End of Reform: New Deal Liberalism in Recession and War (New York, 1995), 174. 
36 Gerstle and Fraser, ‘Introduction,’ xiv. 
37 Gareth Davies, From Opportunity to Entitlement: The Transformation and Decline of Great Society 

Liberalism (Lawrence, KS, 1996), 20.  
38 Hamby, ‘The Vital Center, the Fair Deal, and the Quest for a Liberal Political Economy,’ American 

Historical Review, 77:3 (Jun. 1972), 653-678. 
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ultimate expression in the early 1960s, when Walter Heller convinced John F. 

Kennedy to promote a tax cut to speed up the rate of growth. Scholars such as Kevin 

Mattson, Irwin Unger, and Debi Unger have described Heller as a “conservative 

Keynesian,” not least because he “stressed things such as tax cuts as a means to grow 

the economy.”40 True, Heller convinced Kennedy and Johnson to implement a 

consumption-boosting tax cut, but suggestions that he embodied a conservative post-

war Keynesianism underestimate the strength of Keynesian ideas in certain liberal 

circles.  

The main reason this narrative has developed is due to the works of Robert 

Collins and Herbert Stein, who, in 1969 and 1981, published the two seminal studies 

of American Keynesianism. They argued that both post-war liberals and 

conservatives embraced “the right-wing of the Keynesian spectrum.”41 This was 

because the business community succeeded in taming Keynesian ideas in the more 

abundant post-war climate. In fact, business groups were such a driving force behind 

post-war economic policy that they, more so than Heller, compelled JFK to promote a 

tax cut.42 Several scholars have built upon this argument.43 Writing in 1988, Louis 

                                                                                                                                                                      
39 Arthur Schlesinger Jr., The Vital Center: The Politics of Freedom (Boston, MA, 1949), 182-183. 
40 Kevin Mattson, When America Was Great: The Fighting Faith of Post-War Liberalism (New York, 

2004), 167, 154-155 (quotation); Irwin and Debi Unger, Turning Point: 1968 (New York, 1968), 17. 
41 Robert Collins, The Business Response to Keynes, 1929-1964 (New York, 1981), 16-17 (quotation); 

Herbert Stein, The Fiscal Revolution in America (Chicago, IL, 1969). 
42 Collins, The Business Response to Keynes, 186-187; Stein, The Fiscal Revolution in America, 417-

420.   
43 In addition to the sources discussed below, the following show indications of being influenced by 

Collins and Stein: Margaret Weir, ‘The Federal Government and Unemployment: The Frustration of 

Policy Innovation from the New Deal to the Great Society,’ in Weir, Theda Skocpol, and Ann Shola 

Orloff (eds.) The Politics of Social Policy in the United States (Princeton, NJ, 1988), 149-199; Weir 

and Skocpol, ‘State Structures and the Possibilities for ‘Keynesian’ Responses to the Great Depression 

in Sweden, Britain, and the United States,’ in Peter Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol (eds.) 

Bringing the State Back In (Cambridge, 1985), 108. Footnote 7; Bartholomew H. Sparrow, From the 

Outside In: World War II and the American State (Princeton, NJ, 1996), 152-154; Mark Blyth, Great 

Transformations: Economic Ideas and Institutional Change in the Twentieth Century (New York, 

2002), 51, 90-95; Gary Mucciaroni, The Political Failure of Employment Policy: 1945-1982 

(Pittsburgh, PA, 1990), 26-32; Elizabeth A. Fones-Wolf, Selling Free Enterprise: The Business Assault 

on Labor and Liberalism, 1945-60 (Chicago, IL, 1994); Ronald Cox and Daniel Skidmore-Hess, US 

Politics and the Global Economy: Corporate Power, Conservative Shift (London, 1999), 114-115; 

Jacob S. Hacker and Paul Pierson, American Amnesia: How the War on Government led us to Forget 
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Galambos and Joseph Pratt claimed that, with the passage of the tax cut in 1964, “the 

policy of business-orientated fiscal stabilization reached its highest stage of 

development.”44  

One year later, Margaret Weir argued the influence of business groups, 

coupled with that of the Farm Bureau, facilitated a “limited commitment of post-war 

US governments to Keynesian management.”45 Citing Collins and Stein, Weir 

blamed the lack of a centralised post-war government bureaucracy, the way business 

and agricultural groups successfully characterised liberal Keynesianism as planning, 

and general concerns that liberal Keynesianism could facilitate a strong welfare state, 

for the taming of post-war Keynesianism.46 By the 1960s, she concluded, the 

“Keynesianism espoused by liberals had increasingly come to resemble that fashioned 

by [a business group called] the CED…it was in this form that the United States 

finally embraced Keynesianism with the tax cut that Kennedy proposed in 1962 and 

Congress passed in 1964.”47   

Godfrey Hodgson and Iwan Morgan have also argued that, during both the 

late 1950s and early 1960s, a “consensus” united liberals and business leaders around 

the implementation of conservative Keynesianism. For Hodgson, the “essential 

promise” of conservative Keynesianism “was that it would allow government to 

                                                                                                                                                                      
What Made America Prosper (London, 2016), 131-163; G. Williams Domhoff, Myth of Liberal 

Ascendancy: Corporate Dominance from the Great Depression to the Great Recession (London, 

2016), 109; Mark S. Mizruchi, The Fracturing of the American Corporate Elite (London, 2013), 66-

67; Kim McQuaid, Uneasy Partners: Big Business in American Politics, 1945-1990 (Baltimore, MD, 

1994), 119-122; Cathie J. Martin, Shifting the Burden: The Struggle over Growth and Corporate 

Taxation (Chicago, IL, 1991), 18-81; Lynn Turgeon, Bastard Keynesianism: The Evolution of 

Economic Thinking and Policy-Making since World War II (Westport, CT, 1996), 1-20; John J. 

Coleman, Party Decline in America: Policy, Politics and the Fiscal State (Princeton, NJ, 1996), 35–

38; Aaron Major, Architects of Austerity: International Finance and the Politics of Growth (Stanford, 

CA, 2014), 129-131. 
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guarantee low and diminishing unemployment without inflation. It could thus banish 

at a stroke the worst terrors of both liberals and conservatives.”48 Though Morgan has 

acknowledged slight nuances between how both liberals and business groups wanted 

to deploy Keynesianism, he concludes that both sides’ iterations of that doctrine were 

“hewed from the same oak” of the conservative Keynesianism identified by Gerstle, 

Fraser, Brinkley, Collins, Stein, Galambos, Pratt, and Weir.49  

This ignores how different, strong, and powerful Keynesian ideas were in 

post-war liberal circles, something various scholars have persuasively illuminated. In 

contrast to Brinkley, Fraser, and Gerstle, Jonathan Bell has highlighted how a 

“powerful forum for social democratic ideas” existed in America at the end of World 

War II, with Keynesianism providing the bedrock for this.50 Tony Badger has pointed 

out that, well into the 1950s, liberal Senators such as Albert Gore Snr., continued to 

espouse social Keynesianism.51 Steven Gillon and Kevin Mattson have disputed the 

idea of a post-war consensus, showing that, in the late 1950s, liberals such as John 

Kenneth Galbraith and Leon Keyserling broke its boundaries.52 Robert Collins also 

published a book in 2000 that suggested Keynesian ideas pioneered by liberals were 

both different to those pioneered by businesspersons and far more important to post-

war economic policy than he had earlier realised.53 This built upon liberal economist 
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Robert Lekachman’s 1966 publication The Age of Keynes. In this book, Lekachman 

suggested that policymakers implemented conservative Keynesian ideas in the early 

1960s, but championed the significance of liberal economists to post-war economic 

policy, crediting them for shaping and consolidating the Keynesian revolution.54  

This thesis also reinterprets the vibrancy of post-war Keynesian liberalism. It 

shows that although Walter Heller did tentatively endorse conservative Keynesian 

ideas in the late 1940s, he and others broke significantly from them in the late 1950s. 

In fact, though Heller championed a tax cut in the early 1960s, this thesis shows that 

he did so to expand liberalism’s legacy. It also illustrates that, if it were politically 

possible, Heller would have preferred to increase spending to achieve that goal. 

Furthermore, the ideas that underpinned Heller’s liberal Keynesianism were far more 

potent and daring than assumed. As David Shreve has noted, the Keynesian policies 

implemented by Heller “represented a unique and relatively untested attempt at macro 

and microeconomic policy configuration.”55 By using Heller to explore post-war 

Keynesian liberalism, this thesis argues that liberal Keynesianism was significantly 

different (and more powerful) than the Keynesian ideas championed by the business 

community. It also gives credit to liberals, instead of business groups, for shaping the 

post-war consolidation of American Keynesianism.  

III 

Examination of Walter Heller’s career sheds new light on a second 

assumption reached by historians who have assessed post-war Keynesian liberalism. 

This is the idea that, following its heyday in the mid-1960s, Keynesian liberalism 

became insignificant. Several scholars have argued that liberal politicians (and, by 

extension, Keynesian economists) “wandered the political wilderness” in the 1970s 
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and 1980s, often depicted as decades of conservatism.56 Historians have blamed the 

controversy of Vietnam, the development of the counterculture movement, and the 

rise of New Politics liberals for this, but they have also argued that the Keynesian 

ideas championed by Walter Heller played a role too. Writing in 1984, Allen 

Matusow contended that, by the end of the 1960s, Heller’s ideas had “played no small 

role in the unraveling of both liberalism and the economy – and no small role, 

therefore, in the unraveling of America.”57 This paved the way for conservative 

political ascendancy. According to Matusow, Heller and others mistakenly focused 

LBJ on preventing cost-push inflation, ignored the monetary forces underpinning the 

booming economy of the 1960s, and persuaded Johnson to engage in fiscal policy 

mistakes that unleashed inflationary pressures.58 This helped the Republicans regain 

control of the White House and discredited Keynesianism, precipitating the rise of 

conservative economic and political ideas during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Matusow influenced several scholars writing on Keynesian liberalism. Many 

contended the economic ideas associated with Walter Heller played a crucial role in 

causing liberalism’s decline in the 1970s and 1980s. Writing in 1988, Galambos and 

Pratt said that, in the mid-to-late 1960s, “effective macroeconomic planning proved 

difficult to sustain.”59 For them, the problems that beset the economy in the 1970s – 

notably the phenomenon of stagflation – were attributable to the failure of Keynesian 

economics a decade earlier, which subsequently caused the revival of conservatism. 

Doug Rossinow and Gareth Davies have also criticised both Heller and other 

Keynesians for helping sow divisions within the liberal movement by the early 1970s. 
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According to Rossinow, Heller’s “regressive version of Keynesianism” laid “the basis 

for an estrangement between Johnsonian liberals and critics to their left who, in the 

course of the 1960s, came to see either big business or American capitalism itself as 

the enemy of progress.”60 True, the Vietnam War “brought liberals and leftists almost 

to blows, [but] the seeds of such conflict had already been planted.”61  

Davies has criticised Johnson’s Keynesian advisers for adhering to the 

“misguided” faith “that human ingenuity could engineer universally beneficent social 

change through economic expansion.”62 This thinking led to the creation of liberal 

programmes in the 1960s that failed. In turn, certain liberals championed an 

unpopular, redistributive Keynesianism embodied by presidential candidate George 

McGovern in 1972, paving the way for a divided liberal movement in the 1970s.63 

Others have advanced a similar interpretation. In 1984, Charles Murray blamed 

Keynesian economists for putting Johnson under “the mistaken impression” that “the 

boom was no longer part of an ungovernable cycle of economic expansion and 

contraction.”64 For Murray, not only did this encourage the development of liberal 

programmes that did not work, these programmes created a class of welfare recipients 

who became dependent on the state.65 This played a role in creating the economic 

problems of the 1970s, as these individuals lacked an incentive to work.66 People thus 

questioned the significance of economic liberalism, leading to the rise of conservative 

policies. 

Thomas and Mary Edsall also claimed Keynesian ideas underwrote the 
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expansion of a liberal state during the 1960s that turned many white working and 

middle-class Americans away from the liberalism of the Democratic Party.67 Judith 

Stein has blamed 1960s Keynesianism’s lack of an active labour market policy for 

helping cause the decline of liberalism in the 1970s. Using US Steel as her lens, she 

claimed the prosperity generated by the 1964 tax cut masked the need to engage in 

structural economic policies to alleviate barriers to employment for African 

Americans, particularly in areas such as Birmingham, Alabama, and Gary, Indiana, 

where steel plants were located.68 True, the 1964 tax cut produced a booming 

economy that complemented passage of anti-discrimination legislation, but African 

American unemployment stayed very high in the 1960s, precipitating race riots that 

highlighted significant problems for liberalism. Though Stein claims liberalism 

evolved to include the concerns of African Americans by the early 1970s, she argues 

the problems of the 1960s strained it. This ensured it could not cope with the 

economic turmoil of the 1970s, causing many Democratic Party voters to embrace an 

alternative political and economic vision outlined by Ronald Reagan in 1980.69     

Other scholars have also portrayed the 1970s and 1980s as decades of 

conservatism, with liberal economic ideas no longer relevant. For Gary North, Heller 

continued to believe in the mistaken idea that growth could be the panacea for the 

nation’s problems, to the point whereby he “issue[d] the Keynesians’s SOS: Same 

Old Solutions.”70 According to Kim Phillips Fein, conservatives benefited in the 

1970s because “liberalism seemed no longer able to deliver on its promises, even 
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from the standpoint of economics…[Keynesian economists] were stymied by the 

simultaneous inflation and unemployment that began to afflict the economy during 

the decade.”71  

Examination of Walter Heller’s career casts new light on this narrative. 

Keynesian economists undoubtedly overestimated their abilities to produce a 

continuously growing economy in the 1960s, but to blame them for the unravelling of 

economic liberalism is fallacious. In fact, Keynesians like Heller reacted 

constructively to the unprecedented problems of the 1970s, triggered primarily by the 

policies of Republican Richard Nixon who ignored the advice of economists such as 

Heller.72 True, Heller lacked the same amount of influence he enjoyed during the 

1960s, but this did not stop conservatives writing off his ideas as dangerous and 

irrelevant. By illuminating the significance of Heller’s Keynesianism to the 1970s and 

1980s, this thesis adds to recent scholarship challenging the idea of liberal decline 

during those decades. As Scott Kamen, Patrick Andelic, and Bruce Miroff have 

demonstrated, politicians such as Gary Hart and Paul Tsongas emerged in the 

Democratic Party during the 1970s to help alter it to the new economic and political 

environment.73 The same is true for Walter Heller, who engaged in an empirically 

based adaptation of his Keynesianism to the point whereby, before he died in 1987, 

Heller anticipated President Bill Clinton’s New Democrat approach to economics. 

By challenging the notion of Keynesian liberalism’s decline, this thesis builds 

upon other works that undercut the idea that the 1970s and 1980s were unremittingly 
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conservative. Tim Stanley has analysed Senator Edward Kennedy’s challenge to 

Jimmy Carter in 1980, showing that traditional Keynesian ideas remained popular at 

that time.74 David Courtwright has highlighted how conservatives achieved “little 

progress on abortion and school prayer, and lost ground on obscenity, gay rights, and 

legalized gambling” in the 1970s and 1980s.75 Gareth Davies has shown that the 

federal role in education policy continued to grow throughout those decades.76 This 

examination of Walter Heller adds to these works, demonstrating that Keynesian 

liberalism remained significant in the fourth quarter of the twentieth century.  

Because it also argues that, up to the 1960s, liberal Keynesian ideas were 

more potent and daring than scholars assume, this thesis demonstrates that liberalism 

was a much stronger force in post-war American politics than historians have 

appreciated. A new wave of literature has made this argument. Jennifer Delton has 

shown that the 1950s were anything but a conservative decade.77 Jonathan Bell has 

drawn attention to the strength of liberal ideas in Californian politics from the 1940s 

to the 1970s.78 Doug Rossinow and Kevin Mattson have emphasised the influence of 

left-wing ideas within the post-war Democratic Party.79 This thesis uses Heller’s 

Keynesianism to show that liberalism was a more powerful force in post-war America 

than appreciated. True, liberalism itself had changed by the final quarter of the 

twentieth century, which raises the question as to whether Keynesianism remained 

important to liberal ideas during this period. Liberals placed more emphasis on 

promoting rights to disadvantaged groups, which extended beyond the issue of jobs to 
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healthcare, environmental protection, social justice, labour reform, and education. 

However, unemployment stayed a core focus of liberalism in the 1970s and 1980s 

and proved central to the presidential campaigns of both Bill Clinton and Barack 

Obama in 1992 and 2008. Even though liberalism became more complex in the final 

quarter of the twentieth century, Keynesianism still had much value in guiding its 

assumptions. By building upon attempts to prove the vibrancy of liberalism during 

the second half of the twentieth century, this thesis reasserts its importance in the 

American political tradition. 

This is also important because, since the mid-1990s, many historians have 

focused on explaining either the revival or persistence of mid-twentieth century 

conservatism. Following calls by Alan Brinkley and Michael Kazin, a plethora of 

literature emerged on this topic.80 Though certain scholars pre-empted this 

development, the first publication that truly grasped the strength of post-war 

conservatism was Mary Brennan’s Turning Right in the Sixties.81 This offered a 

sophisticated analysis of grassroots conservatism during that decade. Others built 

upon Brennan’s efforts. Lisa McGirr provided further analysis of local conservative 

activism in the particular case of Southern California.82 Others focused on the roles of 

both Barry Goldwater and George Wallace in explaining either the conservative 

persistence prior to the 1960s or its political revival during that decade.83 Certain 

historians focused on some of the key issues that turned voters away from liberalism 
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during the 1960s, notably racial politics and crime.84 Others looked at specific 

movements that emerged to propel conservatism, such as the legal movement or the 

rise of youth organisations.85 This historiographical development has had two 

important consequences for this study. It has meant that, until recently, scholars have 

neglected the strength of liberalism during its post-war heyday. Consequently, 

historians have overlooked the role of Keynesians like Walter Heller in shaping this 

moment. Instead, they have helped perpetuate the narrative that conservative forces 

helped tame, shape, and define the terms under which Keynesianism developed 

during the post-war years – to the consequent neglect of this doctrine’s influential 

interactions with liberalism. 

IV 

This thesis offers a necessary corrective to that neglect. In doing so, it 

reasserts the importance of Walter Heller to the making of modern America. As 

mentioned, certain scholars have paid attention to Heller in studies of 1960s public 

policy. However, not only do they treat him as a secondary actor, Heller has come 

under criticism for glorifying his achievements during that decade. In his analysis of 

how Heller tried to sell the 1964 tax cut to both Congress and the public in 1963, 

Martin Prachowny argued the recollections of Heller and his contemporaries 

excessively influenced initial assessments of Keynesianism’s highpoint in the 

1960s.86 For this reason, Prachowny advanced a critical interpretation of Heller, 

scolding him for failing to deploy the most relevant quantitative model to sell the 
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Kennedy-Johnson tax cut to Congress in 1963.87 This argument is refuted in Chapter 

Five of this thesis. Nevertheless, Hugh Norton earlier made the point that Heller 

helped shape the initial historical debate about his legacy. He wrote, “One can seldom 

determine how much routine policy [during the Kennedy-Johnson years] was 

glamorized and made to seem important by observers who were on the scene.”88 

Consequently, Norton exercised caution in his evaluation of Heller, arguing the 

performance of the CEA under Heller’s stewardship did not live up to its potential.89 

Norton and Prachowny’s assessments contrasted with contemporary works 

that covered Heller’s CEA chairmanship. Published in the mid-1960s, these included 

studies undertaken by Edward Flash, Seymour Harris, Hobart Rowen, and E. Ray 

Canterbery.90 Flash credited Heller for turning the CEA into “the most single creative 

force in the development of a new approach to economic policy.”91 Not only did 

Heller convince Kennedy to promote the 1964 tax cut, he successfully persuaded 

other advisers to support that policy. Undoubtedly, scholars must treat the 

recollections of their subjects with care, as Prachowny and Norton did. Nevertheless, 

this thesis’ assessment of Heller conforms to the more favourable interpretation 

advanced by his contemporaries. It argues he was one of the most impressive 

presidential advisers of modern times.  

The fact debate concerning Heller has mostly concerned his role as CEA 

chairman also illuminates the extent to which scholars have neglected the broader 

lens that he offers onto the development of post-war Keynesian liberalism. This thesis 
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helps rectify that neglect. To achieve its aims, it follows Heller’s career 

chronologically. Chapter One lays the foundations for the dissertation by detailing 

how Keynesianism emerged and evolved in the US up to the mid-1950s, the point 

Heller started to become well-known. It defines Keynesianism, illustrates how it 

fused with liberalism during the 1930s, and explains that during the post-war period, 

certain liberals developed a more expansive iteration of Keynesian ideas than did the 

business community. This lays the foundations for Chapter Two, which introduces 

Heller and focuses on his career up to the beginning of the 1960s. It shows that 

although Heller played a role in helping fashion a conservative Keynesianism during 

the late 1940s, he embraced the more daring and expansionist iteration of the doctrine 

by the late 1950s, eventually emerging as one its foremost champions.  

Chapter Three examines Heller’s first year in the Kennedy administration. It 

demonstrates that, during 1961, Heller was unsuccessful at convincing JFK to move 

beyond implementing conservative Keynesianism, but argues that he laid the 

foundations for JFK to do so later in his presidency. Chapter Four focuses upon 1962 

and shows how Heller convinced JFK to promote his potent ideas. It undercuts the 

idea the business community convinced JFK to embrace a tax cut, showing instead 

Heller and Kennedy persuaded businesspersons to adopt liberal Keynesianism. 

Chapter Five examines how Heller and Kennedy sought to sell liberal Keynesianism 

to both Congress and the public in 1963. It shows that, before Kennedy’s 

assassination in November, Heller played a significant role in helping push the tax cut 

through Congress.  

Chapter Six surveys how Heller worked with Lyndon Johnson to secure 

enactment of that measure. It also examines Heller’s contribution to the development 
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of Johnson’s Great Society programme of liberal reform, thereby illustrating how 

Keynesian liberalism reached its peak in the mid-1960s. It acknowledges that certain 

Great Society programmes did not achieve all they set out to do, but offers a positive 

assessment of Heller’s contribution to the Great Society’s development. Chapter 

Seven assesses Heller’s response to both the inflation generated by the Vietnam War 

and the rise of monetarist theory in the mid-to-late 1960s. The chapter is critical of 

Heller for the advice he gave Johnson throughout this period, but praises him for 

responding in a far more effective manner to the rise of monetarism than appreciated 

by existing scholarship. Chapter Eight deals with the way Heller reacted to both the 

onset of stagflation and the rise of Reaganomics in the 1980s, arguing he responded 

in an effective manner to these two developments. In doing so, it helps show that 

economic liberalism stayed vibrant in the final quarter of the twentieth century. 

V 

A positive appraisal of Heller emerges from this thesis. It not only augments 

the claims advanced in contemporary studies of his CEA chairmanship, it also offers 

a strong endorsement of the way he acted as an agent of Keynesian liberalism both 

before and after this period. By providing the first comprehensive analysis of Walter 

Heller’s career, using his hitherto untapped personal papers at the University of 

Minnesota, this thesis breaks new ground in the literature on presidential advisers.92 It 

also re-examines certain interpretations about the post-war vibrancy of Keynesian 

liberalism and gives an overview of the rise, ascendancy, and eclipse of Keynesian 

political economy in the United States. This sets the thesis apart from existing 

historical surveys of that doctrine that have only analysed Keynesianism’s rise to the 
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mid-1960s.93 This dissertation is also suggestive of how current policymakers and 

economists can learn from Heller’s career, particularly in an era when Keynesianism 

has made a partial and incomplete comeback. 
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Chapter One 

The Keynesian Revolution in America, 1933-1955 

In 1936, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money debuted in the 

United States. Written by British economist John Maynard Keynes, The General 

Theory advanced an innovative approach to end the Great Depression. Considered “a 

leading authority on economic theory and policy,” Keynes and his ideas encountered 

fierce opposition from his transatlantic peers, most of whom saw nothing wrong with 

the ‘classical’ economics that Keynes so vigorously challenged.94 Over the next 

twenty-five years, however, Keynes’ ideas eventually gained credence. In the early 

1960s, policymakers implemented them to an extent unimaginable during the 

Depression, bringing the Keynesian revolution in America to its peak. This thesis 

outlines how that revolution was developed, consolidated, and defended by exploring 

the career of Walter W. Heller, but before doing so, it is essential to understand what 

Keynesianism was.  

This is important, not least because Keynes’ ideas broke substantially with 

prevailing economic wisdom during the 1930s before going through three significant 

manifestations up to the mid-1950s. The first occurred during the late 1930s, whilst 

the second and the third both concurrently rose to prominence in the post-war years. 

Accordingly, this chapter starts by explaining what Keynes argued during the 1930s – 

particularly in relation to the severity of the Depression and the existing doctrines that 

he challenged – before outlining the extent to which his ideas gained credibility prior 

to the first manifestation. It then describes each manifestation in turn, taking the 

history of Keynesianism’s rise to the mid-1950s. Only after defining the doctrine and 

outlining its evolution up to this period can one fully appreciate Keynesianism’s post-
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war interaction with liberal political ideas.  

I 

The 1930s were the most miserable years in twentieth century American 

history. In the four years prior to Franklin Roosevelt’s inauguration in March 1933, 

unemployment rose from 3 percent to 25 percent of the labour force, whilst 

consumption and GNP both fell by 20 percent and 30 percent respectively.95 

Roosevelt’s predecessor, the Republican Herbert Hoover, did engage in anti-

Depression activism. Nevertheless, his policies fell woefully short of producing full 

recovery, leading to Roosevelt’s election in November 1932. Hoover’s response to 

the Depression signified that, in the early 1930s, most people believed the private 

economy would correct itself.96 This was an idea strongly linked to classical 

economics and it had deep historical roots in America. Indeed, when depressions hit 

the economy at various times in the nineteenth century, the belief that economic 

crises were not the responsibility of the federal government prevented every president 

from intervening to facilitate recovery.97  

Throughout the 1930s, classical economists argued the main way the economy 

would correct itself was through workers accepting reductions to their wages, a 

process they viewed as natural. This would enable businesses to expand employment 

and thereby boost production, the factor classical economists identified as crucial to 

economic expansion. When he started teaching economics in 1908, Keynes was a 

supporter of this line of thinking. The failure of recovery to materialise during the 

early 1930s led him to reconsider his views, culminating in the publication of his 

magnum opus in February 1936. It is worth noting that Keynes was certainly not 

alone in questioning classical economics, particularly the argument production drove 
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the economy forward. The popular economists William Foster and Waddill Catchings 

had done so at the end of the 1920s, whilst from 1931 so did Utah banker and future 

Federal Reserve chairman Marriner Eccles.98 Nevertheless, classical economics still 

held considerable sway by the mid-1930s, primarily because it remained a doctrine 

that “no one [had] succeeded in making a strong theoretical case against.”99  

Keynes did that. He showed cogently in The General Theory that reductions 

in wages would not precipitate recovery from the Depression. This was mainly 

because unemployment was so severe that a serious lack of overall demand prevented 

consumers from buying goods and services.100 Businesses were thus unable to take on 

more workers, even if they were willing to work for lower pay. Accordingly, the 

economy was stuck in a continuous cycle of unemployment and depression and the 

only way out was if the government intervened, primarily by boosting demand. To do 

this, Keynes argued for deliberate deficit spending, saying this would stimulate mass 

purchasing power, boost consumption, and thereby reflate the economy by creating a 

“multiplier effect” stimulus.  

According to Keynes, increasing purchasing power would encourage people 

to spend more money, and those paid this money would spend it, creating a 

significant increase in consumption that would at least double the government’s 

original outlay.101 This would significantly drive up employment, induce businesses 

to increase investments, and thereby generate recovery. Hence, boosting consumption 

by stimulating mass purchasing power formed the Keynesian remedy for the 
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Depression. To achieve this, Keynes called for deliberate deficit spending on relief, 

public works, and credit as the fastest means of putting money into peoples’ pockets. 

Importantly, Keynes did not envisage a permanent expansion of the public sector. 

Instead, he wanted to scale back deficit spending – or ‘pump priming’ – as soon as 

the private economy recovered. He pressed this argument upon Roosevelt both before 

and after publication of The General Theory, but he did not persuade the president of 

the merits of his approach.  

II 

As soon as he came to power in March 1933, FDR sought to revive the 

economy by enacting a programme called the New Deal. As early as December 1933, 

Keynes tried to influence New Deal policy. He did this by penning an Open Letter to 

Roosevelt that called on the president to increase purchasing power through 

“governmental expenditure which is financed by loans.”102 He followed this up with a 

trip to the US in the summer of 1934. Here, he personally met FDR and again 

stressed the need to run deficits. Roosevelt was unreceptive to Keynes’ approach. 

True, the president did run deficits every single year of his presidency, but when he 

took office FDR viewed them only as temporary and humanitarian solutions to the 

nation’s problems, certainly not as a route to full recovery.103 Instead of embracing 

Keynesianism, Roosevelt preferred both to balance the budget and promote sound 

finance during the early-to-mid-1930s.104 He believed this would facilitate recovery 

by boosting confidence in the private sector. 

 Additionally, FDR implemented a mixture of reforms, regulations, and 

redistributive measures as part of the early New Deal. These aimed to punish big 
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business and monopolies for reckless behaviour during the 1920s, reorder society 

along fairer lines, and provide psychological and institutional supports to increase 

levels of business activity. This initial emphasis on what Alan Brinkley dubbed 

“reform” signified the emergence of modern liberal ideology in America.105 Modern 

liberalism built upon the legacy of 1920s progressives by accepting the state had a 

responsibility to promote and manage the economy. Accordingly, the New Deal 

eschewed classical economics. As Roosevelt said, New Deal liberalism “was plain 

English for a changed concept of the duty and responsibility of government toward 

economic life.”106 However, his focus on reform helped ensure Keynesian theory did 

not initially feature as a key element of New Deal policy. Keynes described this as 

misguided, not least because reform placed little emphasis upon recovery. As he told 

the president in December 1933, it was first essential to revive the private economy, 

only after should the government think of overhauling it.107 

 Roosevelt’s commitment to reform diminished towards the end of 1937, 

however. This cleared the path for him to embrace deficit spending partially. The 

reasons for this were threefold. Firstly, the Supreme Court had declared many early 

New Deal measures, such as the National Industrial Recovery Act, unconstitutional 

by the mid-1930s. Secondly, Roosevelt’s failed attempt in 1937 to pack the Supreme 

Court with justices who would uphold those measures made it difficult to implement 

further pieces of similar legislation.108 Thirdly, these developments occurred just as 

Roosevelt’s adherence to sound finance proved disastrous. Believing the economy 

was finally on the road to recovery, he took drastic actions in early 1937 to balance 

the budget by Fiscal Year (FY) 1938. This coincided with both a tightening of 
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monetary policy and a scheduled collection of social security taxes, all of which 

drained demand from the economy and produced a recession within the Depression.  

This incident “demonstrated to many people the powerful effect of changes in 

the budget position upon the economy.”109 It had a decisive impact upon many of 

Roosevelt’s closest advisers, particularly Harry Hopkins, Leon Henderson, Harrold 

Ickes, and Thomas Corcoran. They were familiar with the ideas of Foster and 

Catchings as well as other advocates of deficit spending during the 1930s, including 

the Harvard economist and New Deal adviser Lauchlin Currie. Nevertheless, it was 

not until the onset of the 1937-38 recession that they fully grasped the potential of 

fiscal policy to reflate the economy.110 As noted by Richard Adelstein, also appealing 

to these individuals was fiscal policy offered a technical solution to economic 

management that eschewed radical experimentation.111 In turn, they urged Roosevelt 

to abandon reform and embrace pump priming, a decision the president – after much 

debate in his administration – took.112 The 1937-38 recession thus precipitated “a 

restatement of the New Deal philosophy, turning it towards the values implicit in 

[Keynes’ approach].”113 

 On April 14, 1938, the US government intentionally employed deficit 

spending as its chief weapon against the Depression. On that day, Roosevelt asked 

Congress for $3 billion in emergency expenditures and used Keynesian rhetoric to 

justify his request.114 This caused a significant rise in the deficit from $0.1 billion in 
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FY 1938 (0.1 percent of GDP) to $2.9 billion by FY 1940 (3 percent of GDP).115 

However, although Roosevelt eventually made use of deficit spending in the late 

1930s, it would be wrong to describe the deficits for FYs 1938-40 as truly Keynesian. 

In fact, the deficits FDR ran during those years were too small to boost recovery 

meaningfully.116 Thus, despite his 1938 “conversion” Roosevelt “engaged in a 

salvaging program and not in a program of positive expansion.”117 Keynes, too, 

acknowledged this. In July 1940, he wrote disappointedly that only “war conditions” 

could “organise expenditure on the scale necessary to make the grand experiment 

which would prove my case.”118  

 After reluctantly running deficits early in his presidency, Roosevelt hesitantly 

accepted their use following the 1937-38 recession. This demonstrated that ideas akin 

to Keynesianism had gained credence by the end of the 1930s. It is important to note 

that the reform impulse of the New Deal did not simply end after 1937, but the 

programme’s architects downgraded its significance. This ushered in the start of what 

John W. Jeffries called a “‘new’ New Deal,” a core part of which featured liberals 

making use of deficit spending to manage the economy.119 No sooner did this 

development occur, than certain academics directly influenced by Keynes expressed 

concern the American economy had grown mature and stagnant, having seen proof of 

this in the 1937-38 recession. In response, they adapted the British economist’s ideas 

and came up with a new policy for Roosevelt, one more radical than pump priming. 

Later described by Margaret Weir and Theda Skocpol as “social Keynesianism,” this 
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new policy constituted the first manifestation of Keynes’ ideas in the United States.120 

By the mid-1940s, it was an integral feature of the ‘new’ New Deal. 

III 

The efforts of economist Alvin Hansen were central to the development of 

social Keynesianism. Born in Viborg, South Dakota, in 1887, Hansen obtained his 

PhD in 1918 from the University of Wisconsin and then joined the University of 

Minnesota, where he stayed for eighteen years. Here, Hansen “was, by contemporary 

standards, an orthodox economist...His 1927 work on the business cycle was widely 

accepted as a standard reference in that field.”121 Hansen’s orthodoxy was also 

evident in a very sceptical review he wrote of The General Theory, in which he 

concluded that Keynes’ new book was “not a landmark in the sense that it lays a 

foundation for a ‘new economics.’”122 He only embraced Keynesianism during the 

1937-38 recession but would champion the doctrine throughout the rest of his career, 

leading many to label him the ‘American Keynes.’123  

Hansen’s conversion to Keynesianism coincided with his move to Harvard in 

1937. There, he provided “a breath of fresh air” to the Economics Department’s 

young graduate students, who saw little merit in the classical economics preached by 

their professors.124 They enthusiastically signed up to Hansen’s famous fiscal policy 

seminar, where alongside key Washington policymakers they debated how to apply 

Keynesian theory in America. Hansen “was active and persistent in looking for 
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positive programs that would make the economy work better, and he had definite 

views about what should be done.”125 He took these views to Washington in the late 

1930s, where he joined both the National Resources Planning Board (NRPB) and the 

Federal Reserve as a part-time consultant. In Washington, Hansen played a crucial 

role in the development of the ‘new’ New Deal. However, one factor distinguished 

his Keynesianism from Roosevelt’s ‘Keynesian’ advisers. This was Hansen did not 

believe private investment could “be raised to a point where deficit financing can be 

suspended.”126 Instead, he saw the 1937-38 recession as proof the private economy 

had grown solely reliant upon fiscal and monetary stimuli, which meant that pump 

priming would not do enough to get the economy consistently running at full 

capacity. This, he argued, was because the Depression was more a structural rather 

than a cyclical phenomenon, something “hinted at by Keynes” during the 1930s.127  

To substantiate his case, Hansen argued the factors that previously spurred 

private investment and thereby underpinned economic expansion were no longer 

available to do so.128 One was the rate of population growth, which had decreased by 

half during the Depression. Another was the cessation of territorial expansion in the 

early twentieth century, a development that had left fewer natural resources for 

private enterprise to exploit. A third was the lack of technological progress during the 

1930s. On this last point, Hansen pointed out the growth of the railways and the 

development of electricity both previously spurred prominent levels of private 

investment. The rise of the automobile during the 1920s had done the same. Yet, no 

innovations appeared on the horizon during the 1930s. For Hansen, the factors that 
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previously spurred private investment had all but disappeared. As a result, the US was 

experiencing a phenomenon in which economic growth was short-lived and 

depressions were the norm.129 This explained why the private economy went back 

into recession following the withdrawal of fiscal and monetary stimuli in 1937. 

Hansen argued only permanent deficit spending could compensate for the 

structural problems holding back private investment. He contended the deficit needed 

to be large enough to keep the national income at around $60 billion a year, the 

smallest level he felt necessary to reassure private enterprise of enough demand.130 

Only then would businesses boost investments, which would spur productivity and 

keep the nation at full employment. Importantly, Hansen advocated protracted deficit 

spending for more than just economic reasons. This was because increased outlays on 

healthcare, education, housing, the environment, and urban renewal would be socially 

beneficial.131 Additionally, Hansen wanted to consolidate the redistributive 

achievements of the early New Deal by calling for an expanded system of social 

security, unemployment insurance, and old age pensions. His forceful advocacy of 

permanent deficit spending, buffered by social welfare provision, proved crucial in 

turning the ‘new’ New Deal away from pump priming and towards his approach, 

described by Weir and Skocpol as social Keynesianism.132 

Hansen was not alone in his view that only permanent deficit spending could 

secure future prosperity. In 1938, a group of economists from Harvard and Tufts 

published An Economic Program for American Democracy, in which they advanced a 
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similar case to Hansen.133 However, many economists took issue with the idea the 

American economy had become mature and stagnant. Some pointed out that private 

investment did not depend upon territorial expansion, whilst others argued the rate of 

population growth started to reverse as far back as the 1850s with little effect on the 

economy.134 Rather than attributing the lack of private investment during the 1930s to 

the structural factors identified by Hansen, the critics of social Keynesianism blamed 

“increases in tax burdens, other increases in costs, and the generally adverse reaction 

of the investing and business community to the New Deal’s policies.”135 For them, 

the “possibilities of further development of private enterprise are adequate to absorb 

the nation’s capital and labour resources for many years to come,” so there was no 

need for prolonged deficit spending.136  

As the Depression gave way to World War II, it quickly became clear there 

was an element of legitimacy to these critiques. Between FYs 1941-46, increased 

defence spending caused a large rise in the deficit from 3.1 percent of GDP to 21 

percent of GDP. This underwrote a 56 percent rise in real GNP, as well as a 1943-45 

unemployment rate of less than 2 percent.137 The economic boom legitimised 

Keynesian economics. However, it also showed the social Keynesians the economy, 

far from suffering from stagnation, had enormous potential to grow. This did not stop 

Hansen from continuing to argue for social Keynesian policies. Rather than abandon 

his proposals the Harvard economist simply reformulated the rationale underpinning 

them. He did this by arguing wartime economic growth was a temporary phenomenon 
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and that the economy would go back into depression at that conflict’s end, something 

that developed into a very prominent concern by the end of the war. Exemplifying 

this, in 1942 Hansen wrote a NRPB report called After the War – Full Employment, in 

which he explained a “positive program of post-war expansion…boldly conceived 

and vigorously pursued, is imperative.”138 He followed this up in 1943 by calling for 

the government to sustain a post-war national income of $70 billion, as this would 

eradicate “fears that private manufacturers, retailers, wholesalers, and farmers will 

not come forward and supply the market” with goods.139  

As the end of World War II drew near, social Keynesianism was a central 

feature of the ‘new’ New Deal. Importantly, as he continued to advance and 

reformulate his proposals, Hansen found dedicated support for them amongst 

members of the Democratic Party. This included Franklin Roosevelt, who feared a 

large-scale post-war slump. Reflecting this, FDR’s 1944 Economic Bill of Rights 

address outlined ambitious plans to sustain post-war full employment and expand 

social welfare, which Hansen called for in his 1942 NRPB report.140 Roosevelt’s 

death in April 1945 left unanswered just how far he would have implemented social 

Keynesianism. Nevertheless, Senator James E. Murray of Montana moved it onto the 

policy agenda at Roosevelt’s behest. In early 1945, Murray proposed the Full 

Employment bill to ensure post-war full employment through permanent deficit 

spending.141 This measure met scathing criticism from the right, whose revived power 

in wartime had brought about the NRPB’s abolition in 1943.142 This conservative 
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resurgence caused the eclipse of social Keynesianism and its replacement in 

peacetime by a less activist iteration of Keynes’ ideas, later described as “commercial 

Keynesianism.” This new manifestation completely defined post-war economic 

policy right through to the late 1950s.  

IV 

Crucial to the development of commercial Keynesianism were the efforts of 

the corporate community. Its members completely opposed protracted deficit 

spending, considering it inflationary, socialistic, and inappropriate for a peacetime 

economy that was fundamentally strong and abundant.143 Contrary to Hansen’s 

prediction that there would be a post-war Depression, the release of pent-up consumer 

spending guaranteed a surge of post-war economic growth. This underwrote a huge 

expansion of the American economy from 1945 onward. Roosevelt’s successor, 

Harry Truman, thus presided over a prosperous and booming economy, one that was 

also very large, more complex, and more internationalised compared with the 

Depression years.  

Two business groups, the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and 

the Chamber of Commerce of the United States (COCUS), played important roles in 

preventing enactment of a post-war social Keynesian agenda.144 Under their 

influence, Congress enacted the Employment Act of 1946 in place of the Full 

Employment bill that epitomised Hansen’s ideas. This only provided a vague and ill-

defined federal commitment to sustain maximum employment, which signified the 

failure of social Keynesianism.145 It is essential to note, however, that passage of the 

Employment Act certainly did not amount to what historian Robert Collins described 
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as “a significant victory for moderate conservatives.”146 Whatever its shortcomings, a 

strong case supports the idea the final measure constituted a “victory for the so-called 

liberals.”147   

As W. Robert Brazelton and Hugh Norton have argued, the Employment Act 

offered considerable scope for bold and expansionary post-war policies.148 

Exemplifying this, the Executive Director of liberal interest group Union for 

Democratic Action, James Loeb, wrote shortly before the bill’s passage that he and 

his colleagues “have not been fighting a battle of catch phrases or slogans. We have 

been fighting for a Congressional statement of policy which would require that it is 

the responsibility of the federal government to use all its vast resources to assure 

employment opportunities to all of our citizens able to work and seeking work. This 

is accomplished.”149 It is of little surprise that many conservatives remained 

threatened by the measure, even though it contained no explicit commitment to 

implement social Keynesianism. As noted by Amy Davis, its pledge to sustain 

“maximum employment” suggested there remained considerable scope for “a 

frightening experiment in economic planning.”150 However vague its terms, the 

Employment Act thus offered liberals the means to advance activist and expansionary 

policies.  

As a result, certain segments of the business community reworked Keynes’ 

ideas in the late 1940s and came up with a policy restricting the need to implement 

such measures. This precipitated the development of what Herbert Stein and Robert 
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Collins respectively described as “domesticated,” or “commercial,” Keynesianism, a 

conservative manifestation of Keynesianism that, according to Stein, “profoundly 

influenced fiscal discussion, fiscal thinking, and fiscal policy in the two decades that 

followed it.”151 Central to its formulation was the Committee for Economic 

Development (CED), a business group established in 1942 that rose to prominence 

later in the decade. Unlike COCUS and the NAM, the CED was a progressive 

organisation that prided itself on offering technical rather than partisan advice. The 

group rejected the ideas of the Keynes-Hansen school, but recognised a return to 

Depression-era conditions would be disastrous. Conscious of this, the CED “sought a 

middle path between statist formulas for the organization of society and the 

traditional laissez-faire creed of conservatives.”152 Additionally, the CED 

acknowledged the importance of maintaining an affluent peacetime economy in the 

newly forged Cold War climate, as this would enable America to fulfil its expanded 

role in global affairs.153 For these reasons, the CED believed the government should 

guarantee a strong and stable post-war economic system, so it endorsed the use of 

limited Keynesian measures.  

In 1947, the CED developed the ‘stabilizing budget policy,’ the underlining 
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feature of commercial Keynesianism. In contrast to permanent deficit spending, the 

stabilizing budget policy sought to use fiscal policy to moderate the fluctuations of 

the business cycle, purely to maintain economic stability. For the CED, this entailed 

relying upon the automatic stabilisers built into the taxation system rather than 

discretionary measures. Automatic stabilisers were the automatic decline in tax 

receipts and increased outlays on unemployment insurance that naturally accompany 

a recession due to the fall in the national income. Accordingly, the CED argued the 

government should set tax rates to yield an expansionary deficit automatically during 

a recession, followed by a moderate surplus to keep inflation at bay and to pay off 

debt when the economy recovered, with the goal of balancing the budget over the 

course of the business cycle.154  

Though the stabilizing budget policy’s guiding principle was automaticity, the 

CED approved use of discretionary policies (such as tax cuts, increased expenditures, 

lower interest rates, and an expansion of the money supply) during serious 

downturns. However, it argued in favour of using the monetary, not fiscal, side of 

economic-management and only sanctioned discretionary fiscal activism as a last 

resort.155 Accordingly, the CED campaigned for the termination of the “peg” 

agreement reached between the Treasury and the Federal Reserve during World War 

II to help fund US involvement in that conflict. The Fed bought Treasury securities at 

pre-determined price levels, which stripped it of its powers to manipulate interest 

rates. The eventual termination of the peg in 1951 liberated monetary policy and 

further bestowed legitimacy upon the CED’s ideas.156  

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, a consensus crystallised around the use of 
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the stabilizing budget policy. Conservatives welcomed the fact it broadly adhered to 

the principles of sound finance, whilst liberals were pleased automatic stabilisers 

would safeguard the economy from large-scale unemployment.157 True, certain 

liberals preferred discretionary fiscal measures to the combination of automaticity and 

discretionary monetary policies.158 However, deficiencies in economic forecasting, 

the wartime development of a large and efficient withholding taxation system, and the 

fact discretionary fiscal measures were subject to congressional approval, all 

persuaded them to accept built-in flexibility.159  

Resultantly, a goodly number of liberals embraced commercial Keynesianism. 

This mirrored the broader movement of liberal ideals to the centre during the late 

1940s. Exemplifying this, in 1949 sixteen prominent economists with very different 

viewpoints, including Keynesians Paul Samuelson and John Kenneth Galbraith, 

signed the ‘Princeton Manifesto.’160 This document recommended a “policy system 

centered on ‘automatic flexibility’” to manage the economy.161 It played a role in 

convincing presidents Harry Truman (1945-53) and Dwight Eisenhower (1953-61) to 

follow the guidelines of the stabilizing budget policy throughout their presidencies, 

although neither explicitly acknowledged doing so. When recessions hit the economy 

in 1948-49 and 1953-54, each refused to increase discretionary spending and instead 

relied upon automatic stabilisers and, in Eisenhower’s case, an expansionary 
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monetary policy to fight those downturns.162 

The stabilizing budget policy formed the bedrock of commercial 

Keynesianism and its development in the post-war years, coupled with its broad 

acceptance by liberals and conservatives, owed much to the efforts of the CED. For 

Robert Collins, Herbert Stein, and others, John F. Kennedy also implemented 

commercial Keynesianism, not least because fiscal policy in the early 1960s sought to 

stabilise the economy through the revenue side of the budget (albeit at a higher level 

of employment).163 In fact, these scholars went as far as arguing the business 

community impelled JFK to promote a demand-orientated tax cut that brought the 

Keynesian revolution to its peak in the 1960s.164 As Collins put it, “The popular view 

of John F. Kennedy pulling a benighted business community, kicking and screaming, 

into the modern age of political economy is clearly mistaken.”165 

In contrast, this thesis argues the existing historiography does not appreciate 

the role played by liberals in shaping Keynesianism’s post-war consolidation. The 

passage of the Employment Act was not a success for conservatives, as there 

remained scope for enactment of activist and expansive policies. This proved 

significant, for during the late 1950s many Keynesian economists interpreted the 

Employment Act along these lines and, by doing so, they urged policymakers to 

break with commercial Keynesianism. They then successfully pressed their 

innovative ideas upon President John F. Kennedy. Moreover, though Collins, Stein, 

Iwan Morgan, and Godfrey Hodgson suggest that liberals and executives adhered to a 
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“Keynesian consensus” during the late 1950s and early 1960s, such an argument 

underestimated the differences between each group’s respective iterations of 

Keynesian ideas.166 This was especially because, rather than focusing merely upon 

achieving economic stability, liberals expounded a far more growth-orientated vision 

for post-war political economy, which they hoped could underwrite the liberal state’s 

expansion during the third quarter of the twentieth century. That they could do so was 

down in no small measure to the efforts of liberal economist Leon Keyserling, whose 

post-war advocacy of a third manifestation of Keynes’ ideas laid the groundwork for 

this development. That third manifestation was “growth liberalism.”167 

V 

Keyserling was born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1908. By the end of 

World War II, he was not what one would describe as a typical Keynesian 

economist.168 He completed his undergraduate degree at Columbia University in 

1928. Then, Keyserling moved to Harvard and received an LL.B., before returning to 

Columbia to start an economics PhD. In 1933, Keyserling abandoned his doctoral 

studies and joined the Roosevelt administration as an attorney. It was there – in 

politics and not in academia – where Keyserling felt most comfortable: he had a 

distain for the academy and preferred the company of politicians. Keyserling held 

many government positions throughout the Depression and World War II and in the 

process impressed Harry Truman, then the Senator for Missouri. Thus, whilst 

Keyserling’s contemporaries were polishing off their PhDs by the early 1940s, he was 

developing his own economic philosophy in a completely different environment.  
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 This did not mean he was immune from the impact of Keynesianism in 

America. In fact, by the mid-1940s Keyserling had formulated some very solid 

Keynesian ideas, which he cogently laid out in various publications.169 A key theme 

running throughout these works was Keyserling’s assertion the economy could, and 

should, “be stimulated in peacetime as it had been during the war.”170 For him, that 

conflict had shown American capitalism had an unlimited capacity to grow. 

Accordingly, the government should seek not simply to expand the economy to reach 

full employment – as social Keynesians argued – but aim to foster “pure economic 

growth – the long-term growth of economic potential.”171  

To facilitate this, Keyserling called for establishment of an expert committee 

that would set post-war production, consumption, employment, and investment 

goals.172 The president, Congress, and the Federal Reserve, through expansionary 

fiscal and monetary policies, would seek to attain those goals, which would be 

redefined as the economy reached full capacity.173 Later referred to by Keyserling as 

the “National Prosperity Budget,” this concept would ensure the use of the budget to 

maintain high levels of consumption and production, even if the economy was not in 

a recession.174 This would create “an ever-expanding economy… [one that] could 

produce undreamed-of abundance and material gain for all.”175 Because he 

envisioned such a prosperous economy, Keyserling saw no need to redistribute 

wealth. As he put it, “There can be so much for all that the removal of unmerited 
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poverty will remove the threat to merited wealth.”176 This, too, distinguished growth 

liberalism from social Keynesianism, as did the fact Keyserling’s National Prosperity 

Budget was advisory.177 In fact, growth liberalism had more in common with 

commercial Keynesianism than social Keynesianism, as neither sought to reallocate 

output and both relied primarily upon private enterprise to grow the economy.178 As 

such, there is a certain amount of evidence to suggest that liberal and business 

iterations of post-war Keynesianism had much in common.  

 Importantly, Keyserling was not alone in his view that the American economy 

had a limitless capacity to grow. In 1946, the former head of the Office of Price 

Administration, Chester Bowles, argued the government should make full use of the 

nation’s productive capacity to achieve a $200 billion economy (in GNP terms).179 

However, Keyserling’s leading role in Truman’s Council of Economic Advisers, first 

as vice-chairman (1946-49) and then as chairman (1949-53), enabled him to infuse 

pro-growth ideas into policy discussion.180 Unsurprisingly, his influence was greatest 

when he was head of that body. His predecessor – the Brookings economist Edwin 

Nourse – shunned Keyserling’s calls for growth-orientated policies. Instead, he 

preferred to moderate the business cycle rather than engage in expansionary 

economics. Nourse acknowledged this in the CEA’s January 1949 Economic Report, 

which stated, “Policies needed to develop our resources and to prevent 
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depression…must be reconciled with policies needed to curb inflation.”181 However 

once Keyserling ascended to the chairmanship later that year – following a public 

dispute with Nourse over the role of the CEA – economic growth became the 

Council’s main policy focus. 

The CEA’s 1950 Economic Report made this clear. This outlined such an 

optimistic and expansive view for the economy that, according to Princeton 

economist Richard Lester, Keyserling effectively made growth liberalism the 

centrepiece of Truman’s economic programme.182 This is important, as certain 

scholars have made the argument that “Truman was never really sold on the merits of 

the Keyserling expansionist economics.”183 However, as Lester’s comment and 

Truman’s own section of the Economic Report both indicated, the president certainly 

flirted with growth liberalism during his time in office.184 Whilst visiting Kansas City 

in the fall of 1950, Truman went as far as commenting that the US should aim to 

achieve a $300 billion economy, saying, “This is not a pipe dream.”185 Following the 

outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950, Keyserling also convinced Truman to pay 

for that conflict through an expansion of national output rather than through increased 

taxation.186 This experiment was short-lived due to Chinese intervention in that 

conflict, but it demonstrated that Truman was not as opposed to growth liberalism as 

some scholars have insisted – even though he did implicitly follow the guidelines of 

the stabilizing budget policy.  

When he left the Truman administration in 1953, Keyserling had not 

established growth liberalism as a core element of national economic policy. 
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Undeterred, he continued to argue in favour of its enactment through newspaper 

articles, establishment of a Washington think-tank called the Conference on 

Economic Progress, and service as vice-chairman of Americans for Democratic 

Action (ADA). The return of a Republican to the White House for the first time since 

Hoover provided Keyserling with a target that he could critique. Eisenhower was 

highly committed to the stabilizing budget policy, partly because it enabled him to 

establish what Robert Griffith has described as a “corporate commonwealth” 

(essentially a mixed economy).187 Eisenhower also worried that discretionary fiscal 

measures would unbalance the budget and drive up inflation.188 Automatic stabilisers 

induced the deficits that he ran for FYs 1954-55, both of which amounted to less than 

1 percent of GDP. This was even though the economy experienced a recession in 

1953-54. For some contemporary observers, this was a satisfactory response to that 

downturn.189 For Keyserling, Eisenhower’s policies were not only inadequate but also 

symptomatic of an economic philosophy that hindered long-term growth.190  

Throughout 1954, Keyserling slammed commercial Keynesianism as 

practised by Eisenhower. He argued that the president’s passive embracement of 

Keynes’ ideas had resulted in output falling 8 percent below full capacity.191 For 

Keyserling, the government needed to make use of the National Prosperity Budget so 

that it could raise the national income by $40 billion by early 1955.192 This entailed 

increasing spending by “a few billion dollars” and lowering taxes for middle and 
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lower income earners.193 It also necessitated expanding the money supply, lowering 

interest rates, increasing the minimum wage, and enlarging expenditures on public 

housing.194 If Eisenhower’s commitment to the stabilizing budget policy continued, 

Keyserling argued, there would be “altogether over the six years [up to 1960] at least 

$200 billion less of total output – goods and services that we need – than if we 

quickly regain, and then maintain, full employment.”195 Keyserling believed that it 

was possible to achieve a $600 billion economy by 1960.196 This would permit the 

government to increase spending on social security, healthcare, and education without 

“encroach[ing] upon national security needs.”197 It was an argument that he 

consistently made throughout the early-to-mid-1950s.198 The ADA’s various policy 

statements during those years also reflected his thoughts.199 However, Eisenhower 

remained completely indifferent to growth economics. 

VI 

By the mid-1950s, Keynesianism in America had gone through three 

manifestations since both the publication of The General Theory and Roosevelt’s 

half-hearted embrace of ideas akin to those of Keynes’ in the late 1930s. The 

development of social Keynesianism, the first of these, came in response to concerns 

the US economy was mature and stagnant. It gained temporary ascendancy during 

World War II thanks to Alvin Hansen. After the war, opposition from the business 

community led to social Keynesianism’s eclipse, setting the stage for the ascendancy 

of commercial Keynesianism. A conservative manifestation of Keynes’ ideas, this 
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was implemented by Truman and Eisenhower in the form of the stabilizing budget 

policy.  

As commercial Keynesianism gained political ascendency, Leon Keyserling 

emerged as the foremost advocate of growth liberalism, another post-war iteration of 

Keynesianism that had certain similarities with commercial Keynesianism. 

Keyserling’s recommendations never made it onto the statute books. However, his 

advocacy of growth liberalism laid the groundwork for an extensive debate over 

economic growth in Eisenhower’s second term. This resulted in Keynesian 

economists breaking with the consensus on post-war economic policy, before 

pressing their suggestions upon President John F. Kennedy. At the heart of this 

development was Walter Wolfgang Heller, a man curiously understudied by 

historians and the subject of this thesis. 
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Chapter Two 

A Keynesian Economist in the Eisenhower Era 

Born in Buffalo, New York, in 1915, Walter Heller was head of the Economics 

Department at the University of Minnesota as liberal economists reassessed 

commercial Keynesianism’s merits. Not widely considered an eminent economist at 

this point in time, Heller played a significant role in facilitating this development. He 

then served as chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers under Presidents John 

F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. In this capacity, he was a crucial figure in the 

Keynesian revolution’s consolidation. The aim of this chapter is to lay the 

groundwork for consideration of Heller’s CEA chairmanship. It shows how both he 

and his contemporaries sought a break with commercial Keynesianism in the late 

1950s, paving the way for the ascendancy of growth liberalism. To put Heller’s 

contribution into historical perspective, the chapter starts by examining Heller’s early 

life and career. It then examines why and how he and his contemporaries reappraised 

commercial Keynesianism, before exploring the process and factors that prompted 

Kennedy to appoint Heller to his administration. 

I 

According to one historian, Walter Heller’s life and career up to the mid-

1950s were both “conventional insofar as college professors were concerned.”200 The 

son of German immigrants who moved to the US in 1910, Heller was born into a 

family that valued education and public service.201 After his father (a civil engineer), 

moved them to Seattle and then to Milwaukee, Heller attended public schools until 
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1931. Then, he won a four-year scholarship to Oberlin College in Ohio. 

Unemployment stood at 25 percent, but Heller did not initially aspire to be an 

economist. Instead, he preferred to study law. Within a year, however, he switched 

his major to economics, mainly because the Depression showed few signs of 

abating.202 “Those of us who were growing up then,” Heller later explained, “saw the 

economy flat on its back. To explain why, and to try to do something about it, seemed 

a high calling.”203 At Oberlin, Heller’s economics instructor was Benjamin Lewis, 

who served as a New Deal adviser. Lewis often rushed into the classroom having just 

come from Washington, something that inspired Heller to combine his future 

academic life with public service.204  

Awarded his undergraduate degree in 1935, Heller moved to the University of 

Wisconsin. His was supervised by Harold M. Groves, an expert in the field of public 

finance. Groves had also been a state senator, so he reinforced Heller’s public 

service-orientated academic outlook. He helped introduce his student to the 

‘Wisconsin idea’ – the belief that knowledge produced at universities should be 

deployed by the state.205 By now, the Depression was in its sixth year. Having closely 

watched the evolution of the New Deal, Heller had become convinced “that an 

aggressive, interventionist approach to economic maladies was needed.”206 This was 

unsurprising, as his father had been unemployed for several years and had found a job 

in the Works Progress Administration for a time.207 Seeing this liberal economic 
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outlook in his student, Groves directed Heller towards the ideas of John Maynard 

Keynes in 1938. Yet, Heller’s embrace of Keynesian economics did not take place 

immediately. Though he had questioned the principle of non-intervention, Heller 

found The General Theory “very tough-going…It was so far off the beaten track – 

that is the beaten track as of 1938 – that it was really hard to get hold of.”208  

With the help of Groves and other faculty members, Heller did eventually see 

in deficit spending “a way out [of the Depression]…that the classical theory seemed 

to be unable to cope with.”209 He soon developed a strong understanding of and 

commitment to Keynesianism, but it is highly unlikely he was attracted to the ideas of 

Alvin Hansen. True, he later admitted he held “the old Wisconsin belief in the 

importance of the public sector as a means of achieving welfare for the people,” but at 

the time Hansen first espoused social Keynesianism, Heller had not fully grasped the 

merits of pump priming.210 Furthermore, after obtaining his PhD in 1941 Heller 

joined the tax research division of the US Treasury. There, he helped embed 

automatic stabilisers into the economy by playing a role in devising the withholding 

taxation system that funded World War II. This experience had a profound impact 

upon Heller, who found himself “among the worshippers at the shrine of fiscal 

automaticity.”211 Thus, whilst Hansen and other social Keynesians called for 

permanent deficit spending to avert a post-war recession, Heller saw little need for 

such policies. In his reckoning, the built-in flexibility of the taxation system would 

prevent the economy from experiencing a severe downturn. 

Despite his respect for automaticity, it would be wrong to describe Heller as a 

staunch supporter of commercial Keynesianism. He did serve as a technical 
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consultant to the CED during the post-war period and certainly recognised the 

potential of the stabilizing budget policy to manage the economy. However, Heller 

always stressed that discretionary fiscal policies should help moderate the business 

cycle. Shortly before the CED’s concept gained credibility, Heller remarked that 

while “the policy of maintaining high tax rates during a boom and cutting tax rates in 

a slump is good,” it was essential “to spend money during a slump…[as] expenditures 

on such things as public works…[give the economy] a shot in the arm.”212 In 

addition, despite in the post-war years acknowledging the importance of balancing the 

budget during good times, Heller stressed discretionary fiscal policies were always 

desirable when the economy faltered. This was an argument he made in 1951 whilst 

serving as a fiscal adviser in West Germany, where the reconversion from war and 

that country’s division into East and West caused unemployment to rise to 8 percent. 

Dismayed with what he called the “classical, anti-Keynesian policies [that] have ruled 

the West German economic roost since mid-1948,” Heller stressed there needed to be 

“fuller use of modern monetary-fiscal instruments.”213  

As a liberal economist in the early post-war years, Heller advocated 

Keynesian measures primarily for countercyclical purposes. Still, while he favoured 

greater reliance upon discretionary fiscal policies compared with the CED, he never 

went as far as advocating their use to achieve the growth economics espoused by 

Leon Keyserling. Moreover, compared with his contemporaries – including MIT’s 

Paul Samuelson, Harvard’s John Kenneth Galbraith, and Yale’s James Tobin – Heller 
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was not initially a prominent advocate of Keynes’ ideas. His liberal Keynesian 

outlook certainly developed in the post-war years – as his experiences in World War 

II and his advisory role in West Germany showed – but macroeconomics did not 

originally occupy Heller’s attention. Like Groves, he initially established a name for 

himself as an expert in public finance. 

This was hardly surprising given Heller had always aspired to be an applied 

economist. As he put it, public finance was “the critical area, the jugular area, of 

Government economic policy,” one where his expertise would be in high demand.214 

Hence, after leaving the Treasury in 1946 to join the University of Minnesota (where 

he rose to chair the newly-created Economics Department in 1957), Heller in 1947-48 

served as Chief of Internal Finance for the American Military Government in West 

Germany. In this capacity, he helped devise the tax and currency reforms that 

underwrote that country’s economic miracle. He then worked in Washington during 

the Korean War creating the tax system adopted to fund that conflict, before serving 

as a tax consultant to both the Minnesota Governor Orville Freeman (from 1955 

onwards) and to King Hussain of Jordan (in 1960). Furthermore, Heller’s lack of both 

mathematical skills and theoretical training influenced his decision to initially 

specialise in public finance. As his son, Eric Heller, has noted, “I never knew whether 

he was poorly trained or had very little ability, but my father was not good at 

mathematics.”215 Thus, Groves directed Heller’s attention towards the techniques of 

state income taxation – the topic of his PhD – and Heller’s academic pursuits in the 

early post-war years focused mostly upon evaluating both the merits of various 

taxation methods and the nature of the tax code, not the development of complex 
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macroeconomic theory.216  

Heller’s passion for applied economics, coupled with his lack of mathematical 

training, thus ensured he primarily sought to create good tax policy up to the early 

1950s. This meant that, after Eisenhower assumed the presidency in 1953, Heller did 

not initially comment on the first Republican post-war president from either an 

overtly macroeconomic or explicitly Keynesian perspective. His main critique of 

Eisenhower during the first year of his presidency focused on refuting the argument, 

“apparently endorsed” by the president, that it would be unwise to set federal, state, 

and local taxes so they consumed more than 25 percent of the national income.217 

Limiting taxes this way, Heller said, would result in a loss of revenue, would impair 

the ability of the federal government to deploy discretionary fiscal policies, and 

would shift too much of the tax burden onto low-income earners.218 At the beginning 

of Eisenhower’s presidency, then, Walter Heller was neither a prominent Keynesian 

economist nor a widely recognised authority on macroeconomic policy.  

II 

From the mid-1950s, Heller’s academic and public policy interests underwent 

an important transformation. In short, he shifted his focus from public finance 

towards macroeconomics.219 At the same time, Heller stopped advocating use of 

discretionary fiscal policies purely for countercyclical purposes to champion their 
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deployment to maximise economic growth. Despite these developments, historians 

who have assessed the Keynesian opposition to Eisenhower economics in the late 

1950s have overlooked Heller’s role in it.220 This is surprising, for according to one 

scholar Heller was “one of the most outspoken critics of the Eisenhower 

administration’s economic growth record.”221 Moreover, whilst Heller and other 

Keynesians critiqued Eisenhower during his second term, they altered the debate 

about the parameters of economic policy. This was something Herbert Stein and 

Robert Collins did not appreciate. Also overlooked were the differences between 

liberal and business iterations of Keynesian ideas during this period. Assessing why 

Heller became such a fierce advocate of growth economics, outlining what he argued 

in this respect, and comparing his criticisms of Eisenhower economics with those of 

his contemporaries, are each important.   

The economy’s underperformance in the mid-1950s triggered Heller’s 

decision to re-orientate his interests towards both macroeconomics and growth. This 

was something he may have become acutely aware of after serving as a UN 

consultant to underdeveloped nations in 1952 and 1953.222 Resultantly, Heller 

appeared before the Congressional Joint Economic Committee (JEC) in early 1955 to 

make his first statement on behalf of expansionary economics. This followed 

publication of that year’s Economic Report, a document that effectively reaffirmed 

Eisenhower’s commitment to the stabilizing budget policy.223 Mirroring the 

arguments previously advanced by Leon Keyserling, Heller complained that 
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Eisenhower’s economic programme was too cautious and timid.224 He declared it 

imperative to make use of discretionary fiscal measures because the economy was 

operating $20 billion below capacity.225 The existence of this large gap between 

actual and potential output particularly concerned Heller. Like Keyserling, he had 

come to believe the economy had an enormous capacity to expand, something 

demonstrated to him during the war.226 Heller felt that increasing the size of the 

economic pie would make it easier for the US to achieve its goals at home and 

abroad.227 As he later stated, growth was “an end in itself and an instrumentality, both 

the pot of gold and the rainbow.”228 

Over the course of the next five years, several developments reinforced this 

conviction in Heller. The large-scale economic inequality that increasingly became a 

concern in the late 1950s constituted the most important of these. Though GNP rose 

by 56 percent between 1947 and 1960, several contemporary studies showed poverty 

beset a quarter of the population in America.229 Racial minorities, the elderly, 

residents of depressed areas, and female-headed households were those hit the 

hardest. Though many were optimistic that America’s growing prosperity would 

alleviate this problem, Heller argued poverty was in fact much harder to break down. 

Throughout 1960, he said that although GNP would hit $1 trillion by 1970 – based on 

the average rate of post-war growth – “large islands of poverty will still persist in the 
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sea of affluence.”230 He contended that if the economy grew 1.5 percent faster during 

the next decade it would produce an extra $110 billion, which could lift many citizens 

above the poverty line and produce revenues to help fund programmes aimed at 

tackling any hard-core poverty that remained untouched.231  

In addition to his concern about the existence of poverty amidst plenty, 

another reason Heller’s commitment to a faster growth rate solidified during the late 

1950s was that, without it, he realised the federal government would be unable to 

relieve the growing financial pressures upon state-local governments. From 1946-56 

the nation’s expanding population (especially its school-age population), the growth 

of suburban America, and the increased demands of more prosperous times, all forced 

state-local governments to provide more facilities and public services.232 This caused 

their expenditures to treble, but their revenues only increased by 150 percent. Heller 

argued that, if the economy continued to grow at its average post-war rate, state-local 

incomes would fall $10 billion short of their predicted expenditures by 1965.233 This 

necessitated a higher growth rate, so the federal government could boost its own 

revenues and share this increased income with the states.234 As Heller put it, “the 

greatest single contribution federal fiscal and monetary policy can make to the 

financial stability of state-local governments is to promote full employment and 
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vigorous growth.”235 

International developments during Eisenhower’s second term reinforced 

Heller’s desire to increase the rate of output. Following his work for the U.N. it is 

likely he had become convinced that the US should channel more funds to 

underdeveloped countries. Consequently, he saw stronger growth as a way of paying 

for this.236 He also viewed a faster rate of growth as essential if those nations were to 

emulate the economic model of American capitalism instead of Soviet communism. 

The Soviet launch of Sputnik I in October 1957 reinforced this. Not only did this 

incident give rise to concerns America was losing the Cold War, it drew attention to 

the fact the US was supposedly growing at a slower rate than the Soviet Union, which 

was rumoured to be expanding at 6 percent a year.237 In the month after the launch of 

Sputnik, Heller argued for increased investment in scientific research and technology, 

both as a means to bolster America’s military capabilities and as a way to grow the 

economy.238 He also said a large increase in defence spending could, and should, take 

place to facilitate these ends, commenting the subsequent “economic frills” would 

enable the US to catch-up and overtake the Soviet Union.239 

Heller’s concerns about economic inequality, the pressures upon state-local 

finances, and developments in the international arena, all reinforced his commitment 

to expansionary economics during the late 1950s. However, whilst Heller espoused 

the need for stronger and faster growth, the rate of output slowed to 2.25 percent 

during Eisenhower’s second term.240 This rallied liberal economists and politicians 
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against commercial Keynesianism and Heller played a key role in this debate. 

Eisenhower continued to follow an economic philosophy akin to the stabilizing 

budget policy during the late 1950s, even though certain technical developments 

showed that discretionary fiscal activism was apropos. Writing in the American 

Economic Review in September 1957, Heller stated improvements in economic 

forecasting, the poor record of monetary policy as a tool to promote stability, and the 

fact automatic stabilisers could not act as “powerful counterforces” to promote 

recovery from a recession, all added weight to the case for more activist fiscal 

measures.241 Continued reliance on the stabilizing budget policy, he also warned, 

would further result in “a relatively weak guarantee of full employment.”242 

This assessment proved prescient. In late 1957, the economy went into its 

most severe downturn since the Depression. Mirroring his response to the earlier 

recession of 1953-54, Eisenhower refused to implement discretionary fiscal policies. 

Instead, he believed automatic stabilisers would do enough to cushion the blow 

against that downturn.243 Even though his former CEA chairman, Arthur Burns, 

pressed the president to implement a temporary tax cut, Ike had received assurance 

that the tax system’s built-in flexibility would save the economy.244 Such was the 

president’s fear that unbalancing the budget would also drive up inflation that as soon 

as recovery from the recession began he strove to achieve a balanced budget by FY 

1960. This caused an unprecedented swing from a FY 1959 deficit of $12.8 billion 

(2.5 percent of GDP) to a FY 1960 surplus of $0.3 billion (0.1 percent of GDP). 

Consequently, the United States entered a double-dip recession during the 1960 

Presidential Election. In recent years, it has become fashionable for scholars to praise 
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Eisenhower’s management of the economy.245 Yet his disastrous drive for a balanced 

budget following the 1957-58 recession surely ranks “as one of the major fiscal 

policy mistakes of the postwar period.”246 

This was not least because, as Heller warned in September 1957, 

Eisenhower’s reliance upon automaticity had denied the economy an important 

amount of fiscal adrenaline. As a result, the US was experiencing what Heller 

described as “slack-filled prosperity” in the late 1950s.247 The president’s “obsession 

with [automatic stabilisers,] federal expenditure cutbacks and early budget balance as 

a pre-requisite to price stability” was “unfounded.”248 Taking his cue from Keynes, 

Heller argued substantial use of discretionary fiscal measures was required. This 

might entail running a deficit in non-recession conditions, but Heller maintained that 

in the circumstances of the late 1950s such a strategy would be “constructive.”249 The 

“economy’s response…[would be] higher real consumption and investment, higher 

employment, and higher real national income. In other words, these are deficits which 

more than pay for themselves.”250 Heller further noted that Eisenhower’s concern that 

discretionary fiscal activism would result in inflation was misguided: the large 

amount of slack in the economy meant there was substantial room for expansion 

before such a problem arose.251  

To close the performance gap through greater use of discretionary fiscal 
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measures, Heller called for a tax cut throughout the late 1950s. He later said he would 

have preferred to increase expenditures (not least because of the social benefits such a 

policy would have), but recognised a tax cut was more likely to gain approval from 

the strong coalition of Southern Democrats and Republicans in Congress.252 In his 

1955 JEC testimony Heller remarked, “tax reduction can help to put $20 million of 

unused resources to work and thus help the United States to realize its full economic 

potential.”253 Later, in an address in Chicago during the 1957-58 recession, Heller 

said that in light of both the economic crisis and the persistent slack in the economy 

“a broad tax cut of $5 to $7 billion would be sound economic policy today.”254 To 

facilitate tax reduction he further noted that a “thorough recasting of the federal 

income tax” was essential: if Congress closed special exemptions, exclusions, 

deductions, and stamped down on unreported income, all would boost revenues and 

make a tax cut politically feasible.255 Additionally, it was important to accompany tax 

reduction with a flexible use of monetary policy, especially because the Fed had 

tightened interest rates in the late 1950s.256 However, Heller stressed excessive 

monetary expansion would impede the utility of fiscal policy to maximise growth, 

meaning use of monetary policy should be purely for supplementary purposes.257  

Following enactment of these expansionary policies, Heller explained it 

would be essential to increase the economy’s potential. This was something 

Keyserling had stressed since the late 1940s. According to Heller, crucial to 

increasing potential were tax cuts for businesses to incentivise production. Also 
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important was large-scale investment in people, particularly in the form of better 

education and training. Such thinking was attuned to research in the emerging field of 

Human-capital theory demonstrating that two-thirds of the growth in physical output 

between 1917 and 1957 was attributable to improvements in both technology and 

efficiency, which were both dependent upon the advancement of human 

knowledge.258 This evidence had a profound impact upon Heller, who commented in 

1958 that economic capacity was “[based] on an upgrading of human skills and 

understanding and on [the] technological advance that grows out of the upgrading 

process.”259 Thus, by the late 1950s Walter Heller had joined Leon Keyserling as a 

key proponent of growth liberalism. This amounted to an important shift in his views 

up to that time. Central to his philosophy of expanding the economy was a large tax 

cut, a measure that entailed breaking with the reliance upon automaticity. 

III 

At the same time as Heller reassessed the merits of commercial Keynesianism, 

other Keynesian economists did so too. Yet, there was no agreement between them 

over the reasons for deploying discretionary measures, let alone what this should 

entail. Like Heller, two individuals who advocated tax reduction to maximise growth 

were Charles Schultze of Indiana University and Arthur Upgren of Macalester 

College. In commenting on Eisenhower’s adherence to commercial Keynesianism, 

Schultze and Upgren went further than Heller did in terms of their analysis.260 In their 

assessment, automatic stabilisers were a mixed blessing that helped to generate a 
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compensatory deficit against the 1957-58 recession, but retarded growth in the 

upstage of the business cycle. As the economy recovered, the automatic stabilisers 

sucked too much purchasing power from it, with the consequence that the budget 

balanced before the attainment of full employment. This was the chief cause of the 

“slack-filled prosperity” identified by Heller in the late 1950s. Offsetting it required 

discretionary fiscal activism. Appearing before the JEC in December 1960, Schultze 

lucidly illustrated this. He did so by invoking a concept utilised by certain Keynesian 

economists in the late 1950s. Given Eisenhower’s rates of taxation, Schultze said the 

automatic stabilisers “would yield an $11 to $12 billion surplus” if the economy were 

operating at full employment.261 A tax cut in the range suggested by Heller, he 

argued, would offset this large “full employment surplus” and touch off a period of 

vigorous economic growth.262 

 Heller did not publicly discuss this concept in 1960, but he was aware of its 

utility. Additionally, Harvard’s Seymour Harris and Princeton’s Richard Lester 

mirrored Heller’s argument for a tax cut.263 Still, not everyone believed tax reduction 

offered the best way to break with commercial Keynesianism. Despite arguing in 

favour of tax cuts in the early 1950s, Leon Keyserling now preferred to increase 

expenditures on education, healthcare, defence, and housing to provide the fiscal 

stimulus the nation needed. To facilitate this, he continued to state his National 

Prosperity Budget was applicable. He also argued that because this set goals for 
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production and consumption, the policies he advocated would not be inflationary, as 

supply would always grow in line with demand.264 This meant the government could 

continuously deploy discretionary fiscal policies even when the economy reached full 

employment.265 In comparison, Heller did not advocate such goals so believed the 

economy could overheat if discretionary policies were utilised at full capacity.266 He 

said it was imperative to “keep an eye cocked but not glued” on inflation to determine 

when restrictive fiscal and monetary measures were required.267 

 Despite this disagreement, both Keyserling and Heller believed discretionary 

fiscal activism would rectify the persistent slack that beset the economy in the late 

1950s. In comparison, other Keynesians argued discretionary measures were more 

important to re-slice the economic pie than to enlarge it. Foremost among them was 

Harvard’s John Kenneth Galbraith, who served as chairman of the Democratic 

Advisory Council’s (DAC) Economic Policy Advisory Committee in the late 1950s. 

Although Heller did contribute to this group’s deliberations, he did so infrequently 

because of the expense of travelling from Minnesota to meetings held in Washington 

DC.268 In addition, though Galbraith served as its chairman, the Advisory Committee 

often adopted positions reflecting the views of Keyserling. In fact, Keyserling’s 

influence ensured that, in their 1960 election platform, the Democrats pledged 
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themselves to attaining a 5 percent annual rate of output.269  

Despite this, Galbraith’s significance should not go overlooked. His views 

also broke with the central tenets of commercial Keynesianism. Believing the 

quantitative liberalism espoused by Heller and Keyserling (which involved expanding 

the economic pie to cater to people’s material needs) would be inflationary, Galbraith 

argued Eisenhower’s overreliance upon automaticity had resulted in insufficient 

investment in America’s public sector during the 1950s. This caused it to go into a 

state of poverty. “We have a great backlog to make up on health and educational 

facilities, in urban redevelopment and low cost housing, in roads, in recreational 

facilities…and in resource development,” he told the JEC in 1955.270 Additionally, 

Galbraith said Americans had spent too much wealth on private consumption thanks 

to the influence and power of advertising, so it was imperative to use discretionary 

fiscal measures to redistribute output rather than to expand it.271 

A fierce advocate of qualitative liberalism (which placed emphasis on 

improving the quality of life through investment in public services), Galbraith called 

for increased taxation on goods and services to facilitate this.272 Heller vehemently 

opposed such a policy. In addition to labelling the idea of an ‘affluent society’ a 

“myth,” he had long insisted that sales taxes failed “to protect a minimum of 

subsistence.”273 This was because they “hit…the small income earner and [not] the 

large income family hardest (since they have to spend the greatest part of their 

income on sales-taxed items).”274 For Heller, Galbraith’s argument for a sales tax 
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would produce a taxation system that was too regressive. He also said it would be 

economically unsound to implement a sales tax, as such legislation “cuts into the 

mass markets which are the mainspring of a high-employment economy.”275 Rather 

than break with the use of automatic stabilisers by increasing taxes, Heller believed it 

was more important to do so by decreasing taxes. In addition, while he saw growth as 

a prerequisite for the advancement of America’s domestic and foreign goals, 

Galbraith felt it was first more important to redirect output towards needed areas 

before expanding the economy.  

Despite the opposition of both Heller and Keyserling, several liberal 

economists agreed with Galbraith.276 Robert Lekachman, whilst criticising the 

president’s drive for a FY 1960 surplus, complained Eisenhower had deprived the 

nation of essential fiscal resources and thereby worsened “the imbalance in our 

society between private affluence and public poverty.”277 Writing to Heller in 1960, 

one of his closest friends and former Wisconsin PhD student, Joseph Pechman, stated 

that in light of Eisenhower’s reluctance to provide fiscal assistance to state-local 

governments the only way to relieve the increasing pressures upon their finances was 

through a sales tax. According to Pechman, “Galbraith was right.”278 This precipitated 

a defiant response from Heller that there was “[nothing] wrong about being against a 

national sales tax.”279 

Additionally, Yale’s James Tobin identified with certain aspects of 

Galbraithian economics. Unlike Galbraith, international concerns prompted Tobin’s 

desire to redistribute GDP. Writing in The Yale Review after the launch of Sputnik, 
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Tobin claimed Eisenhower’s overreliance upon automatic stabilisers had produced a 

serious deficiency in defence spending that compromised national security. 

“Orthodox fiscal policies,” Tobin stated, “have brought the nation to the brink of 

catastrophe.”280 Like Heller, he called for more activist measures to improve 

America’s military capabilities. “Sputnik,” he said, “will be well worth the blow it 

has dealt our national pride if it frees national policy from the shackles of fiscal 

orthodoxy.”281 Yet unlike Heller, Tobin was less inclined to justify his proposals on 

the basis they would boost economic growth. Instead, he claimed there should be a 

tax on private affluence to pay for any discretionary policies.282 Though his approach 

would still give the economy a spurt, Tobin, like Galbraith, wanted to break with 

commercial Keynesianism for distinct reasons and in a separate way to that of Heller.  

 As Sputnik gave way to the 1957-58 recession, Tobin and other liberals 

started to advocate discretionary measures to expand rather than to redistribute 

output. The Democratic candidate for the 1960 Presidential Election, Senator John F. 

Kennedy of Massachusetts, summed this up by vowing to “get America moving 

again.”283 Though JFK often called upon Galbraith for advice, Paul Samuelson served 

as the Kennedy campaign’s economist-in-residence. A professor at MIT, Samuelson 

had penned the nation’s leading post-war Keynesian textbook and in the late 1950s 

was one of the most important voices advocating a break with automaticity. Like 

Heller, Samuelson favoured deploying discretionary measures to boost economic 

growth. However, he placed emphasis upon achieving this for international rather 

than for domestic reasons. Writing to Kennedy in May 1960, he expressed concern 
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that “the USSR is growing faster than we are and there is good reason to believe that 

for some years to come this catching up process will go on.”284 It was imperative for 

the US to grow by at least 4 percent per year, which entailed more use of 

discretionary policies.285 

 In this, Samuelson again differed from Heller. He believed that, due to the 

respective efforts of Eisenhower and Galbraith, many people worried in 1960 that 

fiscal activism would be inflationary. He informed Kennedy that only through 

discretionary monetary policies could he achieve his aims.286 By this point, Tobin had 

accepted Samuelson’s argument. Throughout the summer of 1960, the Yale 

economist cogently articulated the MIT professor’s ideas. However, he did not break 

entirely with the views of Galbraith.287 Accordingly, Tobin said that, if elected, JFK 

should increase taxes to constrain the growth of consumption.288 At the same time, 

Tobin explained the Federal Reserve should be encouraged to lower long-term 

interest rates to precipitate private sector investment and stimulate growth. To achieve 

this, the Fed would have to reverse its “bills only” policy of purchasing short-term 

Treasury securities, something it had pursued since 1953.289 A politically astute 

strategy, the Harvard economist Otto Eckstein also recommended combining easy 

money with tight budgets to the Democratic Senator and JEC chairman Paul Douglas 

of Illinois. Eckstein did this in his capacity as chair of a 1959 JEC panel to 

recommend future policies to spur long-term growth. Following its espousal by 

Douglas, Samuelson, Tobin, and other Democrats, Kennedy ran on a platform to 
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implement it during his 1960 campaign.290  

By the end of the 1950s, liberal economists had altered the debate concerning 

the parameters of economic policy by cogently highlighting the limits of commercial 

Keynesianism. As a result, Kennedy said that, if elected president, he would make 

greater use of discretionary measures. It is essential to note that, following the 1957-

58 recession, the CED sanctioned more use of discretionary fiscal policies.291 

However, it did so right at the depths of that crisis and continued to hold fast to the 

idea that such measures should maintain economic stability rather than expand the 

rate of output.292 In fact, despite acknowledging the existence of the performance gap 

in 1960, two CED economists argued there was no need to close it. In an essay that 

appeared in a book featuring the findings of the Commission on National Goals, a 

body established by Eisenhower in 1960, they wrote that there was no need to “feel 

guilty” if it were decided “that accelerating growth is not one of our most critical 

needs.”293 This is even though, when it outlined the stabilizing budget policy in 1947, 

the CED acknowledged discretionary measures could offset a hypothetical surplus 

that prevented the economy from reaching full employment.294 Concern about growth 

in the late 1950s was instead emphasised by the Keynesians. Walter Heller played an 

important but hitherto underappreciated role in this debate. Still, compared with the 
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Minnesotan, Kennedy initially committed himself to a tight fiscal policy and 

primarily wanted to use monetary policy to get the country moving again.  

IV 

Given the different emphasis Heller and JFK placed upon using discretionary 

policies in 1960, it is surprising that, after narrowly defeating the Republican Richard 

Nixon in that year’s Presidential Election, JFK turned to Heller to head his Council of 

Economic Advisers. The pair had met once before, early in October 1960, but Heller 

played no role in JFK’s run for the White House. Added to this, outside his profession 

Heller was unknown. He did not regularly attend meetings of the DAC’s Economic 

Policy Advisory Committee. Nor was Heller part of the Finletter Group set up in the 

late 1950s to bring Keynesian economists and Democratic politicians together.295 

Unlike Samuelson, Galbraith, Harris, Lester, and Tobin, Heller did not belong to an 

Ivory Tower university. Compared with Keyserling, who regularly published his 

views in the national press, Heller wrote only for Minnesota-based newspapers and 

political magazines. Given both his lack of celebrity and the difference between his 

and Kennedy’s views on discretionary policy, asking why JFK appointed Heller as 

his chief economic adviser is important.   

Kennedy did not initially select Heller as his CEA chairman. Paul Samuelson 

turned the job down before Kennedy offered it to Heller. Samuelson’s decision 

showed that the demands of working in government differed from advising a 

politician in opposition. In the latter, “advisory work was not onerous, did not require 

extended leave of absence from academia and left public-intellectual economists free 

to write lucrative articles for the media.”296 Service on the CEA, in contrast, involved 
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moving to Washington, taking a pay cut, and competing with other advisers for the 

president’s attention.297 Preferring to remain at MIT, Samuelson declined Kennedy’s 

offer. After Galbraith indicated he did not want the job, Kennedy widened his search 

for a CEA chairman.298 Though Keyserling was influential within the Democratic 

Party at this time, he considered Kennedy too conservative during the 1960 campaign. 

In fact, he criticised JFK on various issues and had very little to do with his run for 

the White House.299 

With Samuelson, Galbraith, and Keyserling ruled out, Heller emerged as a 

contender. Crucially, a development in the fall of 1960 enhanced his appeal to 

Kennedy. This was the fact that Kennedy abandoned the easy money-tight budget 

growth strategy in the face of concern it would result in dollar devaluation. The 

Bretton Woods Agreement of 1944 had fixed foreign currencies to the value of the 

dollar, which was itself fixed to the price of gold at $35 an ounce. This enabled the 

US to flood post-war markets with a strong currency and a steady flow of liquidity, 

but Bretton Woods only worked so long as US gold reserves covered the number of 

dollars held abroad. By 1960, foreign nations had built-up substantial dollar 

surpluses. JFK’s proposal to inflate the economy caused concern the US would 

devalue the dollar in response to a subsequent balance-of-payments crisis.300 By also 

saying he would use monetary policy to achieve this, JFK indicated he would 

compromise the Fed’s independence.301 Consequently, foreign dollar-holders cashed 

in their holdings, which caused a run on US gold reserves. To stop this, Kennedy 

announced on 31 October that if he got into the White House he would protect both 
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the value of the dollar and the Fed’s independence.302 This closed off the easy money 

route to economic growth. 

As Kennedy widened his search for a CEA chairman, he heard good things 

about Heller from Samuelson, Minnesota Governor Orville Freeman, and the 

Minnesota Senator Hubert Humphrey.303 This confirmed the favourable impression 

the economist had made on him at the pair’s only meeting in October 1960. Time later 

claimed the encounter had “tipped the decision” in favour of Heller and Kennedy 

frequently recalled the meeting during pre-inaugural discussions of CEA 

appointments.304 After Humphrey introduced them at the Leamington Hotel in 

Minneapolis, the location of a campaign dinner, Heller and the presidential candidate 

had a “rapid-fire discussion of economic issues.”305 To Heller, this indicated JFK had 

a penchant for economic policy. Kennedy expressed concern about the rate of growth 

and asked Heller how he could improve this. Making use of Schultze’s and Upgren’s 

ideas, Heller explained a tax cut would offset “the repressive effect of a federal fiscal 

system which would produce around $7 – 8 billion at full employment today.”306 

While Heller later said Kennedy did not grasp this point, the candidate was impressed 

with Heller’s “manner and approach to problems, as well as his ability to field 

questions swiftly.”307  

In addition, weighing in favour of Walter Heller’s nomination was the 

Minnesotan brought an important degree of ideological balance to the new 

administration. JFK felt he needed a liberal economist because he had appointed 

fiscal conservatives to other positions, notably Douglas Dillon as Secretary of the 
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Treasury. An investment banker, Dillon served in the Eisenhower administration and 

was a strong proponent of balanced budgets. He feared inflationary deficits would 

worsen the balance-of-payments and touch off another gold outflow.308 When he 

formally asked Heller to serve as his CEA chairman, Kennedy remarked, “I need you 

as a counterweight to him [Dillon]. He has conservative leanings, and I know your 

leanings are liberal.”309  

Kennedy also felt Heller would provide geographical balance to his 

administration. Most of his advisers in 1960 came from Massachusetts (his native 

state), so JFK grew “sensitive to comment about the number of ‘Cambridge types’ in 

his administration.”310 Appointing a Minnesotan would invalidate criticisms about the 

number of Harvard and MIT advisers working for him. Because Heller was from the 

Midwest, he was ideal.311 Accordingly, Heller got the nod when summoned to 

Kennedy’s residence in Georgetown, Washington, on 16 December. Anticipating an 

offer to serve as Under Secretary of the Treasury, this took Heller by surprise. He told 

JFK several financial, personal, and professional considerations made it “an awfully 

tough decision to make.”312  

On the financial front, Heller worried about taking a pay cut if he became 

CEA chairman, especially as he would have to rent a new home in Washington at the 

same time as his eldest son was about to start college.313 Personally, Heller worried 

that taking up such a time-consuming post would separate him for too long from 

Emily, his wife. She suffered from lupus, a chronic autoimmune disease. 
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Professionally, the Ford Foundation had recently granted Heller a fellowship and he 

had served as chairman of the Economics Department at Minnesota since 1957. If he 

took up Kennedy’s offer, he realised he would have to relinquish these commitments. 

He also did not relish the prospect of being “very much exposed and on the firing 

lines as an egghead, ivory-towered liberal,” who “would be fair game for every Main 

Street and Wall Street conservative newspaper.”314  

Still, as a friend told Heller seven years previously, serving as CEA chairman 

was the job Heller “was practically born to do.”315 Heller himself recognised this. As 

he wrote at the time, “it was the most important economic policy job in the 

world…[I] would be part of a Kennedy administration which gave every indication of 

being exciting, confident, willing to move forward into the area of sensible fiscal and 

monetary policy…Having been a policy-orientated, institutional, applied economist 

all my life and in and out of government for that reason, the job did represent the 

pinnacle of a career.”316  

After thinking about it for a week, he phoned Kennedy on 21 December to 

accept his offer, subject to two conditions. The first was that JFK would not appoint a 

resident White House economist to his administration, something Eisenhower had 

done in the form of Gabriel Hague.317 The second was that Heller would himself 

select the two members who would serve with him on the Council.318 Both were 

interlinked: as he was more a technician than a theorist, the second enabled Heller to 

appoint Council members who would do all the empirical and mathematical work.319 

The first ensured that as he used their work when he advanced his case to Kennedy, 
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Heller would not have to compete with another economic authority for the president’s 

ear. After agreeing to Heller’s conditions, Kennedy invited him to his residence in 

Palm Beach, Florida, on 23 December and announced the appointment. In doing so, 

Kennedy told reporters he intended “to return to the spirit as well as to the letter of 

the Employment Act of 1946,” a statement that reaffirmed his commitment 

throughout 1960 to make greater use of discretionary policies.320  

Not everybody agreed with either Heller’s appointment or his approach. One 

Chicago Tribune reader argued Heller adhered to a “false economic thinking which 

promotes inflation and its inseparable bedfellow, socialism.”321 That same publication 

also claimed Heller could give “some mighty bad advice.”322 This was not least 

because the West Germans disregarded the policies that he pressed upon them in 

1951, only for their economy to flourish. These concerns, however, were misguided. 

Heller’s “false economic thinking” would ignite a booming economy in the 1960s 

and, far from being a cause for concern, Heller’s earlier stints in both public service 

and academia furnished him with important skills that enabled him to achieve this.  

His tenure as head of Economics at Minnesota, for example, “significantly 

honed his skills in management.”323 Reflecting this, in 1959 Pechman described 

Heller as “the best administrator in the entire economics profession both here and 

abroad.”324 Furthermore, Heller’s extensive experiences in public service prior to 

1960 “taught him the art of briefing people; he learnt that in government people are 

busy, people have a lot of different things going on, so you’ve got to write concisely 
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and to the point if you want to have influence,” something at which he excelled.325 

Heller brought these skills with him to Washington and, as will be demonstrated, they 

underwrote his effectiveness as CEA chairman.  

V 

 By 1961, Walter Heller had become an important champion of Keynesian 

liberalism, even though before the mid-1950s he was far from a prominent advocate 

of Keynes’ ideas. At the same time, growth liberalism had eclipsed commercial 

Keynesianism in debates concerning economic policy. In fact, Heller and his 

contemporaries had discredited the latter by advocating greater use of discretionary 

measures. As has been demonstrated, Tobin, Samuelson, and Eckstein viewed 

lowering long-term interest rates as central to expanding the economy. Heller argued 

that there needed to be greater use of fiscal policy. Though Keyserling believed that 

increased expenditures should constitute the fiscal route to growth, Heller wanted to 

implement a large tax cut. After he entered the White House in January 1961, Heller 

pressed this exact policy upon Kennedy. To Heller’s surprise, JFK initially refused to 

embrace his recommendation. Heller thus faced the challenge of selling growth 

liberalism to a president unwilling to move beyond commercial Keynesianism. As he 

later put it, his key role as CEA chairman was to educate Kennedy.326 Assessing why 

this was the case, and how Heller achieved this, is crucial to understanding how 

Keynesian liberalism enjoyed its heyday in America. 
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Chapter Three 

 A Keynesian Economist on the New Frontier 

When John F. Kennedy entered the White House in January 1961, the man who had 

previously vowed to expand the rate of growth showed himself surprisingly unwilling 

to do so. While his desire to fulfil his campaign pledge remained strong, JFK adopted 

a cautious approach once in office. The run on gold in October 1960 helped 

precipitate this development, as did a host of other factors that this chapter will 

discuss. For Walter Heller and the two individuals whom he chose as CEA members 

– James Tobin of Yale and Kermit Gordon of Williams College – the president’s new 

stance amounted to a large blow. The economy had been in recession for seven 

months, unemployment had risen to 7 percent, and the performance gap stood at $50 

billion.327 Despite numerous attempts by Heller in 1961, Kennedy proved unwilling 

to deploy expansionary policies. For one contemporary observer, 1961 was “the year 

of continuing tradition” in US economic policy.328 This chapter outlines Heller’s 

failed attempts that year to convince JFK to embrace growth liberalism. It will 

demonstrate, however, that he laid the foundations for doing so in 1962. 

I 

After arriving on the New Frontier in late January 1961, Heller first faced the 

task of formulating a programme to precipitate recovery from the recession, the issue 

that Kennedy regarded as his most pressing domestic concern.329 This Heller started 

doing during the transition period, when he, Tobin, and others served on a Task Force 

headed by Paul Samuelson. Charged with recommending policies to Kennedy that 

would improve the economy, the Task Force submitted its report on January 5. It 
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argued that the recession was the least of the new president’s worries. Commenting 

that, within a few months, “the contraction in business can be brought to a halt,” the 

Samuelson Report issued a stern warning “[the recession] has been superimposed 

upon an economy which, in the last few years, has been sluggish and tired.”330  

Because Kennedy did not have a coherent economic agenda – having abandoned his 

easy money approach at the end of the 1960 campaign – Heller believed the president 

“could be persuaded by cogent argument.”331 Hence, from the outset of the Task 

Force meetings Heller highlighted the merits of a tax cut.332 He also pressed such a 

policy upon Kennedy when the pair discussed his appointment in December.333 

Forced, too, to rethink their ideas, both Samuelson and Tobin saw the merits 

in Heller’s argument. Therefore, early Task Force discussions gave priority to the 

notion of proposing a tax cut to get the country moving again. Once word reached 

Kennedy’s inner circle of advisers, it became clear that they would not entertain it. 

Concerned that a tax cut would deprive the government of essential revenues, 

presidential aides Theodore Sorensen and Myer Feldman both argued that there 

would be no funds for pressing defence programmes.334 Sorensen also adjudged it 

pointless to waste political capital trying to boost the employment rate to 96 percent 

when 93 percent of Americans already had jobs.335 Anxious, too, that JFK had 

narrowly won the 1960 election, close aides did not want to give the impression that 
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he was a reckless spender. This, they reasoned, might alienate conservative Southern 

Democrats and Republican lawmakers and thereby jeopardise his ambitious 

agenda.336 They also wanted Kennedy to stress the theme of national self-sacrifice in 

his forthcoming Inaugural Address, something a tax cut proposal would contradict.337 

These political considerations forced Samuelson, Heller, and Tobin, to tone down 

their recommendations. As a result, the Samuelson Report proposed an anti-recession 

programme that called for either accelerated or increased expenditures on existing 

measures. If the recession worsened, only then should Kennedy cut taxes.338 

Undaunted that, during the transition period, Kennedy had rebuffed a growth-

maximising tax cut, Heller persisted in his efforts for such a measure once in the 

White House. Though Kennedy made it clear that combatting the recession was his 

immediate priority, he continued to express concern about the poor rate of growth. 

This encouraged Heller to reiterate his case for activist economics.339 Accordingly, 

during Kennedy’s first cabinet meeting on January 26, the CEA chairman gave a brief 

presentation emphasising how there was “considerable leeway for expansionary 

policies.”340 Two days earlier, he passed Kennedy a copy of a Business Scope article 

written by Harvard’s James Duesenberry, which argued that a further $5 billion added 

to the Eisenhower-inherited FY 1961 budget would produce sufficient growth and 

revenues to help fund Kennedy’s ambitious agenda.341 Despite this, the new president 
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proved unreceptive to greater use of discretionary measures. To the CEA chairman’s 

dismay, Kennedy responded that his sole concern was fighting the recession. 

Furthermore, the president revealed he had reached agreement with the Democratic 

leadership in Congress not to operate a deficit in FY 1962, which necessitated 

combatting the recession through a balanced budget.342 This “bombshell,” as Heller 

described it, revealed the scope of the task involved in converting JFK to modern 

Keynesian thinking.343    

Reinforcing Kennedy’s caution was his growing concern about the balance-

of-payments deficit. This was particularly following the findings of another Task 

Force investigation overseen by Allan Sproul, the former chair of the New York 

Federal Reserve.344 Kennedy received Sproul’s report prior to his inauguration and it 

warned that expansionary policies could worsen the payments problem, heighten 

foreign anxieties about devaluation, and thereby spark another run on gold.345 

Kennedy heard this argument, too, from Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon, most 

notably at the cabinet meeting on January 26 when Heller urged expansionary 

policies.346 Not only was the president already familiar with Dillon’s point, the 

Treasury Secretary’s influence was strengthened by the fact that he could draw on the 

views of bankers and financers to bolster his case. By comparison, the Employment 

Act had formed the CEA purely as an advisory body. Unlike the long-established 

Treasury Department, Heller lacked a constituency whose anxieties he could 

represent in the meeting on January 26. Because of this, the Treasury Secretary 

started out with the advantage over Heller for the president’s ear. This ensured that 
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Kennedy prioritised Dillon’s concerns about the balance-of-payments deficit and the 

value of the dollar over Heller’s anxieties about growth.  

In addition, Kennedy refused to heed Heller’s call for a tax cut out of concern 

that such a course of action would antagonise conservative members of the business 

community (represented primarily in the NAM and COCUS). The confidence of these 

individuals, the president believed, was integral to facilitating economic expansion.347 

However, they failed to support Kennedy throughout 1960, deeming him a reckless 

spender. The appointment of Heller did little to assuage these concerns, with 

columnist Arthur Krock describing the new CEA chairman as an “‘inflationist.’”348 

Unsurprisingly, the president remarked later on in his presidency, “I do not think it 

wholly inaccurate to say that I was the second choice of a majority of businessmen 

for the office of President.”349 Fearing that business confidence in his administration 

was low, JFK was prepared to go “out of his way” to court business leaders.350 This 

initially weighed against his approval of expansionary deficits.351  

Kennedy’s lack of economic knowledge further impeded his embrace of 

Heller’s ideas.352 His previous exposure to views akin to Dillon’s, the influence of his 

father’s economic conservatism, and his own proclivity towards spending money 

efficiently, all ensured that Kennedy’s economic outlook was traditional.353 He 

clearly had an interest in economics and, having briefly studied the subject when 

Franklin Roosevelt made a quasi-Keynesian turn in the late 1930s, Kennedy 

understood the utility of deficits as a countercyclical weapon. Nevertheless, JFK 
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worried that, if deployed in the upstage of the business cycle, deficits would generate 

inflation and thereby produce criticisms of fiscal irresponsibility.354 Once in the 

White House, he often recalled that, partly because of this, so few Democratic 

Senators supported a tax cut during the 1957-58 recession.355 As one historian put it, 

Kennedy was “not persuaded that the professors [on the CEA] were right,” despite 

Heller’s attempts to sell him a tax cut.356  

To Heller’s consternation, the new president decided to tread cautiously. This 

was evidenced in his January 30 State of the Union address. Despite recognising the 

slack that beset the economy, JFK pledged “of necessity” to “build on the spending 

and revenue estimates already submitted.”357 Strictly speaking, this was not a 

commitment to balancing the FY 1961 budget, as the previous administration had 

proposed to do so believing there would be an upturn in the economy.358 At the end of 

January, such an upturn looked unlikely. Therefore, JFK accepted the inevitability of 

a deficit for FY 1961.359 Nevertheless, he was determined to ensure that it would also 

be minuscule. Against Heller’s wishes, Kennedy rejected the idea of a tax cut in a 

press conference on February 1.360 Deeply discouraged, Heller took comfort only 

from managing to place certain “escape hatches” into the State of the Union address: 

JFK would waive his commitment to sound finance either if the Cold War got hotter 

or if the economy continued to remain in recession.361 Relieved that Kennedy had not 

indefinitely closed the door to growth economics, Heller, Tobin, and Gordon, 

formulated a modest anti-recession programme, one that Kennedy announced on 
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February 2. 

In short, this adhered to the first set of policies outlined in the Samuelson 

Report. It provided a $2 – 3 billion stimulus (approximately 0.6 percent of GDP) that 

affected only the FY 1961 budget, which Kennedy could attribute to Eisenhower.362 

To inject money into the economy quickly, it accelerated the construction of post 

offices and highways, encouraged taxpayers to file earlier returns, called for a 

minimum wage increase, and unemployment compensation extension.363 Whilst it 

certainly provided a shot in the arm, the anti-recession programme was largely devoid 

of any new discretionary measures. As such, it did little to challenge the prevailing 

orthodoxy of commercial Keynesianism. Reflecting this, BusinessWeek declared that 

Kennedy was “paying tribute to Eisenhower’s stickiest legacy: the principle of the 

balanced budget.”364 Such was the anti-recession programme’s lack of fiscal activism, 

Heller worried that it would be criticised for being too modest. In fact, he had the 

CEA’s professional staff check that it contained the same useful measures enacted in 

the previous downturn.365 Nevertheless, he did convince Kennedy to increase social 

security benefits, but to delay contributory payments until January 1963, which 

provided the programme with part of its main stimulus. This constituted a notable 

achievement given the president’s fiscal conservatism: as one Treasury official put it, 

“Heller made that stick.”366  

Because the anti-recession programme eschewed fiscal activism, Heller 

wanted monetary policy to be more expansionary. Accordingly, he proposed that the 
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Fed should lower long-term interest rates by purchasing long-term Treasury 

securities, a policy that Tobin had suggested in 1960.367 By doing this, commercial 

banks would be able to increase their reserves. This would enable them to provide 

more credit to fund mortgages, plant and equipment, and state and local facilities, all 

of which were integral to the economy’s productive capacity.368 Heller proposed this 

policy in spite of JFK’s previous vow to protect the Fed’s independence. He also did 

so in face of concerns it would worsen the balance-of-payments by encouraging 

foreign investors to withdraw funds from the country. In response, Heller argued that 

foreigners typically purchased short-term government securities, so lowering long-

term rates would not be a problem.369 This necessitated keeping short-term rates high. 

Because the Fed had previously purchased only short-term Treasury securities, the 

CEA’s plan required it to change its policies.370  

Known as “Operation Twist,” Dillon supported this monetary strategy (as he 

preferred an easy monetary policy to an expansionary fiscal one). However, the Fed 

chairman William McChesney Martin was reluctant to sign up to it. A banker who 

shared Eisenhower’s economic conservatism, Martin felt that he and that president 

“had just won a hard battle against the inflationary psychology of the mid-fifties,” 

having tightened interest rates to achieve this end.371 Heller proved influential in 

getting Martin to adopt the CEA’s more expansionary approach. In February, Martin 

had several White House meetings with Kennedy, after which he agreed to deploy 

Operation Twist. As one insider noted, “Everyone working on the problem within the 

administration deserves credit [for Martin’s conversion], but if any man was to be 
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singled out, it was Walt. He was at his most persuasive, and that’s pretty damned 

persuasive.”372  

As a result, the Fed started purchasing long-term Treasury securities on 

February 26, two-and-a-half weeks after Kennedy announced a separate programme 

to help ease the payments problem.373 Combined with the CEA’s anti-recession 

measures, these constituted Kennedy’s opening economic agenda. Whilst this was 

certainly far more modest than Heller wanted, John Kenneth Galbraith dubbed it “the 

right first step” toward a more activist approach.374 Seeking to build upon this, Heller 

renewed his attempt to cut taxes.         

II 

In his press conference on February 1 and in his anti-recession message a day 

later, Kennedy declared that he would keep a close eye on the economy throughout 

the ensuing months. If his anti-recession measures did not stimulate the economy, the 

president said he would not hesitate to propose further action. Despite Heller’s failure 

in January to convince Kennedy to embrace fiscal activism, the decision to later 

review the state of the economy gave the CEA chairman another opportunity to 

reiterate his case.375 Believing strongly that the real economic problem was chronic 

slack rather than a mild downturn, Heller was convinced that bold measures would be 

required even if the economy showed signs of recovering.376 On February 20, shortly 

after he formulated the anti-recession programme, Heller instructed Tobin and 

Gordon to gather material for “a brief but outspoken memo [to Kennedy] on the tax 
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cut issue.”377 Specifically, Heller wanted to highlight “why you ‘can’t go wrong,’ 

economically, with a tax cut.”378 He suggested it was necessary to provide a “sharp 

demonstration of our economic slack, showing how far below our potential we are 

now as compared with the trough of the 1958 recession.”379 Straight after formulating 

the anti-recession programme, Heller pushed once again for a tax cut. 

 This time, he wanted to do more than simply use internal channels to make his 

case to Kennedy. Heller had realised that “to get the kind of political leverage that 

you wanted on the President, you had to have an outside presence [too].”380 Kennedy 

previously told Heller to educate the public about the merits of anti-recession deficits 

and Heller recognised this provided him with an opportunity for presidential 

education as well.381 This was because Kennedy would have to read, correct, and 

approve every public statement that the CEA made, giving Heller an additional 

avenue through which the president could absorb his ideas. This was particularly 

important due to the Council’s lack of political constituency. At first, Heller 

envisioned doing this by creating an advisory committee comprised of representatives 

from government, labour, and business that would make statements on behalf of the 

president on closing the performance gap.382 Upon realising the political difficulties 

involved in establishing such a committee, however, the CEA chairman focused on 

using just the Council’s pulpit for public education to bolster his case to Kennedy.383 

Two instances early in March demonstrated this approach. One was an article 
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penned by Heller for Life magazine. In the lead up to its publication, Heller sent a 

draft to the president, who made changes to both the content and the language.384 A 

clear expression of the economy’s underperformance, Heller’s Life article provided 

the “sharp demonstration” that the CEA chairman expressed the need for in his 

February 20 memo.385 Noting that “beneath the obvious cyclical recession lie two 

deeper and harder problems: the slack and the slowdown,” Heller explained that in 

the fourth quarter of 1960 actual output was 8 percent below full capacity.386 This 

indicated that the recovery from the 1957-58 recession had “petered out too soon and 

too far short of full employment.”387 For Heller, this was “the true measure of our 

economic problem: not where we have sagged in the past nine or 10 months but the 

gap between where we are and where we should be.”388 To drum home his point to 

Kennedy, Heller made use of a vivid analogy. “The economy,” he said, “is in the 

position of the .300 hitter who started the 1960 season batting a weak .250, then 

slumped to .230. It is true that his slump is a mild one, if we look only at his 1960 

average. All he need do is climb back to .260 to top his best in 1960. Yet no sports 

fan would be fooled by this upturn into thinking that the one-time .300 hitter had 

regained his old batting form.”389 

 Expecting JFK to absorb this message, Heller also used the CEA’s March 6 

Joint Economic Committee testimony for presidential education. This time, he delved 

specifically into the causes of the economy’s persistent slack. Beforehand, the CEA 

held a meeting with its economic consultants – including Samuelson, Galbraith, and 
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Harris – to establish how best it should approach its JEC testimony. There, they 

decided to emphasise how the automatic stabilisers acted as a restraint on the 

economy in the upstage of the business cycle.390 As a result, the CEA’s testimony 

attributed the economy’s underperformance to the tax system’s built-in flexibility. It 

made the point that “as soon as business conditions take a turn for the better [in 

1961], we can expect the federal tax system automatically to cut into the growth in 

private incomes.”391 A reiteration of the arguments previously advanced by both 

Charles Schultze and Arthur Upgren, the CEA’s testimony further explained that at 

full employment the tax system would automatically generate an $11 billion surplus. 

This meant that a tax cut was required to offset this.392 Importantly Heller wanted this 

to be temporary, rather than permanent. He reasoned that once the economy reached 

full employment and tax rates returned to their previous levels the government could 

take advantage of the substantial surplus that would ensue.393 A statement of growth 

liberalism, Kennedy read all 56 pages of the Council’s testimony prior to March 6, 

which Heller later called “a milestone in the education of the president.”394 Still, this 

did not mean that JFK had become receptive to his CEA chairman’s ideas. 

 As Heller publicly stated his case in early March, dissenting voices created 

doubt in the president’s mind. By arguing that the automatic stabilisers sucked too 

much purchasing power from the economy, Heller attributed the performance gap to a 

deficiency in overall demand. Just a day after his JEC testimony, William McChesney 

Martin challenged this interpretation. Appearing before that same body, Martin 
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advanced an idea shared by certain segments of both the academic community and 

the Democratic Party. This stipulated that the root causes of the economy’s deficient 

performance were structural rather than cyclical. To justify this, Martin pointed to 

“the idleness of many West Virginia coal miners, Eastern and Midwestern steel and 

auto workers, West Coast aircraft workers, and like groups.”395 According to Martin, 

specific changes within the dynamics of the economy had displaced these individuals. 

Auto plants made more use of machines, whilst coal was less widely used. Others 

who were unemployed either lacked sufficient training, lived in areas where demand 

for their skills was non-existent, or were unable to move to areas where there was 

work. For Martin, the slack that beset the economy was a problem that would persist 

regardless of how much demand there was. What was required were specific actions 

that took “into account the who, the where, and the why of unemployment.”396 This 

included retraining or relocating the unemployed, as well as the passage of measures 

that would stimulate business investment to create more jobs.397  

 The Democratic Senator Paul Douglas, author of several initiatives to help 

depressed areas during the late 1950s and early 1960s, shared Martin’s concerns.398 

Members of the Treasury, the Departments of Labor and Commerce, as well as the 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, were also like-minded.399 As a 

senator, JFK had taken an interest in the New England economy’s underperformance, 

largely caused by its declining textile and shoe industries, which made him 
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sympathetic to the argument that unemployment was structural in nature.400 Given the 

publicity caused by Martin’s testimony, Heller recognised he needed to refute it 

robustly.401 True, he supported worker retraining and tax incentives for businesses, 

but the CEA chairman understood that if the president became influenced too much 

by the ‘structuralists’ they would “use their analysis as a club to beat down measures 

for expansionary monetary and fiscal policy.”402 In the wake of Martin’s testimony, 

he instructed staff members Robert Solow of MIT and Samuel L. Brown to both 

verify the Council’s analysis and evaluate the accuracy of the Fed’s data. He also 

confessed that if the CEA had made a mistake analysing the economy’s problems 

then he would have to back down.403 

 To his relief, Solow and Brown’s review found that there was no evidence to 

suggest that Heller should do so. This was especially because the source Martin used 

to substantiate his case “agree[d] that the current scene contains plenty of cyclical 

unemployment.”404 Council consultant and Brookings economist Joseph Pechman 

further pointed out that the unemployment rate had increased by over 2 percent since 

the previous spring, a trend that structural factors could not have caused.405 

Accordingly, Heller stood by the Council’s conclusions. Nevertheless, he did not 

want a protracted debate over the root cause of the economy’s slack, knowing this 

would distract him from advancing his case for expansionary policies. Therefore, he 

advised Kennedy to put the conflict between the CEA, the Fed, and others down to 

“differences of emphasis” rather than substantial differences of opinion, something 
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that Martin and Dillon agreed to do.406 Subsequently Kennedy downplayed the issue 

in a press conference on March 15, allowing Heller to refocus his efforts upon 

convincing the president to cut taxes.407  

This he did in a memo to the president on March 17, for which Gordon and 

Tobin had both gathered material. An amalgamation of the arguments advanced in 

both Heller’s Life article and the CEA’s JEC testimony, this noted that the president’s 

second look at the economy “will show that we are still in serious economic trouble, 

even if an upturn is in the making.”408 The performance gap, Heller explained, would 

be around $40 billion by the end of 1961. As JFK had restored confidence in the 

dollar following the announcement of both his anti-recession and balance-of-

payments programmes, the CEA chairman argued that running a deficit would not 

cause a run on gold. Instead, it would be economically beneficial.409 “To illustrate 

what an aggressive fiscal policy can accomplish, suppose we were to increase 

government expenditures [by $2.5 - $3 billion] and temporarily cut taxes [by $7 

billion] to produce a $10 billion deficit in fiscal 1962. The production gap will be 

nearly $20 billion smaller by the end of the year.”410 Now more mindful of the 

importance that Kennedy afforded political considerations, Heller highlighted how 

the president faced the prospect of running for re-election with a higher average 

unemployment rate than both Truman and Eisenhower.411 He also noted that a $10 

billion deficit for FY 1962 would be neither irresponsible nor inflationary. This 
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would be smaller than Eisenhower’s largest peacetime deficit (for FY 1959), whilst 

there was “plenty of slack to take up before inflationary inhibitions” could occur.412   

With Kennedy unmoved by this logic, Heller reported to his CEA colleagues 

that he had been “universally complimented on the cogency and clarity of the memo 

and clobbered…by the assemblage. It was done on the basis of political 

unacceptability of the tax cut.”413 Somewhat naively, Heller had suggested that if 

Kennedy promoted a tax cut but failed to get it passed the president could blame the 

poor performance that would ensue upon his opponents.414 This was something JFK 

did not buy because the Employment Act had made him the chief manager of 

prosperity.415 He also continued to believe that the type of deficit that Heller proposed 

would be inflationary, which would lead to him being labelled a reckless spender. In 

response, Heller suggested that some of these concerns “might be overcome” by 

giving taxpayers a rebate for FY 1960. This “would be concentrated now, when we 

are at or near the bottom of the recession, and most obviously need a shot in the 

arm.”416 To Heller’s frustration, the president issued a statement on March 24 that 

reaffirmed his commitment to commercial Keynesianism. “The budget,” this said, 

“[should] be in balance over the years of the business cycle – running a deficit in 

years of recession…and running a surplus in years of prosperity, thus curbing 

inflation.”417 Heller’s attempt to make a compelling case for tax reduction by taking 

advantage of Kennedy’s decision to review the state of the economy, had failed. 

III 
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The economy improved throughout the spring and early summer of 1961, 

which led Kennedy to further question the need for a strong fiscal stimulus. 

Reflecting this, as Heller and other Council members talked over lunch in the White 

House Staff Mess one day, Sorensen walked passed and jested, “There they are, 

contemplating the dangers of an upturn!”418 In response, Heller switched to pressing 

different discretionary policies upon the president to convince him to move beyond 

commercial Keynesianism. In doing so, the CEA chairman demonstrated that, 

compared with other liberal economists, he was more pragmatic than doctrinaire. 

Leon Keyserling and John Kenneth Galbraith, for example, were unwilling to alter 

their policy prescriptions because they viewed them as more than just an economic 

necessity: they would also simultaneously advance their respective ideological 

goals.419 On the other hand, Heller viewed attaining full employment as his chief 

objective. In the absence of tax reduction, he was “ready to bend and modify [his] 

economic philosophy” to facilitate this.420 Accordingly, from mid-March through to 

June, the CEA chairman championed increased spending.  

What prompted him to do so was the fact that Senator Joseph P. Clark of 

Pennsylvania had earlier introduced a measure that would provide the president with 

stand-by authority to grant funding to the states for public works if the unemployment 

rate failed to drop significantly. Even though this would only offer a modest stimulus, 

Heller recognised that Clark’s proposal could help offset the slack that beset the 

economy. It would also provide the president with a powerful tool against a future 

recession. On 23 March, Heller recommended the Clark bill to Kennedy.421 Later, he 

appointed Kermit Gordon onto a three-man White House committee charged with 
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appraising its merits.422 Its report, circulated on April 17, recommended that the 

president should endorse the Clark bill.423 Only a day later, committee member 

Robert Turner (from the Bureau of the Budget) changed his mind, which forced 

Heller and Gordon to defend their case. 

Turner did so on the grounds that the Clark bill prioritised “those projects that 

are planned and ready to go,” as opposed to “those which contribute most to national 

objectives and to long-run economic growth.”424 He also argued that because “a 

substantial recovery in business activity is under way,” the Clark bill was “not the 

kind of expenditure program best suited to” the more vibrant economic conditions.425 

Despite Gordon’s response that the measure would offset the economy’s persistent 

slack, right through to early May other individuals expressed their disapproval of it – 

though for different reasons.426 The head of the Department of Labor argued that parts 

of Senator Clark’s proposal were “too modest,” whilst Dillon opposed it as too 

bold.427 He argued that, once triggered, it would unnecessarily increase the deficit and 

worsen foreign fears about the balance-of-payments. Like Turner, the Treasury 

Secretary also believed that the economy would experience a “vigorous pickup,” so 

saw no justification for immediate enactment of the Clark bill.428 Undeterred, Heller 

had already instructed the CEA staff to refine its trigger mechanism and suggest 

modifications to the measure so that it would provide funds for federal public works 
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projects too.429 Having done so, he wrote to Kennedy on May 10 and outlined the 

economic argument for a measure such as the Clark bill, saying the economy “need[s] 

the added stimulus.”430 To bolster his case, he also obtained endorsements from 14 

economists of various persuasions.431 

Despite these efforts, by mid-May the prospects of JFK endorsing Senator 

Clark’s measure all but disappeared. Whilst the president liked the principle that 

underlined it, two factors made him reluctant to promote it. Firstly, he agreed with 

Turner and Dillon that it was pointless to ask for greater discretionary measures in the 

recovery phase of the business cycle. Congress would not entertain this, even if there 

would be no robust recovery.432 Secondly on March 28, following a review of the 

nation’s military capabilities, Kennedy had requested an extra $650 million in 

defence spending. This, too, gave the economy a boost. It also made him equally 

determined not to promote any new expenditure (lest he be criticised for being 

fiscally irresponsible). However, throughout April and May the president continued 

to worry about the nation’s defence capabilities. This was particularly following the 

Bay of Pigs fiasco on April 17, which followed the Soviet Union’s triumph of 

sending the first human into space.433 As a result, Kennedy returned to Congress on 

May 25 and asked for $800 million more in military spending. To reassure his critics 

that he intended to be responsible, he asked the legislature to “refrain from adding 

funds or programs…to the Budget,” which sounded the death knell for the Clark 

bill.434 Heller thus did not persuade Kennedy to promote more spending on public 
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works from March through to June. However, believing that it would provide the 

nation with a stronger means to fight future recessions, the CEA chairman did secure 

a commitment from the president to sponsor some form of stand-by authority in 

1962.435 

Knowing that the Clark bill would only give the economy a modest stimulus, 

throughout the spring and the early summer of 1961 Heller also promoted the use of 

other discretionary measures. Before turning to these, it is essential to note that to 

substantiate his case for a more activist approach the CEA chairman attempted to 

focus Kennedy’s attention upon the economic policies of certain European nations. 

Western European economies were booming in the early 1960s, thanks to the same 

sort of policies Heller wanted Kennedy to champion. On May 5, after returning from 

a summit in Paris, Heller told Kennedy that activist fiscal and monetary policies lay 

behind the impressive growth rates of France, Germany, and Italy. In fact, the 

Germans were not afraid to “launch a much expanded road and highway program” if 

“the[ir] economy sags a bit.”436 On June 27, Heller sought to justify activist policies 

by comparing the US economy with the Soviet Union’s. He pointed out that 

increasing the US growth rate “by just one percentage point means a huge difference 

in our comparative performance.”437 Accordingly, should the Soviet economy grow at 

6 percent per year, it would not catch up an American economy growing at 4.5 

percent (instead of 3.5 percent) until 2010.438 

As he used these examples to lay out the case for greater use of discretionary 

measures, Heller advocated a more activist monetary policy. This was important 
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because the Fed did not implement Operation Twist to the degree that he expected. 

Despite the Central Bank’s purchase of long-term Treasury securities, it had not 

acquired enough to bring long-term interest rates down significantly. Reflecting this, 

Heller complained to Kennedy on April 6 that the economy still needed “a major 

monetary stimulus.”439 Martin had only purchased “3/10 of 1 percent of the $42.6 

billion” of Securities (with maturities longer than five years) that were available.440 

The Fed needed to “be petted, pressured, or pushed” into keeping interest rates low 

and when this became the case Heller urged JFK to call a meeting of the 

‘Quadriad.’441 

Formed of representatives from the CEA, the Treasury, the Budget Bureau, 

and the Fed, Heller set up the Quadriad following adoption of Operation Twist. It 

would meet with the president at the CEA chairman’s urging. The Quadriad’s goal 

was to convey administration thinking on monetary policy to Martin. As the Fed 

chairman was facing pressure from the banking community to return to “bills only” 

(the policy of interfering only in the short-term market), Heller viewed the Quadriad 

as essential to help “stiffen his back.”442 Despite later indicating that the meetings of 

this group generally worked well, Heller appears to have had little influence on Fed 

policy throughout April, May, and June of 1961.443 Exemplifying this, on June 11 

Heller complained to JFK that the Fed chairman clearly “felt neither bound by nor 

sympathetic to the low-interest-rate language” of the administration, especially 
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because he feared inflation.444 

As well as not securing added spending measures throughout the spring and 

early summer of 1961, Heller could not convince Martin to deploy a more vigorous 

monetary policy. To compound his problems, the CEA chairman also found himself 

on the back foot during this period after Arthur Burns (Eisenhower’s former CEA 

chairman) labelled the CEA ‘neo-stagnationists.’445 A member of Kennedy’s Labor-

Management Advisory Committee, Burns argued the Council’s argument that the 

economy suffered from chronic slack implied that the prospects for future outlets for 

private investment were very slim. According to him, this was the reason the CEA 

was calling for greater use of discretionary policies.446 In contrast, Burns believed that 

the economy required no extra fiscal or monetary stimulation, for the foundations of 

prosperity remained so strong that it would naturally be back to full employment 

within fifteen to eighteen months.447  

Burns’ involvement on a committee affiliated with the White House gave him 

access to the president. This forced Heller to refute his argument robustly.448 In 

response, he contended that Burns had misinterpreted the Council’s analysis: it had 

no concerns about the economy’s potential to grow, but wanted to stimulate the 

economy to the point whereby private enterprise could take over and close the 

performance gap.449 By reasserting the Council’s case, Heller protected Kennedy 

from Burns’ argument. This was to the point whereby every time Burns wrote to the 
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president in mid-1961 Heller composed the response.450 Nevertheless, the Burns 

critique, the failure to secure immediate sponsorship of the Clark bill, and the failure 

to influence monetary policy, all served as setbacks for Heller throughout the spring 

and early summer of 1961. 

IV 

In late July, the CEA chairman did convince the president to make greater use 

of discretionary fiscal measures. The reason for this was a national emergency, the 

third Berlin Crisis, which again allowed Kennedy to invoke one of the “escape 

hatches” that Heller had written into the 1961 State of the Union address.451 Even so, 

this only occurred following a protracted debate. Indeed, on July 25 the president 

decided to increase military spending by $3.5 billion (in response to the crisis), but he 

and his close advisers, including Dillon, initially wanted to pay for this through 

increased taxation. In a meeting on Thursday July 20 Dillon, Robert Kennedy, and the 

Secretary for Health, Education and Welfare, Abraham Ribicoff, decided that this 

offered the perfect opportunity to invoke the theme of national self-sacrifice. It would 

also satisfy those who might otherwise charge the president with being fiscally 

irresponsible.452  

Because Kennedy did not consult the CEA on his response to the Berlin 

Crisis, it came as a shock when Heller found out that he had approved a tax increase. 

In response, Heller fired off a memo to Kennedy on Friday, July 21, in a bid to 

dissuade him from going ahead with it. This argued that a tax increase would amount 

to “bad economics,” not least because increased military spending could narrow the 

performance gap.453 “Inflation,” it added, “has never been more dormant since the 
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war,” whilst the tax system already acted as a powerful constraint upon the 

economy.454 Advancing political arguments as well, Heller noted that the size of the 

tax increase was “scarcely large enough to evoke a real sense of sacrifice.”455 It 

would also come “on the heels of the announcement of a $3.9 billion deficit for fiscal 

1961,” so the proposal might well “be viewed as a public apology.”456 Instead of 

recommending a tax rise now, Heller suggested, JFK should wait until the next 

session of Congress, which would give him time to see how the economy performed 

before announcing one if conditions warranted it.457    

Despite Heller’s protests, the decision to increase taxes had been set in stone. 

In fact, Sorensen had gone off to write the speech that would justify it.458 Heller was 

due to deliver a speech in Dallas on Friday July 21. He recalled leaving the White 

House that morning feeling dejected.459 Nevertheless, over the weekend he persisted 

in his attempts to dissuade JFK from increasing taxes. Making use of the close 

friendship that he and the Council had forged with White House special assistant 

Kenneth O’Donnell, Heller arranged a phone call that evening with Kennedy, who 

was spending the weekend at Hyannis Port.460 Aided also by the fact that Seymour 

Harris had dazzled the president with the multiplier effects of increased defence 

spending (having accompanied JFK on his flight there that afternoon), Heller 

reiterated the points that he made in his memo earlier that day.461 He subsequently 

arranged for Paul Samuelson to accompany Kennedy back to the White House on 

Monday, July 24, which ensured that the president heard the Council’s position once 
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again.462 Now somewhat swayed by their argument, Kennedy scheduled an 

emergency meeting to discuss the issue. Shortly before this, Heller penned another 

memorandum. Unsurprisingly, this advanced further political and economic 

justifications against a tax increase. It explained that even with the new defence 

expenditures, unemployment would still be around 5 percent in 1962. In fact, because 

a tax hike would increase unemployment, those who would lose their jobs would be 

“the real sacrificers.”463  

The Council’s counterattack worked. Later that day, Kennedy declared that he 

would not seek a tax increase to fund the Berlin build-up. He did not reveal exactly 

what made him change his mind, but in press conferences that summer as well as in 

private conversations with Heller, the president had started to talk about the 

repressive impact of the taxation system upon the economy. It is likely, therefore, that 

Heller’s argument that a tax increase would make this worse had a bearing upon 

JFK’s thinking.464 Thus, Kennedy did not increase taxes and eventually operated an 

expansionary deficit of $7.1 billion for FY 1962 (1.2 percent of GDP), which helped 

bring down the performance gap to $30 billion by December 1961.465 However, JFK 

accompanied his decision not to ask for a tax rise in late July with a promise to 

balance the budget for FY 1963.466 Despite flirting with growth liberalism during the 

summer of 1961, JFK remained committed to commercial Keynesianism at that point 

in his presidency.    
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For the rest of the year, the president’s adherence to this cautious iteration of 

Keynesian ideas stayed strong. During this period, he continually rejected Heller’s 

calls for further fiscal activism. True, Heller knew that the July decision not to 

increase taxes would stimulate the economy, but he maintained that further 

discretionary measures would ensure a solid recovery. Indeed, unemployment was 

unlikely to go below 5 percent throughout 1962. Accordingly, Heller wrote Kennedy 

on September 8 urging him to go further. To substantiate his case, Heller sought to 

focus the president’s attention upon the long-term political implications of not doing 

so.467 He explained that Richard Nixon, Kennedy’s opponent during the 1960 

election, had said in early 1961 that JFK’s prospects of re-election depended on 

“whether Dr. Heller can avoid poorly timed recessions.”468 For Heller, Nixon had a 

valid point, not least because he attached to this memo a selection of correspondence 

between members of the CEA and the Treasury. These all indicated that if the 

recovery from the 1960 recession were to last as long as the previous one then the 

economy would likely go into another downturn in 1963.469 It was imperative, Heller 

argued, to stimulate the economy before this occurred, or else JFK would face re-

election in 1964 with the country in a recession. Stimulating the economy before the 

next recession, the CEA also maintained, offered the “only way of getting out of this 

perpetually recurrent prosperity-recession cycle, into an era of steady growth.”470      

 Kennedy remained indifferent to Heller’s arguments. The main reason for this 

was that, during the fall of 1961, the balance-of-payments deficit seriously troubled 
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him. The influence of both Martin and Dillon was responsible for this. They worried 

that both the stimulation from the Berlin build-up and the lack of controls on US 

foreign overseas investments would have a negative impact upon the payments 

situation. Reflecting this, on August 25 the CEA called a meeting of the Quadriad 

partly to encourage the Fed to purchase more long-term Treasury securities, only for 

Martin to explain that the “cloud on the horizon was the balance-of-payments.”471 

Heller had explained that the payments situation was looking much better, for the 

deficit had declined to $1.2 billion during the first quarter of 1961 (compared with 

$3.8 billion in January). However, both the Fed chairman and the Treasury Secretary 

countered that the outlook was now pessimistic.472 In turn, Dillon indicated to 

Kennedy at the end of August that it would be unwise to enact activist policies. This 

was especially because the US had lost $72 million in gold during the previous two 

months, with “distinct possibilities of some further losses in the months ahead.”473 

After listening to his Treasury Secretary, JFK turned down his CEA chairman’s 

September 8 request for expansionary measures. 

 This prompted Heller to confront the president’s concerns over the payments 

situation directly. On September 14, he pressed upon Kennedy new methods aimed at 

tackling it.474 The administration had already adopted certain policies designed to 

achieve this goal. These included export-boosting legislation, reduction of overseas 

outlays on defence, encouragement of high short-term interest rates, and securement 
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of early payments from European nations of their outstanding debts to the US.475 

Nevertheless, Heller acknowledged that these policies had not done enough. Worried 

that Dillon would continue to press fiscal caution upon JFK, Heller urged the 

president to “resist temptations to seek solutions in directions which would weaken 

the United States economy.”476 He argued that the administration could negotiate 

increased contributions from other nations to pay for European defence, urge those 

nations to remove tax incentives that encouraged Americans to invest abroad, and 

negotiate lower trade barriers across the European common market.477  

Since April, a Treasury-sponsored Investment Tax Credit had also been 

making its way through Congress. Enactment of this, Heller understood, would ease 

the payments problem, as it would enable American firms to modernise and expand 

their plant and equipment and thereby attract foreign investment into the US.478 

Additionally, Heller sought to allay JFK’s fears that the nation would go bankrupt if 

gold continued to leave the country. US reserves, he noted, comprised 45 percent of 

all monetary gold stock in the free world – a very large amount.479 If signs of another 

run on gold occurred, Heller maintained that borrowing money from the International 

Monetary Fund could forestall this, as IMF funds would provide a boost to the 

balance-of-payments and thereby quell foreign concerns about devaluation.480  

JFK was unmoved by Heller’s arguments. Responding instead to Dillon, the 

president decided at the end of October to promote modest civilian cutbacks to the FY 

1962 budget.481 In addition to both protecting the balance-of-payments and achieving 
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a FY 1963 surplus, the Treasury Secretary may also have felt that the cutbacks were 

necessary because certain financial journalists had criticised Kennedy for engaging in 

irresponsible fiscal policies.482 Unsurprisingly, Heller opposed making cuts to the 

budget, indicating that the economic situation did not warrant it.483 However, events 

ultimately worked against him. In early October, London bankers started converting 

copious quantities of dollars into gold out of concern about both the payments and 

budget deficits.484 This indicated that the cutbacks were more than appropriate. 

Accordingly, in late October JFK called for cuts of $1 – 1.5 billion to the FY 1962 

budget (approximately 1.4 percent of expenditures for that financial year), justifying 

them on the basis that it was necessary to reduce spending early to pave the way for a 

balanced budget in FY 1963.485 

After not dissuading JFK from tightening the government’s belt, Heller sprang 

into action once more to try to counter Dillon’s influence during the following month. 

This was because the payments problem continued to worsen. In the face of this, the 

Treasury Secretary unsurprisingly advised Kennedy that a growing payments deficit 

could concern the international banking community, thereby leading to a run on 

gold.486 Fearing such advice could harden JFK’s resistance to fiscal expansion, Heller 

argued that austerity “would be short-sighted folly” because the best way to correct 

the payments deficit would be to attain full employment.487 Indeed, an ever-

expanding economy would make US firms more competitive, boost their exports, and 
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thereby attract foreign capital into the US.488 To undermine Dillon’s case, the CEA 

chairman highlighted how, in the mid-1920s, Britain had restricted its economy to 

protect its gold stock, only for it to face “unemployment and depression long before 

1929-30.”489 To prevent foreigners from cashing in their holdings, Heller also 

suggested that the US should “guarantee [a] certain [amount] of our debts to foreign 

central banks against devaluation.”490  

Kennedy did not promote further cutbacks to the FY 1962 budget, but he 

failed to follow Heller’s recommendations to pursue stronger economic growth. This 

was despite a further barrage of CEA arguments in favour of expansionary policies 

during the fall of 1961. On December 9, Heller showed Kennedy that, in certain 

European nations, the ratios of public debt-to-GNP had decreased quickly since the 

end of World War II, something that highlighted “what economic growth…does.”491 

His efforts proved futile, for the president remained committed to sound finance at the 

end of 1961.492  

Whilst the payments deficit was certainly the main cause of this, there was 

another issue at play. In late November, the CEA’s own forecasts appeared to validate 

Arthur Burns’ argument that, on its own accord, the economy would reach full 

employment. It became apparent that GNP unexpectedly rose by $16 billion from the 

third to the fourth quarter of 1961.493 Because of this, CEA staff member and Yale 

economist Arthur Okun concluded that output would rise from its November level of 

$540 billion to a new high of $616 billion by the second quarter of 1963. This 
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indicated that the “current economic expansion will continue and achieve full 

recovery” without the need of further fiscal stimulation.494 This forecast proved 

overly optimistic, but it significantly undermined Heller’s case by reinforcing JFK’s 

desire not to embrace expansionary economics at the end of 1961. 

V 

 During his first year in the White House, Walter Heller was unsuccessful at 

installing growth liberalism as the driving force behind US economic policy. Not only 

did he fail to secure a commitment from Kennedy to promote tax reduction – either as 

part of the anti-recession programme or following the president’s subsequent decision 

to keep a close eye on the economy – he also did not convince JFK to promote 

immediate enactment of the Clark bill. At the same time, he struggled to persuade the 

Fed to adopt Operation Twist fully, before finding his arguments in favour of activist 

measures thwarted by Dillon throughout the fall, thanks mainly to the deteriorating 

payments deficit.  

Despite all this, Heller did achieve certain successes. In an internal review 

conducted at the end of 1961, the CEA listed the president’s decision to promote 

stand-by authority in the next calendar year, as well as the reversal of the Berlin tax 

increase decision, as two accomplishments.495 Heller had also taken advantage of key 

policy episodes to advance his case, inserted language into presidential speeches and 

correspondence that left the door open for Kennedy to embrace his approach later on, 

and had developed a strong rapport with the president by the end of the year. 

Kennedy, too, had demonstrated that he possessed an appetite for economic policy, 

whilst there were signs that he was gradually beginning to understand the Keynesian 
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analysis that underwrote Heller’s recommendations. “We had lots of evidence [of 

this],” Heller later explained, “because he would say something in a press briefing, or 

in a discussion with a foreign economic dignitary, or just in a meeting with us that he 

couldn’t have gotten anywhere else.”496 Heller and the Council had also befriended 

key individuals who gave them access to the president, notably Kenneth O’Donnell. 

Thus, although 1961 was “the year of continuing tradition,” Heller had laid strong 

foundations to facilitate JFK’s conversion to growth liberalism in 1962.  
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Chapter Four 

The Year of Conversion 

Out of the four years that he served as CEA chairman, Walter Heller’s second 

constituted his most impressive. Having failed to persuade Kennedy to maximise 

output in 1961, Heller succeeded in doing just that in 1962. Labelled that year as the 

“new economics” and later described by Heller as “Keynes-cum-growth,” Kennedy’s 

decision to deploy discretionary fiscal activism in non-recession conditions finally 

signified the triumph of growth liberalism over that of commercial Keynesianism.497 

As the CEA chairman put it, this set the stage for “the completion of the Keynesian 

Revolution – thirty years after John Maynard Keynes fired the opening salvo.”498 At 

the beginning of 1962 the president’s conversion was far from assured, however, 

because Douglas Dillon continued to command his attention. It took until December 

for JFK to endorse a tax cut fully, after doing so only tentatively during the summer. 

This chapter outlines how Heller convinced both Kennedy and Dillon to embrace the 

new economics by the end of 1962. In doing so, it demonstrates that “the education of 

a president” was “Walter Heller’s greatest achievement” as CEA chairman.499  

I 

 In certain respects, Heller’s second year on the New Frontier started the same 

way as his first. Despite showing concern about the poor rate of output, JFK remained 

reluctant to promote a growth-maximising tax cut. In addition to his concern about 

the balance-of-payments deficit, the optimistic forecast produced by the CEA at the 

end of the previous year strengthened the president’s resistance to expansionary 
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economics. Because GNP had risen so quickly in the final quarter, JFK doubted 

whether the economy truly needed a strong stimulus. The 1962 Economic Report, the 

January Budget Message, and JFK’s second State of the Union address, all embodied 

this assessment. Each “spoke of continued growth, high employment, and price 

stability, but in a voice of restraint.”500 In their respective sections of the Economic 

Report, JFK and the Council estimated that GNP would hit $570 billion in the second 

quarter of 1962 and raised the prospect that the economy could reach full 

employment by mid-1963.501 Because of this, the president felt that a tax cut-induced 

deficit was not appropriate and instead predicted that the rising revenues generated by 

the booming economy would produce a modest surplus of $0.5 billion for FY 

1963.502 Expectation that the economy would naturally return to full employment 

discouraged Kennedy from promoting vigorous action. 

 This, of course, did not mean that Heller realized this might not happen, 

especially as certain observers dismissed the CEA’s expectations “as wishful thinking 

at best.”503 Aware that the “prospects for a lasting expansion rest heavily on the vigor 

of the upswing” in the quarters ahead, he convinced Kennedy that it was essential to 

enhance the president’s ability to stabilise the economy at the first sign of a potential 

downturn.504 Accordingly, in his various economic messages in January the president 

called on Congress to enact a three-part programme, developed by the CEA, to 

improve the nation’s anti-recession defences.505 Inspired by the Clark measure of the 

previous spring, two of this programme’s three components consisted of stand-by 

presidential authority to respectively lower tax rates or increase spending on public 
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works if economic conditions warranted both or either. The third called for increased 

unemployment compensation. An attempt to bolster both the discretionary and 

automatic elements of the nation’s anti-recession arsenal, Heller called this 

programme “the most significant step forward in policy for economic stabilization 

since the Employment Act itself.”506  

 Despite this, certain observers have downplayed the extent to which the 

development of the CEA’s three-part programme constituted an important shift in 

economic policy. For Edward Flash, the stand-by proposals were “pale shadows of 

what it [the CEA] would have preferred to fight for.”507 Consequently, they were well 

within the framework of commercial Keynesianism. True, the CEA did acknowledge 

that its programme was not directly “designed to deal with the problem of high and 

stubborn unemployment.”508 The idea of granting the president stand-by authority to 

cut taxes also received endorsement from the CED at the end of 1961.509 However, 

the CEA’s three-part programme, coupled with presidential endorsement of it, 

signified an important shift in economic policy because it was intended to ensure that 

the economy would reach full employment and remain at optimum capacity for as 

long as possible. Far from being merely a tool to promote stability, the three-part 

programme aimed to guarantee the “economy could be made to expand 

continuously.”510 Kennedy’s endorsement of it revealed his new appreciation of 

growth economics, even if he remained reluctant to deploy Heller’s tax cut.    

Assessment of the revived Clark measure further demonstrates this point. 

Formally submitted to the legislature in February, this aimed to provide $2 billion for 
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federal, state, and local public works (and capital improvements) projects if the 

unemployment rate rose by a certain degree.511 Though it failed to gain congressional 

approval, the CED did not endorse this measure. Fearing that expenditure 

programmes would unduly increase the role of government in economic affairs, that 

organisation preferred to use the taxation side of the budget to manipulate the 

economy.512 This demonstrates that the CEA successfully pressed Kennedy to 

endorse a position beyond that supported by the key architects of commercial 

Keynesianism. Simply having this measure on the books, Heller further argued, 

would serve an important purpose for growth economics. Indeed, it would reassure 

businesses of continuous demand if the economy showed signs of faltering, thereby 

incentivising them to maintain their investments and power the economy forward.513 

The proposal for stand-by authority to reduce taxes also represented an 

attempt to boost business confidence and thereby maximise growth.514 So, too, did the 

effort to strengthen the unemployment compensation system.515 The latter fared 

dismally, to the extent that it was not enacted. Congress, whose members “were 

hardly prepared to relinquish the power to tax,” never seriously entertained the 

former.516 However, the way that the CEA favoured shaping this proposal differed 

from the champions of commercial Keynesianism. Though the CED came out in 

support of stand-by tax authority at the end of 1961, it only favoured providing the 

president with the power to lower taxes, not raise them. Heller, “a leading proponent, 

if not the leading proponent, of standby plans to raise or lower taxes” throughout his 
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career, favoured providing the president with both.517  

Worried that requesting authority to both raise and lower taxes would generate 

too much controversy, Kennedy only promoted the latter in 1962. To gain the 

approval of Dillon, as well as of sceptical congressional representatives, the CEA 

agreed to potential repeal of the stand-by tax bill thirty days after its enactment. This 

did not have the desired effect, as Congress “never even considered the measure 

seriously.”518 As well as worrying about relinquishing their taxation powers, its 

members feared that if the president did lower tax rates then it would fall on them to 

later increase them, which could prove unpopular.519 Such was the lack of enthusiasm 

for stand-by tax authority on the Hill that even the president eventually grew reluctant 

to promote it. Reflecting this, Heller wrote to JFK on August 16 saying that he hoped 

the president would “find some way of once again underscoring the importance of 

this measure,” yet Kennedy never did.520  

Thus, none of the standby features of the CEA’s three-part programme gained 

congressional approval in 1962. Nevertheless, Kennedy did embrace the revived 

Clark bill and, with enthusiasm, initially promoted the other aspects of the Council’s 

programme. All of this signified that, as he started his second year in office, the 

president was open to embracing an economic philosophy more akin to growth 

liberalism. 

II 

Though the three-part programme aimed to help the economy reach and stay 

at full employment, Heller remained determined to convince JFK to cut taxes. Due 
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mainly to the CEA’s optimistic forecast, the balance-of-payments problem, and the 

fact that conservative businesspersons detested deficits, the president was reluctant to 

heed his CEA chairman’s advice. When asked on February 21 whether he might 

promote a growth-maximising tax cut, Kennedy replied that there was simply “not a 

chance.”521 By then, the release of economic data for the previous month had 

reaffirmed his resistance. This showed that the unemployment rate had dipped below 

6 percent for the first time since he took office.522 Heller shared JFK’s reasonably 

optimistic outlook at the beginning of 1962, but remained concerned that the 

production gap stood at almost $30 billion.523 Rather than waiting for the economy to 

naturally reach its optimum capacity, the CEA chairman preferred Kennedy to enact 

activist measures. Conscious, too, that the influence of Dillon was holding JFK back, 

Heller used the CEA’s 1962 Economic Report to justify an expansionary approach.  

 Because he knew that this document would be thoroughly scrutinised by both 

the press and Congress, Heller understood that, like his Life article of the previous 

year and the Council’s first JEC testimony, Kennedy would carefully read it. This 

would give him access once more “not just to the person but to the mind of the 

President.”524 Accordingly, the Economic Report cogently translated Heller’s liberal 

Keynesianism into clear and understandable terms. The main way that it did so was 

by establishing a jobless rate of 4 percent as the full employment target of the 

administration (inflation was deemed likely to increase beyond an acceptable rate at 

anything below that level).525 It then made use of important theoretical concepts 

previously utilised by several liberal economists to justify prompt attainment of this. 

One was the full employment budget, the device used by the CEA throughout 1961 to 
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demonstrate how the taxation system restricted economic growth. This was 

something that the president had started to talk about that year. Though the Economic 

Report reiterated this point, it further argued that the full employment budget should 

serve as the principal guide for fiscal policy. Indeed, Heller stated that to gain a clear 

indication of how expansionary the administration’s overall fiscal policies were it 

should continuously calculate budgetary programmes at this hypothetical level. 

Noting that the full employment surplus stood at $8.5 billion at the end of 1961, the 

Economic Report explained that its elimination through activist policies would bring 

the economy to optimum capacity.526 Instead of balancing the actual budget, as 

Kennedy wanted at the start of 1962, the CEA argued the administration should aim 

to balance the full employment budget. This would factor growth into its policies. 

 In addition to the use of the full employment surplus to justify expansionary 

measures, the Economic Report made use of “Okun’s Law” to capture Kennedy’s 

attention. As conceived by its author, the CEA staff member Arthur Okun, this 

stipulated that a 1 percent increase in the rate of unemployment translated into a 3 

percent increase in the gap between actual and potential output.527 In other words, this 

meant that an “unemployment rate of 4 percent instead of 6.7 percent for 

1961…would have raised production by much more, about 8 percent.”528 Described 

by one historian as a “powerful rhetorical device” that Heller used “to justify a tax 

cut” to the president, Okun’s Law also “served several purposes” in the Council’s 

“intellectual battle” for Kennedy’s ear.529 Like the full employment budget concept, it 

“indicated more dramatically than the unemployment statistic alone the many 
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dimensions and large size of the national loss due to under-utilization.”530 By having 

Kennedy fully absorb both of these concepts Heller knew that it would become 

increasingly difficult for Dillon “to advocate policies that held no prospect of 

reaching the [full employment] target.”531 This was regardless of how often the 

Treasury Secretary used the views of bankers and financers to gain Kennedy’s 

attention. The setting of a target for full employment, as well as both the Council’s 

articulation of the full employment budget concept and Okun’s Law, all served to 

demonstrate vividly the advantages of growth economics to Kennedy. The fact Heller 

said that he was “proud of getting presidential approval for” the Economic Report 

highlighted that his student was beginning to embrace the merits of his approach.532 

As well as emphasising the need to attain full employment, the Economic 

Report highlighted the virtues of expanding potential output. This illuminates an 

underappreciated difference between commercial Keynesianism and growth 

liberalism. Because he believed that the economy had an unlimited capacity to grow, 

Heller advocated the use of various supply-side policies alongside demand-side 

measures, arguing that these would maximise economic capacity together with actual 

output.533 Accordingly, the Economic Report called for the implementation of the 

Investment Tax Credit formulated in 1961, which aimed to incentivise production.534 

In response to the rise of Human-capital theory in the late 1950s, it also placed 
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emphasis on investment in education, arguing that this was vital to expanding 

productive capacity.535 Thus, by focusing upon increasing potential alongside the 

actual rate of output, Heller viewed full employment as a continuous moving target. 

In this sense, he wanted to eliminate the business cycle. By contrast, the CED merely 

sought to tame it by sanctioning the use of discretionary measures to overcome 

stagnation, a point overlooked by those who have emphasised the similarities 

between liberal and business post-war iterations of Keynesianism. 

 Though the president endorsed both the content and the language of the 

Economic Report, the optimistic forecast, the balance-of-payments problem, and the 

fact that Kennedy worried that deficits would be criticised by certain elements of the 

business community, all ensured that he started his second year in office determined 

to balance the books. This forced Heller to be content with allowing the economy to 

reach full employment naturally by mid-1963. However, as further economic data 

became available in early March, the CEA chairman worried that he “had been right 

after all in late 1961, in my initial feeling that we couldn’t struggle to full 

employment under this heavy over-burden of taxes.”536 Even though unemployment 

declined to under 6 percent in February, it showed no signs of going down further. 

This realization followed release of consumption and production data for January 

showing that the economy was unlikely to reach the $570 billion GNP target for the 

second quarter.537  
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Concerned that the recovery from the 1961 recession was slowing down, 

Heller cogently reiterated his argument for a tax cut in a memo to the president on 

March 3. This issued a warning that, for the administration’s full employment target 

to be attained, business investment needed to rise by $17 billion over the final quarter 

of the year.538 To compound the administration’s problems, even with the Fed’s 

continuous deployment of Operation Twist and the impending passage of the 

Investment Tax Credit, such a rise was unlikely to happen because of a worrying 

deficiency in demand. What the economy needed, the CEA chairman concluded, was 

a large stimulus to boost purchasing power and revive business investment. This 

could be in the form of a $4 billion increase in spending or “a $5 billion reduction in 

taxes.”539 Heller made it clear that he preferred the latter.540 Importantly, the CEA 

chairman wanted a tax cut to take the form of a one-time rebate on 1961 incomes and 

sought to sell this on political as well as on economic grounds, saying its impact upon 

the economy would “improve the chances for a fiscal 1963 surplus.”541 

 JFK continued to resist a tax decrease because he believed the economy to be 

performing strongly. In press conferences on March 7 and 14, the president said that 

the “economy has more vitality in it than some of its premature mourners [suggest],” 

noting that the figures for February looked “much better” than those for January.542 In 

contrast, Heller had become “convinced” that the 1961 recovery was stalling.543 

Further analysis by the Council indicated that throughout January and February GNP 

only rose by 1.1 percent over the preceding quarter.544 This was “unusually small…at 
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this stage of an expansion.”545 Also worrying was the fact that long-term interest rates 

had declined faster than the Council had expected.546 True, the Fed had been more 

vigorously engaged in Operation Twist in 1962 thanks to regular Quadriad meetings. 

However, the decline of long-term interest rates was also attributable to the fact that 

businesses were less willing to borrow to spur productivity.547 These developments 

concerned Heller. Not only did they indicate that the recovery from the 1960 

recession was stalling, they came “after five years of economic slack in which the 

preceding recovery had stopped well short of full employment.”548 Concerned that the 

sluggish growth rate of the late 1950s would also be a hallmark of the Kennedy years, 

Heller pushed harder for a tax cut. 

 In a memo to Kennedy on March 21, Heller claimed that there was more than 

“considerable evidence that the private economy’s pump has not yet been sufficiently 

primed.”549 GNP was now unlikely to reach $570 billion in the second quarter of 

1962, a sign that the economy had “been operating in a low gear for five years” and 

both businesspersons and consumers were too accustomed to this. Clearly, there was 

now “a high premium on expansionary policy” and the surest way to add “purchasing 

power all over the country” was through “a temporary reduction of personal income 

taxes.”550 By this point, Heller had dropped the idea of increasing expenditures to 

give the economy a shot in the arm, not least because the administration was “butting 

its head against a brick wall” trying to get its stand-by proposal for public works 

passed.551 Again, Heller preferred a tax cut to take the form of a $25 rebate on 
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taxpayer incomes for 1961, arguing that Congress would deem this fiscally 

prudent.552 The president remained unreceptive, but the slowdown in the recovery 

grew more worrying throughout April and May, forcing Heller to drum home his case 

publicly.553 

As the CEA chairman intensified his advocacy of a tax cut, he again sought to 

focus the president’s attention upon Europe’s Keynesian policies. Whilst Heller had 

engaged in such an effort since 1961, his campaign intensified during the spring of 

1962. On February 28, he rushed over to the White House to hand JFK a New York 

Times article by reporter Edwin Dale highlighting how France, Germany, and Italy 

had all been growing faster than the US due to “high and rising government 

spending.”554 On March 3, Heller told JFK that, since the 1950s, France and Germany 

had “been running more frequent deficits than we have.”555 Two months later, Heller 

reported from an economic summit in Rome and informed Kennedy that Italian 

economists believed the “unrelenting pressure of high demand,” caused by the “rapid 

expansion” of the Italian government’s budget outlays, was responsible for that 

nation’s impressive growth rate.556 

To provide what he later described as added “leverage on Kennedy,” as well 

as to make up for the fact that the Council lacked its own political constituency, 

Heller arranged for European officials visiting Washington to urge their policies upon 

the president.557 On May 23, Heller and Kennedy met in the White House with Emiel 

van Lennep, Treasurer General for the Dutch Ministry of Finance. Seeking to gain an 
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insight into what the Europeans thought of America’s payments difficulties, JFK 

asked Van Lennep if he thought that balanced budgets would help solve them. The 

president was stunned to be told that “a strong competitive position…[created by] a 

rapid expansion [of economic activity]” offered a better solution, primarily because 

this would “attract foreign private capital” into one’s country.558  

To hammer home his argument that deliberately induced deficits in Europe 

were acceptable, Heller prompted Van Lennep to comment upon the differences 

between transatlantic budgetary policies. “In Europe,” the Dutchman replied, “one 

does not understand why in the US there is still a strong tendency to have a balanced 

budget as a target for the average…of a business cycle. Such a target of budget-policy 

means that other, real and important, targets like employment and growth may not be 

achieved.”559 An illuminating response, this clearly made an impact upon Kennedy, 

who commented that Americans needed to “be educated” about the undesirable 

effects of continuous balanced budgets.560 He soon asked Heller to prepare a list of 

twenty economic myths that needed to be slayed, seeing this as necessary 

groundwork towards a major speech that would describe the “balanced budget” as 

“the key myth that needed to be destroyed.”561 

Meanwhile, Douglas Dillon grew more appreciative of growth economics. 

Heller’s argument that an expanding economy would help solve the payments deficit 

– made by the CEA chairman throughout the fall of 1961 and strongly articulated by 

Van Lennep during the aforementioned meeting – now resonated with the Treasury 
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Secretary. On May 9, he indicated that Kennedy should engage in economic 

expansion to boost manufacturing exports.562 Hence, for Kennedy the comparisons 

that Heller made between American and European fiscal policies were a real 

revelation. Nevertheless, also integral in facilitating his conversion to the new 

economics was the enunciation by the Council of wage-price guideposts in the 1962 

Economic Report. In conjunction with certain events and the development of other 

administration policies in mid-1962, these helped free the president to embrace 

Heller’s approach. 

III 

The development of the Council’s wage-price guideposts dated back to the 

summer of 1961, when Kermit Gordon started to worry that “upward pressure on 

prices may originate in those sectors of the economy” where “large corporations and 

unions have a considerable degree of discretion in setting prices and wages.”563 

Specifically, Gordon worried about the threat posed to price stability by the steel 

industry, which “bulks so large in the manufacturing sector of the economy that it can 

upset the price applecart all by itself.”564 Knowing that unions and steel corporations 

were due to negotiate a wage-price settlement that October (three months after the 

Berlin build-up begun), the CEA succeeded in preventing the steel industry from 

increasing its prices at that time by arranging a debate in the Senate. There, 

Democratic politicians cogently argued that steel companies would earn good profits 

without a price hike.565 Still, the incident demonstrated to the Council that a future 
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increase might occur, which could spark inflationary pressures and harden the 

president’s resistance to expansionary ideas. Accordingly, in the fall of 1961 the 

Council developed non-inflationary wage-price guideposts for both corporations and 

labour to follow.  

Having sold them to Kennedy without “much difficulty,” the CEA made the 

guideposts the subject of a whole chapter of the 1962 Economic Report.566 In short, 

the guideposts tied wage and price levels to the overall rate of productivity in order to 

ensure that demand grew in line with supply.567 By serving as a mechanism to prevent 

cost-push inflation (where the costs of a business push up prices), the wage-price 

guideposts constituted one part of a framework that in 1962 helped “free” Kennedy 

“to pursue continued growth.”568 At the beginning of that year, JFK also promoted the 

Treasury-inspired Trade Expansion Act, which aimed to provide the president with 

stand-by authority to negotiate lower trade barriers to help alleviate the payments 

problem. He also pushed for enactment of the Investment Tax Credit, knowing that its 

passage, too, would aid the payments deficit. Hence, by creating a mechanism to 

ensure price stability, the Council contributed to the formulation of a structure that 

made JFK feel more positive about pursuing growth.569  

Disaster struck in the spring of 1962, just as Heller attempted to convince the 

president to engage in fiscal expansion. On April 10, US Steel announced that it 

intended to raise its prices by $6 a ton, an action that defied the administration’s 

wage-price guideposts. For Heller, a firm response to this was imperative: if US Steel 

got away with its decision, JFK would be less inclined to engage in fiscal expansion 
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because the company’s action might let the inflationary genie out of the bottle.570 

Fortunately, Kennedy was furious at US Steel’s decision, believing that it constituted 

a direct challenge to the office of the presidency. After unsuccessfully responding to 

the price hike by putting direct pressure on US Steel to rescind it, the president turned 

to a strategy formulated by Heller and Gordon. This involved convincing other steel 

producers not to follow suit, primarily by threatening to withdraw lucrative defence 

contracts from them.571 Though the president’s decision to utilise the power of the 

presidency to force US steel to back down angered many business leaders (with the 

president of COCUS saying, “dictators in other lands usually come to power under 

accepted constitutional procedures”), it proved successful. Seventy-two hours after its 

initial decision, US Steel backed down.572  

This was not the end of the administration’s problems. On May 27, the stock 

market experienced its sharpest decline since the late 1920s, an incident the business 

community attributed to Kennedy’s handling of the steel crisis. Importantly, both 

events influenced the president’s economic outlook: having been conscious of 

courting business leaders with balanced budgets ever since he took office, JFK 

decided this strategy was folly. He would continue to try to maintain cordial relations 

with America’s executives, but in the wake of both the steel crisis and the stock 

market crash, the president agreed with Theodore Sorensen not “to appease those who 

will never support us.”573 Now less constrained by the need to satisfy business, JFK’s 

and Sorensen’s sympathies for expansionary economics increased.  

The steel crisis and the stock market crash both worked in Heller’s favour. 

However, certain scholarly accounts of the change in Kennedy’s economic outlook 
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have arguably afforded them too much importance. According to Allen Matusow, it 

“took the twin shocks of the steel crisis and the stock-market collapse to prod 

Kennedy into reappraising his economic policies,” thereby making him more 

receptive to Heller’s approach.574 Whilst these developments certainly removed a 

barrier to JFK’s acceptance of Heller’s ideas, Matusow does not appreciate the 

educational process that Kennedy had already undergone. Indeed, there is sufficient 

evidence to suggest that JFK had converted to the new economics before the stock 

market crash.  

The president’s comments at the end of the meeting with Van Lennep on May 

23, coupled with his decision in the wake of it to slay the myth of the balanced 

budget, both serve as evidence of this. Moreover, in a private meeting three weeks 

before the stock market slump, JFK manifested sympathy for Heller’s economic 

philosophy. He suggested “it would be unsound economics and unsound politics to 

choke off recovery and slow down our growth by repressive fiscal and monetary 

measures…especially now, when we have plenty of slack in the economy.”575 It is 

unsurprising, that when Seymour Harris forwarded Heller a letter from the Keynes 

biographer Roy Harrod on May 26, which urged Harris to convince both Heller and 

Kennedy of the merits of growth economics, the CEA chairman passed a note to 

Kennedy saying “as if we weren’t!”576 Before Kennedy changed his attitude towards 

the business community, he had been “intellectually convinced of the Council’s 

case.”577 
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This did not mean that the president was committed to immediate enactment 

of the new economics. In the wake of the stock market crash, Heller upped the 

pressure on the president for a tax cut, only for JFK to rebuff him following a three-

month deliberation on the issue. Concerned that the slump in stock prices had come 

on top of both a recovery that was slowing down and an economy suffering from 

chronic slack, Heller warned Kennedy that they were in the midst of “a very severe 

decline.”578 An immediate, or “quickie,” tax cut would “be the most effective 

governmental action that could be taken in the present-situation.”579 Importantly, both 

the size and the composition of the tax cut that Heller now deemed necessary had 

changed since earlier in the year. He now considered a reduction of up to $10 billion 

imperative, believing that it should take the form of an across-the-board reduction in 

rates as opposed to a one-time rebate.580 To add cogency to his case, the CEA 

chairman passed the president three items on May 31.  

One was an Economist article highlighting the virtues of Europe’s fiscal 

policies.581 The others were a New York Times piece by Alvin Hansen calling for a tax 

cut and a column by journalist Walter Lippmann also analysing European economic 

measures.582 Heller also sent Kennedy a letter from a prominent business economist 

that highlighted the merits of tax reduction.583 Additionally, he stressed that an 

immediate tax cut would be easy to implement, citing the fact that the last time 

Congress passed emergency taxation (at the start of the Korean War) had resulted in 

the passage of a measure within weeks.584 By seeking to instil in Kennedy a fear that 
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the next downturn was imminent, Heller pushed hard for an immediate tax cut.       

In the wake of the stock market crash, the president was unsure how to 

proceed. Whilst he recognised the merits of his CEA chairman’s approach, he now 

had a “new--political--argument” to consider thanks to developments within the 

Treasury.585 Although Dillon, too, had grown more receptive to Heller’s ideas, he 

supported a tax cut of a size much smaller than the CEA’s $10 billion target.586 

Furthermore, he was determined to crown his tenure as Treasury Secretary with a 

major overhaul of the tax structure. Accordingly, Dillon saw tax reduction as sugar-

coating for a series of unpopular reforms that he wanted, all of which he planned for 

Kennedy to propose in January 1963.587 Thus, Kennedy had to weigh Dillon’s 

argument for a combined tax cut and reform package against the CEA case for an 

immediate and much larger reduction. Unable to decide immediately following the 

stock market’s decline, he told his advisers that he would see how the economy 

performed in the following week, before announcing a decision at his next press 

conference on June 7. 

This precipitated “a period of argument within the administration about the 

wisdom of tax reduction,” culminating in a key meeting about the matter on June 6.588 

In the lead up to this, Heller painted a “grimmer forecast” of the economy’s long-term 

prospects, noting that the slowdown in investment following the stock market crash 

increased the “odds on a recession beginning in 1962” from 20 to 1 to 5 to 1.589 

Whilst acknowledging that reform was a worthy undertaking, he suggested that JFK 

promote a tax cut that summer which could expire in 1963, thereby enabling further 
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tax reduction to accompany the Treasury’s package that year.590 Far from creating a 

climate of fear, as Kennedy also worried, Heller said that a ‘quickie’ tax cut would 

“show that the Administration is decisive.”591  

To bolster his case, Heller invited Paul Samuelson and Robert Solow (now 

back at MIT) to the June 6 meeting, both of whom added further political and 

economic arguments in favour of a tax cut.592 Dillon, by comparison, was 

unconvinced that there might be a recession, saying that he believed the economy 

would “continue to advance throughout this year and into 1963.”593 If further stimulus 

were required that year, a sufficient amount would come from the tax cut that would 

lubricate his reform proposals. It was also “advisable not to submit new proposals 

until the current tax bill [the Investment Tax Credit]” was enacted, something that 

eventually happened in October.594 To add credence to his argument, the Treasury 

Secretary forwarded the president the views of his Keynesian adviser, Seymour 

Harris. He made the important political point that it would be difficult to justify a tax 

cut whilst GNP was rising, something that John Kenneth Galbraith seconded.595 

JFK seemingly supported Dillon’s position in his press conference remarks on 

June 7. The president dodged questions about an immediate tax cut and announced 

that he would propose “a net tax reduction” to accompany reform in January 1963.596 

Whilst this statement certainly pleased the Treasury Secretary, it is worth noting that 

it also signified a triumph for Heller because Kennedy made use of the full 

employment budget concept to justify a 1963 tax cut. “If the United States were now 
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working at full employment and full capacity,” the president explained, “this would 

produce a budget surplus at present taxation rates of about $8 billion this year.” The 

“tax structure as presently weighted exerts too heavy a drain on a prospering 

economy,” meaning that a tax cut was imperative.597 Despite not announcing a 

‘quickie’ tax cut on June 7, JFK accepted the Keynesian argument for one. At the 

same time, he proposed to enact a large tax cut at the beginning of 1963.  

Recognising, too, that this initiative might involve running a deficit in non-

recession conditions, Kennedy followed up his June 7 press conference with a 

Commencement Address at Yale University that provided further evidence of his 

conversion to the new economics. In this speech, Kennedy sought to slay the myth of 

the balanced budget, making use of materials that the Council had gathered for him 

since May 23. “The myth persists,” he told an audience containing many members of 

the corporate elite, “that Federal deficits create inflation and budget surpluses prevent 

it…Obviously deficits are sometimes dangerous – and so are surpluses – but honest 

assessment plainly requires a more sophisticated view than the old and automatic 

cliché that deficits automatically bring inflation.”598 

The president’s ringing affirmation of Heller’s views encouraged the CEA 

chairman. He was also aware that Kennedy had not explicitly ruled out a quickie tax 

cut. Therefore, in the month following the Yale address Heller and the Council 

continued to push for immediate fiscal expansion. They drew the president’s attention 

to the difficulty of getting congressional approval of a combined tax reduction and 

reform package in early 1963 (especially because JFK’s tenuous hold over the 

legislature was likely to weaken after the November mid-term elections) and 
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continued to paint a gloomy picture of the economic outlook.599 Additionally, Heller 

passed Kennedy the views of several sympathetic business economists and 

encouraged Samuelson and Solow to write to the president once more.600  

Again, political factors forced the president to resist Heller’s approach. 

Theodore Sorensen, while sympathetic to the Council’s argument, wondered why 

JFK should expend political capital seeking a quickie tax cut, especially because the 

administration was already committed to proposing one in January.601 Additionally, 

in a meeting on July 13 with both Dillon and Democrat Wilbur Mills of Arkansas, 

chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, the latter told the president “that 

the prospects [for a quickie tax cut] in Congress were bleak.”602 As Mills headed the 

most powerful tax-writing committee in Congress, his support for the tax cut was 

essential to secure passage of the measure. Though he accepted the necessity of 

temporary deficits, Mills believed that reduced expenditures should accompany 

growth-boosting measures. “Without commitment to expenditure control,” Mills’ 

biographer has written, the Ways and Means Committee chairman believed “the 

government might expand to excessive size.”603 Aware that Kennedy “would almost 

certainly bow to the political constraints against a quick [tax] cut,” Heller spent the 

following month arguing that the threat of an impending recession outweighed these 

considerations.604 On July 20, he informed JFK that a Republican businessperson had 

drawn his attention to “an alarming trend of the past ten days for corporation cut-
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backs on every front.”605 Later, on July 27, he said that economic indicators that had 

“telegraphed” previous recessions had been “sending out storm signals.”606 

These efforts culminated in Heller making one last effort for an immediate tax 

cut at a meeting on August 10.607 Although this course of action was looking 

unrealistic in political terms, Heller once more brought Samuelson and Solow into the 

fold. They argued that the economy was in a “levelling-off phase of the business 

cycle, like those of 1956-57 and 1959-60.”608 Enacting a tax cut immediately, Heller 

said, would provide “insurance against a Kennedy ‘recession,’” would offset the 

economy’s persistent slack, and would give “the Democratic congressional candidates 

a more activist economic policy to brandish in the 1962 elections.”609 Getting “a 

sizeable January 1 tax cut” through the Hill would also prove extremely tough, 

especially “when Congress fully recognizes the $7 to $8 billion FY 1963 deficit and 

the larger FY 1964 deficit [that would follow].”610  

By this point, Kennedy was ready to reject the Council’s case. Following 

private hearings conducted by the Ways and Means Committee that summer, he 

realised that Congress would not endorse a quick tax cut.611 This was a fact that Mills 

once again reiterated to JFK on August 10.612 In addition, as Heller painted a gloomy 
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picture throughout July and early August, new economic data actually contradicted 

him: this showed the economy to be performing better than he had previously 

suggested.613 To compound his problems, JFK also argued that public opinion was 

unreceptive to an immediate tax cut, especially following the results of a Gallup Poll 

on July 31, which indicated that 72 percent of Americans opposed one because such a 

measure might be inflationary.614  

Due mostly to political reasons, Heller did not convince Kennedy to enact a 

large tax cut following both the steel price fiasco and the stock market collapse. Still, 

the president did commit himself to tax reduction at the beginning of 1963 and 

reiterated his desire to do so on August 13.615 The way he used the full employment 

budget concept to justify this course of action, both on June 7 and on August 13, 

clearly indicated that the CEA chairman had successfully converted the president to 

liberal Keynesianism. After eighteen long months of presidential education, Heller 

had finally won over his student. 

IV 

Whilst the president was on the side of the Council, the Treasury Secretary 

was not. Still believing that reform was more important than rate reduction, Dillon 

was unwilling to embrace Heller’s ideas fully. True, he had become more receptive to 

tax reduction throughout the preceding months. He recognized, for example, that 

expansionary policies might not be inflationary, especially because the country had 

run a deficit of $7.1 billion for FY 1962 (1.2 percent of GDP) and still maintained 
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price stability.616 However, Dillon argued that reform was more important. 617 Any cut 

to tax rates needed only to lubricate this and should certainly not amount to the $10 

billion target favoured by the CEA.618 Such a stance posed a threat to Heller: while 

the president understood the intellectual case for a tax cut, Dillon’s insistence on it 

being much smaller than the Council wanted meant that the eventual measure might 

not be large enough to close the performance gap. Realising that he needed to win the 

Treasury Secretary fully to his side, Heller spent September and October trying to do 

so. Aware that there existed a “network of experts” in the Treasury, who, he later 

said, “were on our side,” the CEA chairman set out to use them to convince Dillon 

that the size of the tax cut should be around $10 billion.619 

His vehicle for facilitating this was the Cabinet Committee on Economic 

Growth. This was a body Heller convinced Kennedy to establish, with the CEA 

chairman as its chair, on August 21. Conceived by Heller as far back as March as a 

way to focus the administration’s attention on growth policy, this was comprised of 

top-level representatives from the Treasury, the Budget Bureau, the CEA, and the 

Departments of Labor and Commerce.620 After establishing it in the summer, 

Kennedy charged the committee with producing “‘a general report which will enable 

growth policy to receive proper consideration in the 1963 budget and legislative 

program.’”621 Heller later admitted that he “plotted” to use the committee to establish 
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a consensus regarding tax reduction “on the CEA’s terms.”622 This he set out to do 

during the committee’s first meeting, where it was decided that the Treasury would 

prepare a report on taxes and growth to be presented at a future meeting.623 Confident 

that the exact members of the Treasury who were favourable to the Council’s 

approach would write that department’s report, Heller’s intervention was an obvious 

attempt to manipulate the committee’s work to the CEA’s advantage. In terms of 

convincing Dillon, his scheme was a success.  

Following the first meeting, Harvey Brazer wrote the Treasury department’s 

paper. An economist from the University of Michigan who served as Director of the 

Treasury’s Office of Tax Analysis, Brazer presented his paper at a committee meeting 

on October 26. As Heller expected, it came “to quite similar conclusions to our own, 

and by much the same reasoning.” It “concluded that a $10 billion net tax reduction 

would be consistent with the objectives of growth and stability.”624 Crucially, Brazer 

justified this by utilising the full employment budget concept. This “had an impact on 

Dillon’s thinking,” to the point whereby the Treasury Secretary accepted Heller’s 

argument over the size of the tax cut.625 Reflecting this, both the committee’s interim 

statement and its final report (submitted on December 1) called for “$7 to $12 billion 

net reduction in taxes” to “bring actual levels of output up to the economy’s potential 

ability.”626  
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Spurred on by winning the Treasury Secretary to his side, Heller renewed his 

attempts for prompt enactment of a large tax cut, which he wanted decoupled from 

reform. New economic data released in November added grist to his mill. “For the 

next 6 to 8 months,” this revealed, there was “no promise of a significant speedup” in 

economic activity.627 Most worrying was the fact that GNP only rose by $3.3 billion 

during the third quarter of 1962, the smallest quarterly gain in the recovery from the 

1960-61 recession. This meant that the performance gap, which had reduced to $30 

billion at the start of 1962 (from $50 billion the year before), increased to $35 billion 

by November.628 “The long-continued existence of this gap,” the CEA concluded, 

provided “the basic economic case for fiscal action.”629  

Heller mustered a wealth of evidence to try to convince the president to heed 

this advice. As far back as October 3, he sent Kennedy a “sensible survey” of public 

opinion on tax reduction conducted by the Michigan Survey Research Center.630 

Knowing that the president partly resisted a tax cut following the Gallup Poll of July 

31, Heller’s memo sought to demonstrate that public opinion had become more 

favourable to a quick tax cut. The Michigan Survey revealed that 65 percent of 

Americans considered tax reduction a “good idea,” compared with 42 percent a year 

ago (those who thought it was a bad idea went down from 43 percent to 19 

percent).631 Heller followed this up with a note to Kennedy one month later, 

following a Council meeting with AFL-CIO chiefs. The labour leaders, Heller 

asserted, “emphatically expressed their dissatisfaction with the current economic 

situation, their pessimism regarding the future, their feeling of the great need for an 
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immediate tax cut and their concern over the lack of urgency in the Administration 

approach.”632 They urged JFK to “impart a sense of urgency by taking the initiative 

and mounting an all-out campaign” for a large tax cut.633 Additionally, the CEA 

chairman highlighted how certain business economists favoured a tax cut decoupled 

from reform, a point that he made following a CEA meeting with the Conference of 

Business Economists on November 10.634  

As well as highlighting how the public, labour, and certain members of the 

business community favoured prompt tax reduction, Heller continued to stress that 

foreigners did so too. This was particularly after the OECD’s Economic Policy 

Committee adopted a statement in early November, which “urged the United States to 

reduce taxes or increase expenditure or both in order to restore full employment.”635 

A Brookings Institution study of the five-year outlook for the payments deficit, 

commissioned by Heller earlier in the year, issued its preliminary findings in 

November and made a similar argument.636 By the fall, Kennedy had secured 

enactment of both the Trade Expansion Act and the Investment Tax Credit, whilst 

Operation Twist had enjoyed “modest success” throughout 1962 thanks to meetings 

of the Quadriad.637 For Heller, all this indicated that Kennedy could engage in prompt 

fiscal expansion. His efforts to persuade the president to do so culminated in an 

article written for Nation’s Business in November, which coincided with another 

attempt on the Council’s behalf to advocate a “quick, temporary tax cut.”638 In his 
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article, Heller justified a tax cut not only by stressing the problem of the economy’s 

repressive taxation system, but also by emphasising the multiplier effects of one.639  

This advocacy did not overcome either JFK’s commitment to reform or his 

hesitancy to cut taxes promptly. In fact, the president had retreated from close 

association with tax reduction after the summer, not wanting to damage the 

Democratic Party’s chances in the November mid-term elections. In addition, the 

Cuban Missile Crisis of October diverted his attention from domestic issues. Yet, 

according to both Robert Collins and Herbert Stein, Kennedy was far from ready by 

the fall of 1962 “to embrace with enthusiasm the idea of a massive deficit-generating 

tax cut to stimulate the economy.”640 For both these scholars, JFK’s “ultimate 

conversion” was prompted by the actions of the CED, apparently in the final month 

of the year.641 

On December 14, Kennedy addressed several prominent business leaders at 

the Economic Club of New York outlining the case for a tax cut.642 Just twenty-four 

hours beforehand, Heller recalled that he had “never seen the president so anguished 

and soul-searching and uncertain about the correctness of his course on a domestic 

matter.”643 Several cabinet members and conservative businesspersons all prompted 

JFK to question a tax cut.644 Nevertheless, the CED, according to Collins and Stein, 

eased these concerns. The morning of his Economic Club of New York address, that 

organisation finally came out in favour of a large tax cut, having indicated that it 
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would do so throughout the fall.645 Kennedy delivered his speech to some of the 

nation’s most important business leaders and thus received an emphatic reception, 

with the president telling his CEA chairman, “I gave them straight Keynes and Heller, 

and they loved it.”646 Furthermore, traditionally conservative business groups, such as 

COCUS and the NAM, favoured tax reduction by this point (both out of narrow 

financial self-interest and because of the size of the full employment surplus), which 

also impacted on JFK.647 From then on, according to Collins, Stein, and others, 

Kennedy embraced tax reduction fully.648    

This interpretation gives too much credit to the business community for 

facilitating JFK’s eventual conversion to the new economics. This is not least because 

the reaction that the business community gave Kennedy following his Economic Club 

of New York address was more an indication that the president had been educating it 

during the fall of 1962 about the merits of Heller’s ideas. True, Kennedy was nervous 

before this speech, but a closer reading of Heller’s notes twenty-four-hours 

beforehand reveals that when he met with the president JFK made a “reassuring 

comment that I was right…and that he would no doubt go ahead” with the tax cut.649 

Rather than the business community convincing Kennedy to put his heart into tax 

reduction in December, it was the other way around.  

In a meeting with Heller and Gordon three months earlier, JFK expressed his 

frustration with the inability of certain business leaders to embrace modern economic 

thinking. He cited the fact that he got a chilly reception from his audience following 

his Yale Address. “[College] students may absorb these ideas,” the president 
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lamented, “but they seem quickly to adopt the standard clichés when they enter the 

narrow social circle of the business community.”650 Expressing bewilderment with 

the long-held commitment of executives to fiscal conservatism, Kennedy complained 

that it was so “clearly in conflict with their own self-interest.” An “expansionary 

economic policy by government would raise the[ir] profits.”651 Accordingly, 

throughout the fall of 1962 the administration engaged in a robust effort to acquaint 

fiscally conservative and progressive business leaders with the virtues of the new 

economics, culminating in Kennedy’s speech to the Economic Club of New York.652  

At the forefront of this effort, Heller provided press secretary Pierre Salinger 

with material for a presidential address to the White House Conference of Business 

Editors and Publishers in September, gave the principal talk at the Annual Meeting of 

the National Association of Business Economists in October, and addressed the 

Mortgages Bankers Association of America’s annual convention that same month. He 

also sent a copy of a CEA document called ‘Administration Policies to Promote 

Business Enterprise’ to Forbes magazine.653 In November, he took part in a White 

House conference for representatives of labour and management, penned the 

aforementioned article for Nation’s Business, and held regular meetings with both the 

economic policy liaison committee of the administration’s Business Advisory 
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Council and the Conference of Business Economists.654 Thus, Heller made himself “a 

familiar figure at business meetings” during the fall of 1962.655 According to Arthur 

Schlesinger, “his agreeable intelligence and candour” helped to “disarm” the “earlier 

suspicions” of the business community towards his ideas.656  

Demonstrating this, following his address at the National Association of 

Business Economists in October, one senior business figure praised Heller for doing 

an “excellent job,” not least because many of his “fellow members came away with a 

better appreciation of Administration thinking.”657 Rather than the business 

community convincing Kennedy to embrace the new economics fully, JFK and Heller 

both worked to persuade fiscally conservative and progressive executives that the 

Council’s approach was sound. Reflecting this, before he gave his Economic Club of 

New York Address, Kennedy spoke of the educational role that he was playing. “If I 

can convince them,” he told Sorensen of his audience, “I can convince anyone.”658  

To do so, the president wrapped up the arguments for a tax cut in orthodox 

language, emphasising how the measure would boost business profits, increase levels 

of investment, and spur production. “[An] economy hampered by restricting tax 

rates,” Kennedy told the Economic Club, “will never produce enough revenue to 

balance the budget, just as it will never produce enough jobs or enough profits.”659 

Quite clearly, Kennedy assuaged business fears of his economic policies. The Wall 

Street Journal claimed that nearly all business leaders “generally applauded” it, 
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whilst one individual wrote Heller on December 28 to say that everything about 

Kennedy’s address was “brilliant…the speech itself, not to mention the manner in 

which he handled the unknown questions. The President undoubtedly gained 

significant adherence of business to his program.”660 

The argument that JFK endorsed the new economics because the business 

community impelled him to do so lacks substantiation: it underestimates the extent to 

which the administration educated the business community during the fall of 1962 

about the merits of liberal Keynesianism. Furthermore, the tax cut that Heller 

convinced Kennedy to champion in 1962 was different to the one advocated by the 

business community. Heller wanted a larger tax cut than the CED, who came out in 

favour of a measure as small as $6.5 billion (depending on the size of FY 1964 

expenditures).661 The CED also said that, if it were to endorse a tax cut similar in size 

to that advocated by the Council, expenditures for FY 1964 needed to be kept low, 

something that Heller opposed.662 Heller further viewed the tax cut as a means to 

expand the economy and thereby fund the expansion of the liberal state during the 

1960s, whereas the CED, COCUS, and NAM remained focused solely on the need to 

both overcome stagnation and achieve their long-held desire to ease the tax burden.663 

Important differences thus distinguished Heller’s approach to fiscal policy from that 

of the business community, a point that Heller alluded to later in his career.664 This 

clearly undercuts the notion that liberals and business leaders engaged in a consensus 

during the early 1960s over how best to implement Keynesian ideas. 
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Instead of the business community convincing Kennedy to embrace the new 

economics, Heller’s education of the president proved more decisive. Heller later said 

that he had a “marvellous sense all the way through” that Kennedy “was getting it.”665 

So pleasing was JFK’s “responsiveness to analysis, the force of economic logic and 

fact; to analogy, the demonstrated success of Keynesian policies abroad; and to 

anomaly, the continued sacrifice of human and material resources on the altar of false 

concepts of ‘sound finance.’”666 The president’s conversion occurred gradually, but 

his “occasional doubts and concessions to prevailing economic sentiment” were 

merely “detours on his road to modernism.”667 In fact, he proved “a quick study with 

an inquiring mind” and fully embraced Keynesianism, unlike Roosevelt, Truman, and 

Eisenhower.668 Such was JFK’s command of modern fiscal theory by December 

1962, Kermit Gordon later argued that the president knew as much about the subject 

as a college professor.669  

This is significant, as certain historians have criticised JFK for portraying 

himself as an intellectual.670 They insist that this was false, not least because he did 

not write his Pulitzer Prize-winning Book Profiles in Courage. However, JFK 

developed such a fluent grasp of modern fiscal theory under Heller’s tuition – to the 

point whereby some claim he could have taught it – that this undercuts such an 

argument: intellectually, Kennedy was not as shallow or as superficial as the 

revisionists have suggested. It is also worth noting that Kennedy’s sophisticated grasp 

of economics by the end of 1962 sheds light on another key way in which historians 

have sought to conceptualise his presidency. Some have argued that JFK became a 
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more mature leader as his presidency unfolded. They cite both his promotion of civil 

rights legislation and his decision to sign the Nuclear Test Ban treaty in 1963 as 

evidence of this.671 Ignored, however, is the way Kennedy’s knowledge of economics 

developed under Heller. The fact that he was the first president to grasp modern fiscal 

theory fully, having entered the White House committed to commercial 

Keynesianism, certainly adds credence to this argument.   

V 

By the end of 1962, Walter Heller had successfully converted John F. 

Kennedy to growth liberalism, having laid the groundwork the previous year. As this 

chapter has demonstrated, there were signs in January that JFK was ready to move 

beyond commercial Keynesianism. His promotion of the CEA’s three-part 

programme indicated this. It took the Council’s use of the 1962 Economic Report, the 

fear of a Kennedy recession, the establishment of a framework to free JFK to think 

positively about pursuing growth, and Heller’s relentless advocacy of liberal 

Keynesianism, to secure the president’s conversion. Importantly, this occurred before 

the stock market crash of May 27 and the comparisons that Heller made with 

European fiscal policies were integral to it.  

After he captured the president, however, political factors prevented Heller 

from convincing JFK to promote an immediate tax cut. Yet, he did successfully use 

the Cabinet Committee on Economic Growth to convert Dillon during the fall, before 

trying to convince JFK to embrace prompt tax reduction in November. The president 

proved unwilling to do so, but decided to renew his enthusiasm for a tax cut the 

following month. Importantly, this did not happen because of the attitude of the 

business community. Instead, Heller’s persistence throughout the year, the conversion 
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of Dillon to his ideas, and the conclusion of the November mid-term elections, all 

enabled Kennedy to reignite his interest in tax reduction. This was manifest in his 

speech to the Economic Club of New York, which concluded a robust administration 

effort to educate the business community about the merits of the Council’s approach.  

In short, 1962 was Walter Heller’s finest year in the White House. His 

education of Kennedy, who entered office knowing little about the new economics, 

was certainly his greatest accomplishment as CEA chairman. After finally capturing 

not just Kennedy but also the business community, the CEA chairman quickly told 

the president to send a tax bill to the Hill. “Congress may be lukewarm,” he 

explained, “but powerful groups throughout the country are ready for action. When 

the Chicago Board of Commerce, the AFL-CIO, the CED, and the US Chamber are 

on the same side – when repeated editorials in BusinessWeek are indistinguishable 

from those appearing in the Washington Post – the prospect for action cannot be 

wholly dim.”672 Kennedy heeded Heller’s request. In January 1963, he asked 

Congress to pass a large tax cut. This sparked off a yearlong battle for its enactment. 

Examining the role Heller played in securing the passage of this legislation – which 

brought the Keynesian revolution in America to its climax – is the next stage in his 

story.  
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Chapter Five 

“Mr Tax Cut” 

On February 18, 1963, the Washington Post’s Robert Thompson proclaimed ‘Heller’s 

Concepts Now Prevail.’ After two years of presidential education, Thompson 

explained, Walter Heller’s “liberal, expansionist policies” were “the prevailing 

economic concepts of Mr. Kennedy’s regime.”673 A response to the fact that, in 

January, Kennedy called upon Congress to pass a $13.6 billion tax cut on July 1 

(comprising $11 billion for individuals and $2.6 billion for corporations), the Post’s 

article highlighted just how much Heller’s influence had increased over the previous 

two years. “In a very real sense,” it said, “the proposal is Walter Heller’s grand 

experiment with the American economy.”674 True, a legislative initiative finally 

embodied Heller’s ideas, but the tax cut’s enactment remained a problem. The 

prospect of substantially increasing the deficit frightened both the American people 

and their representatives in Congress. Accordingly, this chapter examines Heller’s 

third year as CEA chairman, ending with Kennedy’s assassination. It assesses how he 

promoted and defended the tax cut as it made its way through Congress. It also 

examines how he sought to shape monetary policy in a way that did not compromise 

the eventual impact of that measure. 

I 

The tax cut that Kennedy sent to Congress in January 1963 was the product of 

much deliberation within the administration. After Heller finally persuaded both the 

president and his Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon to promote a large tax cut in 

December 1962, debate switched to the size of the deficit that the tax cut should 

induce as well as that measure’s timing. This resulted in new disagreements between 
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the Council and the Treasury. Of the two issues, the former proved the most 

contentious. This was because several conservative politicians (including Ways and 

Means Committee chairman Wilbur Mills) and business groups such as the CED 

demanded a reduction in the government’s FY 1964 expenditures, so as to prevent a 

large deficit.675 Consequently, Dillon advised JFK in early December to limit the 

administration’s projected spending for FY 1964 to under $100 billion, a symbolic 

gesture given the fact that expenditures were close to surpassing that figure for the 

first time.676 The president also wanted to keep the FY 1964 deficit under 

Eisenhower’s record peacetime deficit of $12.4 billion, so that he could not be 

criticised as a reckless spender.677  

The Council strongly argued against both. It did not matter, Heller contended, 

that Kennedy might defend the largest deficit in peacetime history, not least because 

“even without a tax cut” there was “no insurance that the 1964 deficit could be held 

below Ike’s record.”678 If a recession occurred in FY 1964, for example, the deficit 

would increase beyond $12.4 billion. According to Heller, the choice thus lay 

“between a weak program that tries to go only a little beyond the record $12.4 billion 

deficit, and a strong program that ignores the old mark.”679 Whilst Heller’s arguments 

were persuasive, Dillon shared with Kennedy another of his concerns that a quick, 

large tax cut would spark inflationary concerns in financial circles and thereby 

endanger the nation’s gold reserves.680 As noted, Dillon and Kennedy no longer 

believed in this argument, but the Treasury Secretary worried that it remained popular 
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outside the White House. As a result, he wanted to spread the tax cut over the course 

of three years, with most of it phased into the latter period, so that the measure would 

not damage business confidence. This prompted Heller to complain that Dillon 

favoured “virtually a no-stimulus fiscal program for ‘63.”681 In contrast, the CEA 

chairman wanted Kennedy to push as much of the tax cut into the first year as 

possible and went as far as suggesting that he should run a $14 billion deficit for FY 

1964 to facilitate this.682  

Due to the concerns expressed by Dillon, Kennedy was reluctant to endorse 

such a suggestion. To compound Heller’s problems, John Kenneth Galbraith 

temporarily diverted the president’s attention in December and January. As Heller 

recalled, Galbraith’s ideas were briefly subjected to “some soul-searching” by JFK.683 

Determined that Kennedy should increase taxes rather than decrease them, the now-

Ambassador to India argued that this would provide enough funds to modernise the 

nation’s depleted public sector.684 Heller, too, was concerned about the state of 

America’s schools, roads, and hospitals, but he reminded the president “a vigorous 

economy, stimulated by tax cuts, will provide a broader economic base and 

atmosphere of prosperity.”685 This would produce the revenues to overhaul the public 

sector and would create a robust, high-employment economy.686 Swayed more by his 

CEA chairman’s arguments, and aware, too, that expenditure programmes of the size 

advocated by Galbraith would be near impossible to push through Congress, the small 

part of Kennedy that entertained the latter’s proposal “gradually disappeared” in “late 
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’62 and early ’63.”687  

Despite responding well to Galbraith, Heller needed to square his ideal tax cut 

package with that of Dillon. This eventually occurred in late December, but not 

entirely to the CEA chairman’s satisfaction. After not reaching consensus over the 

size and timing of the tax cut earlier that month, Heller, Dillon, and other advisers 

held a series of post-Christmas meetings at Palm Beach, where “final decisions were 

reached.”688 There, the CEA chairman did not convince Kennedy that both the timing 

of the tax cut and the size of the deficit should be on his terms. As he recalled, “the 

Eisenhower budget constraint” was “very prominent, and it was the main tool that the 

Treasury used” in the negotiations.689  

Following mid-December discussions between Treasury officials and Wilbur 

Mills, it had also become apparent that in order to get a tax cut through Congress, 

JFK would have to “hold the line on expenditures, link reduction with reform, and 

pace reductions over a number of years.”690 What emerged from the meetings in Palm 

Beach was a tax cut proposal that failed to meet Heller’s ideal expectations. 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that his “arguments very likely saved the reductions 

from being even more thoroughly compromised.”691 This ensured that “the 

Administration accepted a larger deficit than it originally had had in mind [for FY 

1964].”692 Content that the proposal formulated at the end of 1962 would provide a 

boon to the economy, Heller helped draft portions of Kennedy’s 1963 Budget 

Message, which the president issued on January 17. 

This came three days either side of both his State of the Union Address and 
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the release of the 1963 Economic Report, both of which also outlined the president’s 

tax bill and the rationale that underpinned it. The nation’s “obsolete tax system,” 

Kennedy remarked in the first of these statements, “exerts too heavy a drag on private 

purchasing power, profits, and employment.”693 A $13.5 billion tax cut, phased in 

over three years with only $6 billion coming in year one, offered the best means to 

overcome this problem. To show that he was acting in a responsible manner, 

Kennedy explained that not only did these staged reductions demonstrate that his 

programme would be financially sound, they were also going to be accompanied by 

revenue-raising reforms that would yield $3.4 billion following projected enactment 

in January 1964. This meant that the overall reduction in taxes would amount to just 

$10.1 billion.694 The Budget Message elaborated upon the rationale that underpinned 

the tax plan. “Our present choice,” Heller wrote, “is between chronic deficits arising 

out of a slow rate of economic growth, and temporary deficits stemming from a tax 

program designed to promote fuller use of our resources and more rapid economic 

growth.”695 By essentially saying that there were “good” deficits and “bad” deficits, 

this line partly encapsulated what was so “new” about the “new economics.” As 

Heller informed Kennedy, “no president has ever said this before.”696  

Despite the strong Keynesian language that underpinned these messages, both 

the CEA chairman and the president also paid tribute to traditional economic ideas, so 

as to not alienate those unfamiliar with the new economics. Much like Kennedy’s 

December 1962 address to the Economic Club of New York, the Budget Message 

invoked the principle of sound finance, at one point saying that Kennedy felt “obliged 
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to limit severely” his “[FY] 1964 expenditure proposals.”697 It also stated that whilst 

the revenue loss for FY 1964 would be $5.3 billion, the increased revenues that 

would result from the better performing economy meant that the overall loss would 

only amount to $2.7 billion. This would leave a deficit of approximately $11.9 

billion.698 Additionally, in the Economic Report the Council “presented no estimates 

of the full-employment surplus” to justify the tax cut, further indicating that Heller 

did not want to utilise advanced Keynesian thinking.699 Meanwhile, all three of the 

president’s statements emphasised how the tax cut would produce enough growth and 

revenues to yield a balanced budget.700  

The president and his CEA chairman, then, sought to tone down their 

Keynesian rhetoric to sell the tax cut. At the same time, they sought to pre-empt any 

likely criticisms against it. Resultantly, all the above messages stressed the 

economy’s unused capacity in order to alleviate fears of both inflation and a potential 

balance-of-payments crisis. The Economic Report also sought to quell concerns that 

an increase in the size of the deficit would enlarge the national debt, noting that, in 

relation to GDP, America’s debt had shrunk since 1945 due to the pace at which the 

economy had expanded.701 Despite this, Heller found himself in another disagreement 

with the Treasury, certain members of which favoured “the deletion or drastic 

shortening and revision of the section on ‘Tax Reduction and the National Debt’” in 

the 1963 Economic Report.702 In their view, the inclusion of this section would draw 

attention to fears about debt, providing critics of the programme with an obvious line 
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of attack. In response, Heller informed Kennedy that fear of the debt would “in any 

case be played up by those in opposition to your program – whether our report deals 

with them or not.”703 The inclusion of this section would provide those in favour of 

the tax cut with useful statistics, whilst simply ignoring the issue would open the 

administration “to the charge (a) that we don’t take deficits and the debt seriously or 

(b) that we’re ducking the issue because we’re afraid of it.”704 Kennedy agreed with 

Heller’s arguments and the section remained untouched, a decision that demonstrated 

the extent to which both men sought to forestall likely attacks against the tax cut. 

Despite these efforts, the proposal encountered a firestorm of criticism 

following its announcement. Of its two elements, the Treasury’s reform package 

generated the most controversy. Many interest groups opposed the tax bill altogether 

because of the loopholes that the Treasury intended to close.705 At the same time, it 

should not be underestimated how the issues of deficits, debt, and inflation stirred up 

opposition to the tax cut. This was especially because numerous members of both 

parties viewed the plan as fiscally irresponsible. “Some thought the budget deficit too 

large and feared it would engender inflation,” one historian has remarked, whilst 

congressional Republicans “disliked the administration’s bill in the context of the 

budget Kennedy had submitted for fiscal 1964.”706 As a result, they argued that the 

tax cut should be matched by reduced expenditures, with Senate Minority Leader 

Everett Dirksen of Illinois calling the projected deficit for FY 1964 “‘incredible.’”707 

Taken aback by this hostile response, Heller appeared before the Joint Economic 

Committee on January 28 and defended the tax bill.  

The extent to which Heller defended the tax cut and helped push it through 
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Congress in 1963 has been subject to differing interpretations. Some have claimed 

that the CEA chairman “led the fight in pushing the [tax] plan through Congress.”708 

Others, by comparison, have argued that his role was insignificant. Reflecting this 

view, one individual wrote Heller in 1964 offering his congratulations for the 

eventual passage of the measure, but remarked that while the CEA chairman had 

“composed” the piece “someone else played [the tune].”709 This chapter will show 

that Heller’s contribution to the legislative process of the tax cut was important but 

not vital. This was because members of the Treasury spent more time on Capitol Hill 

working with members of Congress to push the bill forward. However, Heller did 

apply pressure on lawmakers at certain moments, mustered further evidence in favour 

of the measure as the legislative process unfolded, and publicly defended the tax 

programme against its critics.  

II 

He first did the latter during his JEC appearance on January 28. Here, the 

University of Michigan’s Gardner Ackley flanked Heller. Ackley was one of two new 

members of the Council after James Tobin and Kermit Gordon left their posts the 

previous year. Importantly, the mere presence of the CEA chairman before the JEC 

demonstrated the extent to which Heller was engaged in the legislative process of the 

tax cut. This was because his predecessors (except for Keyserling) refused to testify 

in an open manner before congressional committees, seeing themselves as leading “a 

quiet, data-gathering group of economists.”710 Heller, by comparison, was determined 

to transform the CEA into “a top-flight analysis and policy center within the 
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administration.”711 Consequently, he regularly appeared before Congress. In short, his 

advocacy of the tax cut to the JEC demonstrated that he was an active participant in 

the legislative process.   

Harder to ascertain, is the extent to which Heller’s various appearances before 

Congress in 1963 aided the passage of the tax cut. His JEC appearance on January 28 

was hardly successful. In their testimony, Heller and Ackley downplayed the risks 

that the tax cut posed to prices, the level of debt, and the balance-of-payments. 

However, what distinguished it from previous Council and administration statements 

was that they also went into detail about the multiplier effects of the proposal. “Apart 

from tax reduction,” Heller explained, “one finds no prospect of a sustained rise in 

demand which might carry the economy within striking distance of its productive 

potential.”712  

Using the example of an $8.5 billion tax cut, Heller and Ackley outlined how 

a reduction of that size would eliminate the performance gap. They explained that, 

out of the $8.5 billion, consumers would spend $8 billion. This process would be 

“repeated period after period.”713 To meet the rise in demand, production would 

increase. This would itself create a further $4 billion of GNP and would boost 

purchasing power (leading to a further increase in output). This “in turn leads to a 

further increase of spending of about $2 billion; another round of about $1 billion, 

and so on.”714 The cumulative effect of these enlargements in GNP would be $16 

billion, which would constitute a consumption multiplier of two. However, the rate of 
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investment would also accelerate, as businesses would respond to enlarged markets 

by expanding plant and equipment.715 After acknowledging that it was difficult to 

determine what the investment multiplier would be, Heller and Ackley deemed it 

“reasonable to expect that the combined effects of added consumption and investment 

can close, or nearly close, the gap between potential and actual output.”716 

This attempt to impress the JEC with the multiplier effects of the tax cut made 

use of the multiplier-accelerator (M-A) model developed by Paul Samuelson in the 

late 1930s. According to economist Martin Prachowny, not only was this model 

outdated, but also the conclusions that Heller and Ackley reached because of 

deploying it were inaccurate, shortcomings that undermined their efforts to sell the 

tax cut to the JEC. For Prachowny, Heller and Ackley should have used the IS-LM 

model, developed by Alvin Hansen and the British economist John Hicks shortly after 

Samuelson formulated his.717 Technically more advanced, this would have shown the 

tax cut’s impact on the rate of interest. This was important because William 

McChesney Martin told the JEC that interest rates would naturally rise in the wake of 

the tax cut, thereby “‘crowd[ing] out’ some investment.”718 If the Council had 

deployed the IS-LM model, Prachowny has argued, they would have offered a more 

complete perspective of the tax cut’s impact to the JEC.719 This would also have 

enabled them to put pressure on Martin to boost the money supply.720 By not doing 

so, Heller and Ackley did not deploy one of the best tools available to sell the tax 

programme to Congress. 

Additionally, Prachowny maintained that both Council members did not 
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adequately predict the multiplier effects of the tax cut. This apparently failed to sit 

well with Senator Paul Douglas, a trained economist and chairman of the JEC. After 

reading their prepared statement on January 28, Douglas asked Heller and Ackley to 

explain in more depth how the consumption and investment multipliers worked. After 

Ackley used a set of charts to do so, Douglas apparently showed that he was 

“dissatisfied with the Council’s presentation,” not least because he asked the 

economist Roy Moor to present his own, independent calculations.721 Moor’s 

investment multiplier calculations differed from the Council’s, leading Douglas to 

indicate that he “wanted more details on the investment response than the Council 

had provided.”722 Hence, not only did Heller and Ackley make use of an outdated 

model to justify the tax cut, they also reached the wrong conclusions because of 

deploying it. 

Prachowny’s arguments have several limitations. Firstly, given the fact that 

Heller deemed it necessary to wrap up the arguments for the tax cut in orthodox 

language, it is understandable that he did not deploy a more sophisticated Keynesian 

model to justify it. Doing so would not have changed the minds of the JEC’s fiscal 

conservatives (a minority on that committee), who either opposed a tax cut or insisted 

a significant expenditure reduction should accompany such a measure.723 Douglas did 

probe Heller and Ackley extensively during their JEC testimony, but suggestions he 

was unhappy with their answers are wrong. Exemplifying this, the JEC’s report on 

the administration’s Economic Report, most of which was authored by Douglas, 
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supported the administration’s tax cut proposal.724 Douglas also later dismissed the 

differences between the Council’s multiplier estimates and that of Roy Moor’s.725 

Therefore, Heller and Ackley had adequate justifications for deploying the model that 

they did and the differences between theirs and Moor’s multiplier estimates did not 

dissatisfy Douglas to the extent that Prachowny has insisted. 

Nevertheless, Heller did make one error in his JEC testimony, which provided 

critics of the tax cut with an important piece of ammunition. This came in the form of 

a remark that he made to the Democratic Representative Martha Griffiths of 

Michigan. After she explained that her constituents opposed the tax cut, Heller 

responded that it was “quite remarkable that the basic Puritan ethic of the American 

people should be such that they want to deny themselves tax reduction…because of 

their fears of deficits, and the additions to the national debt.”726 Despite claiming that 

he “didn’t say it in a downgrading way,” Heller’s attack on the Puritan ethic – values 

of hard work, frugality, and thrift – equated, in the eyes of some, to an attack on the 

character of the American people.727 This led John Byrnes of Wisconsin, the ranking 

Republican member of the Ways and Means Committee, to remark that he “would 

rather be a Puritan than a Heller.”728 The CEA chairman’s comment “gave critics of 

deficit financing an opportunity” to “attack” the tax cut.729 Thus, after the 

administration devoted so much time to formulating a proposal that was “tailored to 

meet the acid tests of Congressional legitimation processes,” Heller’s public 
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promotion of it got off to a bad start.730   

III 

The JEC’s hearings on the tax cut concluded in early February, after which the 

Ways and Means Committee considered the measure. Here, the proposal was debated 

and redrafted until the autumn. Heller had been a long-time acquaintance of the 

chairman of that committee, Wilbur Mills, having worked with him closely during his 

wartime stint at the Treasury. However, the CEA chairman did not play a direct role 

in the negotiations that took place between the administration and the committee.731 

As a result, Heller spent the period during which the committee considered the tax cut 

seeking to muster support for it from outside of Congress. This, he hoped, would 

translate into positive committee action. Crucial to this was an effort to win popular 

support for the tax cut.  

On February 10, Heller appeared on Meet the Press, a television show that 

“subject[ed] national decision makers at the peak of their influence to critical and 

probing questions [from the nation’s top journalists] in front of the mass public.”732 

Heller told Kennedy that this would provide him with “a good chance to answer some 

of the dirtiest and most damaging arguments against the tax cut.”733 No sooner did the 

programme start, however, than Vermont Royster of the Wall Street Journal criticised 

Heller for his remark to the JEC two weeks earlier. “[Y]ou have complained that the 

American people…aren’t smart enough to understand why big deficits financed by 

inflation aren’t good economics…what is wrong with the puritan ethic,” Royster 
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asked Heller.734 In his defence, the CEA chairman argued that he cited the puritan 

ethic “in an admiring” way, yet the interview did little to help him rectify the gaffe he 

had made weeks earlier.735 Reflecting this, the “attack on the Puritan ethic did not end 

there,” not least because “the voice of middle America, Mary Craig, came after 

Heller” by citing his remark one month later.736  

The interrogation Heller received on Meet the Press did not deter him from 

his public campaign. In addition to further appearances on that programme, he 

appeared on Eye-Witness, gave regular speeches across the country, and wrote for the 

Saturday Evening Post.737 Heller’s growing public profile induced Look magazine to 

label him “Mr Tax Cut.”738 As well as using the Council’s pulpit for public education 

to drum up support for the measure, the CEA chairman worked behind-the-scenes to 

achieve this too. One way that he did so was by suggesting that the Treasury 

investigate how the tax cut would improve the finances of America’s state-local 

governments.739 This proved useful for Kennedy, who was provided with an analysis 

of how the tax cut could transform the revenues of Illinois, where the president was 

due to speak in March.740 It was also useful for other administration officials. In a 

speech in Atlanta on March 8, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Joseph Barr 

said that an “extra $71 million would be added to Georgia’s tax revenues” following 

enactment of the tax cut.741 Two months later, Dillon officially released the findings 
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of his department’s investigation. This revealed that state and local governments 

would “get an annual $2.9 billion revenue bonanza” if Congress enacted Kennedy’s 

proposal, something that Paul Douglas referred to as “heartening.”742    

In addition to highlighting the potential impact of the tax cut, Heller worked 

behind-the-scenes to ensure that a favourable transnational comparison received 

coverage in the press. In 1963, the Conservative government in Britain, responding to 

that nation’s slack economy, proposed a reduction of tax liabilities (notably on 

personal income) equivalent to $11.7 billion in a single year.743 To add legitimacy to 

the president’s proposal, Heller sought to highlight how the British were using bold, 

Keynesian methods. On April 27, the CEA chairman told Kennedy that he had 

“carefully placed” articles that compared the two tax cuts in the New York Times, 

Newsweek, and the Associated Press.744 The AP stated, “President Kennedy’s fiscal 

advisers, who had felt pretty daring up to now, are studying the new British budget 

with goggle eyes.”745 This was because the Conservative government had proposed “a 

bigger deficit” in GNP terms than Kennedy did for FY 1964.746 “The Kennedy fiscal 

advisers,” it went on to note, were “comforted, and even flattered, that the British 

people took some lessons from the United States plan for dealing with a slack 

economy.”747 What amazed them the most was that “the British public and parliament 

aren’t screaming bloody murder about ‘fiscal irresponsibility.’”748 

As he worked both publicly and privately to muster popular support for the 

tax cut, Heller had to defend the measure against continuous criticism. These came 
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from both the left and the right of the political spectrum. Soon after Kennedy 

announced the tax cut, Leon Keyserling emerged as one of its most vocal opponents. 

Believing strongly that the “the lower and middle income brackets need more social 

service, more housing, more medical care, and more aid to education,” the former 

CEA chairman suggested that increased spending, in addition to tax reduction, 

offered the best means to drive the economy forward.749 Keyserling’s discontent with 

JFK’s economic policies reached its peak in a speech that personally attacked Heller 

and Ackley. Not only did he describe their policies as “incompetent, regressive, not 

socially-minded, and not very courageous,” he implied that his personal cook 

understood economics better than they did.750   

Because Keyserling served as an important voice for the AFL-CIO, the ADA, 

and other left-liberal interest groups, it was essential for Heller to take the sting out of 

his criticisms. The CEA chairman decided to “cozy up” to his fellow liberal 

economist in order “to neutralize him.”751 This he did by arranging a series of 

meetings between both Keyserling and Kennedy, which provided the former with “a 

bit of an audience” to “quiet him down.”752 Heller and Ackley also told Keyserling 

that, whilst the Council was sympathetic to his views, it would be impossible to push 

his expenditure plans through Congress.753 As with Galbraith, Heller and Ackley 

showed Keyserling that the best way to modernise the public sector would be to cut 

taxes, as this would eventually provide the revenues needed to build and improve the 

nation’s schools, hospitals, and roads. Though Heller later said that this amiable 
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approach “never did any good,” certain evidence suggests otherwise.754 In May, 

Keyserling indicated that he would act more cooperatively with the administration.755 

Reflecting this, Heller drafted a presidential letter to Keyserling on July 24 which 

explained that the “thrust of your [latest] criticism – so long as it is couched in the 

generally temperate and responsible terms you have adopted…is good.”756                 

Though Heller helped moderate the criticisms of Keyserling, his efforts to 

defend the tax bill from its conservative critics proved more challenging. One big 

issue during this period spurred on those who considered the tax cut fiscally 

irresponsible: the fact that the economy picked up. This amounted to a blow for 

Heller because, in the wake of the JEC hearings, Kennedy decided that selling the tax 

cut on technical grounds alone had not been “a very persuasive argument with 

Congress.”757 As a result, both Heller and Kennedy stressed that there would be a 

recession if their bill was not passed.758 On March 21, however, they dropped this 

strategy, for the CEA chairman had realised that the economy was performing better 

than expected. The Council’s GNP forecast for the second quarter of 1963 indicated 

that output was $10 billion higher than the first quarter.759 Heller expected this to 

have “two effects on the tax cut discussion.”760 In the first case, opponents of the 

measure would likely adopt the “Tom Curtis Approach,” which Heller named after a 

conservative Republican congressman from Missouri. This involved saying that a tax 

cut, or at least a large one, was undesirable because the economy was doing well.761 
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Alternatively, proponents of the measure could adopt the “Hale Boggs Approach,” 

named for the-then Democratic House Majority Whip from Louisiana. This involved 

stressing that the more prosperous economy would decrease the size of the FY 1964 

deficit, thereby making a larger tax cut a possibility.762      

The latter was the tactic that Heller urged the administration to adopt. The 

importance of doing so soon intensified because, partly in response to the better 

economic picture, the Ways and Means Committee postponed the tax cut’s enactment 

until October. Worried that this delay meant that the economy would require a more 

potent stimulus, Heller informed Kennedy that they should use “the Boggs point that 

a stronger economy means a smaller deficit.”763 In comparison, Dillon opposed 

speeding up the tax cut in this way. Siding more with proponents of the Tom Curtis 

Approach, the Treasury Secretary argued that the “present state of the economy gives 

no excuse for such a suggestion.”764 In the end, the administration made no notable 

attempt to speed up the tax cut’s calendar. Nevertheless, Dillon and Heller did work 

together to refute the suggestion that the improved economic conditions negated the 

need for the measure altogether. The Treasury’s report into the tax cut’s probable 

impact upon state-local finances, for example, “came at a time when doubt” was 

“being expressed about the need for a federal tax cut.”765 Similarly, both worked to 

mobilise businesspersons to lobby for the measure. In a speech to the Business 

Council on May 11, Heller “made an eloquent plea for the proposed tax cut.”766 The 

Treasury, by comparison, established a business lobby group, with Henry Ford II as 
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its chair, to support the tax cut in 1963.767 

As well as mobilising support from business leaders, Heller arranged for 

“three of the country’s top economists” to circulate a petition in favour of the tax 

cut.768 Not only was this signed by 412 economists across 43 colleges and 

universities, it refuted the argument of those who supported the Tom Curtis Approach 

by stating that “‘natural forces’ alone will not eliminate excess unemployment this 

year or even next.”769 Clearly pleased with the response, Heller informed Kennedy 

that he would “get the most effective distribution” of it.770 Nevertheless, even though 

the CEA chairman succeeded at drumming up elitist support for the tax cut, the 

legislative process went on at its own pace. In addition to the improved economic 

picture, this was due to the intense debate generated by the administration’s reform 

proposals. By June, the Ways and Means committee had virtually stripped the 

reforms from the tax package altogether, leading Heller to vent his frustration at the 

president by saying that he had always “opposed cluttering up the 1963 tax cut by 

inclusion of tax reforms.”771 What also worried the CEA chairman was that, despite 

the improved economic outlook, he saw “little assurance that private consumption 

and investment will keep rising through 1964 without a potent stimulus.”772 To 

compound his problems, the Federal Reserve also showed signs of adopting policies 

that would hasten this development. 

IV 

Throughout 1961-62, the Fed had implemented Operation Twist. However, 
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the balance-of-payments deficit took a turn for the worse early in 1963, largely “as a 

result of an increase in capital flowing overseas.”773 At the end of May, it stood at 

$1.5 billion, up from $670 million in the first quarter of 1963.774 In early April, Heller 

expressed concern at a “heightened interest in tighter money” on behalf of both the 

Treasury and the Fed.775 This displeased him because such a course of action would 

slow down the economy before the enactment of the tax cut. Sensing a problem with 

the payments deficit back in December, the Fed had raised short-term interest rates 

then. According to Heller, there was no need to do so again. This was especially 

because the administration had put pressure upon the Canadian government to reduce 

its interest rates to allow capital to flow back to America.776 To reinforce his 

argument, Heller passed Kennedy the findings of the Brookings Institution’s 1963 

preliminary report on the long-term outlook for the payments problem, which warned 

that raising interest rates would harm the domestic economy.777 The CEA chairman 

also stressed that it was preferable to wait until after the tax cut’s enactment before 

tightening credit. This was because a slight rise in interest rates would naturally occur 

if the administration adopted “a truly expansionary fiscal policy.”778  

Due to Heller’s arguments in early April, the Treasury and the Fed both 

agreed that it was not desirable to increase short-term interest rates.779 No sooner was 

this consensus reached, than at a meeting on April 18 JFK expressed alarm at being 

told that the nation’s gold reserves might fall to $13 billion.780 This prompted Martin 
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to remark that the US could put “deflationary pressure on the economy through 

monetary policies.”781 Heller responded by arguing that the “basic goal was not 

merely to save gold, but to do it in a way that kept domestic expansion going.”782 

Despite this, the Fed tightened monetary policy in early May, causing the rate on 

three-month Treasury bills to rise to 3 percent (from 2.9 percent).783 This decision 

concerned Heller, who feared “that higher short-term rates will now spill over into the 

long-term market.”784 This would lead to less capital availability for mortgages, plant 

and equipment, and state and local facilities, all of which were integral to the 

economy’s productive capacity.785 Monetary policy needed, he implored, “to be more 

sensitive to its probable impact on long-term rates.”786 

The Fed’s decision in May caused a further complication, one that Dillon 

raised with Kennedy in June. “Any further increase in short-term rates,” the Treasury 

Secretary warned, “will require a change in the rediscount rate,” the level of interest 

at which commercial banks drew short-term capital from the central banking 

system.787 This was because certain short-term rates could not “go substantially above 

the rediscount rate,” which had stayed at 3 percent since November 1960.788 Dillon 

also knew that increasing the discount rate would ease the payments deficit by putting 

a brake upon the domestic economy. This is another likely reason why such a policy 

appealed to him. Unsurprisingly, Dillon’s desire to raise the discount rate alarmed 

Heller. He informed Kennedy that a ½ percent increase favoured by both Martin and 

the Treasury Secretary would “have the same negative impact on GNP as knocking 
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$1½ to $3 billion off your proposed tax cut.”789 True, there would be ways “to ease 

somewhat the impact” of a discount rate hike. Nevertheless, the CEA chairman 

stressed that one “inescapable fact remains: the supply of [long-term] funds would be 

available only at a higher price, and at that higher price less of it would be used for 

expansion of the economy via housing, plant and equipment, municipal construction, 

and so forth.”790 Rather than tighten money, Heller argued, the administration “should 

simply stick to the path it was already following.”791 

Worried that Kennedy might support a discount rate hike, the CEA chairman 

told the president that the administration should deploy “a ‘twist’ policy with a 

vengeance.”792 This involved persuading the Fed to buy vigorously in the long-term 

market to maintain low long-term rates, which would ensure that ample funds would 

be available to maintain high levels of investment.793 Despite formulating this plan, 

the CEA chairman preferred there to be no rise in the discount rate altogether. So, he 

wrote to Kennedy on July 7 to dissuade him from approving this course of action. To 

prevent an immediate response from the Treasury Secretary, he deliberately ensured 

that a copy did not reach Dillon.794 Calling himself “the professional guardian of the 

Kennedy expansion,” the CEA chairman stressed that a rise in the discount rate was 

undesirable.795 He also explained that if the discount rate was increased, he had 

serious misgivings about whether the Fed and the Treasury would comply with any 

request to pursue a more vigorous Twist policy, especially because, in early 1961, 
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Heller struggled to persuade both to adopt Operation Twist in the first place.796 

To bolster his argument, Heller arranged for James Tobin, a specialist on 

monetary policy, to offer his thoughts on a discount rate hike. Agreeing with Heller 

that such a policy was unwise, Tobin remarked that it would be difficult to raise 

short-term rates further and not affect the long-term market, especially as he doubted 

whether the Fed would pursue the ‘Super-Twist’ to the extent necessary.797 Swayed 

by Heller’s counterattack, Kennedy asked his CEA chairman how he would tackle the 

payments crisis. This prompted Heller to deny that the payments deficit posed any 

long-term problem, especially because inflationary forces on the European continent 

indicated that US exports were likely to rise.798 The CEA chairman also reiterated his 

case that an expanding economy would take care of the nation’s trade imbalance, for 

if “profits rise and investment opportunities expand at home, the attention of investors 

will shift to the domestic scene.”799  

No sooner did the president’s attention sway back in Heller’s favour than 

Dillon re-entered the fray. On July 10, the Treasury Secretary drew Kennedy’s 

attention to “recent market action.”800 He did this to undermine Heller’s argument 

that a rise in the discount rate would have an undesirable impact upon long-term 

investments. Because rumours had been circulating about a rise in the discount rate, 

the Treasury Secretary noted that a “1/4 of 1 percent” increase on the rate of 90-day 

Government bills had taken place.801 The “minor influence” of this rate change “on 

the long-term market,” Dillon explained, “was dramatically illustrated by the [very 
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recent and] successful competitive sale” of “a $50 million Illinois Bell Telephone 

Company issue of 40-year bonds.”802 This had been “brought to the market at a rate 

of 4.36 percent and was a prompt sell-out.”803   

Undecided about changing the discount rate, JFK called a meeting of the 

Quadriad on July 15 to solve the matter. Prior to this, Heller emphasised the views of 

certain European officials to deter JFK from endorsing Dillon’s approach, a technique 

that had worked well for him in 1962.804 However, making use of this transnational 

comparison did not help Heller this time around, as on July 15 Kennedy sided with 

Dillon. At that meeting, the Treasury Secretary opened by saying that the payments 

deficit was developing to the point “where it bordered on a ‘run’ on the dollar.”805 

Indeed, figures showed that the trade imbalance amounted to $5 billion (at an annual 

rate) for the second quarter of 1963.806 “An increase in the discount rate and a 

somewhat smaller rise in the Treasury bill rate,” Dillon concluded, “could save $500 

million in short-term capital outflows.”807 This, together with other actions that the 

president would soon announce, would cut the payments deficit by $2 billion.808 Any 

rise in the cost of short-term capital would not have an undesirable effect upon the 

long-term market, Dillon also maintained, not least because of the evidence that he 

presented to Kennedy five days earlier.809 

Though Heller questioned the majority of Dillon’s points, Kennedy heeded 

the advice of his Treasury Secretary on the need for a 0.5 percent rise in the discount 
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rate. Still, it is worth noting that Heller’s presence at the meeting did ensure that 

“there was discussion of the possible restrictive effects [of a discount rate hike] upon 

the U.S. domestic economy.”810 This led to an agreement that the Treasury and the 

Fed would deploy the ‘Super-Twist’ policy championed by the CEA chairman.811 

Moreover, following the Fed’s announcement of the discount rate hike on July 16, 

Kennedy followed it up two days later with a message that laid out a new set of 

policies to curb the payments problem. This included a statement that committed his 

administration to exploring “long-range reform” of the Bretton Woods system, 

something that the Council had long-favoured.812  

It is also worth noting that, as the payments situation deteriorated throughout 

the first half of 1963, talk took place within the administration about the possibility of 

devaluing the dollar. As early as February 24, for example, Heller forwarded JFK 

excerpts of a talk by Paul Samuelson, where the MIT economist explained that the 

US should be prepared to “alter the parity of the dollar” if it were “truly 

overvalued.”813 This was also something that Tobin agreed with.814 As Amy Davis 

has noted, talk of devaluation in 1963 helped enable Kennedy “to change his mind 

about international monetary reform,” not least because it provided “a fundamentally 

different context within which to view the issue.”815 This demonstrated that, since 

1961, a large shift in the president’s views had taken place.816 When he came to 

office, Kennedy had feared upsetting the banking and finance community, so he 
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refused to endorse a strong fiscal stimulus, ruled out any possibility of devaluation, 

and rejected the Council’s various calls for an overhaul of the Bretton Woods system. 

By the summer of 1963, the president had opened himself up to the latter.817 Heller 

thus did not win the battle over the discount rate hike, but he was successful at 

convincing Kennedy to conduct international monetary policy with less fear of 

upsetting bankers and financers. Furthermore, the CEA chairman ensured that the Fed 

engaged in the ‘Super-Twist,’ which meant that as monetary policy tightened in the 

summer of 1963, its impact upon the tax cut would be minimised.    

V 

After ensuring that the rise in the discount rate would not seriously undermine 

the tax cut, Heller’s focus switched back to securing the enactment of that measure. 

This had languished in the Ways and Means Committee during both July and August. 

Indeed, it took from July to September 13 for its members to conclude voting on the 

tax cut’s various provisions.818 Concerned that the measure was stalling, Heller 

indirectly attempted to increase the pressure upon its members. In an appearance 

before the House Banking Committee on July 26, he raised concern about a softening 

economic picture in 1964, saying that “house construction, automobile sales and 

business spending for new plant and equipment might all start declining next year, 

unless a tax reduction was put into effect.”819 The increase in GNP during the spring 

of 1963, he also said, was “‘not a boom by any standards,’” being “scarcely enough 

“‘to keep up with an expanding labor force and growing productivity.’”820  

This effort failed to speed up the Ways and Means Committee’s consideration 
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of the tax cut. In fact, when that body did eventually approve it, the decision to do so 

was arguably attributable to the efforts of officials other than Heller. Dillon had made 

sixty-three trips to Capitol Hill from February to August, for example, and his 

negotiations with the committee’s members played a crucial role in getting the 

measure out of that body and onto the House floor.821 The orthodox language that 

Heller and Kennedy had used to sell the tax cut did convince certain Democrats on 

the committee that they could support the measure (and not appear fiscally 

irresponsible), but its conservative members demanded that expenditures be 

trimmed.822 In fact, Mills “promised the administration that he could pass the bill 

within a few months, but only if the president stressed his commitment to expenditure 

control.”823 This was a particular blow for Heller. In response to the pessimistic 

forecast for 1964, he had wanted Congress to increase spending while it considered 

the tax cut.824 Instead, JFK wrote to Mills in August to say that he would keep a tight 

rein on expenditures if the tax cut was passed, something that proved important to 

gaining the Ways and Means Committee chairman’s full support.825 Thus, Dillon and 

Kennedy played a more important and direct role than Heller in paving the way for 

the committee to endorse the tax cut. 

When the bill was approved on September 13 (by a vote of 17 to 8), the 

committee’s version did reflect one idea previously championed by the CEA 

chairman. This was the notion that the improved economic outlook in early 1963 

made a larger tax cut a possibility, as the committee recommended an overall 
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reduction of $11.1 billion.826 Moreover, certain observers have argued that, by the fall 

of 1963, the tax cut enjoyed a large amount of popular support, which they attribute 

to Heller’s efforts. Irving Bernstein has said that the “tax bill had become a high-

speed locomotive that could not be stopped. The American people strongly favored 

its passage. The campaign Heller and Kennedy had waged to educate the American 

public in elementary Keynesian economics had succeeded.”827 Heller, too, made this 

assertion. In 1963, he sent a wealth of public opinion data to Kennedy, which 

apparently showed that his efforts to generate popular support for the tax cut were 

paying off. In June, the CEA chairman forwarded JFK a study by the University of 

Michigan, which claimed that attitudes “toward a tax cut have become more 

favourable during the last few months.”828 On Thursday, October 17, he also sent 

Kennedy the editorial page of the Milwaukee Journal, which argued that the “case for 

federal tax reduction seldom has been put as convincingly as it was in Milwaukee 

Tuesday” by Heller.829 

Though popular support for the tax cut undoubtedly increased in 1963, the 

extent to which Heller generated a tidal wave of opinion favourable to the measure is 

open to debate. In a New York Times article on September 8, one journalist claimed, 

“Public opinion, stimulated for nearly a year by all the black arts of persuasion, has 

yet to declare itself ringingly on the question of Mr. Kennedy’s tax reduction 

program.”830 Though a poll conducted by the Washington Post showed that 62 

percent of Americans favoured Kennedy’s tax cut, the Times reported that there was 
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serious concern within the administration about whether “the public really wants tax 

reduction, or understands the need for it.”831  

Shortly before the tax cut approached House enactment, Kennedy deemed it 

essential to give a major address to boost the appeal of the measure. The president 

asked Heller to provide him with “human” examples that he could cite in this speech, 

another point that indicates just how unsure the administration was about the level of 

popular support that the tax cut enjoyed.832 Delivered by the president on September 

18, this emphasised the benefits of the tax cut for all Americans. “Under this bill,” 

Kennedy declared, “every wage earner in the country will take home more money 

every week beginning January 1st. Every businessman will pay a lower tax rate. Low 

income families and small businessmen will get a special tax relief, and the 

unemployed worker who gets a new job will find his income going up many 

times.”833  

Hailed by one congressional representative as “the way public education” 

should “be done,” the fact that the president gave such an address helps to 

demonstrate that popular support for the tax cut was not as high as some have 

suggested.834 Even though more Americans did favour the tax cut (a feat that was still 

remarkable given Eisenhower’s success at convincing the nation that deficits were 

inflationary), most Republicans in Congress proved resistant to it nonetheless. Indeed, 

shortly before the House voted on the measure, the Republicans made a move to 

recommit it. They did so in the hope that they could make its enactment dependant 

“on the President submitting a budget in January, 1964, which showed fiscal 1964 
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expenditures below $97 billion and fiscal 1965 below $98 billion.”835 Defeated by a 

vote of 226 to 199, this attempt to modify the tax cut demonstrated that Heller and 

Kennedy’s efforts to drum up popular support for it had not washed away the notion 

of fiscal responsibility within Congress. 

VI 

The House passed the tax bill on September 26 by 271 votes to 155, paving 

the way for the next stage in the legislative process. This involved gaining the 

approval of the Senate. In this regard, it was essential to push the tax cut through the 

Finance Committee, chaired by the Democrat Harry Byrd of Virginia. Byrd “had an 

unblemished record as a fiscal conservative and regarded the Keynesian tax cut as a 

dangerous disease.”836 Before turning to Heller’s dealings with Byrd, it is important 

to note that during the fall of 1963 the CEA chairman fought another battle as well. 

This involved refuting the argument that the economy’s problems stemmed from 

structural rather than cyclical factors, something that Heller thought that he had put to 

rest much earlier in the year.  

In June, the CEA chairman informed Kennedy that he had received “an 

interesting confirmation” of the Council’s argument that the nation’s unemployment 

problem was predominantly cyclical.837 This came after he enjoyed a positive 

reception to his remarks in an April debate on the subject at the University of 

California.838 By October, however, concern reignited about structural 

unemployment. This followed several remarks made by the Michigan State 

University economist Charles Killingsworth, who told a congressional committee in 

September that the economy’s problems were attributable to an insufficiently trained 
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and skilled workforce. These comments were “widely quoted by opponents of the 

Administration’s [tax] bill.”839 In October, Swedish sociologist Gunnar Myrdal added 

fuel to these flames by publishing a book that Heller criticised for placing too much 

emphasis on “the structural explanation of our persisting unemployment problem.”840 

In addition to securing the Finance Committee’s approval of the tax cut, 

Heller focused in October on refuting the case of the structuralists. In an early 

October speech before the American Council on Education, the CEA chairman 

responded to Killingsworth by citing “figures to show that unemployment among the 

less educated had not risen as much in recent years as unemployment among college 

graduates.”841 He provided a further rebuttal to the structuralists in testimony before 

the Senate Subcommittee on Labor and Public Welfare three weeks later.842 Though 

Killingsworth countered Heller’s various rebuttals, the CEA chairman arguably won 

the debate. This was evidenced by the fact that, in early November, the Washington 

Post reported that those “who have insisted that the cause of unemployment is 

primarily structural have adduced very little in the way of solid evidence to buttress 

their thesis. And the little that has been offered was subjected by Dr. Heller to 

searching analysis which indicates that it is sorely defective.”843  

With the debate about structural unemployment put to rest, Heller focused on 

pushing the tax cut through the Finance Committee, which started debating the 

measure on October 15. Shortly after these deliberations began, Byrd realised that the 
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tax bill would pass the Senate.844 However, he sought to ensure a gesture of fiscal 

restraint accompanied the proposal. This meant that he was prepared to wait for the 

administration to submit its budgetary proposals for FY 1965 before releasing the tax 

cut.845 This would enable him to “put pressure on the administration to hold down the 

1965 budget [to under $100 billion].”846 Worried that Byrd’s actions would bog down 

the tax bill in the Finance Committee, JFK undertook a renewed drive to secure the 

measure’s passage. It is likely that he instructed Heller and Dillon to highlight the 

potential of a recession. This made Heller uncomfortable because he preferred to sell 

the tax cut on technical grounds. He also felt it unlikely that many people would buy 

this argument (especially given the upturn in the spring).847 The CEA chairman 

further disagreed with the president over whether he should appear before the Finance 

Committee to personally urge the tax cut’s passage. Presumably because he did not 

want to further aggravate Byrd with Keynesian ideas, or make a gaffe similar to the 

one that he made before the JEC, Heller did not want to appear before that body. 

However, the president ordered him to do so because “the Administration ought to 

take every chance it had to put its case across.”848       

Accordingly, Heller appeared before the Finance Committee on November 12. 

Flanked by Ackley and the Council’s newest member, John P. Lewis of the 

University of Michigan, the CEA chairman once again laid out the administration’s 

case for the tax cut. In doing so, he stressed that there would be a recession if that 

measure was not passed and downplayed the extent to which it would be 
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inflationary.849 Despite agreeing with Kennedy that his testimony would “serve a 

useful purpose,” Heller’s appearance before the Finance Committee “failed to 

improve the prospects for a speedup in committee action.”850 Indeed, after he 

delivered the Council’s prepared statement, members of the committee subjected the 

CEA chairman to a rigorous examination. One member even remarked that his 

colleagues were “doing a fine job of giving what I think is a wonderful idea of a 

rough time.”851  

Byrd led the way by stressing that, to pass the tax cut, FY 1965 expenditures 

should be below $100 billion. Heller retorted that this would offset the impact of the 

tax cut.852 Another member questioned the CEA chairman over how Kennedy’s 

measure would produce the “tremendous impetus” that Heller foresaw, especially as 

it would only average $110 per person.853 Invoking the example of the British tax cut, 

Heller highlighted how that measure had underwritten “a rise of 7 percent in [British] 

industrial production.”854 Whilst the CEA chairman impressively defended the tax cut 

in the face of these probing questions, both the length and the intensity of his 

interrogation demonstrated that certain members of the Finance Committee were 

unconvinced of the merits of that measure. After he returned to the White House on 

the evening of November 12, Heller had not improved the tax cut’s prospects of 

enactment by the Senate.     

VII 
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Ten days after the CEA chairman appeared before the Senate Finance 

Committee, he boarded a plane with several members of the cabinet for an economic 

summit in Japan. Shortly after taking off, they received news that Kennedy “had been 

shot and ‘seriously wounded.’”855 Then, news reached them that JFK was dead. “The 

plane fell into complete grief-stricken silence,” Heller recalled, “for a period that no 

one can measure by the clock.”856 After forging such a close bond with Kennedy 

since their meeting in Minneapolis in October 1960, it is unimaginable what Heller 

felt at this moment. The man whom he later referred to as “the best economics student 

I ever had” was dead, and the CEA chairman would have to work with a new 

president upon his return.857  

Still, Heller had achieved much in the lead up to Kennedy’s death. True, the 

tax cut did face the final hurdle of Senate Finance Committee approval, but this 

chapter has shown that Heller played an important role in getting it to that critical 

stage. In January, he helped Kennedy frame the tax cut in a way that appealed to 

certain members of Congress. Throughout the year, he also refuted concerns that the 

measure would substantially increase the levels of debt and inflation. He further used 

both the Council’s pulpit for public education and his own behind-the-scenes 

manoeuvring to muster support for the measure. In the spring, Heller responded well 

to the attacks made by Keyserling and adequately refuted the argument that the 

brighter economic picture negated the need for the tax cut. In July, he ensured that 

monetary policy did not offset the future impact of that measure. He did not play a 

role in the negotiations between the administration and the Ways and Means 
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Committee. Heller was also not so successful at drumming up popular support for the 

tax cut as has been argued. Furthermore, he made an unfortunate gaffe before the JEC 

in January. Nevertheless, Heller mobilised support for the tax cut from business and 

academic circles and was successful at refuting the revival of the structural 

unemployment argument in the fall. By the time of Kennedy’s assassination in 

November 1963, Heller had played an important role in the administration’s effort to 

push the tax cut through Congress. This set the stage for the consolidation of the 

Keynesian revolution in early 1964. 
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Chapter Six 

A Foot Soldier in the Great Society 

After returning to US soil at midnight on November 22, Walter Heller went straight 

to his office in the Executive Office Building located opposite the White House. 

There, he prepared a briefing for the new president that he would give the following 

day. Lyndon B. Johnson was the man sworn in to replace John F. Kennedy. The 

former Senate Majority Leader from Texas, Johnson had served as JFK’s vice-

president. Given his roots in the South, much uncertainty surrounded Johnson’s 

succession. As Heller recalled, “There was some fear that he might be quite 

conservative.”858 Soon after he took office, LBJ spoke with fellow Texan Robert 

Anderson (Eisenhower’s former Treasury Secretary), undoubtedly doing little to quell 

such a concern.859 Heller also worried that Johnson would seek advice from other 

economists.860 Such a fear was understandable given how the CEA chairman had 

carefully built up his influence over the previous three years, so much so the tax cut 

that he championed was close to enactment.  

As it turned out, these concerns were unfounded. Johnson, far from being a 

conservative, appreciated Heller’s ideas. The new president viewed the tax cut as 

essential to his ambitious programme of liberal reform, known as the Great Society. 

“There are many problems ahead,” LBJ remarked early in his presidency, “There is a 

crying need to eliminate poverty, reduce unemployment, improve education, and to 

further the goal of civil rights. No piece of legislation can help as much in solving 

these problems as the tax bill.”861 Heller often stated that the tax cut’s primary aim 

was to offset the economy’s chronic slack, but he also maintained that an expanding 
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economy would make it easier to tackle the nation’s fundamental economic and social 

problems.862 As a result, Heller was a central figure in the formulation of the Great 

Society, a task that he began under President Kennedy. This chapter assesses how 

Heller worked with LBJ to secure the eventual passage of the tax cut, before 

exploring what role Heller played in the development of the Great Society. This will 

include discussion of Heller’s role in the origins of the War on Poverty, which began 

during the Kennedy years. By examining the way in which Heller helped shape the 

Great Society, this chapter will demonstrate how Keynesian liberalism reached its 

peak by the mid-1960s, elevating Heller and his economist colleagues to positions of 

influence unmatched either before or since.              

I 

In hindsight, Heller had no need to fear that Johnson would shun him for 

conservative economics. Despite the assertion of Rowland Evans and Robert Novak 

that the “orthodox attachment to the balanced budget was shared to a surprising 

degree by Johnson,” the new president “was singularly predisposed toward an 

economic strategy that focused most squarely on the demand side of the economy.”863 

True, Johnson lacked enthusiasm for deficit spending during his tenure as Senate 

Majority Leader, but his experiences ensured that he would be sympathetic to liberal 

Keynesianism. Like John Maynard Keynes, Johnson cared deeply for the 

unemployed, the impoverished, and the underprivileged.864 This owed much to his 

tenure as a schoolteacher on the Mexican border in the late 1920s.865 He also served 

as the administrator of the Texas branch of the National Youth Administration in the 
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late 1930s, where he witnessed first-hand the positive impact of public works.866 As a 

Congressman, Johnson was involved in the electrification of rural Texas, which 

demonstrated to him how public power could aid the poor.867 He did preach fiscal 

responsibility during the 1950s, but Johnson did this to survive politically in an era 

when “Republicans were beginning to attack liberal legislation more on its cost than 

its merits.”868 Coming from the South, however, he did believe that the government 

had a duty to promote the wellbeing of businesses alongside that of the poor, so he 

would see in the growth economics of Walter Heller a way to lift all boats.869   

It took the efforts of Heller to convert Johnson to growth liberalism. This was 

something that Heller did from 1961-63.870 As the Washington Post’s economics 

commentator Hobart Rowen noted, during this period Heller was in certain respects 

“closer to Johnson than he was to Kennedy.”871 Neither was originally part of JFK’s 

inner circle, so they sat side-by-side at JFK’s morning briefing sessions. There, Heller 

tutored Johnson in the new economics.872 Heller would also share with Johnson 

certain memoranda that he sent to Kennedy, undoubtedly hoping that this would 

convert the vice-president to his ideas.873 Additionally, Johnson’s office was in the 

same building as Heller’s. In fact, Heller approached his “via the main stairwell that 

opened in front of Johnson’s suites,” which ensured that both men “engaged in 

numerous informal conversations.”874 As Heller educated Kennedy about the virtues 

of liberal Keynesianism, he acquainted Johnson with his ideas. What is more, LBJ 

proved adept at grasping them.  
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Still, Heller feared Johnson would shun him after the latter assumed the 

presidency. Accordingly, in the lead up to their first meeting on November 23, Heller 

wrote Johnson a memo that stressed the urgency of the tax cut. This said that the 

economy was “in the eleventh quarter of expansion from the recession low point in 

the first quarter of 1961,” but “the thrust of the tax-cut” remained “essential to lift the 

economy to, or near, full employment.”875 To emphasise the need for the measure, 

Heller said that “tentative estimates” showed “that with the tax cut, GNP will be $12 

billion higher in 1964 than without.”876 If its passage continued to be delayed by the 

Senate Finance Committee, the nation might “face a slowdown or even a downturn” 

towards the end of 1964.877 Despite knowing that Senator Harry Byrd would only 

release the tax cut if the administration submitted budgetary expenditures for FY 

1965 under $100 billion, the CEA chairman informed LBJ that Kennedy had voiced 

his own preference for a FY 1965 budget “between $101 and $102 billion.”878 Heller 

preferred this size because cutting around $1 – 1½ billion from the FY 1965 budget 

would offset the stimulus of the tax cut.879 

Heller repeated these points during his meeting with Johnson in the evening of 

November 23. To Heller’s relief, both men had “a very satisfactory discussion of 

issues and of approaches and of the problems of the tax cut,” to the extent that LBJ 

indicated he “was thoroughly sold on the tax cut idea.”880 As the CEA chairman was 

leaving, the president even pulled him back and said, “Now, I want to say something 

about all this talk that I’m a conservative who is likely to go back to the Eisenhower 
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ways or give in to the economy bloc in Congress. It’s not so…I’m no budget slasher. 

I understand that expenditures have to keep on rising to keep pace with the population 

and help the economy.”881 Despite this, LBJ indicated that it was politically 

impossible to pass the tax cut unless the FY 1965 budget was reduced, saying to 

Heller that he would “‘like to have [Treasury Secretary Douglas] Dillon and [Kermit] 

Gordon [now serving as Budget Director] and myself and perhaps a couple of others 

have a bull session with you on this.’”882 They scheduled the meeting for two days 

later.   

Worried that LBJ would slash the FY 1965 budget, prior to this meeting 

Heller attempted to dissuade the president from doing so. He stressed that cutting the 

budget would constitute “a real cut,” as “very little of it could be gotten from inter-

year switches in outlays, asset sales, changes in government loan financing 

mechanisms, or other ‘gimmicks.’”883 This meant the economic impact of such a 

policy would be significant, to the point whereby it would result in a $5.5 billion loss 

in GNP within sixteen months.884 Not only was this “equivalent to sacrificing 

between 10 and 15 percent of the expansionary effect” of the tax cut by the fourth 

quarter of 1964, further delay of the measure would almost certainly tip the economy 

into a recession by then.885 Additionally, Heller argued that the administration could 

defend a budget of $101 – 102 billion. As FY 1964 expenditures would be around 

$98.5 billion, a $3 billion increase for FY 1965 “would be little more than half of the 

average increase in the three Kennedy budgets.”886 It would also “be less than the 
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average budget increase in Eisenhower’s second term,” whilst a budget of $101 – 102 

billion for FY 1965 was smaller than Ike had predicted when he left office.887 

At the same time as Heller sought to dissuade Johnson from bowing to Byrd’s 

demands, Douglas Dillon argued that to pass the tax cut the president must slash the 

FY 1965 budget. Shortly before the November 25 meeting, the Treasury Secretary 

told Johnson it was imperative “to secure Senate action on the tax bill as soon as 

possible.”888 This was because the Senate would soon debate the Civil Rights Act, 

another measure promoted by Kennedy in 1963, thereby holding up the passage of the 

tax cut.889 To secure the Finance Committee’s approval of the measure, Dillon 

explained that the sooner LBJ’s “budget expenditure target for fiscal 1965 is in the 

public domain, the more likely you are to get substantial progress toward early 

enactment of the tax bill.”890 He also hoped Johnson would propose “a significantly 

lower figure” than the one suggested by Heller.891 Additionally, despite Heller telling 

Johnson that the increase over FY 1964 would be less than the yearly expenditure 

increases of the previous three years, the Treasury Secretary indicated that he 

preferred FY 1965 expenditures to be as close to the FY 1964 level as possible.892 

To counter Dillon’s influence, Heller persuaded Secretary of Agriculture 

Orville Freeman and Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz to urge Johnson not to slash 

the FY 1965 budget. The CEA chairman followed these efforts up during the meeting 

on November 25 by arguing that Johnson would alienate key liberal groups, such as 

the AFL-CIO, if he accepted Byrd’s demands.893 The president did not heed Heller’s 
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advice. Instead, he agreed with Dillon that it would be impossible to enact the tax cut 

if the budget was above $100 billion. Aware, too, that it was necessary to get the tax 

bill to the Senate floor ahead of the Civil Rights Act, Johnson told Heller to call off 

the lobbying of his “liberal friends.”894 Unless Heller agreed to “get the budget 

down,” Johnson explained, “‘you won’t pee one drop.’”895 The president’s political 

lesson forced Heller to agree. Conceding defeat, he explained that “if it were a choice 

between a tax bill right away and $1-½ billion of expenditures…he’d have to agree 

that, on economic grounds,” the budget cuts were justified.896 

Johnson thus persuaded Heller that the political merits of cutting the budget 

outweighed the economic impact of doing so. Importantly, the extent to which Heller 

further objected to the expenditure cuts after the meeting on November 25 has been 

the subject of debate. Allen Matusow suggests Heller continued to object to the 

budget cuts.897 This historian’s argument is lent credence by the fact that, on 

December 14, the CEA chairman sent the president a memo highlighting how further 

cuts “could mean the difference between getting below 5 percent unemployment or 

not getting there [before the 1964 Presidential Election].”898 However, David Shreve 

has disagreed with this assessment, arguing that, following the meeting on November 

25, Heller “immediately launched an effort to help Johnson explain the budget cutting 

exercise to liberals who would oppose it.”899 On December 3, the CEA chairman 

forwarded the president several points that he could make in an upcoming meeting 

with members of the AFL-CIO, which proved instrumental in “convincing” its 
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leaders that cutting the budget was imperative.900          

Further evidence substantiates Shreve. As opposition to both the tax and 

budget cuts from liberal Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee reached its peak in early 

January, Heller told Johnson he had provided the economist Robert Nathan with 

certain “budget-economic information” that the latter “said he will use” on behalf of 

the administration.901 This was important because Nathan could “make the difference 

between opposition and support [for the tax cut] among very influential liberals.”902 

The fact that Heller saw fit to shore up liberal support for the tax cut in the wake of 

the budget cuts demonstrates that the CEA chairman unreservedly favoured cutting 

the budget following the meeting on November 25. Moreover, one month after that 

meeting, Johnson decided to slash the FY 1965 budget further, a decision to which 

Heller did not object.  

On December 23, Johnson told Heller that he wanted to cut FY 1965 

expenditures by more than $1.5 billion. This he wanted to do by raising an extra $1 

billion in revenue during that fiscal year.903 Rather than protest this course of action, 

Heller went back to his office, and, within an hour, found a way that the president 

could raise an extra $1 billion. This he did by suggesting that the regular withholding 

rate – the amount of taxation retained from a person’s pay – should be reduced from 

18 percent to 14 percent (instead of 15 percent) a year early (i.e. in 1964). This would 

“shift the revenues [in FY 1965] enough to produce eight hundred [million dollars] 

more.”904 A reduction of the withholding rate would also offset the reduced stimulus 

from cutting the FY 1965 budget, as it would mean “an average of $200 million per 
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month will be put into the private economy.”905 Pleased that he had now satisfied the 

political need of budget cutting “with an economic good,” the CEA chairman asked 

Kermit Gordon to find an extra $200 million, which the Budget Director did.906 

Writing to Johnson later that evening, Heller informed the president that he would 

have an extra $1 billion in revenue.907 This helped to pave the way for LBJ to 

“[astonish] everybody by submitting a final [FY 1965] budget [on January 8] that cut 

spending to only $97.9 billion,” below that favoured by the House Republicans who 

attempted to recommit the tax cut back in September.908 

In addition to helping Johnson find further budget cuts, Heller, in January, 

shrewdly manipulated the release of economic data to help ensure the Finance 

Committee’s endorsement of the tax bill. In a telephone call to Jack Valenti, LBJ’s 

Special Assistant, on January 10, Heller noted that he had received “some rather 

interesting economic news” and had an idea “how to play it.”909 GNP for the fourth 

quarter of 1963 had come in at $600 billion (at an annual rate). This not only 

constituted a “terrific jump” from the previous quarter but also was much higher than 

the Council had estimated.910 “Normally,” Heller told Valenti and then the president, 

“I would urge immediate White House release of such good news.”911 However, 

undoubtedly conscious of the fact that the unexpected increase in economic activity 

during the previous spring had roused conservative opposition to the tax cut, he 
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counselled that the administration should impose “a rigid clamp on the news till 

January 20,” when the 1964 Economic Report would be released.912 This was because 

it was essential “not to give the Senate Finance Committee any excuse for slowing 

down their action on the tax bill,” something that Valenti and Johnson both agreed 

with.913  

As well as shrewdly manipulating the release of this economic data, Heller 

helped to publicise an economy drive undertaken by LBJ in December and January to 

firm up conservative support for the tax cut.914 He also, at the urging of both the 

president and his advisers, ensured that the press discussed both comparisons with the 

1963 British tax cut and other European fiscal policies.915 Meanwhile, he and Johnson 

worked closely to persuade supporters of the tax cut to lobby harder for the measure. 

On January 11, LBJ and Heller met in the White House with members of both the 

Business and Citizens Committees’ for Tax Reduction. As Valenti told LBJ before 

the meeting, its purpose was to get the Citizens Committee “to coordinate heavily, in 

the next two weeks, through contacts with members of the Senate, to get this bill out 

of [the Finance] Committee and voted on.”916 Heller and LBJ successfully achieved 

this goal. Reflecting this, the acting-chairman of the Citizens Committee wrote Heller 

two days later, explaining that the session “sent all of our members back home 

resolved to work even harder and to be more vociferous for the tax legislation.”917 

                                                           
912 Ibid. 
913 Ibid. 
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Thus, Heller played an important role in the administration’s broader attempts 

to secure the Finance Committee’s approval of the tax bill. True, he did not directly 

engage in the legislative process. However, the CEA chairman’s efforts, combined 

with those of Johnson and other administration members, ensured that the Finance 

Committee reported out the measure on January 28. Just over a week later, the Senate 

approved the tax bill, before Johnson signed it into law on February 26. In short, the 

Revenue Act of 1964 provided $10 billion of tax reduction over a two-year period. 

Most of this took place in its first year of enactment and the bill set aside a certain 

amount for corporations (so that investment expanded alongside consumption). Its 

passage, during non-recession conditions, signified the triumph of growth liberalism 

over that of commercial Keynesianism. Whilst Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman, 

and Dwight Eisenhower cautiously deployed deficit spending during their 

presidencies, it was not until the passage of the 1964 Revenue Act that Keynesian 

political economy enjoyed its heyday in America. As noted by Heller, this put at the 

president’s “disposal, as nothing else can, the resources needed to achieve great 

societies at home and grand designs abroad.”918 

II 

After passage of the tax cut, both Heller and Johnson expected a substantial 

rise in economic activity. This, they believed, would produce “higher federal 

revenues [which] would finance” the Great Society.919 The tax cut did prove 

instrumental to the expansion of the liberal state during the 1960s. Out of the total 

increase in GNP between 1961 and 1965, only a quarter resulted from cyclical 

recovery whilst enhanced economic power accounted for the rest.920 Yet, Heller did 
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not wait for passage of the tax cut before formulating desirable social programmes. In 

fact, he played a key role in developing the War on Poverty under Kennedy, 

something he did out of concern that not everyone would reap the benefits of the tax 

cut.921  

Throughout late 1962, John Kenneth Galbraith, Leon Keyserling, and the 

sociologist Michael Harrington, had all critiqued the tax cut on the grounds that it 

would by-pass the poor. Therefore, Kennedy asked Heller to give him “facts and 

figures on…the poverty problem in the United States.”922 In response, Heller noted 

that, in 1960, 22 percent of the population was impoverished and a significant number 

remained in such a state, especially minorities, female-headed households, and the 

elderly.923 It was clear that the nation had “reduced the share of the population in 

poverty during all periods of prosperity,” but the tax cut would not alleviate the 

hardship of those who were most disadvantaged. These people, Heller explained, 

suffered from structural impediments that prevented them from sharing in improved 

economic conditions.924   

Kennedy had also asked for this information in preparation for an interview in 

December, where he expected a question about poverty. This question was not asked, 

but the issue was dramatized in February 1963 when a television documentary “led to 

the White House receiving over 100 letters expressing concern” about poverty.925 In 

                                                           
921 As Morgan noted, “The lack of progressive features” in the tax cut was “unusual in view of the 
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response, JFK asked Heller “to look into the poverty issue in greater depth.”926 As 

noted by Carl Brauer, the CEA chairman knew that the critiques of Galbraith, 

Keyserling, and Harrington could hurt Kennedy politically. Thus, concern “about 

protecting Kennedy’s left flank on the tax cut” drove Heller to ask Robert Lampman, 

a CEA staff economist and an expert on poverty, to conduct further research.927 

Although Brauer was right that Heller took a closer look at poverty due to this 

political concern, it is important to note that the CEA chairman did not suddenly shift 

his interest onto the issue in early 1963. He was aware beforehand that the tax cut’s 

benefits would not be all-embracing. True, Brauer has pointed out that Heller’s 

experience as a PhD student at the University of Wisconsin instilled in him a concern 

“with distributional objectives, with social justice and economic equity,” but he does 

not acknowledge that as far back as the late 1950s, the CEA chairman understood that 

faster economic growth would not eradicate poverty.928  

This explains why Heller turned to Lampman to study the issue in greater 

depth. Lampman was also an alumnus of the Wisconsin Economics Department and 

had conducted a Joint Economic Committee investigation into poverty in the late 

1950s. Heller read Lampman’s findings shortly after publication.929 In his study, 

Lampman concluded that economic growth had reduced the number of people in 

poverty, but conceded that a faster growth rate would not solve the issue 

completely.930 Hence, prior to asking Lampman to study the issue more closely in 
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early 1963, Heller was “well geared up in his own thinking to the things to do after” 

the tax cut.931 In the late 1950s, for example, he had talked about the need to increase 

output to generate a “fiscal dividend,” which could be used to assist those whom the 

tax cut would leave untouched.932 Reflecting this, when he later wrote to Lampman to 

ask his thoughts about a possible antipoverty programme, the CEA chairman said that 

he was making “a request I’ve had in suspension for some time.”933 He also knew that 

the fiscal dividend would not come immediately, so in 1963 he had in mind the idea 

of “redirect[ing] several hundred million dollars from existing programs into a new 

antipoverty effort.”934  

In his response to Heller’s initial request, Lampman updated the study that he 

conducted in the late 1950s. He concluded that, from 1956-61, there had been a 

“drastic slowdown in the rate at which the economy” was taking people out of 

poverty. Measuring poverty based upon cash income, Lampman found that “the 

percentage of families with less than $3000 of total money income (in 1961 dollars)” 

had only declined by 2 percent (this compared to 10 percent between 1947-56).935 

Though Heller attributed this to “the costs of economic slack,” he admitted that the 

results were “distressing.”936 He indicated, too, that whilst they offered “another 

dimension of what’s at stake in the proposed tax cut,” there needed to be a greater 

effort on behalf of the poor.937 Accordingly, he wrote to Lampman on June 3 to 
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request ideas for “a possible Kennedy offensive against poverty.” 938 

Further developments solidified Heller’s conviction that doing so was 

politically imperative. Following rumours “that the Republicans were planning an 

anti-poverty program,” Heller viewed it as essential to prevent the GOP from co-

opting a natural issue for the Democrats.939 He also became aware that the labour 

movement, which had strong ties to Leon Keyserling, regarded the tax cut as a 

measure for the rich. This was particularly following an early June meeting between 

the CEA and members of the AFL-CIO. In this, that organisation’s representatives 

argued that Kennedy had “not shown enough concern about the well-being of the 

working class and the lower strata of society.”940 Clearly anxious that the tax cut 

would lead to Kennedy losing support from the left, Heller wrote to the president on 

June 13 to say that there was “a major problem of equity in the distribution of the 

bounties of your tax cut program.”941 This concern undoubtedly solidified his desire 

to formulate a war on poverty in June 1963. 

In addition to harbouring political concerns, other factors strengthened 

Heller’s conviction that it was necessary to do something for the poor. The civil rights 

demonstrations during the first half of 1963 gave the poverty issue “an additional 

allure” to him.942 As the CEA noted at the time, “much of the bitterness in the 

dramatic protests of Negroes” was “rooted in their relative economic status,” 

something exemplified by the 1963 March on Washington’s emphasis on ‘jobs and 
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freedom.’943 Knowing that African Americans suffered disproportionately high levels 

of poverty, Heller had always opposed discrimination. In fact, he commissioned a 

CEA study in 1962 to show that its abolition would increase economic growth by 2.5 

percent.944 However, he was concerned that the inadequate training and education of 

African Americans would prevent them from taking part in a full-employment 

economy. This was exemplified by the fact that the CEA’s 1962 study showed that, if 

African Americans attained as much education as whites in a non-discriminatory 

economy, output could increase by 3.2 percent.945 This led Heller to conclude that it 

was essential to cultivate their development. African American joblessness, he told 

Kennedy, would likely decrease by half if the economy were at full employment.946 

The “other half” needed to be “whittled away by particularized attacks on training, 

discrimination, motivation, health, and so forth.”947 As the civil rights demonstrations 

reached their peak in 1963, Heller’s commitment to an antipoverty offensive thus 

increased. As one CEA staff member put it, Heller “saw, literally, the March on 

Washington and that sure didn’t do anything to cool us off on pushing this embryonic 

program.”948 

Importantly, two scholars have argued that Heller saw in an antipoverty 

initiative a means to court black voters.949 This is unlikely. Instead, the CEA 

chairman “viewed poverty either as more of a white problem than a black one or as 
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one that superseded race.”950 Knowing that Kennedy’s support for civil rights 

legislation in June 1963 would boost the president’s appeal with African Americans, 

Heller saw a poverty programme as a way of appealing to Southern Democrats 

distressed with Kennedy’s promotion of the Civil Rights Act. This was because 

poverty was an issue that particularly beset white people in the South.951 Reflecting 

this, when he wrote to Kennedy on June 20 to inform him that Lampman was looking 

into a possible antipoverty programme, Heller noted that although the “civil rights 

message covers a lot of the ground” there needed to be “a broader program not linked 

to race.”952 During a meeting with the president in October, Heller also explained that 

“having mounted a dramatic program for one disadvantaged group (the Negroes), it 

was both equitable and politically attractive to launch [one] specifically designed to 

aid other disadvantaged groups.”953 It is further worth noting, as Alice O’Connor has 

done, that when the CEA did develop the antipoverty programme it was conscious of 

ensuring the initiative was not viewed as one purely for African Americans (as this 

would be politically disastrous).954 When Lampman replied to Heller on June 10 to 

outline a possible antipoverty initiative, for example, he “took care to note that 

nonwhites were not to be listed among the groups who proved ‘immune to growth,’” 

despite the opposite being the case.955 This further demonstrates that, though 

motivated to develop an antipoverty programme by the issue of civil rights, Heller 

and Kennedy were not interested in using it to appeal to black voters. 

Two other factors explain why Heller developed an antipoverty programme in 
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1963. The first was the fact that, as he promoted and defended the tax cut that year, 

the CEA chairman grew conscious of the need to appease those who argued that the 

economy’s problems stemmed more from structural rather than cyclical factors. He 

publicly maintained that a deficiency in overall demand was the chief cause of the 

economy’s slack, but Heller admitted to Kennedy on June 8 that he and the Council 

“agree – and frequently say – that structural unemployment is serious.”956 This 

followed comments made in support of the theory by Secretary of Labor Willard 

Wirtz.957 As Charles Killingsworth’s arguments gained prominence in October 1963, 

Heller further viewed a poverty programme “as a kind of compromise with the 

structuralists.”958 Reflecting this, the CEA chairman circulated a memo to CEA staff 

on October 10, which stressed the need to place more emphasis on structural rather 

than cyclical issues in the 1964 Economic Report.959 That document subsequently 

emphasised the need to address both structural unemployment and poverty, which 

demonstrates just how much the structural critiques of the tax cut influenced Heller’s 

thinking about the latter.960      

As well as the issue of structural unemployment, another factor prompted 

Heller’s interest in a poverty programme. At some point in 1963, he started to see an 

attack on poverty as a way to increase federal aid to education, something that he had 

long championed.961 As has been mentioned, Heller had estimated that the tax cut 

would be large enough to close the performance gap, but he believed that it was 
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important to expand the economy’s potential alongside its actual rate of output.962 

Aware that the administration’s Investment Tax Credit, Trade Expansion Act, and the 

1964 Revenue Act’s reductions for corporations, would all help to accomplish this, 

Heller also attached importance to investment in education. In October 1963, he 

pointed out that “the advance of knowledge of how to combine resources to achieve 

greater efficiency in production” had accounted for 36 percent of the growth in output 

per worker from 1929 to 1957.963 In short, Heller encouraged people “to view 

education through the lens of human capital theory.”964  

Yet, as he promoted this concept to policymakers in 1961 and 1962, Heller 

was disappointed at the Kennedy administration’s lack of success at securing more 

investment in education. He asked Rashi Fein, a CEA staff member, to explore ideas 

for a new education programme in 1963.965 In December 1962, Fein informed Heller 

that it would take a major intervention from the president to convince policymakers to 

promote aid to education.966 It is likely, therefore, that Heller viewed the poverty 

issue as a means to secure this stronger presidential effort for aid to education.967 The 

fact that he appointed Lampman (a strong proponent of Human-capital theory) and 

later CEA staff economist Burton Weisbrod to develop the poverty programme lends 

credence to this suggestion. In his reply to Heller’s request for ideas on an antipoverty 

initiative, Lampman proposed “investing in youth as the best way to fight poverty,” 
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which “reflected [the CEA’s] faith in education and human-capital theory.”968  Thus, 

although Heller undoubtedly viewed the poverty issue as a means to appease both the 

tax cut’s leftist critics, the structuralists, and implicitly aid the cause of civil rights, he 

also felt that it offered a route to increased economic potential through investment in 

education.969 

III 

Unsurprisingly, as the Council developed its antipoverty programme in 1963, 

educational aid to disadvantaged youths eventually emerged as a central theme.970 

Additionally, Heller and Lampman believed that the poor were trapped in a cycle of 

poverty, so argued that it was imperative to provide them with more skills, training, 

healthcare, and nutrition so that they could exploit new job opportunities that would 

be created by the tax cut.971 It is also worth noting that, from the outset, Heller and 

Lampman rejected redistributive policies as a means to solve the issue of poverty: not 

only would these measures fail to address the causes of the problem, it was also clear 

they would be unpopular.972  

Despite settling upon this broad set of ideas for an antipoverty programme, the 

initiative lacked a concrete set of policies to tie it together. This made Kennedy 

nervous about promoting an attack on poverty. Arthur Schlesinger has suggested that, 

before his assassination, Kennedy decided that an attack on poverty “would be the 

centrepiece in his 1964 legislative recommendations.”973 The evidence suggests 
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otherwise. In a meeting with the president on October 21, Heller noted that whilst it 

was “perfectly clear that he [Kennedy] is aroused about” the poverty issue, the CEA 

needed to “really produce a program to fill the bill” if he were “to run with it.”974 

Likewise, in Heller’s very last meeting with the president, Kennedy again said that he 

would only do something on the poverty front if the CEA could “get a good 

program.”975 JFK subsequently told Heller to continue his efforts, a comment that the 

CEA chairman repeated to Lyndon Johnson on November 23.976  

Johnson responded enthusiastically to this, telling his CEA chairman to “push 

ahead full-tilt on this project.”977 Heller admitted, though, that even after Kennedy’s 

assassination he did not have “the final answer to an attractive program.”978 Another 

point reflecting this is that, two weeks beforehand, he circulated a memorandum to 

various departmental heads that asked for suggestions on “imaginative new 

programs” for the antipoverty initiative.979 In particular, Heller said that he preferred 

ideas that maximised “the pride that individuals and communities can take in their 

own efforts to eradicate poverty,” noting that such an approach would minimise the 

idea that the poverty programme would be characterised by handouts.980 In response, 

the CEA was overwhelmed with recommendations, to the extent that the Bureau of 

the Budget helped analyse the suggestions.981  

By this point, Lampman had left the administration and CEA staff economists 

William Capron and Burton Weisbrod took over the role of firming up the poverty 
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initiative.982 They were conscious of the need to tie the programme’s key component, 

namely educational grants for the young poor, into a far more comprehensive 

package. Therefore, Capron set up a meeting between Heller and David Hackett, who 

had chaired the President’s Committee on Juvenile Delinquency.983 Capron decided 

to do so because, in response to Heller’s earlier memorandum, Hackett suggested the 

idea of “community action” as a means to unify the administration’s poverty effort.984 

It placed “emphasis on the active participation of community residents in the 

formulation and administration of [poverty] programs.”985 This appealed to Heller 

because it promoted local initiative and took into account the diverse manner in 

which poverty manifested itself across America. 

Enthusiastic about Hackett’s proposal, Heller wrote to Theodore Sorensen on 

December 20 and recommended that “a major ‘Attack on Poverty’” be included in 

LBJ’s 1964 legislative programme.986 The “major focus” of this would be “on youth,” 

with community action forming its core component.987 This would place “major 

emphasis on the proposal to launch a number of major demonstration projects…each 

focused on a significant poverty situation.”988 Heller anticipated launching 10 

demonstration projects that would cost $90 million overall in FY 1965. After the tax 

cut began to work, he argued that the government could spend an additional $10 

million annually on each demonstration project, meaning a total of $245 million 

would be spent on community action programmes in FY 1969.989 Separately, Heller 

wanted educational grants for elementary and secondary education to supplement 
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community action, arguing that $50 million could be earmarked for this in FY 

1965.990 At the heart of his anti-poverty proposal, then, was both investment in 

education and the use of community action.  

For numerous scholars, this approach was too conservative and ultimately 

precipitated the implementation of a flawed poverty programme. In early 1964, 

Sargent Shriver took on the task of pushing the antipoverty programme through 

Congress and he modified Heller’s proposal significantly. Nevertheless, these 

scholars have argued that when Heller headed the administration’s antipoverty effort, 

the CEA chairman shunned proposals integral to its success. This ensured that Shriver 

did not consider them. Judith Russell has said that Heller too easily brushed aside the 

recommendations of Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz. Both “repeatedly had sharp 

differences of opinion over the structural explanation of unemployment and 

consequently over the role and scale that jobs programs should play in the poverty 

program.”991 Throughout the poverty initiative’s gestation, Wirtz “expected fully to 

use the War on Poverty as a way to get large-scale job creation.”992 According to 

Russell, an opportunity to push this through came when Johnson replaced Kennedy. 

However, Heller’s belief that unemployment stemmed primarily from insufficient 

demand meant that he did not focus on direct job creation, something that could have 

helped many poverty-stricken and low skilled individuals, especially African 

Americans.993 

Just as Russell argued that Heller too easily brushed aside the suggestions of 
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Wirtz, the scholars Maris Vinovskis and Julie Jeffrey contended that the CEA 

chairman did not fully explore the various educational features that could have gone 

into the CEA’s antipoverty initiative. This especially pertained to those advanced by 

representatives from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW).994 

Vinovskis pointed out that in response to Heller’s memorandum in early November, 

the Secretary of HEW called for greater emphasis to be placed upon education, so 

much so that he “wanted the new antipoverty initiative” to highlight “special 

education projects [that he had previously outlined] and recommended a separate bill 

to achieve these objectives.”995 However, Heller, Capron, and Weisbrod prioritised 

the community action idea, a decision that prompted the Assistant Secretary of HEW 

to comment on December 26 that he was alarmed that educational policies formed 

such a small part of the poverty programme.996 Like Russell, both Vinovskis and 

Jeffrey argued that Heller unnecessarily minimised important contributions from 

other administration officials. This meant that Heller’s anti-poverty proposal lacked 

components that Shriver may have regarded integral to its success. 

These critiques do not appreciate what was politically possible in late 1963. 

Despite Russell’s contention that there existed a small window of opportunity to 

promote a large-scale jobs programme, it is highly unlikely that Johnson would have 

explored this. After all, Heller had already sold him on the tax cut.997 Likewise, JFK 

had faced substantial difficulties promoting increased aid to education, so it is 

unsurprising that Heller, Capron, and Weisbrod chose not to endorse the HEW 

proposals. Furthermore, Jeffrey herself admitted that Shriver’s bill actually stimulated 
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“political interest in the kind of educational proposals discussed by Heller’s 

group.”998 Indeed, following Johnson’s landslide re-election in 1964, the ideas that 

HEW and the Council respectively advanced “appeared in modified but more 

impressive form as the ESEA [the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 

1965].”999 Rather than mishandling the anti-poverty effort, Heller was a key player in 

the successful drive to promote federal aid to education in the 1960s, having shrewdly 

used the antipoverty programme to help achieve this objective.1000  

Still, once implemented, the poverty programme did suffer from certain 

limitations. Despite this, Heller always defended it. Demonstrating this, in 1973 he 

cited a study that found that “nearly 600 community action agencies” had played a 

“constructive” role in eliminating poverty.1001 The programme in Minneapolis, he 

remarked, was “outstanding.”1002 Yet, as was demonstrated by the sociologist and 

future Democratic Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York, many community 

action programmes were “ill-fated.”1003 First, the juvenile delinquency projects they 

were modelled on had “yielded no promising results.”1004 Secondly, many suffered 

from poor organisation and underfunding, whilst others were marred by conflicts 

between the various institutions tasked with administrating them.1005 It is clear that 

despite what Heller later argued about community action, this component of the War 

on Poverty suffered from certain problems. 

Nevertheless, the War on Poverty dramatized “the contemporary rediscovery 
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of poverty, which might not have happened so rapidly without the involvement of 

Heller.”1006 This was important, as it “lift[ed] poverty from benign neglect to a place 

on the public agenda,” which “prepared Congress to accept other programs helping 

the poor, notably federal aid to education and health insurance for the indigent, or 

Medicaid, in 1965.”1007 Far from mishandling the Kennedy-Johnson antipoverty 

effort, Heller played a crucial role in laying the foundations for many of the key 

liberal reforms of the 1960s. True, the War on Poverty ultimately failed in its goal of 

total eradication of deprivation, but it constituted a well-intentioned attempt to 

broadly distribute the fruits of 1960s growth to those who did not benefit directly 

from the 1964 tax cut.  

IV 

Ambitious though he may have been in fighting poverty in the early 1960s, 

this only took Heller temporarily away from his primary aim of creating jobs and 

securing full employment. With the tax cut passed in February 1964, Heller closely 

monitored its impact. Though he confidently predicted that it would increase the rate 

of output, the CEA chairman was initially stunned when, two months after its 

passage, there was “no quick reflection…[of this] in increased retail sales.”1008 

Writing to LBJ on May 11, Heller explained that sales in April had dropped for a 

second successive month.1009 Fortunately, as further economic data became available 

from June onwards, the impact of the tax cut became clear. In a memorandum to 

Johnson on June 2, Heller said that circumstantial evidence undoubtedly showed “the 
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economy to be responding well to the tax cut.”1010 Business optimism and consumer 

spending had significantly increased during the first half of 1964, to the point 

whereby “the Administration’s January forecast of $623 billion GNP [for the calendar 

year] will be realized or bettered.”1011 Such an advance, Heller surely anticipated, was 

bound to yield a healthy fiscal dividend, one that would open up numerous 

possibilities for liberal reform. 

If the jury had been out regarding the tax cut’s impact, to Heller the verdict 

was much clearer concerning the role that monetary policy should play as the Great 

Society took shape. Shortly after LBJ endorsed the tax cut in November 1963, the 

president had avowed his support for continued deployment of the ‘Super-Twist’ (the 

policy of buying heavily in the long-term market) in a telephone conversation with 

Heller on December 14.1012 Nevertheless, not everyone subscribed to the CEA 

chairman’s view that long-term interest rates should remain as low as possible. At the 

turn of the year William McChesney Martin expressed concern that, with the 

impending enactment of the tax cut, inflation might increase. Reflecting this, Heller 

wrote to LBJ on December 29 to say that financial observers were “widely predicting 

that interest rates will rise in 1964,” something that he attributed to comments made 

by the Fed.1013 “The case for higher interest rates to date,” Heller said, “has been – 

quite rightly – that they were needed to overcome our balance-of-payments 

deficit…[yet Fed officials] were beginning to suggest that we need higher interest 

rates for domestic reasons – to meet a threat of inflation.”1014 An alarmed Heller 
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pointed out that “rising interest rates could put a real crimp on our expansion.”1015 

Accordingly, he urged Johnson to bring forward the next Quadriad meeting.1016 He 

noted, too, that a rate increase in 1964 would undermine LBJ’s attempt to trim the FY 

1965 budget, as this would result in higher interest payments on the national debt.1017     

Johnson shared Heller’s concerns. He called a Quadriad meeting on January 

10, during which Heller “argued that the simulative effects of the tax cut should not 

be killed off by a tightening of monetary policy.”1018 This paved the way for Johnson 

to impress upon Martin the urgency of following the ‘Super-Twist.’1019 To shore up 

Martin’s support after January 10, Heller used the 1964 Economic Report to highlight 

the dangers of higher interest rates.1020 However, both these moves failed to have any 

long-term impact, for Martin’s fears of inflation reignited after the tax cut’s 

enactment. In March, this prompted Heller to express concern that the Fed may 

increase interest rates.1021 Though another Quadriad session ensured that this did not 

happen, the CEA chairman continued to worry about Martin’s actions throughout 

April, May, and June.1022 This prompted the Council to conduct a major study on 

price stability to show that excessive demand was not a potential danger.1023 

Ironically, the impact of the tax cut eventually dissuaded Martin from 

increasing interest rates. By June, it was clear that the economy was experiencing 

noninflationary growth. This forced Martin to admit that he had been “just plain 
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wrong about how the tax cut would quickly fire up, not to say overheat, the 

economy.”1024 During a luncheon meeting with Heller in July, the Fed chairman went 

as far as saying that he saw “great calm in the money markets.”1025 As a result, the 

Central Bank’s policy was “‘strictly status quo.’”1026 Accordingly, Heller saw fit to 

call only one meeting of the Quadriad between July and November, a testament that 

his and Johnson’s efforts, coupled with the tax cut’s impact, convinced Martin to 

maintain an easy monetary policy.1027 Martin did raise the discount rate in November 

by 0.5 percent, but the need to protect the payments deficit after the British increased 

their discount rate prompted this. Hence, as the tax cut took effect in 1964, Heller 

helped to ensure that monetary policy would not undermine that measure, an integral 

task given LBJ “considered a robust, non-inflationary economy so critical” to the 

Great Society.1028 

As Heller sought to persuade the Fed that the tax cut would not produce 

excessive demand, he also worked hard to prevent the onset of cost-push inflation. 

This task was important because, as CEA member John P. Lewis pointed out, cost-

push inflation could “generate pressure on the Administration – and tempt the Fed – 

to attack the problem with restrictive monetary and fiscal policies.”1029 In April 1963, 

as the tax cut was making its way through Congress, Heller had played an essential 

role in averting a second steel crisis.1030 During 1964 the automobile industry posed 

the biggest threat to the administration’s wage-price guideposts. At a December 1963 
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meeting Walter Reuther, head of the United Automobile Workers, informed Heller 

“that the UAW is going for a whopping wage increase” in its negotiations with 

automobile manufacturers the following summer.1031 Such a move, Heller warned 

LBJ, “would give a big shove to the wage-price [guideposts],” something Reuther 

was aware of.1032 It was thus imperative to convince Reuther to moderate the UAW’s 

wage demands. 

What is also important about this incident, according to David Shreve, is that 

it undercuts the assessment that Johnson was indifferent to inflation during his 

presidency. On the contrary, with “fiscal and monetary policies geared toward full 

employment in 1964,” Shreve has noted, “Johnson latched onto the guidepost concept 

[to avert price rises].”1033 These actions “represented the revolutionary side of the 

New Economics.”1034 Agreeing with Heller that it was important to convince 

automobile workers to moderate their wage demands, Johnson issued a strong 

endorsement of the guideposts in the 1964 Economic Report.1035 He also asked 

Heller, Defence Secretary Robert McNamara (a former Ford executive), and Willard 

Wirtz to work out how the administration should respond to Reuther’s statement. This 

resulted in the CEA chairman travelling “to [the] Ford headquarters to collect data” 

on March 23, before meeting with Reuther once again on April 9.1036 “The upshot of 

the administration’s information gathering efforts,” Shreve noted, “was that 
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adherence to the guidepost principle suggested an auto industry price cut.”1037 This, 

Heller deduced, would convince Reuther to reduce the UAW’s wage demands.  

Following six months of negotiations, such an agreement never materialised, 

as automobile producers believed that price cuts would put their profit margins in 

jeopardy. Judging that it would take an intervention by LBJ to convince the producers 

to cut prices, Heller urged him on June 4 to speak personally with the head of General 

Motors. Johnson refused on grounds that he did not feel that such a plan would 

work.1038 As a result, on September 12 UAW announced annual wage increases of 4.7 

percent, which “knocked a giant hole in the credibility of the wage-price 

guidelines.”1039 Despite this, Heller told Johnson that while there would be “some 

cost-push pressure on prices,” he was confident that “rising productivity, growing 

plant and manpower capacity, sharp competition – and an administration that keeps 

business and labour well aware of their responsibilities – add up to a prospect for 

maintaining a good, though not perfect, record on the price and cost front.”1040 

Furthermore, despite the president’s reluctance to intervene personally in the 

automobile settlement, the lead up to the incident did show his determination to keep 

inflation under control. It also impelled him to enforce the guideposts in 1965, both of 

which help show that Johnson took inflation seriously.1041 

Despite Heller’s failure to influence the wage-price dispute, the pressure that 

he placed upon Martin, coupled with the good economic picture, both ensured that the 

Fed refrained from engaging in restrictive policies because of the automobile 

settlement. In fact, such was the pace at which the economy had picked up by the 
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second half of 1964, the CEA chairman began to press a new and innovative policy 

upon Johnson. This, Heller said, would “get funds to the State and local units where 

much of the Great Society must be built.”1042 Some context is necessary to understand 

this policy. By the summer of 1964, Heller had grown concerned about the possibility 

of “renewed ‘fiscal drag.’”1043 The federal tax system was “so powerful,” he pointed 

out, that despite cutting taxes it would annually generate “about 6 billion dollars more 

revenue than it did in the year before.”1044 Unless the US “match[ed] that $6 billion of 

cash ‘take’ from the public with $6 billion of federal cash ‘outflow’ to the public,” he 

warned, “we gradually begin to tighten the fiscal brakes.”1045 Heller explained that 

there were several ways to offset this. The government could either increase 

spending, cut taxes, or automatically “route more funds to State and local 

governments.”1046  

For several reasons, Heller preferred the final option. Firstly, he had always 

expressed concern about the growing financial pressures upon state-local 

governments.1047 Unsurprisingly, he was alarmed by 1964 that the states were “facing 

ever-growing and urgent demands for public services.”1048 Secondly, Heller’s 

experience developing the withholding taxation system during World War II had 

demonstrated to him “the power of setting things up to work automatically,” which is 

another reason why ‘revenue-sharing’ appealed to him.1049 Additionally, Heller saw 

in revenue-sharing a way to bolster the Great Society: not only would it enable the 
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government to distribute funds more efficiently to local units, a large portion of the 

money “would be used to pay for social welfare and educational programs.”1050  

Inspired by the economic, practical, and social benefits of revenue-sharing, 

Heller urged Johnson on May 12 to “do more to reconcile” both “the fiscal squeeze 

on State-local governments” and “the huge and growing tax revenues of the federal 

government.”1051 Knowing that economic arguments alone would not entirely 

persuade the president, he pointed out that it would “be [a] mighty attractive” 

programme for taxpayers, who would be saved from making increased contributions 

towards state-local finances.1052 He also knew that, having enacted the tax cut and 

launched the War on Poverty in early 1964, LBJ was “on the prowl for new 

initiatives.”1053 Since revenue-sharing would undercut Republican ‘big government’ 

attacks against the Democrats, the CEA chairman viewed it as a potentially important 

issue for Johnson’s re-election.1054 

In his memorandum to LBJ on May 12, Heller asked for “a green light” to 

“push ahead with more specific approaches and proposals [for revenue-sharing].”1055 

Enthusiastic about the idea, LBJ gave permission to go ahead. Therefore, the CEA 

chairman asked the Brookings economist Joseph Pechman, an expert on public 

finance, to develop a plan. In his response two weeks later, Pechman outlined a 

proposal where the states would be sent back “2 percentage points of the individual 
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and corporate income taxes” on an annual basis.1056 Importantly, such a proposal 

would have an equalizing effect, since the funds would be based on “[each] state’s 

expenditures for state and local activities,” as well as “the ratio of the state’s per 

capita income to the national average.”1057 Though the plan would incentivise “states 

and local governments to increase their expenditures,” the total amount given to them 

would only match 10 percent of their outlays.1058 This ensured it provided no 

“invitation to profligacy.”1059 Because it would be difficult to administer the money 

centrally, Pechman recommended a Trust Fund oversee the dispersal of funds.1060 

Impressed with Pechman’s response, Heller at once sent it to Johnson. One 

day later, he provided the president with further data outlining the pressing need for 

revenue-sharing.1061 Undoubtedly concerned by these figures, Johnson heeded a 

suggestion by Heller to establish a secret task force headed by Pechman, which would 

formulate a more concrete revenue-sharing proposal. “The principal reason for 

secrecy in this case,” two scholars have noted, “was to inhibit the organization of 

early opposition to [the revenue-sharing plan].”1062  

Not long after establishing the task force, however, revenue-sharing was 

“caught up in presidential politics.”1063 As a result, Johnson refused to embrace it. 

The chain of events that precipitated this was set in motion when Barry Goldwater, 

the Republican candidate for the 1964 election, outlined his own revenue-sharing 

initiative that summer. In response, Heller urged Johnson to “unveil our approach to 

the problem,” noting that Goldwater’s plan contained numerous problems that LBJ 
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could exploit.1064 One was that the Republican programme was less equitable than 

Pechman’s because it proposed to distribute funds based on the amount originally 

contributed by each state, thereby providing the larger states with a disproportionate 

share.1065 Goldwater also proposed to abolish the existing system of programmatic 

grants in return for the implementation of his proposal. This, Heller said, would 

enable the administration to court the support of numerous interest groups whose 

members benefited from those schemes.1066 

Though Johnson, in light of Goldwater’s proposal, was “particularly interested 

in having a plan that would distribute funds on a more equitable basis,” he refused to 

publicly discuss revenue-sharing throughout September and October.1067 Instead, he 

simply acknowledged that his administration was exploring the possibility of 

improving federal, state, and local economic relations.1068 Heller grew concerned that 

the president would miss an opportunity to exploit the issue in the run up to the 

election, a point that he raised with presidential aide Walter Jenkins in October. 

Thinking that, after doing so, Jenkins went on to secure “an oral commitment” from 

LBJ that endorsed revenue-sharing, Heller leaked details of the Pechman Task Force 

to the press.1069 Though he made it clear that Johnson had not “signed onto the 

specifics of this plan,” the New York Times subsequently carried a story saying that 

the president had.1070 This subjected the idea “to premature attack from pressure 

groups” and “mortally wounded it.”1071  

Heller’s leak angered the president. Johnson said that he had not given Jenkins 
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permission to fix his name to the Pechman Task Force.1072 Whilst a certain amount of 

blame for this lay with Jenkins, Heller, too, was guilty of misjudgement. As far back 

as July 11, the president reprimanded Heller for discussing revenue-sharing with the 

press. This warning came after LBJ read an article in a national newspaper that 

quoted Heller as saying Johnson was considering revenue-sharing. “God, Walter, this 

is dynamite politically,” LBJ said, “[I’m] trying to be economical and the headline is 

‘Johnson Trying to Make Up His Mind About What The Hell To Do With $18 

billion’…I don’t want to get committed to an act until I’ve seen and looked at it and 

then you can make it public when I embrace it.”1073 Given the clarity with which LBJ 

made this point back in July, Heller should have gone to the president directly for an 

endorsement in October. He did try to salvage the situation by insisting that there had 

been “a very good reception” to Pechman’s proposals.1074 However, Johnson 

unsurprisingly took the decision to “put the Heller[-Pechman] Plan in a remote filling 

cabinet to be forgotten for a long and indefinite period.”1075 Heller’s misjudgement 

was in large part responsible for Johnson’s refusal to make revenue-sharing a central 

feature of the Great Society.1076     

V 

Shortly after this, Heller sent Johnson his letter of resignation. He would be 

leaving “the world’s best-job-for-an-economist” after November’s Presidential 
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Election.1077 This came as no surprise to the president, whom the CEA chairman had 

told as far back as February that he would leave in November.1078 Even though their 

relationship was strained over the revenue-sharing issue, Heller informed LBJ that it 

was “going to be mighty tough to leave your side.”1079 He assured him that he would 

“be at your beck and call” back in Minnesota.1080 Three reasons, Heller later 

remarked, compelled him to leave. Firstly, when he accepted the post in December 

1960, Heller wanted to serve only three years. Reflecting this, he had sent his family 

back to Minnesota before Kennedy’s assassination, but agreed to stay on at Johnson’s 

request.1081 Secondly, his wife’s health (which was better suited to Minnesota’s 

weather) and the fact that he had taken out a loan of approximately $15,000-$20,000 

to cover the cut in pay that he took when he became CEA chairman, both necessitated 

Heller’s return to his more lucrative academic job in a better climate.1082 Heller also 

felt that if he “wanted to maintain essentially an academic career” then he “ought to 

go back,” or else he feared becoming a hostage to the political environment.1083 

Not mentioned by Heller in his resignation letter to Johnson (or 

retrospectively), is that he may have left the White House after growing concerned 

about the possible economic impact of America’s increased involvement in Vietnam. 

“My Dad said to me,” Eric Heller recalled, “that ‘Guns and Butter is what Johnson 

wants and it’s going to cause a horrible problem down the road in the economy and I 

don’t want to be seen as part of it.’ That was the ultimate reason he left.”1084 Certain 

evidence supports this assertion. Following the Gulf of Tonkin incident on August 2, 
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Heller told Gardner Ackley and John P. Lewis that although no one had asked the 

Council “to make a round-up of the possible economic impact of the Viet Nam flare 

up, I don’t think it would be a good idea to be caught flat-footed if things [do] flare 

up.”1085 This was because commodity prices had increased.1086 So concerned was 

Heller about the potential economic impact of Vietnam at this point, he told Ackley 

and Lewis “to keep close track of spot prices, commodity features, etc.” and made a 

move to become a member of the National Security Council.1087 It is not entirely clear 

whether Heller’s concerns about the economic impact of Vietnam impelled him to 

leave the LBJ administration. Significantly, he urged expansionary policies upon 

Johnson immediately after leaving the White House (something that the next chapter 

will demonstrate). Nevertheless, Heller’s concern about the potential economic 

impact of Vietnam in the summer of 1964 proved prescient. This was especially the 

case given the key role played by that conflict in undermining the legitimacy of 

Keynesian liberalism, right after it reached the zenith of its influence during Heller’s 

CEA chairmanship. 

Before turning to Heller’s response to this development, it is essential to 

reflect upon his final year in the White House. His crowning achievement was 

undoubtedly the passage of the 1964 Revenue Act, which consolidated the Keynesian 

revolution in America. Heller played an important role in securing the eventual 

passage of that measure. At the same time, he was central to the development of the 

War on Poverty, an initiative that began under Kennedy. He further made certain that, 

as Johnson’s Great Society took shape in 1964, monetary policy did not hamper its 

development. In fact, Johnson told his vice-president Hubert Humphrey that Martin 
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would have changed Fed policy “half a dozen times” had it not been for Heller.1088 

Meanwhile, as fiscal drag became a concern in the summer of 1964, Heller tried to 

convince LBJ to channel funds back to the states. Whilst Johnson rejected this plan, 

partly because of Heller’s misguided leak, a review of Heller’s activities in 1963-64 

demonstrates that he was a central figure in the development of the Great Society. It 

is unsurprising that Johnson called Heller one of his three “most valuable” advisers at 

the end of 1964.1089 It also demonstrates why LBJ relied upon Heller after the latter 

left the White House, for the former regarded the Minnesotan’s counsel as 

indispensable once Vietnam threatened to unravel all that both men had created. 
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Chapter Seven 

Guns, Butter, and Milton Friedman 

Two years after he left his post as CEA chairman, Walter Heller boasted, “Economics 

has come of age in the 1960’s. Two Presidents have recognized and drawn on modern 

economics as a source of national strength and Presidential power.”1090 Such 

exuberance confirmed that Heller and his contemporaries were enjoying their heyday 

during the mid-1960s thanks to the results of the 1964 Revenue Act. In September 

1965, the CEA’s Arthur Okun proclaimed that every dollar of tax reduction had 

produced 1.82 dollars of spending in 1964-65.1091 Resultantly, real GNP grew by 5.5 

percent and 6.3 percent respectively, unemployment fell to 4.1 percent (with inflation 

running low) and the performance gap closed.1092 These conditions facilitated the 

consolidation of the Great Society, which expanded rapidly in the mid-1960s. Heller 

had much to celebrate after leaving the White House, jesting in 1966 that the tax cut 

had raised the prestige of economists more than it had the level of GNP.1093 Outside 

the economics profession, too, came positive appraisals of the new economics. In 

1966, the New Yorker published a cartoon of an upper middle-class couple reading 

the news in their living room, with the wife saying to her husband that, although she 

did not know of Walter Heller, she was thankful he was a presidential adviser.1094 

Of course, Heller was no longer part of the Johnson administration. Yet, he 

continued to advise Lyndon Johnson as Keynesian liberalism reached its peak in the 

mid-1960s. To his surprise, Heller discovered that managing an economy operating at 
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full employment posed more of a challenge than fixing one beset by chronic slack. In 

1967, Heller confidently asserted that Keynesian advisers had at their disposal the 

means to “fine-tune” a full employment economy in order to stifle inflationary 

pressures.1095 At this very moment, the Vietnam War disproved his words. Then, 

Heller and his colleagues had to address the first serious intellectual challenge to the 

legitimacy of the new economics. This came in the form of monetarist theory, which 

gained credence in the 1960s thanks to the University of Chicago’s Milton Friedman. 

Accordingly, this chapter assesses the role of Heller during the initial stages of 

Keynesianism’s eclipse in the mid-to-late 1960s. It challenges the conventional 

perspective that Johnson was mostly responsible for this, positing instead that Heller 

and others deserve a sizable portion of the blame. It will also examine how well 

Heller responded to Friedman’s rise to prominence. 

I 

When Heller left the CEA in November 1964, the expansion from the tax cut 

looked likely to peter out after mid-1965. This deeply concerned him. Writing to 

Johnson as far back as July 24, 1964, Heller had explained that while the economy 

would continue expanding up to early 1965 he was unable to “see where the steam 

needed for further expansion in late 1965 and 1966” was “going to come from.”1096 

Both “business and academic economists” increasingly saw “a slowdown or even a 

downturn after mid-1965.”1097 As a result, Heller argued for the removal of excise 

taxes, notably on gasoline and alcohol, implemented by Franklin Roosevelt in 

1933.1098 Enacted as temporary measures to help balance the budget, these had 
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remained in place for the next thirty-one years. Due to his fears that the expansion 

would slow down in mid-1965, Heller was “strong for getting rid of them.”1099 In 

September, he followed up his July memoranda with statistical evidence that proved 

the need for these tax cuts, telling Johnson that if the US was operating at “4 percent 

unemployment the economy could produce $20 to $25 billion a year more.”1100  

Fearing the danger that lay ahead, Johnson agreed to ask Congress in January 

1965 to repeal FDR’s excise taxes. However, an October review of the president’s 

projected FY 1966 expenditures compelled Heller to stress the need for further 

expansionary measures. Conscious that most of the stimulus from the 1964 tax cut 

came in its first year, Heller predicted a “continued good advance through early 1965 

with gains in GNP of $10 billion per quarter,” but “smaller gains thereafter of $7 

billion per quarter.”1101 This “would not keep pace with [the economy’s expanding] 

potential,” so “unemployment would edge above 5% by year-end.”1102 Heller thus 

noted Johnson’s “recent promise of an excise tax cut” was only “one step toward a 

fiscal stimulus for FY 1966.”1103 He recommended “increased government 

expenditures, further tax cuts, or some combination of the two.”1104 The Fed’s 

decision to increase the discount rate in November enhanced the importance of doing 

so. As Heller told Johnson, “In the face of a higher discount rate…our best bet to 

sustain prosperity in 1965-66 lies in the excise tax cuts, [and other measures]…even 

if this means a FY 1966 deficit in the general range of the FY 1965 deficit.”1105   
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Gardner Ackley, who replaced Heller as CEA chairman, shared these 

concerns. In a memorandum to Johnson on March 3, 1965, Ackley expressed alarm 

that the jobless rate had edged up.1106 Heller thus told Johnson that it was imperative 

to get “the most good out of the excise tax cuts” and advised the president to urge the 

business community to pass them “through to the consumer in the form of price 

cuts.”1107 This was something that Johnson did, for when he signed into law $4.2 

billion of excise tax cuts on June 22 he “called on ‘every manufacturer and every 

retailer in this country’ to pass on the full amount of the excise cut to consumers.”1108 

In spite of this, further factors made Heller and Ackley argue for more stimuli. 

Increases in payroll taxes, for example, were due to go into effect in early 1966.1109 

Looking ahead, Ackley urged “a big second instalment” of excise tax cuts on January 

1 1966, whilst Heller and LBJ “began to discuss whether we shouldn’t have some sort 

of a little income tax cut at the bottom of the scale…if the quivers in the economy 

turned into a softness, and again, a growing gap.”1110  

As it turned out, Johnson’s decision to send combat troops to Vietnam in the 

summer of 1965 provided the stimulus that Heller and Ackley craved. Before 

examining their reaction to this effect, it is important to note that Heller’s decision to 

urge expansionary policies upon Johnson from November 1964 through to the 

summer of 1965 undercuts the assertion that he left the Johnson administration 

because he could foresee both LBJ’s decision to fight in Vietnam and the inflationary 

impact that it would have. Had Heller anticipated Johnson’s Americanisation of the 
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Vietnam War, he would not have pressed the president to undertake expansionary 

economic measures. LBJ’s decision to send troops to Vietnam also pleased Heller and 

Ackley, especially as projected expenditures indicated that there would only be a 

“moderate” build-up of the armed forces.1111 “We are certainly not saying that a 

Vietnam crisis is just what the doctor ordered for the American economy,” Ackley 

wrote, “But on a coldly objective analysis, the over-all effects are most likely to be 

favourable to our prosperity.”1112  

Heller agreed with this assessment. Admittedly, he was more cautious than 

Ackley about the potential danger of Vietnam. In September 1965, he forwarded 

Johnson a newsletter that he penned for the National City Bank of Minneapolis 

(NCBM), a new institution whose board Heller joined after leaving the CEA. In his 

newsletter, the Minnesotan explained that there “is little doubt that it [Vietnam] will 

be a substantial and growing factor in the economic outlook for months to come.”1113 

If that conflict caused a $3 – 5 billion increase in federal purchases by the end of 

1966, the “added stimulus could be readily absorbed by the economy.”1114 A $6 – 9 

billion increase would “pretty well use up the economy’s margin of unused and new 

resources,” whilst $10 – 15 billion “might disrupt our good record on prices and call 

for anti-inflationary action.” This included a tax increase.1115       

Heller’s more cautious tone proved prescient: during the fall of 1965 he could 

see “that the economy was getting a very considerable stimulus,” not least because 

prices edged up.1116 Writing to presidential aide Jack Valenti, Heller warned that the 
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“rapid buildup for Vietnam is coming on top of an economy that has been expanding 

for five years. It may well be reaching the point where a temporary tax boost is a 

sensible thing to do to keep total demand in balance with total supply.”1117 Others 

agreed. William McChesney Martin, for example, increased the discount rate in 

December 1965, after which LBJ had Heller flown down to his Texas ranch to 

discuss how to respond. There, Johnson, Heller and others had “a marathon 

discussion of economic policy,” during which Johnson proposed rescinding the excise 

tax cuts that he had just passed.1118 Heller opposed doing so, telling Johnson “those 

excise tax things we just got rid of were such miserable and illogical taxes.”1119 

Though he said that it might be a good idea to rescind some of them early in 1966 

(advice that Johnson heeded), Heller explained that what the economy “really need[s] 

is a surtax [of around 10 percent] on the individual income.”1120 Such a measure 

would require taxpayers to pay an extra ten cents on every dollar taxed. Ackley 

agreed, telling Johnson that if expenditures for the FY 1967 budget reached $110 -

$115 billion then a tax surcharge would be imperative.1121 

Johnson refused to follow this advice. He reasoned that a surcharge would be 

tantamount to requesting a war tax, something that LBJ feared because conservatives 

in Congress would respond by demanding a sizeable cutback in Great Society 

expenditures.1122 By this point, the president and Defence Secretary Robert 

McNamara had decided to hide the true costs of the war from both Congress and the 

CEA, in the belief that they could pursue both guns and butter without a tax 
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increase.1123 Reflecting this, Johnson’s Budget Message of January 1966 estimated 

that Vietnam would cost just $10.3 billion, projected a total level of expenditures for 

FY 1967 of just over $112.8 billion, and indicated that the war would end by July 

1967.1124 For some observers, LBJ’s refusal to heed Heller and Ackley’s call for a tax 

increase was the result of presidential manipulation and deceit, which ultimately 

opened the inflationary floodgates.1125 Others have advanced a different 

interpretation. For David Shreve, Johnson scholars have “transmitted an all too 

simple story of ‘guns and butter,’ short-sighted manipulation, and incipient 

inflation.”1126 Shreve has demonstrated that Johnson vigorously sought to impose the 

wage-price guidelines – developed during Heller’s CEA chairmanship – to keep cost-

push inflation in check as the war expanded.1127 Donald Kettl, too, has argued that 

those who advised LBJ deserve much of the blame for the failure to keep inflation in 

check. These individuals proved “uneven in their support for a tax increase” or 

suggested “guns and butter did not seem like incompatible choices.”1128 

Heller was one such person. Writing to Johnson on December 12, he told the 

president that he “might be weary of arguments for keeping the Great Society 

growing – modestly, but growing – even if Vietnam costs reach $10 to $15 billion a 

year and require a tax increase. But I hope that the hardheaded economic and fiscal 
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case for moving ahead isn’t getting lost.”1129 For Heller, it was imperative not to 

sacrifice the Great Society for a tax increase. In fact, the former could expand whilst 

Johnson sought the latter. “A billion or two next year could spell the difference 

between progress and stagnation of the Great Society…That billion or two is peanuts 

when compared with GNP, previous tax cuts, and the recent rise in personal income 

and profits.”1130 Aware that this entailed asking for a slightly larger tax increase than 

he anticipated earlier in the year, Heller argued that “Well-heeled private citizens and 

businesses – cashing in on government-sparked prosperity – can afford the costs of 

Vietnam far better than the bare-bones budgets of our programs for the poor, the 

Negro, the unskilled, and the undereducated.”1131 For Heller, guns and butter were 

compatible goals. Even though the Minnesotan favoured a tax increase, his 

suggestion that increased spending on the Great Society could concurrently take place 

alongside Vietnam surely would have played no small role in solidifying Johnson’s 

desire not to sacrifice “the woman” that he loved for “that bitch of a war.”1132 

II 

Despite calling upon Johnson in late 1965 to provide more funds for the Great 

Society, over the next few months Heller argued that the president should prioritise 

deflationary measures. In another newsletter for the NCBM on January 1, 1966, the 

former CEA chairman expressed alarm at reports that, since the summer of 1965, “a 

rise of $10 to $15 billion in federal purchases” had taken place.1133 This meant that 

“even the most heroic budget-cutting efforts” would be unable to “keep the fiscal 
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[year] 1967 administrative budget from rising into the $110–$115 billion range.”1134 

He suggested a tax increase was imperative.1135 Worried at the scale of spending on 

Vietnam, Heller told Johnson on February 13 that he was “even more concerned than 

I was in December about mounting price pressures.”1136 Senior figures at 

International Milling – a firm that Heller advised – were “full of talk about…price 

tension.”1137 This was especially as certain supplies were “up 3 ½%” compared with a 

year ago.1138 Business inventories had also been piling up, whilst there was “more of 

a price-push psychology in business…than we’ve had in a long time.”1139 Moves to 

restrain both demand and investment were imperative, so in addition to a surcharge 

Heller suggested “credit guidelines and selected credit restraints should be 

considered.”1140  

Ackley disagreed. Despite acknowledging that a tax increase was desirable, 

the CEA chairman did not “see much to be said for credit guidelines and selective 

credit restraints.”1141 The former were “likely to be harder on small businesses and on 

housing than rationing through higher interest rates.”1142 The latter would also need to 

apply to business loans when “no one” had “figured out how to apply such selective 

restraints to anything except housing loans and consumer credit.”1143 Despite 

favouring a tax increase, Ackley also told Johnson it was important “that we are not 

ourselves carried away by all the inflationary talk.”1144 At a meeting with the 

Business Council the week beforehand, one member had explained that their buyers 
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were “anticipating only a 1% price increase this year on their whole line.”1145 Not 

only did Heller arguably see the inflationary threat as more of a concern than Ackley 

in early 1966, the CEA chairman did not favour certain policies that Heller pressed 

upon Johnson. Heller acknowledged this when he wrote to the New York Times in 

May to downplay the differences between himself and Ackley.1146 Such a lack of 

accord between both advisers clearly lends credence to Kettl’s argument that their 

divergences prevented Johnson from dealing more effectively with the inflationary 

build-up of Vietnam.  

If the jury had been out on both the impending threat of rising prices and the 

need to implement credit guidelines and restraints, the verdict was much clearer to 

both Heller and Ackley on suspending the 1962 Investment Tax Credit. Just twelve 

days after he warned Johnson that his fears of inflation had increased, Heller 

forwarded the president a speech that he delivered on February 23. In it, the 

Minnesotan stressed that the “current level of investment is generating capacity 

increases at a 7% annual rate.”1147 This was “welcome muscle for a Vietnam 

economy, but an unsustainable source of excess capacity under normal growth 

conditions.”1148 Accordingly, measures that could “selectively dampen investment 

today and postpone it to a post-Vietnam tomorrow…[would] make good sense.”1149 

Central to such an effort was temporary suspension of the Investment Tax Credit, a 
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move seconded by both Ackley and the former Budget Director Kermit Gordon.1150  

Whilst the Keynesians pressed this action upon Johnson, Douglas Dillon’s 

replacement as Treasury Secretary, Henry Fowler, voiced his opposition. Writing to 

Fowler on March 9, Heller put forward the case for suspending the Investment Tax 

Credit. He argued that this would provide “a sharper instrument than either tighter 

money or higher corporate income taxes in getting to the bottom of economic 

overheating.”1151 Heller also explained that “the amount of responsible readiness in 

the business community to take some anti-inflationary medicine” was remarkable, 

having cited individuals from some of the corporations that he advised.1152 Fowler 

proved unwilling to move. He argued that investment in plant and machinery still 

needed “to be encouraged to promote overall competitive efficiency, increased 

productivity to justify increased wages, and the additional capacity that is the best 

answer to shortages.”1153 Suspending the measure would also do little to prevent 

inflation, as it “would produce a small yield…and thus contribute very little to 

achieving a budgetary surplus.”1154  

Taken aback by Fowler’s opposition, Heller met with the House Ways and 

Means Committee chairman, Wilbur Mills, on August 19. Here, he recommended 

suspension of the Investment Tax Credit. Reporting to Johnson, Heller explained that 

he and Mills had “a good give-and-take discussion” about the measure and stated that 

Mills accepted that repealing it “would be effective in slowing down investment.”1155 
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Spurred on by this, as well as by the lobbying of Ackley, Gordon, and the new 

Budget Director Charles Schultze, LBJ asked Congress for temporary suspension of 

the Investment Tax Credit on September 8, having sought Heller’s advice on the 

wording of his request.1156  

Despite overcoming Fowler’s opposition to the Investment Tax Credit’s 

suspension, Heller and Ackley’s main priority remained convincing the president to 

promote a tax increase. This was something that Fowler had ruled out in a February 

appearance before the Joint Economic Committee.1157 The Treasury Secretary did 

endorse such a measure by the summer, but the fact that he was not in accord with 

Heller and Ackley in early 1966 further substantiates Kettl’s argument that indecision 

amongst LBJ’s advisers prevented Johnson from tackling inflation more effectively. 

Determined to press his case despite the lack of consensus, Heller made numerous 

speeches in favour of a tax increase throughout early-to-mid-1966.1158 Johnson 

remained unmoved. In addition to his fear that Congress would demand a cutback in 

Great Society expenditures, one factor further deterred the president. This was that, 

following its discount rate decision in December, the Fed engineered a credit crunch 

in mid-1966 due to Martin’s fears of inflation. This action raised the possibility that a 

tax surcharge might tip the economy into a recession.1159  

Heller and Ackley argued that, even with the Fed’s decision, “the great 

strength of private investment demand was threatening the stability of financial 
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markets.”1160 To convince Johnson to press ahead with a tax surcharge, Heller 

broached the subject during his August 19 meeting with Wilbur Mills. In doing so, he 

was attempting to demonstrate that a surcharge was politically feasible. Heller 

reported that the Ways and Means chairman “said flatly, ‘I can pass a tax bill.’”1161 In 

exchange, Mills required the administration to cut expenditures, for he believed that 

“Congress had lost control of general-revenue spending after Johnson had [expanded 

the Great Society].”1162 He also needed to “be persuaded that the economy” was “not 

going to cool off, primarily because of tight money.”1163 Accordingly, Heller 

reassured Mills that “plant and equipment investment would be the last to be hit by 

tight money,” meaning that there would continue to be inflationary pressures.1164 He 

also provided Mills with a copy of his latest newsletter for the NCBM, arguing that 

GNP was rising “by about $14 billion” per quarter in 1966.1165 In response, Mills 

reiterated that he wanted the administration to cut back its expenditures and disputed 

whether Heller’s figures pointed to a strong inflationary build-up ahead.1166 Clearly, 

Mills did not come out explicitly in favour of a tax surcharge by the end of the 

meeting. Yet, Heller told both Ackley and Johnson that the chairman was “ready to 

go” and even suggested that the administration should call “the Ways and Means 

Committee back in November to get a tax bill ready.”1167 Such was Heller’s 

confidence in Mills’ readiness to pass a surcharge, that he told Democratic Senator 
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Walter Mondale of Minnesota “the signs are favourable at the moment.”1168 

Heller’s confidence turned out to be misplaced. In a meeting with two 

administration officials the same day he met with Heller, Mills said that he was 

“fearful of the economic impact of a general tax increase.”1169 His own economic 

counsellor Norman Ture, of the National Bureau of Economic Research, was adamant 

the Fed credit crunch meant that the economy faced “immediate danger of recession 

far more than the danger of inflation.”1170 So, just as Heller was telling LBJ that a tax 

surcharge was politically feasible, other advisers were saying the opposite to the 

president. It is undoubtedly clear that Johnson was hiding the true costs of the war at 

this point. However, it is also obvious that the lack of accord amongst those advising 

him contributed to the president’s reluctance to propose a tax surcharge to dampen 

down demand.           

Another example adds cogency to this point: by the fall of 1966, Heller and 

others grew unsure about the need for a surcharge. The Investment Tax Credit had 

been suspended just after the Fed had engineered that summer’s credit crunch, so the 

“remainder of 1966 and particularly the first half of 1967 began to be less bullish than 

earlier.”1171 This meant that the “need for immediate, sizeable fiscal restraint was no 

longer viewed as urgent.”1172 Reflecting this, Heller wrote to Johnson on November 

23 to say that the tax surcharge was still required. However, he stated that this was 

more so to rebalance the economy than to dampen demand directly. At “the risk of 

sounding like a man with a solution in search of a problem,” Heller wrote, he 

continued to favour a surcharge because it would enable the Fed to cut interest 
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rates.1173 This would “put our lopsided economy back on an even keel” and enable the 

US to “withdraw the resources to fight the war in a more balanced and equitable 

way.”1174 Easier credit would boost both the housing industry and small businesses, 

whilst increasing taxes would restrain personal consumption and business 

investment.1175 This meant that it would be possible to finance the war with “after-tax 

wages and profits.”1176 Such a strategy would further put the economy “in better 

shape to make the economic adjustment when Vietnam demands ebb, because it will 

give” Johnson “an added tax weapon that can be brought into play fast to stimulate 

the economy when Vietnam ends.”1177 Such a move would “appeal to a wide 

spectrum of voters on grounds that it will support our men in Vietnam,” as well as 

open up the prospect of a tax cut just before the 1968 Presidential Election.1178 

Agreeing with Heller on the desirability of easier credit and a tighter budget, 

Ackley also urged this combination upon Johnson.1179 In contrast, the president’s 

“appointees to the Federal Reserve Board believed that the economy had been slowed 

down enough and opposed a tax increase.”1180 Leon Keyserling also wrote LBJ in 

early December expressing doubt about the necessity of a surcharge.1181 The question 

over whether that measure was immediately necessary at the end of 1966 was unclear. 

To make matters worse, those in favour of a surtax advanced different reasons for 

one. Reflecting this, Heller again wrote Johnson on December 14, this time outlining 
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five divergent views advanced in support of a surcharge.1182 Once more, he argued 

that such a measure was important “to improve the policy mix” rather than to dampen 

demand directly.1183 He also maintained that it would do much “to protect the 

programs that are essential to progress in American life and meet the urgent problems 

of the poor, the Negro, and the cities.”1184  

This demonstrates that Heller continued to believe in the compatibility of guns 

and butter. He even stressed that, because the economy would be “producing an $800 

billion GNP within a year, surely we can afford a $25 to $30 billion war in Vietnam 

side-by-side with advances in vital programs to help the underdog and make life 

worth living.”1185 So, not only was Heller no longer arguing for a tax surcharge as a 

means to directly offset imminent inflationary pressures, he continued to encourage 

Johnson not to sacrifice the Great Society in favour of funding Vietnam. Coupled 

with the lack of accord amongst those advising Johnson, it is no wonder the 

Minnesotan told LBJ that his “special hope” was that the president would get “Divine 

guidance on the question of a 1967 tax increase” in the New Year.1186 It is clear, the 

reasons behind the president’s eventual decision to request a tax increase “were far 

more complicated than the argument that Johnson lied to protect both Vietnam and 

the Great Society.”1187          

III 

Though Heller toned down his advocacy of a surcharge in late 1966, once he 

completed a forecast of the economic picture for the whole of 1967 he became 
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convinced that one would be necessary. In his NCBM newsletter in December 1966 – 

which he forwarded to Johnson – the Minnesotan urged the president to promote a tax 

increase in January but not implement it in the first half of the year.1188 Heller instead 

wanted it to come into effect “in the second half” of 1967, when he was “quite sure 

that the economy would be moving up again.”1189 In the meantime, Johnson would 

have to safeguard the economy from stalling. Ignoring the fact that it took just over a 

year to pass the 1964 tax cut, Heller told the Joint Economic Committee, “Quick and 

fine-tuning of economic policy must be the order of the year in which we expect first 

an ebb and then a flow in the tide of economic advance.”1190 Despite the previous lack 

of accord within Johnson’s administration, Ackley and Schultze also reached this 

conclusion.1191 In his FY 1968 Budget Message, LBJ thus proposed a modest 

stimulus for the first part of the year and set aside a surcharge for the second half to 

avert inflationary pressures.1192 Consequently, Heller, Johnson, and others called for 

the reinstatement of the Investment Tax Credit, not least because they underestimated 

how efficiently the Fed’s tight money policies of the previous summer had slowed 

down the economy.1193  

To their relief, Congress swiftly re-enacted this measure. Coupled with a more 

relaxed monetary policy in early 1967, this provided the economy with a sufficient 

stimulus. Heller wrote to Johnson on July 11, saying, “unless a lot of us are wrong on 
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our GNP forecasts for next winter, we should soon ease up on the accelerator.”1194 A 

6 – 10 percent surcharge on personal income taxes was required in late 1967, to pre-

empt any inflationary developments likely to occur.1195 Such a policy would also be 

desirable if the Fed continued to ease monetary policy, for this would improve the 

fiscal-monetary mix.1196 Ackley, Schultze, and Fowler also favoured implementing 

the surcharge. Johnson, however, needed further persuasion. In this, Heller apparently 

played an important role. Just as the president contemplated whether to ask for a 

surcharge, he invited the Minnesotan to have lunch with him and the German 

Chancellor Ludwig Erhard, whom Heller worked with during his post-war stint as 

Chief of Internal Finance in West Germany. This gave Heller “a marvellous vehicle” 

to influence the president.1197 “I did it through the things I was telling Erhard,” he 

recalled, “because in the process I was trying to get [my case] across to Johnson.”1198 

As a result, Johnson issued a Special Message to Congress on August 3. This warned 

that the deficit for FY 1968 would hit $28.7 billion without a tax increase (compared 

with deficits of $3.7 billion and $8.6 billion for FYs 1966 and 1967). Should this 

happen, there would be “ruinous inflation.”1199 A combination of around $4 billion in 

expenditure restraint and a temporary 10 percent surcharge on individual income 

taxes on October 1, 1967, was the president’s response.  

Even before Johnson endorsed the surcharge, Wilbur Mills argued that it 

would be difficult to pass. Such a measure, he explained, “had no appeal to him.”1200 

Four months prior to Johnson’s message, Mills delivered a damning indictment of the 
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administration’s tax policy. Dismayed with what he regarded as the “disruptive effect 

of frequent tax changes” pushed by the Keynesians – something exemplified by the 

quick suspension and re-enactment of the Investment Tax Credit – Mills questioned 

“the ability of the administration economists to discern short-term movements in the 

economy and make the right tax prescriptions.”1201 To make matters worse, Heller 

told Walter Mondale that two “off-base guys” who “have control of the editorial 

pages of both the New York Times and The Washington Post” had “the ear of Wilbur 

Mills.”1202 This was because their “only consistent theme these days is, no matter 

what the new economists do, they’re wrong.”1203 Even if Mills were to consider a tax 

surcharge, he had also said that he wanted a large reduction in domestic spending to 

accompany one.1204 

Seeking to win Mills around to Johnson’s position, Heller and Brookings 

economist Joseph Pechman penned coordinated letters to the Ways and Means 

chairman straight after Johnson issued his Special Message.1205 In his, Heller stressed 

that the tax increase was “an economically prudent and politically responsible step to 

take.”1206 Invoking the example of the Korean War, Heller reminded Mills of “the 

responsible and courageous leadership role played by the Joint Economic Committee 

and the House Ways and Means Committee in 1950-51 in raising taxes.”1207 He 

further noted that, as inflation would become more of a danger in 1968, it was wise 
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for fiscal rather than monetary policy to take the necessary pre-emptive action.1208 

Another credit crunch, for example, would be disastrous for the housing industry and 

small businesses.1209 A big deficit for FY 1968 would also “represent unsound 

economic policy and budgetary policy [given the fact that the economy was at full 

capacity],” whilst the rising level of GNP in late 1967 meant that the economy could 

“take the tax increase in its stride.”1210 In an attack obviously aimed at Norman Ture, 

Heller explained that those “who [earlier] forecast a recession or prolonged doldrums 

have already been proved wrong,” whereas the Keynesians were “being proved 

right.”1211 It was thus imperative to follow his advice, or the economy would be 

worse off.  

In an attempt both to expose Mills to other journalists and to convince him not 

to hold Johnson to ransom over Great Society expenditures, Heller attached to this 

letter an excerpt from the editorial page of the Minneapolis Tribune. This argued that 

the 1967 race riots offered a “compelling” reason not to scale back domestic 

spending.1212 “The nation cannot afford to cut back on its spending for education, 

poverty and job training programs, all vitally needed to eliminate the underlying 

causes of violence and unrest.”1213 Although presidential aide Joseph Califano Jr., 

hailed Heller’s letter as both a “first-rate job” and “a great help,” Mills remained 

unmoved.1214 Having developed a reputation for not endorsing a proposal unless he 

was sure that it had plenty of support, Mills wanted to tread lightly on the surcharge. 

In fact, he believed that “both Ways and Means and the House would vote it 
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down.”1215 Despite the fact that Mills opened hearings on the tax increase on August 

12, the progress of the bill went very slow, putting the October date of enactment in 

severe doubt. Mills was also “very chary of economic forecasts” and felt that Johnson 

did not provide definitive proof that the economy would overheat in 1968.1216             

With the tax surcharge becalmed, Heller engaged in a robust effort to muster 

support for its advancement. Along with Pechman and George Bach of Stanford 

University, he organised a petition seeking support for the surcharge from a wide 

range of professional economists. After amassing over 300 signatures, this was sent 

to Mills and the Louisiana Senator Russell B. Long, chairman of the Senate Finance 

Committee. With “government expenditures rising rapidly,” it warned, “growth of 

total demand” threatened “to exceed the capacity of the economy to increase total 

output.”1217 Thus, a tax increase would forestall “a new round of inflation.”1218 The 

petition further explained that, “given the projected size of military outlays,” cuts “in 

federal civilian programs” would be futile “to avert the need for a tax increase.”1219 

Such cuts also amounted to “poor – indeed, dangerous – social policy in the light of 

the conditions of millions of our citizens living in the ghettoes of our cities.”1220 This 

last statement was particularly important, not least because Mills soon made it clear 

that he would hold up the surcharge until he and LBJ agreed upon “a specification of 

budget cuts” likely to be “much larger” than the president wanted.1221 

In addition to organising this petition, Heller used his September 20 
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newsletter for the NCBM to drum up popular support for the surcharge.1222 Using 

what one observer described as “strong words,” the former CEA chairman warned 

that inflation could jump well above its 1967 level of 3 percent by 1968 without 

preventative action.1223 Continuing to believe that guns and butter were compatible, 

Heller argued that waging “the good fight against inflation and the ghettoes, side by 

side with the war in Vietnam” was possible.1224 This was because, once the surtax had 

been enacted, there could be an overhaul of the taxation system in order to generate 

additional revenues for spending on the Great Society.1225 Again, Heller’s efforts 

failed to achieve the desired effect. The fiscally conservative Senator William 

Proxmire of Wisconsin dismissed the petition on the basis that just 2 ½ percent of the 

American Economic Association’s whole membership signed it.1226 Similarly, one 

member of the public wrote to the St Paul Dispatch at the end of September to 

criticise Heller’s prediction that the FY 1968 budget would be inflationary. He 

reminded its readers that, in 1962, Heller made an error forecasting a surplus for FY 

1963.1227 These critical approaches were, to Heller’s dismay, reflected in the actions 

of the Ways and Means Committee. On October 3, it voted 20 to 5 to lay aside the 

surtax until LBJ and Mills reached an agreement on domestic expenditure 

restraint.1228     

Whilst he tried in vain to pressure congressional conservatives to endorse the 

surtax, Heller was successful at boosting that measure’s appeal amongst key liberals 

in Congress, albeit after October 3. The latter appreciated the economic case for the 
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surcharge, but wanted to use it as a vehicle to achieve comprehensive reform of the 

taxation system. Heller sympathised with this aim, but argued that a protracted 

struggle to overhaul the tax structure should not hold up the surcharge.1229 

Accordingly, in a letter to Johnson on September 16, Heller explained that he was 

writing to a number of prominent liberals in Congress on the need to prioritise the 

surtax.1230 He was also in conversation with Representative Donald Fraser of 

Minnesota about the possibility of having “a session with the Democratic Study 

Group [DSG]” to make this argument.1231 Walter Mondale also wanted Heller to brief 

sceptical Democrats in the Senate.1232 These efforts came to a head on October 10, 

when Heller had separate engagements on Capitol Hill with 50 members of the DSG, 

50 House staff members, 16 Democratic Senators, and the press.1233 Calling himself 

“an unpaid lobbyist” who was there at his “own expense and no-one’s request” (a 

statement that, retrospectively, Heller admitted was not true), the Minnesotan made a 

robust effort to increase liberal support for the surcharge.1234  

Quoting material from a speech that he delivered to the Economic Club of 

Detroit, Heller stressed that loophole closing was a “laudable undertaking” but there 

would be “months and months of Congressional deliberations.”1235 After highlighting 

how the attempt at tax reform in 1963 held up the passage of the 1964 Revenue Act, 

Heller argued that it was “self-defeating to confuse loophole closing, an equity move 
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that won’t produce revenue until 1969, with the surtax.”1236 In closing, he made the 

argument that “the surtax will serve” the “liberal purposes [of the Democrats] mighty 

well,” not least because it was “strongly progressive.”1237 It would also ensure that the 

Democrats could “afford the very domestic programs they, as liberals, regard as 

essential.”1238 This was because “the alternative of higher prices and higher interest 

rates” would “hit the little fellow hardest.”1239  

Following his meetings with both the House staff members and the Senators, 

Heller reported that he “got the pleasing comment that a number of doubters on the 

surtax had been convinced.”1240 Reflecting this, Mondale congratulated Heller “on a 

magnificent performance” and promised to insert the Economic Club of Detroit 

speech into the Congressional Record.1241 With regard to his appearance before the 

DSG members, Heller said that it was “hard to know how many were converted.”1242 

However, a note from Fraser on October 17 showed that many were. Not only did 

Fraser say that the DSG thought Heller made his “case well and they’ll go along [with 

the surtax],” he described Heller’s appearance as “one of the most effective things 

I’ve seen done here on Capitol Hill.”1243 

In addition to his efforts on October 10, Heller gave four speeches across 

America to drum up support for the tax increase.1244 He also penned an article for the 

Washington Post that attacked Mills’ suggestion that the administration should wait 
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for prices to increase in 1968 before enacting the surcharge.1245 Along with his hard 

work throughout September, these attempts to increase support for the surcharge were 

reminiscent of Heller’s efforts to boost the appeal of the 1964 Revenue Act as it made 

its way through Congress. Still, neither Heller’s nor the LBJ administration’s actions 

broke the deadlock. The British decision to devalue the pound in November proved 

more decisive. This prompted concerns among foreign dollar holders that the US 

would do the same to protect its own currency, causing another run on gold. As one 

historian noted, “Johnson now believed that passage of the tax surcharge was 

essential to reassure foreign bankers that the United States had the will and the ability 

to keep inflation under control.”1246 Consequently, the president was willing to accept 

Mills’ most important demand to achieve this: the need to curtail domestic 

expenditures. 

This alarmed Heller. He accepted, like Johnson, that the pound’s devaluation 

made passage of the surtax essential. In fact, he introduced the president to a French-

born Wall Street banker who offered to assist the administration in urging sceptical 

congressional representatives to pass the measure.1247 At the same time, the 

Minnesotan told the president on November 22 “the local news dispatch of something 

like a $7 billion spending cut in exchange for the full surtax sent a chill down my 

spine.”1248 Slowing down “progress of the Great Society programs, would be a 

mighty high price to pay to get the full surtax.”1249 If Johnson did have to find $7 
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billion in cuts, it would be important to scale back “things, not people.”1250 This 

meant targeting federal construction projects, highway programmes, agricultural 

measures, and funding for supersonic transport development.1251   

Following six months of protracted wrangling, Johnson cut $6 billion in 

domestic spending to secure the passage of the surtax. Enacted in June 1968, this 

measure came into being too late to affect the-then record FY 1968 deficit of $25.1 

billion (2.8 percent of GDP). However, it helped generate a $3.2 billion surplus for 

FY 1969 (0.3 percent of GDP).1252 This worried Heller, who predicted that such a 

swing from red to black would produce a downturn in late 1968.1253 To his surprise, a 

slowdown failed to materialise, partly because the temporary nature of the surcharge 

did little to affect the long-term income expectations of consumers.1254 Instead, a 4 

percent inflation rate beset the economy at the end of 1968, prompting Heller to tell 

Johnson that he had egg on his face.1255 If only the president had called for a tax 

increase in 1966, he and other Keynesians lamented, there would be little 

inflation.1256 Instead, businesspersons interpreted the Vietnam escalation “to mean 

that good times would roll on.”1257 Therefore, throughout 1966-67 they went “on an 

investment binge,” setting America along the path of inflation.1258 Not only did this 

undermine the validity of Keynesian economics, it legitimised the arguments of 

Milton Friedman. He had forecast inflation for late 1968, saying that the Keynesians 
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neglected how quickly the money supply increased during the 1960s. The fact that 

Friedman’s forecast proved consistent with events provided Keynesianism with its 

first intellectual challenge. This prompted Heller to engage the Chicago economist in 

various exchanges in the late 1960s.                       

IV 

Friedman was born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1912. He was, as the historian 

Robert Sobel has observed, “the most important critic of the new economics.”1259 To 

understand why Friedman afforded the money supply so much importance by 1968, it 

is important to appreciate his belief that government actions destabilised the 

economy: if left alone, the private sector would grow at a steady pace.1260 A 

champion of the free market, Friedman’s identification with classical ideas took shape 

when he studied at the University of Chicago, an institution that he joined during the 

1930s. Whereas Keynesian ideas captivated Heller at this time, Friedman came under 

the influence of Frank Knight, Henry Simons, and Jacob Viner, all leading critics of 

Roosevelt’s New Deal.1261 After moving to Columbia to complete his PhD, Friedman 

worked in and out of government. There, he developed a dislike for bureaucracy, 

believing it to be inefficient.1262 Before graduating in 1946, Friedman worked as an 

economics instructor at the University of Wisconsin and (during the war) as a 

statistical economist for the Tax Research Division of the US Treasury. In both 

instances, he and Heller interacted. Not only did Heller campaign to have Friedman 

appointed to the Wisconsin Faculty, he “protested when anti-semitism and personal 

resentments kept MF [Milton Friedman] from being offered a more prominent 
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position.”1263 When both men joined the Treasury during the war years, Heller 

worked as one of Friedman’s assistants.1264  

They struck up a friendship that survived divergent beliefs. Writing to Heller 

in 1949, Friedman criticised the CED’s decision to incorporate discretionary 

monetary policy into the stabilizing budget policy, indicating that this would create 

instability because policymakers could not forecast correctly.1265 This prompted 

Heller – a consultant to the CED – to reply that stable tax rates and discretionary 

monetary policies could work in tandem.1266 As both men established themselves in 

their respective economics departments during the 1950s – Heller in Minnesota and 

Friedman in Chicago – it became clear that each of them had different ideas about 

how the economy should be managed. Whilst Heller championed greater use of 

discretionary fiscal measures, Friedman favoured use of monetary policy to stabilise 

the economy. Studying under Simons, Knight, and Viner had exposed him to their 

work on the quantity theory of money.1267 Attracted, too, by the fact that monetary 

policy entailed less government interference in the economy compared with 

discretionary fiscal measures, much of Friedman’s work in the post-war years 

involved creating a monetary policy formula that adhered to his belief in small 

government. 

This culminated in Friedman championing the significance of the money 

supply. In 1963, he published A Monetary History of the United States, a monograph 

that built on previous works offering “a strong defense of the quantity theory of 
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money.”1268 Arguing that shifts in the money supply constituted the most important 

factor in understanding the business cycle, Friedman went as far as arguing that the 

Fed helped cause the Great Depression by allowing the money supply to shrink by a 

third between 1929 and 1933.1269 For Friedman, “money possessed a unique power to 

throw smoothly running economies out of gear.”1270 People would always strive to 

retain a certain amount of income as savings, so if the Fed increased the money 

supply people would spend any excess to restore their balances, thereby producing 

inflation.1271 Accordingly, he “believed that if only the Fed would permit the money 

supply to grow at about the same rate as output, without starts and stops, the main 

source of instability would be eliminated and so would the main excuse for 

government intervention.”1272  

Promoting an appealing alternative for many who deplored the new 

economics, Friedman “missed few opportunities in the late 1960s to contrast what he 

saw as the lurching behaviour of the Federal Reserve with the apparent 

consistency…of his rules-based approach.”1273 In doing so, he made the argument 

that the 1964 Revenue Act had virtually no impact upon the economy. Instead, he 

maintained that the inflation that plagued Heller and the Keynesians in the late 1960s 

traced its roots back to a substantial rise in the money supply between August 1962 

and August 1965.1274 That accounted for the increase in GNP during this period. 

Moreover, because Heller, Ackley, and others had concerned themselves primarily 

with interest rates, Friedman chastised them for not realising that the money supply 
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subsequently grew by more than 6 percent between June 1965 and May 1966, which 

brought the economy to full employment.1275 After engineering the credit crunch in 

the summer of 1966, the Fed increased the money supply again, by both 8.2 percent 

between January and September 1967 and by 8.5 percent from April to December 

1968.1276 In the process, it unleashed inflation. Whilst Heller predicted a downturn by 

the end of 1968, Friedman’s assertion that a continuous rise in prices would plague 

the economy proved right. 

This precipitated a fierce debate between both men. Deploring Heller’s belief 

that it was possible to fine-tune a full employment economy, Friedman famously 

stated that inflation was “always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon.”1277 He 

argued that the tax surcharge failed to curtail inflation because it reduced government 

borrowing from the central banking system, thereby freeing up funds for private 

borrowers to spend.1278 In response, Heller indicated that his focus upon interest rates 

certainly distracted him from the significance of the money supply: “The question is 

not whether money matters – we all grant that.”1279 At the same time, he argued that 

there were several issues with Friedman’s approach that caused the Chicago man to 

overstate the money supply’s significance. First, Friedman never specified which 

money supply variable gave the best indication of inflationary and deflationary 

trends. “Last spring,” Heller told Friedman in early 1969, “M1 (the money stock) was 

all the rage…But when that slowed down, most of the alarmists switched horses to 

M2 (money plus time deposits), which quite conveniently began rising sharply.”1280 
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Heller also asserted that interest rates were far more important than Friedman 

suggested. In 1948, the money supply tightened, yet the US was “swamped with 

liquidity” because interest rates remained low.1281 

What also did not add up was how Friedman accounted for his claim of both a 

long and variable average lag between alterations in the money supply and changes in 

the rate of output. Heller argued Friedman’s lack of evidence in both these respects 

quite clearly demonstrated that “the level of economic activity, or total demand for 

the nation’s output, is influenced by variables other than the stock of money,” 

including the 1964 Revenue Act.1282 Accordingly, Heller said that Friedman did not 

find “anything like a near-perfect correlation – a rigid link – between money and 

economic activity.”1283 The only evidence suggesting that Friedman had done so was 

that money velocity – the rate at which money exchanged hands in the economy – 

rose by 28 percent between 1960 and 1968. However, if velocity was the same in 

1968 as it was for 1960, GNP should have been $675 billion, not $860 billion. The 

money supply, Heller concluded, could not produce such a difference, which showed 

other factors determined both velocity and output.1284 True, Friedman had 

demonstrated that economists should give more attention to changes in the money 

supply, but Heller and James Tobin pointed out that implementing a “fixed-throttle 

money-supply rule” would be destabilising. Indeed, it would be impossible to adjust 

fiscal policy and interest rates to offset unforeseen economic problems.1285 As a 

former staff economist on the Heller CEA also put it, Friedman based his argument 
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for a fixed money supply rule on his assertion that government activism bred 

instability, which ignored the fact that “changes in business policy” did the same.1286 

In addition to the various critiques advanced by the Keynesians, David Shreve 

has pointed out that, in formulating his thesis, Friedman assumed “that the nation’s 

stock of money was determined only from the supply side, that is through the actions 

of the Federal Reserve.”1287 Throughout the 1960s, though, private banks and non-

bank corporations “acted to increase the nation’s supply of money without prodding 

from the Federal Reserve.”1288 This demonstrated that Friedman had oversimplified 

his analysis. As to his suggestion that the 1964 tax cut did nothing to create the 

expansion of the 1960s, Heller argued “that however you sliced it, consumption 

spending, up by an average of $4.4 billion per quarter in the three quarters proceeding 

the tax cut, jumped ahead by $8.4 billion per quarter in the three quarters following 

the tax cut.”1289 Demand-induced fiscal policy, therefore, was the most important 

element behind the 1960s expansion. The fact that Friedman failed to amass any 

concrete evidence to link the prosperity of that decade to the increase in the money 

supply shows that he failed to refute this point sufficiently.  

Given these various limitations, it is unsurprising that soon after Friedman 

rose to prominence the performance of the economy failed to conform to his 

expectations. Having forecast inflation in the last half of 1969, Friedman argued that 

this would turn into a sharp recession in 1970 as the Fed responded by reducing the 

money supply to almost zero. That failed to materialise, though output did 
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decrease.1290 As Heller also pointed out, the Fed then responded to that downturn by 

adopting Friedman’s approach, as it set a target of expanding the money supply at 2 – 

3 percent for 1970.1291 Halfway through that year it then revised that figure upwards 

to 5 percent, mainly because the economy remained sluggish.1292 Such a switch in 

policy clearly showed “that [adhering to] a given rate of growth of the money supply” 

was “a difficult and elusive target.”1293 However, convinced that its policy could 

work, the Fed continued to increase the money supply further, to such an extent that 

in the first quarter of 1971 the money stock (M1, demand deposits, plus currency) 

rose by 7 – 8 percent, having grown 6 ½ percent over the previous 12 months. The 

economy remained stagnant, prompting Heller to remark, “in 15 months of 

experience with its heavier emphasis on the money supply, the Fed has found little 

support for the general proposition that money supply creates its own demand.”1294 

As the 1970s unfolded and inflation worsened, further evidence discredited 

Friedman, which Heller used to good effect. In a 1979 article for the Wall Street 

Journal (a publication to which Heller regularly contributed in the 1970s), he wrote 

that inflation was clearly embedded in “external forces largely beyond the reach of 

monetary policy,” especially given the domestic impact of the global increases in 

food and oil prices during the 1970s.1295 To the extent that a reduction in the money 

supply was capable of subduing inflation, Heller indicated that the impact of external 

shocks needed to be absent and said that such a strategy could have “unconscionable 
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costs in jobs and output,” so much so it could produce a “‘deep, deep, depression.”1296 

Clearly, there were painless ways to arrest this issue, and, by this point, Friedman was 

not advancing his arguments as cogently as he had done beforehand.1297 Thus, Heller 

responded robustly to the prominence of monetarist theory in the late 1960s and 

1970s, despite the fact that the eclipse of Keynesianism had already begun.  

V 

Indeed, the rise of Friedman came on top of the Keynesians’ failure to fine-

tune the economy in the mid-to-late 1960s. In addition, just as monetarism 

experienced problems during the 1970s, the Keynesians struggled to defend their 

doctrine due to the unprecedented phenomenon of stagflation. The next chapter will 

explore Heller’s response to this problem. Before doing so, it is essential to reflect 

upon his role in the beginning of Keynesianism’s eclipse. What is clear is that, 

despite the confidence with which he initially approached the second half of the 

1960s, the Minnesotan overestimated how easy it would be to manage an economy 

operating at full employment. In fact, he later admitted that his use of the phrase 

“fine-tuning” was just as embarrassing as his “puritan ethic” remark of 1963.1298 It is 

also clear that, despite the assertions of certain Johnson scholars, Heller, Ackley, and 

others deserve part of the blame for letting the inflationary genie out of the bottle.  

Heller did this by both encouraging Johnson to view Vietnam and the Great 

Society as compatible and by not coordinating his recommendations more effectively 

with other advisers. If he had better communicated his ideas and not worried about 

expanding the Great Society, LBJ may have abandoned his desire not to sacrifice the 

latter for a tax increase at an earlier date. Once Johnson did request that measure, 

Heller was useful in his attempts to convince both the public and members of 
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Congress that the surtax was a necessity. Still, the British devaluation of the pound in 

November 1967 played the most important role in forging a compromise to pass it. 

Heller also responded in an effective manner to the rise of Friedman. This point is 

worth making, not least because it disputes Allen Matusow’s argument that the 

Keynesians did not react well to the revival of monetarism in the late 1960s.1299 

Heller also moderated “his views to incorporate an [enhanced] appreciation of the 

importance of monetary policy,” something that the next chapter will demonstrate.1300  

The eclipse of Keynesianism thus started to take place by the time Friedman 

came to prominence. This meant that the Keynesian liberalism espoused by Heller 

also started to alter. As this chapter has shown, an important shift took place when 

Heller emphasised the preservation of Great Society programmes over their 

expansion. This occurred after Johnson reduced domestic spending to secure passage 

of the surcharge, which reflected a broader shift in liberal circles away from 

quantitative and towards qualitative liberalism in the late 1960s and early 1970s.1301 

As Robert Collins has noted, “growth liberalism’s combination of growth-inducing 

tax cuts, an escalating war in Vietnam, and increased social spending at home had 

overstrained economic institutions and capabilities.”1302 This gave rise to liberal (and 

conservative) discontent. In 1973, even Heller admitted that the “great rise in GNP in 

recent decades – especially in the 1960’s, when real income per family (in constant 

dollars) rose nearly forty percent – has not brought about the personal gratification, 

the better life, [and] the remedies of social injustices that should have come with such 
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material advances.”1303 

In response to growth’s perceived excesses, certain liberals placed “a new 

emphasis on the pursuit of quality in American life.”1304 Heller, for example, 

discussed the need to rein in the environmental havoc caused by the pursuit of 

growth, saying that it was important to “make growth cleaner, more benign, [and] 

more enjoyable.”1305 The rise of the New Politics movement also reflected this 

renewed focus upon qualitative liberalism. New Politics liberals fused concerns about 

improving the quality of life with those of both the anti-war and rights-based 

movements of the late 1960s.1306 Seeking to return the Democrats to the left of the 

political spectrum, the liberalism of the New Politics movement found ultimate 

expression in George McGovern’s unsuccessful 1972 presidential campaign, which 

called for a “liberalism of entitlement.”1307 Influenced by Keynesian adviser John 

Kenneth Galbraith, McGovern ran on a platform to implement a universal income 

funded by both a $22 billion tax increase on the wealthy and a $32 billion cutback in 

defence spending.1308 Heller did not go as far as endorsing the New Politics 

movement. However, he did shift towards a qualitative perspective during the late 

1960s and early 1970s. He admitted, “great wealth – the greatest any nation has ever 

known – has not been translated into a great society.”1309 This is important to 

understanding how Heller adapted his views during the economic and political 

turmoil of the 1970s and 1980s.    
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Chapter Eight 

 

A Keynesian in the Wilderness 

 

At the 1974 annual meeting of the American Economic Association, Walter Heller 

delivered the plenary address. With the economy beset by both stagnation and 

inflation, a phenomenon known as stagflation, Heller wanted to highlight what was 

“right with economics.”1310 However, he admitted that economists had been “caught” 

with their “parameters down,” having failed to foresee the miserable conditions of the 

1970s.1311 For the Keynesians, stagflation amounted to a large blow. As one historian 

noted, stagflation “undermined the utility of fiscal policy,” helping cause what 

Herbert Stein described as its “disintegration.”1312 Inflation averaged 9.3 percent from 

1973-80, whilst unemployment averaged 5.5 percent from 1970-75 and 7 percent 

from 1975-80.1313 Against this backdrop, Presidents Richard Nixon (1969-74), Gerald 

Ford (1974-77) and Jimmy Carter (1977-81) struggled to solve the nation’s problems, 

veering back and forth between expansionary and restrictive fiscal measures. The 

disintegration of fiscal policy allowed monetary policy to usurp it. It also paved the 

way for the revival of supply-side economics, which Republican Ronald Reagan 

(1981-89) embraced prior to his election in 1980.  

With Keynesianism pushed out of the limelight, Heller asserted that it was 

“[still] valid.”1314 In contrast, one congressional aide writing in a highly conservative 

magazine claimed Heller could not “accept how completely today’s economic world 
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contradicts his Ivory Tower theories.”1315 Echoing this, economists Robert Lucas and 

Thomas Sargent argued in 1979 that Keynesianism no longer had any “value in 

guiding policy.”1316 Most historians have reached a similar conclusion. In doing so, 

they have cited either the unpopular Keynesianism of New Politics liberals or the 

ideas of traditional New Deal-Great Society liberals. The latter advocated Keynesian 

policies described as “outmoded, irrelevant, and intellectually bankrupt.”1317 

Speaking about Senators Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota and Edward Kennedy of 

Massachusetts, Sean Wilentz claimed they “seemed to have run out of steam; it was 

more apt to look back at the glory days of yore than to propose coherent policies for 

the present and future.”1318  

In contrast, this chapter assesses Heller’s responses to both stagflation and 

Reaganomics, arguing that post-1960s Keynesian liberalism was more vibrant than 

assumed. It builds upon recent scholarship by Scott Kamen and Patrick Andelic, both 

of whom have demonstrated that a group of “neoliberals” emerged in the 1970s 

Democratic Party to adapt it to new conditions.1319 These individuals included 

Senators Gary Hart of Colorado and Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts, who “moved to 

the right of their New Politics predecessors and the Democratic establishment on 

matters of economic policy.”1320 This chapter shows that Heller occupied similar 

ground, to the point whereby he anticipated Bill Clinton’s New Democrat approach to 
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economic policy by the end of the 1980s. In doing so, the chapter demonstrates that 

the New Democrats did not simply emerge out of the failure of New Politics 

liberalism. Instead, liberals like Heller, who traced their roots back to New Deal-

Great Society liberalism, helped lay the groundwork for Clinton’s presidency. 

I 

Traditional liberals approached stagflation with the belief that unemployment 

surpassed inflation as the greater of the two problems.1321 At the beginning of the 

1970s, in contrast, Heller described inflation as “the number one economic policy 

problem.”1322 Richard Nixon, having inherited a Vietnam-inflated economy in 

January 1969, extended Lyndon Johnson’s tax surcharge for an extra twelve months 

(reducing it to 5 percent in the final half of that period). The Fed, meanwhile, 

engineered a credit crunch, which brought the economy to a halt by 1970. Nixon’s 

CEA chairman Paul McCracken described this combination of fiscal control and 

monetary restraint as “gradualism.”1323 The importance that it afforded monetary 

policy demonstrated that, to an extent, Nixon and his advisers sympathised with 

Milton Friedman’s ideas (with McCracken describing his views as “Friedmanesque” 

rather than “Friedmanite”).1324 Heller, too, broadly approved of tackling inflation in 

this way, thereby demonstrating the enhanced importance he attached to the money 

supply.1325 Despite Nixon’s use of gradualism, inflation hovered above 5 percent at 

the beginning of 1970, a phenomenon that Heller earlier confessed to being “struck 
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by.”1326 Because Nixon’s macroeconomic strategy failed to curb inflation, Heller 

argued there were “other plausible, feasible, and reasonable things that could be 

done.”1327 Therefore, he suggested that Nixon should focus his policies at a 

microeconomic level, particularly in terms of reducing inflationary pressures on the 

supply-side of the economy.1328  

This demonstrated that Heller had a sound grasp of America’s economic 

problems. True, the Vietnam War initially sparked inflation, but a host of supply-side 

factors converged at the beginning of the 1970s to make the issue more troublesome. 

Arguably, the most important was “the big wage increases that workers were 

demanding and getting.”1329 During Vietnam, unions “had signed long-term contracts 

locking workers into wages that failed to keep pace with prices.”1330 The expiration of 

these contracts at the start of the 1970s caused unions to lobby for “automatic cost-of-

living salary increases pegged to increases in the Consumer Price Index.”1331 This 

forced businesses to increase prices in line with inflation. In response, Heller 

suggested that Nixon should implement wage-price guideposts.1332 Liberal economist 

Arthur Okun, too, pressed such a policy upon Nixon, telling the president in late 1969 

that certain prices had only risen by 1 percent in 1968 (when an incomes policy had 

been in effect).1333 Additionally, Gardner Ackley, John Kenneth Galbraith, Paul 

Samuelson, and Fed Chairman William McChesney Martin called for revival of the 

wage-price guideposts of the 1960s, but Nixon was unmoved.1334  
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Despite Nixon’s initital refusal to implement an incomes policy, international 

considerations eventually compelled him to do so. By mid-1971, the Bretton Woods 

system was on the brink of collapse. The number of dollars held by foreigners 

dwarfed US gold reserves. Added to this, the US had a shrinking proportion of the 

world’s trade and fixed exchange rates offered no help for this, as they underwrote a 

strong dollar to the detriment of US exports.1335 Clearly, the dollar was overvalued 

and when, in 1971, the US ran its first merchandise trade deficit since 1893, this 

precipitated a new run on gold.1336 To stem this, Nixon suspended dollar-gold 

convertibility in the summer of 1971, as a prelude to axing the system of fixed 

exchange rates altogether in 1973. To reassure foreigners that such an action would 

not boost inflation (through the dollar’s subsequent devaluation) the president 

imposed the first peacetime freeze on wages and prices.1337 Heller opposed this on the 

grounds that controls limited economic freedom, created distortions in the allocation 

of resources (because they prevented markets from operating naturally), and invited a 

rise in black market activity.1338 Nevertheless, even he praised Nixon for undertaking 

“bold initiatives” to “cope with the three-ply crisis of a faltering recovery, of a 

vicious price-wage spiral, and a teetering dollar.”1339  

With an incomes policy enacted, Nixon abandoned gradualism. This, too, was 

something that Heller supported. Whilst the Consumer Price Index (CPI) had risen by 

5.9 percent in 1970 (compared with 5.4 percent in 1969), unemployment increased 

from 3.5 percent to 5 percent in 1969-70.1340 “Given the background of excessively 
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tight money and customary lags in budgetary policy,” Heller explained, “it was 

appropriate for Federal Reserve policy to serve as a first line of offense as policy 

turned from restriction to expansion in 1970-71.”1341 However, fiscal stimulus should 

accompany this, he added.1342 Following the advice of his own economic counsellors, 

Nixon agreed. He had already put considerable pressure upon his long-time associate 

and former Eisenhower CEA chairman Arthur Burns, who replaced Martin as Fed 

chairman in January 1970, to loosen credit.1343 Nixon then ran deficits of $23 billion 

and $23.3 billion (2.1 percent and 1.9 percent of GDP) for FYs 1971-72, actions 

accompanied by him saying, “I am now a Keynesian in economics.”1344 David Shreve 

has argued that Nixon’s economic policies mostly eschewed the use of 1960s 

Keynesianism, a development that essentially confirmed the doctrine’s eclipse in the 

early 1970s. This was not least because the president failed to make use of Lyndon 

Johnson’s wage-price guideposts to keep inflation in check.1345 Yet, this assessment 

largely ignored the president’s expansionary deficits in FYs 1971-72, which provided 

the economy with a large Keynesian stimulus. Others have suggested that Nixon 

deliberately pumped up the economy to secure his re-election, an action that 

ultimately unleashed double-digit inflation.1346 However, Allen Matusow has 

demonstrated that “policymakers in 1972 misread the economy.”1347 They essentially 

“gunned the motor,” not realising that the economy had expanded enough in 1971.1348 

Heller, too, was guilty of this miscalculation, a point that suggests that Nixon and his 
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advisers were not alone in underestimating the impact of such a policy change.1349   

Even though Heller broadly agreed with gradualism, the end of Bretton 

Woods, the expansionary policies in 1971-72, and the imposition of a wage-price 

freeze in the summer of 1971, he argued that it was essential to develop “a set of 

carefully thought out wage-price tranquilizers.”1350 With Nixon under public pressure 

to replace the freeze with permanent controls in the fall of 1971, Heller said there was 

“not a moment to lose…in getting labor, business, and public representatives in this 

country to hammer out some kind of social compact” for wage-price guideposts.1351 

He reiterated this point in an appearance on Meet the Press in October 1971, where he 

urged the administration not to “‘clamp on direct controls.’”1352 Galbraith, Okun, and 

Ackley also made this argument, but Nixon ignored the liberal economists.1353 

Instead, the president followed up his wage-price freeze by implementing controls in 

the fall of 1971, believing that doing so would keep inflation in check. “The 

administration’s theory,” Nixon’s CEA member Herbert Stein said, “was that the 

inflation was being propelled by expectations and by long-term wage contracts rather 

than by current pressure of demand.”1354 Therefore, Nixon enacted Phase II of his 

controls experiment, which involved the administration enforcing respective wage 

and price increases of 5.5 percent and 3 percent.1355 To Heller’s surprise, Phase II 

worked.1356 

Despite this, Heller wanted enactment of wage-price guidelines. He also 

emphasised the importance of not abandoning Phase II quickly. The “large and rising 
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full employment Federal deficit in fiscal 1973,” he warned in October 1972, “plus a 7 

percent to 8 percent rise in the money supply in calendar 1972 are generating plenty 

of steam in the economic boiler.”1357 Hence, anything but a smooth transition from 

controls to guideposts would “seriously jeopardize the progress that has been made in 

checking inflation.”1358 This opinion proved correct. After Nixon won re-election in 

November 1972, he quickly abandoned his wage-price controls. In January 1973, 

what Heller described as “a semi voluntary and haphazard” programme called Phase 

III replaced Phase II.1359 This relaxed the existing controls that were in place. After 

inflation subsequently shot up, Nixon implemented another temporary freeze before 

abandoning his controls experiment in 1974.1360 These actions amounted to what 

Keynesian Alan Blinder described as “a masterpiece of ill timing.”1361 Under Freeze I 

and the first half of Phase II, the CPI rose by only 2.9 percent (compared with 3.8 

percent from December 1970 to August 1971).1362 The haphazard transition to 

decontrol came as both rocketing food prices (caused by crop failures abroad) and 

substantial rises in energy costs (due to the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973-74) beset the 

economy. Together, these developments pushed the CPI up by 8.8 percent in 1973 

and by 12.2 percent in 1974.1363 Nixon was not alone in failing to foresee these 

supply shocks, but he “helped fan the inflationary fires” by decontrolling the 

expanding economy so quickly.1364  

II 

With prices soaring in 1973-74, Heller called for further supply-side actions to 
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bring this problem under control. Notably, the Minnesotan had stressed the need for 

such policies before the onset of double-digit inflation. In December 1969, Heller 

emphasised the need to exploit the economy’s more globalised position to bring 

inflation down. In particular, he argued that boosting import quotas offered a way to 

accomplish this. This policy, he said, would cut prices by producing “more effective 

competition of imported goods with domestic goods.”1365 Nixon had failed to boost 

quotas on imported meat in 1969. This did nothing to reduce the growing CPI (caused 

by surges in meat prices), which substantiated Heller’s argument.1366 Additionally, 

Heller argued that removing red tape in the transportation sector would be an 

effective supply-side response to inflation. “[I]ntermodal competition…can do much 

of what regulations rooted in a long-gone age of transportation monopoly have been 

doing in setting transportation prices.”1367  

Aside from the anti-inflationary potential that he saw in these supply-side 

measures, the fact that free trade and deregulation were broadly deemed Republican 

Party policies made Heller’s espousal of both stand out.1368 True, deregulation did 

emerge as a key issue for traditional Democrats during the mid-1970s. Edward 

Kennedy conducted hearings into deregulation as chairman of the Senate 

Subcommittee on Administrative Practises and Procedure. Yet, Kennedy focused 

primarily upon breaking the “‘cosy triangle’ relationship between the regulated 

industry, congressional committee overseers, and the federal agency implementing 

the regulations.”1369 Heller, by contrast, viewed deregulation primarily as a means to 

offset the titanic costs associated with such measures. In this, he had more in common 

with the conservative economist and future Reagan CEA chairman Murray 
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Weidenbaum, who predicted that the costs of regulations amounted to $100 billion a 

year in the late 1970s.1370 His positioning on deregulation also mirrored that of the 

neoliberals, who “were more open to market-oriented solutions in public policy and 

had a larger affinity for business” than did traditional liberals.1371 Similarly, Heller’s 

emphasis on free trade aligned him with politicians like Hart and Tsongas but put him 

at odds with organised labour, who favoured protectionist policies to safeguard 

America’s “old-line industries as steel, autos, electrical appliances, and sectors of the 

textile industry.”1372 

As inflation hit double-digits in 1974, Heller’s position to the right of 

traditional Democrats grew clearer. In September of that year, Heller was one of 

numerous economists called to Washington to brief Gerald Ford. Worried about 

inflation, Ford asked his visitors how to solve it. Heller once again called for the 

reduction of tariffs and deregulation, but he also strongly urged repeal of the Davis-

Bacon Act.1373 Enacted during the 1930s, Davis-Bacon allowed the federal 

government to set minimum wage rates on federally financed construction 

projects.1374 By the 1970s, many argued that this was causing wages in the 

construction industry to skyrocket, “to the point where they no longer represent 

average rates but are simply union scales, imported from great distances.”1375 This 

added to the costs of construction projects and drove up prices, so much so that 

Davis-Bacon was supposedly raising construction costs by several hundred million 
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dollars per year.1376 As construction was the nation’s largest industry, there were 

serious concerns that its expanding costs “would spill over into the rest of the price 

level.”1377 Recognising this, Nixon briefly suspended Davis-Bacon in February 1971, 

but Heller advised Ford to repeal the measure completely.1378 

According to Hubert Humphrey, Heller’s advice “stirred up a hornets’ nest” 

amongst traditional liberals, who criticised him for denouncing a measure designed to 

protect workers’ wages.1379 Andrew J. Biemiller, Director of the AFL-CIO’s 

Department of Legislation, described Heller’s comments as “just incredible.”1380 Yet, 

Davis-Bacon was not the only piece of traditional liberal legislation that Heller 

wanted repealed, as he claimed that other “very sacred political cows need to be 

slaughtered.”1381 Chief among them was the Anti-Price Discrimination Act of 1936 

(otherwise known as the Robinson-Patman Act).1382 Implemented to curtail 

anticompetitive pricing, this made producers sell their stock at the same cost to both 

small businesses and chain stores. By the 1970s, many argued this also underpinned 

inflation as chain stores sold their products at artificially high prices. Heller argued 

that it was appealing to repeal Robinson-Patman, as it “directly support[s] or boost[s] 

costs and prices.”1383 Ford did ask the Justice Department to study whether repeal 

would be effective, but the House Small Business Committee mounted effective 

opposition to this. Still, the fact that Heller wanted to repeal Robinson-Patman 
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demonstrated that he was willing to fight inflation by sacrificing what many liberals 

regarded as “the Magna Charta of small business.”1384 

Even though repeal of Robinson-Patman did not take place, Ford rescinded a 

host of other fair-trade regulations in December 1975.1385 Again, these measures 

traced their roots back to the 1930s and Heller supported Ford’s actions. Five years 

earlier, for example, he claimed that eradicating fair trade legislation “would result in 

[a] 0.3 percent reduction of the consumer price index.”1386 Additionally, the Walsh-

Healey Public Contracts Act of 1936 was another piece of New Deal legislation that 

Heller wanted repealed.1387 This gave the federal government the power to set 

minimum wages and overtime pay for contractors who sold it a certain amount of 

supplies, materials, and equipment. Devised to prop up wages during the Great 

Depression, Heller viewed this as another law that made “government an accomplice 

in many cost and price-propping actions.”1388 As in the case of Davis-Bacon, repeal 

of Walsh-Healey did not take place. Still, whilst some scholars have been critical of 

traditional liberals for seeking New Deal-era solutions to combat stagflation, Heller 

quite clearly sought the repeal of certain policies that traced their roots back to the 

1930s.1389 This demonstrates that he adapted his views in a way that was more in line 

with the neoliberals of the 1970s. It further shows that he recognised the need to 

modify his thinking to take into account the more inflationary climate of that decade.  

III 

What also reflected this was that, by the mid-1970s, Heller was calling for 
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even more supply-side actions to overcome inflation. In response to the oil and food 

price shocks of 1973-74, Heller argued for the “building up of buffer stocks of 

strategic raw materials in slack times to throw into the speculative breach during the 

next commodity squeeze.”1390 He previously urged the Nixon administration to 

increase stockpiles of sources of supply and in 1976, he told the Joint Economic 

Committee that increased stockpiles of oil and food “ought to be a basic ingredient of 

stabilization policy.”1391 Policymakers would have done well to heed this advice, for 

OPEC increased oil prices again in 1979, an incident that triggered double-digit 

inflation. As noted by Hobart Rowen, Jimmy Carter adopted a “do-nothing” position 

toward this, as he was hampered by the fact that the “emergency stockpile of oil that 

had been authorized at the time of the first oil shock had not been built.”1392 Clearly, 

Heller had recognised the extent to which America’s growing dependency upon 

imports posed inflationary dangers by the mid-1970s. He also argued that economic 

policy needed to be better able to “spot bottlenecks and shortages in the making,” 

recommending that an “expert staff should monitor such key industries as aluminium, 

steel, papers and chemicals” to facilitate this.1393  

Whilst he called for better mechanisms to both monitor and react to supply 

shocks, Heller emphasised the need for productivity-enhancing measures. In 1977, he 

told his Introductory Economics class that “the advance in productivity” was the 

nation’s “greatest single long-run defense against inflation,” as it would “satisfy 

labor’s and businesses’ income claims without having to boost prices to do it.”1394 

Such thinking was important because the rate of productivity declined rapidly in the 
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1970s. Japanese and European industries were outperforming their US rivals. After 

increasing at an average annual rate of 3.3 percent from 1947-65, productivity 

declined to a 1.5 percent annual rate from 1966-75. It then reduced to 0.2 percent 

from 1976-80.1395 Most liberal economists were slow to spot this. Charles Schultze, 

who served as Jimmy Carter’s CEA chairman, grasped the seriousness of the 

productivity decline only in late 1979.1396 In contrast, Heller appreciated the need to 

boost productivity much earlier. 

A key factor that alerted him to this was the “shifts in the structure of the labor 

force” taking place by the 1970s.1397 A greater proportion of women, minorities, and 

young people had entered it. These individuals did not have the same levels of 

training and skills as previous entrants into the labour market. They also dropped out 

of it more frequently. In 1976, Heller called for the government to cut “down the 

intolerable disparities [in skills] between blacks and whites, men and women, [and] 

teenagers and middle ages,” mainly through increased education and training.1398 In 

this, Heller once again had much in common with the neoliberals, who favoured 

“strategic public investment in areas like research and education” to generate 

economic expansion.1399 Writing in the late 1990s, political scientist John Sloan 

argued that measures to train and equip the inexperienced workforce would have done 

much to boost productivity and thereby help alleviate inflation in the 1970s.1400 The 

fact that Heller placed emphasis upon doing so much earlier than most economists did 

was, therefore, prescient. 
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Likewise, Heller’s calls for deregulation proved significant. Ford and Carter 

both deregulated airlines and trucking in the mid-to-late 1970s, which led to a decline 

of prices in the transportation sector.1401 Meanwhile, Heller revised the way in which 

he wanted the government to implement wage-price guideposts. This became 

important because, during the Ford and Carter years, cost-push inflation continued to 

be problematic. The impact of the 1973-74 food and oil price shocks both forced 

unions to lobby harder for cost-of-living wage increases, which businesses passed 

onto consumers in the form of higher prices.1402 Against this backdrop, Heller and 

Okun risked “the ire of George Meany,” head of the AFL-CIO.1403 At Ford’s inflation 

summit in September 1974, they urged the president to implement “some sort of 

‘circuit breaker’ or ‘social compact’ that would interrupt the new wage-price 

spiral.”1404 In doing so, they echoed the arguments of Schultze and Brookings 

economist George Perry, who suggested that convincing labour to “quit trying to 

recover ‘lost’ wages…in exchange for tax cuts” constituted a way to accomplish 

this.1405 Ford, on the advice of his CEA chairman Alan Greenspan, rejected this idea 

on the basis that it was too unconventional.1406  

Despite this, Heller, Okun, Perry and other liberals pushed this policy upon 

Carter. Carter took office with the initial aim of stimulating the economy, but he soon 

opted to prioritise anti-inflationary measures. To combat cost-push inflation, Carter 

first favoured “simple persuasion to convince labor and business to cooperate 

voluntarily in moderating price and cost increases without specific guidelines.”1407 
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His first major anti-inflation initiative in April 1977 served as evidence of this.1408 

Yet, Carter soon resorted to deploying a stronger incomes policy, which he coupled 

with an emphasis upon budgetary restraint. Thanks to a new round of external food 

price shocks and union lobbying, the CPI shot up by 6.5 percent and inflation by 7.7 

percent in 1978 and 1979 respectively.1409 In the face of this, Carter’s FY 1980 

budget plan, announced in October 1978, stressed the need to halve the deficit.1410 

Additionally, he responded to Okun’s advice by promoting “a voluntary ‘social 

contract’ to limit wage increases to less than 6 percent and prices to less than 4 

percent, with $15 billion offered as tax rebates for employers and employees who 

would go along.”1411  

Known as “wage insurance,” Heller lobbied hard for Carter’s proposal. In a 

January 1979 letter to Al Ullman, Chairman of the House Ways and Means 

Committee, Heller, Okun and several liberals called for “early enactment of the wage 

insurance part of President Carter’s anti-inflationary program.”1412 They said that it 

was understandable “why workers might be reluctant to comply with the wage 

standards unless there is some safeguard, some landing net, to ensure those who sign 

up that they will not be penalized.”1413 It was also imperative to ensure that 

businesses adhered to the government’s price standards, so Heller favoured tax 

incentives for those who complied.1414 Importantly, Heller’s support for wage 

insurance offers another lens onto his position to the right of traditional liberals in the 

1970s: a decade earlier, Heller helped Kennedy and Johnson use the jawbone to 
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enforce their wage-price guidelines. Yet, the emphasis that he placed upon wage 

insurance in the 1970s – at a time when many traditional liberals favoured controls – 

highlighted a new interest at blending “the goals of wage-price controls with the 

methods of the market.”1415  

IV 

With supply-side measures forming Heller’s primary remedy for inflation in 

the 1970s, the Minnesotan stressed the need to combat this problem in a way that had 

minimal social consequences. In December 1969, Heller expressed concern over the 

unemployment costs of gradualism, citing the fact that decreases in the money supply 

during that year had resulted in a significant loss of jobs.1416 When Ford sought to 

conquer inflation through the imposition of a tax surcharge in late 1974, Heller 

pleaded with the president to formulate “a compassionate anti-inflation program” that 

would consist of “generous unemployment benefits, food stamps and housing 

allowances.”1417 Unsurprisingly, Heller did not neglect the use of traditional 

macroeconomic measures during the 1970s. In fact, in response to the most severe 

recession since the Great Depression in 1974-75, Heller argued that carefully 

designed Keynesian policies could help to overcome the economy’s stagnation.  

The recession had its roots in the food and oil price shocks of 1973-74. Both 

produced double-digit inflation that pushed taxpayers into higher brackets. This 

helped to shift the full employment budget from a deficit of $12 billion in calendar 

1972 to a surplus of $3 billion in calendar 1973, sucking purchasing power from the 

economy.1418 At the same time, Arthur Burns engineered a sharp reversal in the 
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money supply from expansion in 1972 to restriction in 1973-74.1419 As it became 

clear that the economy was likely to head into recession, Heller explained in late 1973 

that “economic need and political advantage will shift the emphasis from tax 

increases to tax cuts in the coming year.”1420 Importantly, Heller insisted that 

expansionary policies would not make inflation worse. As he put it, inflation “[is] 

nourished not by excess demand but primarily by a variety of cost factors beyond the 

reach of fiscal and monetary management.”1421 The “great bulk of the stimulus of a 

prompt tax cut,” he wrote in 1974, “would express itself not in higher prices but in 

higher output, jobs and income.”1422 At the same time, Heller urged Burns to expand 

the money supply at a 7 – 9 percent annual rate.1423 With inflation thus caused by 

supply-side factors, Heller advanced the case that traditional macroeconomic 

measures could overcome stagnation. 

Though he clearly believed that Keynesian stimulus policies could revive the 

economy, Heller did not go as far as endorsing the centrepiece of traditional liberal 

efforts to tackle stagnation during the 1970s. This came in the form of the Full 

Employment and Balanced Growth Act (known as the Humphrey-Hawkins bill). Both 

Hubert Humphrey and the Californian Representative Augustus Hawkins proposed 

this in the mid-1970s. Seen by some as “the last product of the New Deal thought,” 

this attempted to rewrite the 1946 Employment Act by directing the federal 

government to ensure “full” instead of “maximum” employment.1424 In doing so, its 

proponents also placed emphasis on structural economic measures, believing that the 
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stagnation of the 1970s was partly attributable to declining industries and regions.1425 

In short, the Humphrey-Hawkins bill called for guaranteed full employment, the 

federal government to fund employment of last resort to help facilitate this, and 

increased aid for depressed areas.1426  

Heller sympathised with these aims, but he shared the concerns of Schultze 

and Galbraith that the bill would be inflationary. Indeed, its drafters barely considered 

the bill’s inflationary consequences because they sought support from key liberal 

groups, such as the Black Caucus and the AFL-CIO, who prioritised boosting jobs in 

the 1970s.1427 Writing in July 1976 to Brockman Adams of Washington, Chairman of 

the House Budget Committee, Heller stated that Humphrey-Hawkins needed to 

“undergo considerable further modification” if it were “to serve the ends of full 

employment and non-inflationary growth.”1428 This placed Heller “[on the opposite 

side to] the Black Caucus, [the] AFL-CIO, and [Humphrey’s adviser] Leon 

Keyserling,” all of whom played a role in drafting the measure.1429  

Reflecting this, Keyserling wrote Heller in October 1976 to persuade him to 

boost his support for Humphrey-Hawkins, saying that its “anti-inflation provisions” 

had “been strengthened in many ways.”1430 Humphrey, too, sought to persuade Heller 

of the revised draft’s merits.1431 However, the economist was unmoved. Despite its 

anti-inflationary revisions, Heller contended that the bill lacked necessary “escape 

valves” that could be switched on “if one were to face a 1973-74 type of 
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inflation.”1432 He also preferred to stimulate the economy with a tax cut, telling 

Humphrey in January 1977 that a “rebate-like tax cut” of the sort proposed by Jimmy 

Carter in his 1976 presidential campaign made good sense.1433 Prior to its enactment 

in 1978, opponents of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill succeeded in emasculating it of its 

key employment provisions. In retrospect, some scholars have praised the measure as 

an enlightened attempt to combine New Deal-Great Society liberalism with the 

entitlement liberalism of the New Politics movement.1434 This, however, ignores the 

fact that the measure would have been inflationary. Instead, others have more aptly 

described Humphrey-Hawkins as a futile attempt to apply traditional liberal ideas to 

the problems of the 1970s.1435 To extend such a criticism to Heller would be 

misleading, as he never embraced the Humphrey-Hawkins Act. 

Not convinced that Humphrey-Hawkins offered the best route to prosperity, 

Heller put onus on fighting stagnation with a tax cut from the mid-1970s. The 1974-

75 recession, he pointed out, had produced a large amount of slack, to the point 

whereby the economy was running “12 percent below its potential” in late 1975.1436 

This meant that the economy could be stimulated without inducing inflation. Thus, 

Heller wrote in favour of Ford’s $25 billion tax cut in 1975 and praised the 

Democrats for seeking to impose further spending measures and another tax cut on 

Ford’s FY 1977 budget, saying that “the Keynesian prescription of stimulating 

aggregate demand can work rather well.”1437 In May 1976, he also met with Ford and 
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unsuccessfully made the case for expansionary policies.1438  

Following Ford’s departure from the White House, Heller was equally 

unsuccessful in pressing such measures upon Carter. In December 1976, Carter’s 

transition team consulted Heller on the best way to incorporate Carter’s pledged tax 

rebate into a 1977 stimulus package.1439 Yet, when the president announced his $31 

billion programme early that year, Heller described it as “unduly modest.”1440 Carter 

then scrapped the $8.2 billion rebate, before placing emphasis upon austerity in his 

budgets for FYs 1980-81.1441 For Heller, this was the wrong weapon of choice to 

combat inflation, primarily because supply-side factors were behind the rise in prices. 

Research by Otto Eckstein and Christopher Probyn in 1981 substantiated this point. 

They calculated that if every Jimmy Carter budget had been in balance, inflation in 

1980 would have been 9.4 percent instead of 10.1 percent.1442  

Instead, Heller wanted an innovative tax cut to tackle both inflation and 

stagnation simultaneously. With the economy beset by slack, bracket-creep inflation, 

supply-shocks, and cost-push pressures, Heller called for a $35 billion tax cut in 

1977. In particular, he stated that reductions in payroll taxes were desirable.1443 

“Nothing more directly relieves pressure on prices than an across-the-board cut in the 

cost of production. And nothing more effectively does this than a cut in employer 

payroll taxes” (which would also boost purchasing power).1444 Knowing that it was 

equally imperative to induce both employers and workers to reduce their wage and 

price demands, Heller explained that payroll tax cuts would help to accomplish these 
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objectives. This policy became particularly appealing following the second oil price 

hike in 1979, which not only increased bracket-creep inflation but also added to the 

fiscal drag on spending in the economy. Sensing that an economic downturn was 

imminent, Heller visited Carter in July and recommended that a “carefully crafted tax 

cut can couple the restoration of purchasing power with reductions in cost and price 

pressures.”1445 It would also “buttress” the president’s wage insurance programme, as 

well as “boost business incentives.”1446  

As Heller had anticipated, the impact of the energy crisis helped to produce a 

recession. Also important to this was Carter’s decision in August 1979 to appoint 

Paul Volcker as chair of the Fed. An inflation-hawk, Volcker implemented credit 

restraints and adopted the strategy of money supply control to bring inflation down, 

which ensured that monetary policy tightened from 1979-80.1447 Writing to Carter in 

January 1980, Heller explained that a tax cut was imperative to “offset some of the 

crushing impact of the mounting fiscal squeeze, the tightening oil noose, and super-

tight money.”1448 It would also help to alleviate inflation. Specifically, Heller argued 

for $20 billion in payroll tax cuts, $5 billion in accelerated depreciation, and $5 

billion in real wage insurance.1449 He also criticised Edward Kennedy for 

championing the use of controls, arguing such policies limited economic freedom and 
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would do little to prevent supply shocks.1450 Despite the fact that Brookings 

economist George Perry, Arthur Okun, and other liberals supported a tax cut, Carter 

prioritised fiscal restraint throughout 1980.1451 Unsurprisingly, the poor economic 

conditions that ensued played no small role in his defeat to Ronald Reagan in that 

year’s Presidential Election.1452   

Before analysing Heller’s response to Reaganomics, it is worth stating that it 

is wrong to describe his remedies for stagflation as irrelevant. What is clear is that he 

learned from the mistakes of the late 1960s by placing emphasis upon structural 

reforms on the supply-side of the economy. He positioned himself to the right of 

traditional liberals, particularly by arguing for deregulation, higher import quotas, and 

repeal of certain New Deal-era polices. He clearly saw an opportunity in the 

globalisation of the economy to relieve inflationary pressures. At the same time, to 

overcome both stagnation and inflation, Heller prudently argued for carefully 

structured and well-timed fiscal and monetary policies. These were logical 

suggestions given the fact Nixon, Ford, and Carter were each forced into making a U-

turn when their policies to cure one side of the stagflation coin only made the other 

side worse. This demonstrated that the standard way of looking at macroeconomics in 

the 1970s assumed that it was difficult to address supply and demand issues at the 

same time. Heller, by comparison, not only suggested policies to tackle both 

simultaneously, he had also modified his thinking to take into account the more 

inflationary economy of the 1970s. He was right to place emphasis on using supply-
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side solutions to tackle this problem, not least because the most authoritative 

quantitative analyses of inflation in the 1970s have shown that supply-side issues 

mostly caused it.1453     

V 

Reagan’s election confirmed the “collapse of the old Keynesian order,” 

heralding in a more conservative approach to economic policy.1454 Central to this was 

Reagan’s advocacy of a form of supply-side economics different to that championed 

by Heller. This gained credence in the late 1970s thanks to the Republican 

Representative Jack Kemp of New York. Believing that government interference 

destabilised the economy, Kemp championed tax reduction to overcome stagflation. 

In doing so, he “developed a new supply-side rationale” to justify this.1455 Rejecting 

Keynesian ideas that consumption drove economic growth, Kemp placed emphasis 

upon increasing production. He maintained that tax cuts for wealthy individuals 

would incentivise them to work, save, and invest. This would conquer unemployment 

and inflation by boosting both actual and potential output.1456 Kemp further argued it 

was imperative to reduce the amount of marginal taxation that wealthy individuals 

paid and said such tax cuts would generate increased revenues, to the point whereby 

they would pay for themselves.1457 To justify this, he drew on the ideas of University 

of Southern California economist Arthur Laffer, who had formulated a diagram that 

purported to “show how tax changes can supress or unleash incentives to work and 
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invest and hence affect tax revenues.”1458 At a certain point, Laffer argued, taxes not 

only discouraged individuals from working, but lower taxes generated more revenue 

by stimulating a greater desire to work, save, and invest.1459 

Championed, too, by the Wall Street Journal’s Jude Wanniski, supply-side 

economics manifested itself in the Kemp-Roth tax cut of 1977, which called for 

personal income taxes to be reduced by 30 percent over three years.1460 A forerunner 

to Ronald Reagan’s 1981 tax cut, the proponents of Kemp-Roth invoked the 1964 

Revenue Act to justify their measure.1461 In doing so, they implied its architects had 

been supply-side economists. Several scholars have regurgitated this argument. 

Writing in 1988, Howard Winant claimed the “first attempt to develop a 

comprehensive economic policy based on supply-side concepts took place during the 

Kennedy administration. The fruit of this policy initiative was the Revenue Act of 

1964.”1462  

Brian Domitrovic, too, has argued Kennedy and Heller implemented the ideas 

of Robert Mundell, one of the leading pioneers of supply-side theory.1463 In 1961, 

Mundell argued the best way to stimulate a stagnant economy was through high 

interest rates and a loose fiscal policy.1464 The former would attract foreign capital 

and prevent inflation, whilst the latter would spur growth through its incentive 

effects.1465 In essence, Kennedy, Heller, and Johnson supposedly applied Mundell’s 
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policy mix by both implementing the Investment Tax Credit of 1962 and reducing the 

top rate of taxation from 91 percent to 70 percent in 1964.1466 At the same time, the 

federal funds rate (a short-term interest rate) tripled in four years in the early 1960s, 

producing the tight money policy Mundell championed.1467 According to Domitrovic, 

the 1962 and 1964 Revenue Acts “were consistent with the policy-recommendation 

that Mundell had made [in 1961],” meaning the expansion of the 1960s was the result 

of supply-side policies.1468 

Such an assertion is erroneous, not least because Heller went to painstaking 

efforts to refute it throughout both the late 1970s and the early 1980s. Writing in 

1982, the Minnesotan acknowledged that policymakers did implement various 

supply-side policies in the early 1960s, which ensured that potential expanded 

alongside actual output.1469 These included the 1962 Investment Tax Credit, the 

liberalisation of depreciation allowances, the implementation of Operation Twist, and 

worker retraining initiatives.1470 It was clear, Heller maintained, that the 1964 

Revenue Act offset a deficiency in demand, which was caused by “the overburden of 

taxes.”1471 True, dropping the top individual taxation rate did “strengthen the 

incentives for investment,” but the multiplier analysis that Heller outlined to justify 

the tax cut clearly demonstrated that it was Keynesian.1472 It showed that, in each of 

the twelve years prior to enactment of the 1964 tax cut, consumers had spent “close to 

93 percent of their available after-tax incomes,” which they would look to restore 
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following the measure’s passage.1473 The resulting increase in consumption made 

them capable of generating a multiplier to close the performance gap.  

As Heller pointed out to two Congressmen in June 1978, if the 1964 tax cut 

had worked by expanding incentives – as Kemp and his followers claimed – then a 

“big jump in trend productivity increases and in the growth in GNP potential” should 

have taken place.1474 Yet, “no sudden bulge in productivity and potential” had been 

“found by any close student of the subject.”1475 This was important because the 

economist Norman Ture estimated that the Kemp-Roth tax cut would “boost GNP by 

$170 billion, capital investment by $113 billion (over 30 percent in real terms in one 

year), and jobs by 2 million – thus boosting revenues above pre-tax cut levels.”1476 

Yet, the fact that these estimates amounted to a supply-side bulge “[many times as 

big] as the 1964 tax cut produced” demonstrated that there was “no basis in either the 

1964 tax cut or any other modern tax cut for Ture’s prediction.”1477 To the extent that 

there was historical evidence to justify the supply-siders claims, Heller rubbished 

comparisons that they made with the tax cuts passed by the Republican Party during 

the 1920s. “At a time when a relative handful of Americans paid income taxes and 

Federal spending was less than 5 percent of GNP…we are asked to believe that 

Federal income tax reduction powered the growth of GNP from $70 billion in 1921 to 

$103 billion in 1929.”1478  

Heller also strongly refuted contrasts made between the Kemp-Roth tax bill 

and the 1948 tax cut implemented in West Germany, which supply-siders further 
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invoked to justify their approach. Heller served as Chief of Internal Finance for the 

American Military Government in West Germany when this tax cut was written. He 

pointed out that currency reform, the removal of wage-price controls, the impact of 

the Marshall Plan, and the overhaul of the German tax structure, all played just as 

important roles in underpinning West German economic growth than did the 1948 tax 

cut.1479 Additionally, Heller criticised the supply-siders for failing to refute the 

arguments of Brookings economist Edward Denison, whose research disputed 

Laffer’s assertion that changes in taxation rates would encourage people to work, 

save, and invest. Denison discovered “that U.S. gross private domestic saving” had 

“been virtually invariant year-in and year-out in the face of high taxes, low taxes, or 

virtually no taxes,” remaining “at roughly 16 percent of GNP for about a century.”1480 

Furthermore, how was it, Heller argued, that the Kemp-Roth bill could “lead to such 

an upsurge in the work ethic when a considerably larger average increase in real take-

home pay in the decade of the 1960s (mostly as a result of substantial economic 

growth)” generated no upsurge close to what Kemp-Roth was supposed to 

generate?1481 

One critique of Keynesian economists in the 1970s and the early 1980s is that 

they “did not take the supply-siders seriously.”1482 The conservative doctrine’s 

proponents tended to be outsiders within the academy and advanced their ideas from 

the pages of the Wall Street Journal.1483 According to Robert Collins, the Keynesians 

thus dismissed the supply-siders as “less a valid school of conservative economic 

thought than a ‘cult’ or ‘sect,’” with Carter economist Lawrence Klein saying, “if 
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there were Nuremberg trials for economists, supply-siders would be in the dock.”1484 

Heller, too, found himself criticised for underestimating the supply-siders, notably in 

a Human Events article published in 1978.1485 The fact that the Keynesians 

underestimated their rivals was thus a mistake, as it enabled the Republicans to 

emerge as the party of new ideas by the late 1970s. Still, it would be unfair to level 

this critique at Heller, for he did respond robustly to the rise of supply-side 

economics.  

VI 

Despite this, supply-side ideas underpinned the Economic Recovery and Tax 

Act (ERTA) promoted by Ronald Reagan in 1981. For conservatives who lionise 

Reagan, this piece of legislation and the economic policies that went with it moved 

the economy out of its 1970s malaise and into a new era of growth.1486 Expressing 

this sentiment, the journalist Robert Bartley credited Reagan for engineering “seven 

fat years” of prosperity.1487 Certain evidence supports this assertion. Firstly, Reagan 

publicly endorsed Volcker’s strategy of money supply control throughout the early 

1980s, which brought inflation down to tolerable levels.1488 Added to this, Reagan’s 

tax cuts did help to generate economic growth.1489 Yet, those who have praised 

Reaganomics have ignored the negative consequences of Reagan’s supply-side 

policies, several of which Heller drew attention to throughout the 1980s.  

The ERTA reflected the influence of Treasury Secretary Donald Regan and 

Budget Director David Stockman. Signed into law on August 13, it cut top marginal 
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tax rates from 70 to 50 percent and reduced income taxes by 23 percent over three 

years.1490 Accompanying this was the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, which 

“retrenched over 200 domestic programs at projected savings of $35.2 billion in FY 

1982 and $140 billion over three years.”1491 Reagan also substantially increased 

defence spending. In short, he claimed that his economic programme would 

incentivise production, stimulate growth, and eventually yield a balanced budget by 

FY 1984.1492  

Heller pointed out a key problem in the president’s thinking. Essentially 

“everything would have to break right” for Reagan’s policies to produce a balanced 

budget.1493 This included Reagan’s “rosy” assumption that the economy would grow 

at a 4.4 percent annual rate from 1982-86. Unsurprisingly, the Fed torpedoed this, as 

Volcker’s tight money strategy caused output to contract by 2 percent, producing a 

deep recession in 1981-82.1494 In the face of this, Heller spoke in favour of Reagan’s 

FY 1982-83 deficits of $78.9 billion and $127.9 billion (3.9 percent and 5.9 percent 

of GDP), calling them the president’s “secret [Keynesian] weapon.”1495 However, 

Heller and other liberals argued that serious structural deficiencies beset Reagan’s 

fiscal programme. The most important was that its “expansionary fiscal menu of tax 

cuts and defense boosts” would “outstrip budget cuts by $100 billion a year by 

1984.”1496 Stockman had sought to paper over this with a “magic asterisk” in the FY 

1981 budget plan, which explained that he would make a large amount of unspecified 

future savings.1497 Yet, with output unlikely to grow at 4.4 percent per year and future 
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tax cuts, expenditure cuts, and military spending planned by Reagan, Heller wrote in 

late 1981 that there was “a real time bomb in the Reagan program.”1498 The 

president’s “reckless tax cuts [and military spending]…pose huge deficits for 1984 

and beyond.”1499  

Despite supply-sider Martin Feldstein’s retort that Reagan’s plan “should be 

given time,” Heller called upon the president to “slow the tax cuts and the defense 

buildup.”1500 Stockman unsuccessfully tried to get Reagan to agree to military 

cutbacks, before switching his attention to reducing social security spending. This 

proved unsuccessful, so, in 1981-82, the Budget Director tried to convince the 

president to delay the second and third instalments of his tax cuts, but Reagan 

refused.1501 With output set to grow at less than 4.4 percent from 1981-84, the fears 

Heller expressed in late 1981 came true. The deficit hit $212.3 billion and $221.2 

billion in FYs 1985-86 (5 percent and 4.9 percent of GDP). Automatic indexing of 

tax rates to inflation in 1985 also triggered this, but Reagan’s tax cuts and defence 

boosts played a key role.  

As Reagan’s deficits hit such figures, the president stunned liberals by 

signalling “his toleration of [them].”1502 Several claimed that the president had 

deliberately employed large deficits to defund the welfare state.1503 Heller, too, made 

this suggestion.1504 However, this accusation was exaggerated: Reagan sincerely 

believed in the supply-side idea that incentive-boosting tax cuts would pay for 
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themselves, so these deficits surprised him.1505 Liberals, however, did have cause to 

be alarmed at the relationship between the deficit and the welfare state, not least 

because the president slashed child nutrition programmes, food stamps, aid to the 

states, and Medicaid to reduce the former, helping deepen inequality. Writing in 

1987, Heller expressed alarm at this, pointing out that the poverty rate had jumped 

from 11.7 percent in 1979 to 14.4 percent in 1984.1506  

Whilst Heller rightly blamed Reagan’s deficits for helping deepen inequality, 

historians Judith Stein and Greta Krippner have also attributed it to the decline of 

manufacturing, a trend that most economists were slow to appreciate in the 1980s. 

According to them, the deregulation of the financial sector, first initiated by Carter 

and then consolidated by Reagan, opened up financial markets to capital, which 

enabled the latter to flow away from productive investment and into the financial 

sector. To make matters worse, Volcker kept real interest rates (interest rates minus 

inflation) high to fund Reagan’s deficits in the 1980s, as this attracted foreign capital. 

This strategy underwrote a strong dollar which served to decrease the competitiveness 

of US manufacturers. Moreover, as the newly deregulated financial sector was the 

place where this capital went, manufacturing declined further.1507 Heller did not 

appreciate the significance of the rise of finance, so he was unaware of this deeper, 

underlying trend that worsened inequality during the 1980s.  

Nevertheless, Heller pointed towards other problems associated with Reagan’s 

deficits. Most concerning was the level of debt that they generated. Writing in 1984, 

Heller rightly predicted that the US would become the world’s largest debtor nation 

                                                           
1505 For more on this issue see Collins, Transforming America, 79-81. 
1506 ‘Before Parting, Heller Left Advice on Avoiding Reagan Disaster,’ St Paul Dispatch, 18 June 
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1507 Stein, Pivotal Decade, 206, 267-269; Greta Krippner, Capitalizing on Crisis: The Political Origins 

of the Rise of Finance (London, 2011), 15, 22, 52, 141-142.   
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by the late 1980s.1508 To the extent that the US could tackle the mounting deficit 

through robust growth, Heller rubbished Reagan’s new “rosy” assumption that the 

economy would grow at an annual rate of 4 percent until 1989, not least because 

Congressional Budget Office predictions contradicted this.1509 Instead, Heller urged 

Reagan to “confront the deficit in a straightforward and responsible way” by 

increasing taxes.1510 In addition to the budget deficit, Heller raised concerns about 

another deficit that was growing throughout the 1980s. This was the trade deficit, 

which was expanding because the influx of foreign capital caused the value of the 

dollar to appreciate, encouraging Americans to buy goods from abroad.1511 Again, the 

warnings of Heller and others concerning the growing trade and budget deficits, as 

well as the level of debt, went unheeded, something that caused serious long-term 

problems.  

In addition to criticising the long-term implications of Reagan’s fiscal 

policies, Heller pointed out throughout the 1980s that the president’s economic 

programme failed to stimulate productivity significantly.1512 Contrary to supply-side 

claims that tax cuts for the rich would spur investment, productivity grew at just a 1.1 

percent annual rate during that decade.1513 According to Heller, the government’s 

domestic borrowing partly caused this, primarily because this kept real interest rates 

high and thereby crowded out money from the private economy.1514 However, the 

capital that poured into the country during the 1980s actually offset the crowding out 

                                                           
1508 Heller, ‘The Unavoidable Issue.’ 
1509 Ibid. 
1510 Heller, Pechman et al, Tax Policy: New Directions and Possibilities (Washington DC, 1984), 3. 
1511 Ibid, 4. 
1512 Heller, ‘Year to Reach for Economic Stars,’ Wall Street Journal, 28 February 1986, 24. PQHN; 
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effect of the government’s domestic borrowing.1515 Moreover, this capital helped to 

produce a host of corporate mergers, as conglomerates sought to create “more 

innovative, wealth-creating enterprises.”1516 Because borrowing funded these 

changes, American businesses chose to save costs by either downsizing their 

workforces or by moving production abroad, both of which undermined productivity 

growth. Heller made virtually no mention of this in the 1980s, which again showed 

that he underestimated the impact of the economy’s shift towards finance.  

Still, he drew attention to other factors that contributed to the lack of 

productivity under Reagan. One was the fact that Reagan’s tax cuts failed to stimulate 

investment, with the yearly “economic growth of 4.1 percent in 1983-1988” largely 

caused by “aggregate demand catching up with potential GNP after a serious 

recession.”1517 Secondly, the substantial deficits run by Reagan created a “huge black 

hole” that “siphoned” private savings from the economy.1518 Traditionally, the US 

had been a low-saving nation, but “the public dissaving represented by the Reagan 

deficits offset much of the private saving that did take place.”1519 By 1986, Heller 

thus commented that the US had its “lowest national savings and investment rates in 

half a century,” which had restricted the growth of productivity.1520 Additionally, 

Heller stated that the 1980s witnessed virtually no “investment in human capital,” 

especially in the form of “education, training, health, [and] nutrition.”1521  

With these points in mind, Heller argued in 1987 that the next president 

should “push for an adjustment of our structural policies, applying the classical 

                                                           
1515 Krippner, Capitalizing on Crisis, 97. 
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supply-side precepts designed to boost productive capacity and productivity.”1522 

Central to this was a combination of fiscal restraint, monetary relaxation, and 

increased investment in human beings, infrastructure, research, and innovation.1523 In 

this, Heller was pre-empting the economic strategy championed by Bill Clinton 

during the 1990s. True, Clinton failed to enact a major public investment strategy, but 

he did deem investment in human capital crucial to equip American workers for the 

high-tech economy of the 1990s.1524 By calling for this policy at the end of the 1980s, 

Heller was at the forefront of New Democrat thinking on this issue.  

Heller’s emphasis upon both monetary relaxation and fiscal restraint also 

foreshadowed Clinton’s economic programme. Throughout the 1980s, Heller 

expressed alarm at the way in which Reagan’s deficits produced inflationary concerns 

in the financial community.1525 This was another reason why the Fed kept real interest 

rates high, leading Heller to argue that deficit reduction was necessary.1526 In this, 

Heller’s ideas aligned with the new generation of Keynesians such as Alan Blinder 

and Paul Krugman, who emerged in the 1980s.1527 His ideas also mirrored scholars at 

the Brookings Institution, whose Panel on Economic Activity he regularly attended in 

the 1980s.1528 These individuals included future Clinton Budget Director Alice 

Rivlin, who placed emphasis upon the active use of monetary policy alongside fiscal 

restraint.1529 Rivlin’s influence helped prompt Clinton to propose a deficit reduction 
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plan that played no small role in allowing the Fed to lower interest rates in the mid-

1990s.1530 As Blinder and Janet Yellen later noted, this strategy created “a pro-

investment macroeconomic climate” that underwrote the economic success of 

Clinton’s premiership.1531 Far from advancing outdated prescriptions to revitalise the 

economy, Heller had adapted his views prudently by the late 1980s.  

VII 

Walter Heller’s responses to both stagflation and Reaganomics did not 

conform to the traditional view that Keynesian liberalism paled into irrelevance 

during the 1970s and 1980s. Instead, Heller developed a well-reasoned approach to 

stagflation, championing supply-side solutions whilst calling for carefully structured 

macroeconomic measures. Heller’s response to the rise of supply-side economics in 

the late 1970s also deserves credit, as he took this school of thought seriously. He 

also responded well to the flaws associated with Reagan’s economic policies, 

eventually recognising that increased training, fiscal restraint, and a relaxed monetary 

policy would revive the economy’s fortunes. In this, he anticipated the approach 

advanced by the New Democrats during the 1990s, whilst his move to the right of 

traditional Democrats in the 1970s mirrored that of the neoliberals. His positioning 

was also akin to the transformation of the Democratic Party under Jimmy Carter, who 

shifted the party’s focus towards both fiscal restraint and a greater appreciation of 

monetary policy.1532 By the end of the 1980s, Keynesians like Heller certainly had 

much to offer in terms of guiding policy.  
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Conclusion 

Aside from his love for economics, Walter Heller had two other passions. Though he 

lived next to the University of Minnesota’s golf course, neither of these was golf. 

Instead, the first was wood chopping, a task that Heller would do on evenings and 

weekends.1533 His second hobby was clam digging, which Heller pursued at his 

holiday home in Puget Sound, Washington, a property that he and his wife built in the 

late 1960s.1534 Set on fourteen acres of land, with a fifty-foot beach, Heller and his 

wife spent three months a year at this location during the 1980s.1535 In July 1985, 

following both her long battle with lupus and a more recent one with cancer, Emily 

Heller passed away. She and Walter had met at the University of Wisconsin, where 

both obtained their PhDs in the early 1940s (Emily’s was in physiology). Thereafter, 

Emily sacrificed her career to support that of her husband’s, whilst courageously 

fighting illness and raising their three children.1536 Her death brought a huge amount 

of heartache to Heller, who responded by increasing his already-heavy work 

schedule.1537  

Despite this, Heller found time to visit the holiday home that he and Emily 

built. No doubt, it gave him comfort in his time of grief. It was there, on June 15, 

1987, while he was “digging out a channel from his beloved lagoon to the sea,” that 

Heller suffered a heart attack.1538 Various attempts to revive him all failed. 

Unsurprisingly, an outpouring of grief followed Heller’s passing. At a memorial 
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service held at Minnesota’s Willey Hall (where Heller lectured introductory 

economics throughout his career) family, friends, and colleagues gathered to pay their 

respects. Among the eulogists, James Tobin assessed Heller’s tenure as CEA 

chairman, claiming “great things were done” under his leadership.1539 Walter 

Mondale praised Heller for using Keynesian ideas to advance liberal causes. 

“Economics, as taught by Walter was never the ‘dismal science’…it had a purpose, to 

help people, to expand opportunity, to enlarge justice, and to care for the most 

vulnerable.”1540 

Obituaries portrayed Heller as one of the most influential and effective 

political economists of modern times.1541 His long-time associate Joseph Pechman, 

reflecting on why Heller had been such an important figure in twentieth century US 

history, described him as “an outstanding economist, an innovator in economic and 

social policies, an inspiring leader, and a marvellous human being.”1542 Yet, despite 

this moment when scholars, journalists, and politicians reflected upon Heller’s career, 

historians later paid very little attention to it. When he left the CEA in 1964, one 

American told Heller that his accomplishments would “forever be a part of our 

economic history.”1543 However, as the economist Louis Johnston recently 

commented, the historical community has curiously understudied Heller.1544 As 

mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, studies of public policy in the 1960s 
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treated Heller as a secondary actor. This study is an effort to fill that void. As it has 

shown, Walter Heller was one of the most significant economists and presidential 

advisers of modern times.  

By rediscovering Heller’s career, this thesis has mapped the rise, ascendancy, 

and eclipse of Keynesian political economy in the United States. This sets it apart 

from existing historical surveys of that doctrine, which have only taken the narrative 

up to the mid-1960s. This dissertation has further shown how Keynesian ideas 

intersected with liberal politics. It has illustrated how both merged during the 1930s 

and has demonstrated how social Keynesianism morphed into growth liberalism. In 

contrast to the claims of Robert Collins and Herbert Stein, this study has rejected the 

idea that liberals wholeheartedly embraced the commercial Keynesianism formulated 

by the post-war business community. Instead, it has demonstrated how many adopted 

growth liberalism, showing, too, that they played a pivotal role in fashioning the post-

war ascendancy of American Keynesianism. In doing so, this thesis has highlighted 

how liberal and business iterations of Keynesianism did not conform to the idea of a 

consensus.  

This dissertation has also helped show that Keynesian liberalism remained 

resilient in the 1970s and 1980s, often portrayed as decades of conservatism. 

Following the onset of inflation and the impact of the rights revolutions in the mid-to-

late 1960s, liberals adapted their Keynesian ideas in diverse ways. While some 

embraced the redistributive Keynesianism espoused by the New Politics movement, 

Heller continued to recognise the importance of growth. At the same time, he 

tempered his commitment to expansion with a greater focus upon the quality of life. 

He also showed a determination to protect, rather than expand, the liberal 

programmes of the 1960s. Whilst traditional liberals continued to advocate Keynesian 
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ideas to promote full employment and growth in the 1970s, Heller, Arthur Okun, and 

others aligned themselves more with neoliberals such as Gary Hart and Paul Tsongas 

during that decade. These individuals recognised the need to combine traditional 

Keynesian ideas with a greater emphasis upon anti-inflationary initiatives, including 

supply-side policies and market-orientated solutions. When the deficit spiralled in the 

1980s, the New Democrats and Keynesians like Heller, Alan Blinder, Paul Krugman, 

and Alice Rivlin shifted emphasis onto deficit reduction, monetary relaxation, and 

investment in human capital.  

The policies that Heller and these individuals advocated, during the 1970s and 

1980s, were sensible efforts to adapt to the problems of those decades. Issues such as 

inflation, debt, and insufficient public investment were important, and Heller 

recognised that economic growth alone could not solve them. This led him, Okun, 

and others to adopt a more cautious and pragmatic Keynesianism, but he and Okun 

never abandoned their fundamental belief in utilising economic management for the 

greater good. Unlike Hart and Tsongas, who were both criticised for neglecting the 

underprivileged in the 1970s, Heller and Okun continued to believe that government 

had a role in shaping demand, utilising fiscal deficits, and engaging in public 

investment to create a more equal society that would spread the fruits of growth as 

widely as possible. By demonstrating that their economic liberalism remained vibrant 

during the 1970s and 1980s, this thesis has helped show that American politics and 

political economy did not shift totally to the right after the mid-1960s. Because it has 

also illustrated that liberal Keynesian ideas up to the 1960s were more potent than 

traditionally assumed, this study has built upon recent scholarship showing that 

liberalism was a much stronger force in post-war American politics than scholars 

have appreciated. 
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By using Heller as its lens, this study has mapped the history of Keynesian 

liberalism in the United States. Though it has praised him throughout, it has not shied 

away from voicing criticism of Heller. His advocacy of community action in the War 

on Poverty, the way that he sought to press revenue-sharing upon LBJ, and the role 

that he played in the beginning of Keynesianism’s mid-to-late 1960s eclipse, were all 

mistakes. Nevertheless, this thesis’ overall interpretation of Heller is positive. 

Because of this, it has built upon the early positive appraisals made of him by those 

who first assessed his CEA chairmanship. In comparison with the existing literature, 

this thesis has also showed that Heller encouraged Kennedy to endorse a tax cut 

before most historians assume. It has proven, too, that Heller responded more 

effectively to the rise of both monetarism and supply-side economics than scholars 

have credited the Keynesians for doing. 

I 

Given the favourable interpretation of Heller advanced here, it is worth 

considering what made him such a good political economist. Firstly, Heller had an 

admirable level of persistence, which helped him convince both Kennedy and 

Johnson to promote the 1964 Revenue Act. At times, Heller’s persistence did not pay 

off (particularly in terms of how he promoted revenue-sharing), but overall it served 

him well. Combined with his ability to understand and connect with people, Heller 

was also persistent without being overbearing. Despite having never met JFK before 

October 1960, he and Kennedy quickly established a strong rapport. Regardless of the 

difference in style between JFK and LBJ, Heller worked very effectively with the 

latter. Heller’s persistence, combined with his charming personality, helped 

underwrite his success as a political economist. Indeed, he knew both his mind and 

his place, which suited him to working in an advisory capacity.  
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Added to this, Heller had a unique ability to translate complex economic ideas 

into clear and understandable terms. This led Time to label him the “Demystifier of 

the Dismal Science.”1545 According to Mondale, Heller “could make the complex 

seem simple and make the simple feel complex,” whether through drawing 

transnational comparisons to highlight the merits of a tax cut in 1962, or using 

carefully chosen metaphors in his writings.1546 This skill not only served Heller well 

in his dealings with politicians, it also enabled him to educate the American people. 

Though this thesis has shown that Heller was not particularly successful at selling the 

1964 Revenue Act to the public in 1963, he did, at various points in his career, do 

much to help the public better understand economics. For example, he appeared on 

Meet the Press far more than any other economist did.1547 He also regularly appeared 

in the public arena to explain economics in the 1970s and 1980s (Paul Samuelson was 

the only Keynesian to rival Heller in this regard).1548 Unlike John Kenneth Galbraith, 

who wrote ‘big picture’ economic syntheses that reached popular audiences, Heller 

talked about the details of economic policy.  

The fact that he combined his academic life with stints in public service 

certainly aided Heller’s ability to convey economics in a clear manner. It was also the 

result of his non-theoretical approach. Because he concerned himself with how 

economics worked in practice, this made him especially good at explaining his ideas 

to either an elite or a popular audience. Still, Heller never won the Nobel Prize in 

economics that usually goes to theoreticians. However, Heller did “more to bring an 
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understanding of economics to the public than any economist of modern times.”1549 

Given this, coupled with both his effectiveness as a presidential adviser and his 

success at briefly installing liberal Keynesianism as the reigning orthodoxy in the 

early 1960s, Heller, rather than Alvin Hansen, deserves the title of the ‘American 

Keynes.’1550  

Whilst his ability to convey complex economic ideas in an accessible way was 

one of Heller’s most notable skills, his greatest asset was his pragmatism. Unlike 

Leon Keyserling and John Kenneth Galbraith, whose policy prescriptions stayed 

unchanged throughout their careers, Heller adapted his views to pursue liberal ends. 

Though he preferred to increase expenditures to close the performance gap in the late 

1950s, he recognised that a tax cut was the politically workable route to take. He also 

showed a remarkable degree of flexibility in the 1970s, for he changed his views 

during that decade. “If ideas Walter held were contradicted by evolving evidence,” 

Alan Greenspan once remarked, “he was quick to change.”1551 Heller’s pragmatic 

approach to economic policy, combined with his dogged tenacity, his charm, his 

political ability, and his aptitude to convey economics in a clear manner, all helped 

underwrite his success as a political economist. At the same time, Heller “was so 

much greater than the sum of his separate skills.”1552 According to Pechman, he 

“joined high competence in all the dimensions of leadership with compassion, good 

judgment, and hard work, to leave a more indelible mark on the place of economics in 

American life than any other economist of his generation.”1553  
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All of this begs the question of what current policymakers and economists can 

learn from Heller. Some might consider his former student Louis Johnston a less than 

impartial source, but he has offered an important insight here. Firstly, if they want to 

have a greater influence upon policy, economists would do well to ensure that they 

translate their ideas into clear and understandable terms.1554 Whilst doing so, 

economists should also be careful not to be “shrill about it.” Certain economists 

sometimes lose the high ground in economic debates by going “after people by name 

instead of keeping things on the plain of ‘wrong policy.’” Heller, by contrast, refused 

to engage in personal politics. True, Heller did get excited when debating his 

adversaries, but he also showed them respect. The way that he agitated against the 

antisemitism shown towards Milton Friedman in the early 1940s showed this. 

Heller’s career also highlights how “simple models have a lot of virtues.” Certain 

economists and policymakers “seem to think that you can’t do anything, and you 

can’t get any insight, unless you have a lot of equations and data.” Heller “never 

needed to show off that way,” an approach which America “could really use now.” 

These points illuminate the importance of education to the making of 

economic policy. Unlike Ronald Reagan’s tax cut of 1981, or George Bush’s tax cuts 

of 2001 and 2003, the policies that Heller championed throughout his career resulted 

from cogent, well explained, technical analysis rather than pure dogma. Speaking 

about the 1964 Revenue Act, one businessperson told Heller that it had shown “how 

good economic theory can be translated into empirically useable political 

economy.”1555 With the US now beset by both a structural and a trade deficit as well 

as a swelling level of public indebtedness, policymakers and economists would do 

well to base their recommendations upon sound, technical analysis, much like Heller. 
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This is particularly important given the polarised political climate that has emerged 

since the 1990s, the rise of soundbite politics, and the fact that, since the 1980s, the 

CEA has declined as an agency of influence within the executive branch of 

government. 

II 

The beginning of this thesis mentioned how certain individuals have recently 

revived Keynesianism, seeing in the doctrine a means to make the US economy 

stronger. Donald Trump’s recent ascension to the presidency has led to suggestions 

that his investment plans may amount to a Keynesian stimulus.1556 Although Trump’s 

programme will likely provide the economy with a good short-term spurt, most 

observers believe that it will produce negative long-term consequences (including 

increased levels of debt and economic inequality).1557 Sufficient investment in human 

capital, healthcare, nutrition, childcare, and research will also need to accompany this, 

in order to reduce inequality and facilitate the development of high-tech industries.1558 

Others have argued that a dose of Keynesianism is not the correct solution for the US 

economy now, not least because the jobless level is at 4.6 percent, effectively the rate 

defined as full employment.1559  

Nevertheless, a consensus is forming around the need for a new round of 

Keynesian stimulus. Over the past seven years, US economic growth has averaged 

just 2 percent per year, which, according to Keynesian Larry Summers, is only 
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attributable to the fact the economy has put idle resources back to work.1560 More 

worrying is that both the labour force and the rate of productivity are each set to grow 

at just 0.5 percent annually over the next five years. This means that economic output 

will increase at a yearly rate of only 1 percent.1561 “At the very least,” one 

commentator has explained, “the dismal forecast calls for the government to prepare 

for another bout of fiscal stimulus.”1562 Others agree. The OECD recently called for 

all advanced economies to engage in aggressive macroeconomic policies, warning 

that the global economy was in a “low-growth trap.”1563 Its chief economist predicted 

that “fiscal initiatives” could “catalyse economic activity,” pushing the global growth 

rate up to 3.5 percent per year by 2018 (compared with the current forecast of 3 

percent).1564  

The case for using fiscal policy to stimulate the economy is also strong given 

the combination of austerity and monetary easing, which has characterised US 

economic policy since 2013, has done much harm. Recently, the International 

Monetary Fund admitted that it underestimated how much the economy would 

contract under austerity (having previously championed such policies).1565 Similarly, 
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‘Fiscal Policy Reconsidered,’ The Hamilton Project. Available at:  
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12/21/2016] 
1565 n.n., ‘Where Does the Buck Stop,’ The Economist, 13 August 2016, 420, 55. PQC. 
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Larry Summers and Antonio Fatas have argued that austerity “has substantially 

reduced growth, leading to levels of public debt that are higher than they would have 

been had enthusiastic stimulus been used to revive growth.”1566 The fact that austerity 

has not worked surely adds cogency to the case for renewed fiscal stimulus. 

Similarly, monetary policy has not spurred economic activity, as investors have 

remained nervous at the prospect of borrowing in the wake of the financial crisis. 

With interest rates also at record lows and the Fed committed to expanding the money 

supply via quantitative easing, the only weapon available to promote stimulus is fiscal 

policy.1567 

This is exactly what Keynes argued in The General Theory. He explained that, 

if monetary policy did not lift “animal spirits,” the government needed to step in with 

public investment.1568 Unsurprisingly, with the US economy’s current rate of growth 

so sluggish, several academics have spoken in favour of fiscal stimulus. This is 

interesting because, since the 1990s, Keynesians developed economic models in 

which “fiscal policy was all but neutered.”1569 Instead, they placed responsibility 

upon central banks to “do the heavy lifting.”1570 However, with monetary policy now 

unable to do so macroeconomists have “written down models in which Keynesian 

stimulus works fine.”1571 Reflecting this, Barack Obama’s CEA chairman Jason 
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Furman has defended this “‘New View’ favoring more activist fiscal policy,” whilst 

current Fed chairwoman Janet Yellen gave a speech in October 2016 which echoed 

“recent calls for aggregate demand management that is both more active and of 

greater magnitude.”1572 

Should fiscal stimulus take place, both policymakers and economists would 

do well to look back at the rise and decline of Keynesianism in America. Of course, 

Keynesianism could be more difficult to implement in current conditions. The growth 

of programme-orientated budgeting in the wake of Keynesianism’s eclipse in the 

1970s, coupled with the rise of the entitlement state since the late 1960s, have both 

weakened fiscal policy.1573 With the economy beset by both near permanent deficits 

and record levels of debt, it might be unwise to implement Keynesian policies. 

Keynesian economists also no longer enjoy the influence that they had during Walter 

Heller’s day.  

Nevertheless, it would be instructive to explore how both policymakers and 

economists previously implemented Keynesianism. This will provide a model of how 

to sell Keynesian ideas in particular and economic ideas in general, illustrating what 

policies worked best in certain conditions.1574 True, there are historical differences to 

consider when comparing 1960s economic policy to the twenty-first century, not least 

the fact that America’s position within the global economy is relatively weaker 

today.1575 Even so, Heller’s “operating style” provides “a case study of an unusually 
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1573 Morgan, ‘Reply to Brian Domitrovic,’ Journal of Policy History, 23:3 (2011), 444-445. 
1574 As to the concerns raised in the paragraph above about the contemporary effectiveness of fiscal 

policy, it is worth noting that recent research has undermined these. True, programme-orientated 

budgeting and entitlement spending have weakened the flexibility of fiscal policy, but current research 

demonstrates that fiscal policy still has considerable potential to generate a multiplier effect. Moreover, 

though debt is a big problem for the US economy, there is still enough “fiscal space” to enact 

expansionary policies. See Furman, ‘The New View of Fiscal Policy and Its Application.’ 
1575 Ruchir Sharma, ‘The Boom was a Blip: Getting Used to Slow Growth,’ Foreign Affairs, 96:3 

(May/June 2017), 104-114. EBSCO. 
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successful practice of economic policy entrepreneurship.”1576 This is something 

recognised in a recent blogpost by economic historian Beatrice Cherrier.1577 Cherrier 

has credited Heller’s carefully crafted memoranda with educating Kennedy and 

Johnson and has drawn attention to how his successful engagement in bureaucratic 

politics convinced administration officials of his approach. This thesis has also 

mapped Heller’s operating style and has illuminated his success in creating a post-war 

economic framework to advance liberal objectives. Though the growth rates of the 

1960s are almost impossible to envisage for the American economy today, this thesis’ 

examination of how Heller and other Keynesians adapted the ‘dismal science’ for 

liberal political aims offers an important lesson to progressive economists today, who 

are fighting for jobs, equal opportunity, and economic equity in the age of Trump.   
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